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ABSTRACT
The Applicability of Mintzberg's Managerial Role
Theory to Describing Educational Administrator
Behavior
(May 1979)
David Charles Bristol, B.A., Cornell College
M.A.T., The Johns Hopkins University
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Albert Anthony
The study grew out of general dissatisfaction with
the concepts found in the literature of school administra-
tion to describe the vrork of administrators. The study's
purpose was to determine the usefulness of Henry Mintz-
berg's managerial role theory (see The Nature of Manager-
ial Work) for describing educational administrator v/ork.
More specifically, the intent of the study was to
determine whether Mintzberg's ten roles were capable of
being operationally defined to a degree that would allow
reliable usage. Q\iestions of intercoder agreement when
using the concepts to classify administrator behavior
and the exhaustiveness of the scheme were central concerns
of the study.
General Desicn. The study was viewed as a precursor to
VI
using Mintzberg's role scheme in a field setting. In
other words, prior to taking the considerable time both
for training observers and for observation itself, the
role scheme was subjected to a much less expensive pre-
liminary examination.
Criteria for coder selection were established. Five
programmed training booklets were written, a proficiency
examination was administered and round robin training
discussions were held. Forty- seven Episodes totalling
ninety units of administrator behavior were submitted to
a group of six graduate student coders with the instruc-
tions to categorize the units using Mintzberg's role
scheme and the results were analyzed.
Analysis . Three sources of information were tapped:
the personal knov/ledge gained as a result of creating the
training booklets and conducting training sessions, fre-
quency data obtained by administering the proficiency
examination and frequency data resulting from tne coding
of the ninety units of administrator behavior.
The information gained from the process of training
coders was reported more as impressions and conclusions
rather than quantitative analysis. The proficiency
examination data was simply tallied to determine the
percentage of correct coding responses. The results of
vii
the coding effort were analyzed in terms of intercoder
agreement (a measure of reliability)
, intercoder category
agreement (a measure of the clarity of role definition) and
use of the multi role and unascertainable categories (a
measure of the entire role set's exhaustiveness).
Conclusions . The key piece of information in this study
was the intercoder agreement fj.gures. The figures were
not nearly high enough to conclude that the scheme's
roles were sufficiently defined for reliable use. While
the agreement levels were above what would be expected by
chance alone, they nowhere approached even the eighty per-
cent level set as a minimum.
It can only be concluded that for the six coders
trained in this study to classify written descriptions of
administrator behavior, Mintzberg's scheme is not m^eaning-
less but is not sufficiently meaningful to be useful.
Further efforts at developing Mintzberg's role
scheme need tc confront two issues: the use of written
behavioral descriptions for training coders and determin-
ing intercoder agreement levels and the use of operational
definitions
.
It is suggested that taped or filmed episodes of
administrator behavior be used rather than w’ritten des-
criptions and that coders be trained in multi mieans of
viii
collecting information on which to base inferences about
role behavior.
Finally, it is suggested that the attempt to
operationally defining the roles be abandoned. Rather
than seek operational definitions, the terms might be
more productively conceived of as "sensitizing concepts"
that serve by giving a general sense of reference or
orientation rather than by precisely defining what is
being studied.
e
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CHAPTER I
ADMINISTPJ^TOR BEHAVIOR RESEARCH AND THE FOCUS
OF THIS STUDY
Administrator Behavio r Research
Four general approaches to the study of educational
administration are identified by Downey.^ Separately and
in many conibinations
,
the approaches have been used by re-
searchers seeking to define, describe, comprehend and
explain the work of educational administrators . Downey
calls these approaches "task," "process," "social setting,"
and "man." The central research question of each is
respectively: What is the scope of the job done by the
administrator? What precisely is involved in the adminis-
trative act? V7hat are the forces with which one must deal
in administrating an educational organization? What skills
and qualities are required for effective administrative
performance?
Hackman, writing on differing approaches to defining
the concept task, uses different terminology but the mean-
I
2
ings he gives his terms are very similar to Downey s.
Hackman uses behavior requirement in lieu of "task,"
"behavior description" instead of "process," "task qua
task" as a replacement for "social setting" and "trait'
1
2as a substitute for the "man" approach. His central
research questions, while applicable to a wider range of
research settings, are essentially the same as Downey's.
Helpin' s research paradigm for educational adm.inis-
bration puts forth a similar means of classifying research
efforts. The paradigm identifies four major variables
which Halpin believes must be taken into account. The
four variables or "panels" of the model are shown in the
3following figure.
Figure 1
HALPIN 'S PARADIGM
Panel I Organizational Tasks
Panel II Administrator Behavior
Panel III Variables Associated with Administrator
Behavior
A. Administrator Variables (attributes,
characteristics, personality, etc.)
B. Intra Organizational Variables
C. Extra Organizational Variables
Panel IV Criteria of Effectiveness
In essence, all three researchers are saying that
administrative research needs to focus on questions of
goals and assessment of goal attainment, on describing
activities or behaviors, on environmental factors that may
foster, inhibit, alter or in some v/ay effect goal forma-
tion, achievement and on personal factors that can be
described apart from an administrator's men^ership in a
sp0 ci.fi.0 cl woirk oir^S-nizstion
. Figure 2 iricikes this
similarity clear.
3
Figure 2
RESEARCH SIMILARIES
Researcher Downey Hackman
1
Halpin
Common Variables
Task
Behavior
Requirement
Organizational
Task & Criteria
of Effective-
ness
Normative Goals
Activity/
Behavior Process
Behavior
Descriotion
Administrator
Behavior
Environment Social
Setting
Task qua
Task
Intra & Extra
Organizational
Variables
Personal
Characteristics Man Trait
Administrator
Variables
Halpin contends that the bulk of research has dealt
4
with variables of Panel III. The focus has been on
identifying traits, characteristics and attributes of
individuals holding administrative positions. Or it has
been on the setting in which the administrator finds
himself; the forces both within and outside of the organi-
zation with which he must deal and the historical,
cultural and economic restrictions with which he is faced.
More effort recently has been given to finding means
of identifying and specifying organizational goals and in
finding v/ays of evaluating effectiveness (Panels I and IV
of Halpin 's paradigm). Tvjo recent texts, Worthen and
4Sanders' Educational Evaluation: Theory and Practice and
the Phi Delta Kappa's National Study Committee in Evalua-
tion publication, Educational Evaluation and Decision
Making
,
attest to the increased concern with this rela-
tively neglected area of Halpin's paradigm. The decision-
making oriented evaluation methodologists are beginning to
attack the problem of achieving "tighter articulation"
between tasks or goals and criteria of effectiveness; a
process which Halpin sees as essential to research pro-
5gress
.
"Administrative Behavior," the second panel of
Halpin's paradigm, has received the least amount of re-
search attention. Kalpin writes, "It is high time to
devote as much or more effort". . .to this area.^ As
Professor Frank Lutz quips, we know a great deal about
administrators sibling rank (i.e., an administrator
variable)
,
but hardly anything about v/hat he does when
7
he goes to work each day 1
The general area of investigation of this study
is Panel II of Halpin's paradigm, "Administrator Behavior;
v;hat Downey labels "process" and what Hackman calls
"behavior description." Halpin's term "administrator
behavior" or "behavior approach" will be adopted to
identify the general problem, area. When "process or
"behavior description" are used, it is done to highlight
5aspects of the problem area fully in accord with Halpin's
explanation of it. Further justification of the choice
of this problem area will follow in the next section.
Its characteristics need explication.
This line of research is concerned with answering
an innocent question, what do educational administrators
do? The problem is one of developing concepts by which
administrator behavior can be understood; of finding a
descriptive terminology that can contribute to theory and
hopefully the improvement of administrator practice.
Hackman points out the general characteristics of
the behavior approach. The research focuses "on the
responses v/hich a performer actually does emit, given the
stimulus conditions." Unlike the "social setting" or
"task qua task" approaches, research gives little or no
attention to the "stimulus conditions" or factors that
might elicit the observed behavior. Unlike the task or
behavior requirement approach no attention is given to
defining or prescribing what the administrator should be
doing or what the minimal level of performance should be.
The behavior approach attempts to separate the
highly normative from the empirical that is so often
unwittingly intertwined in administrative studies. Im-
plicit is the attempt to identify behavioral, processes
and functions. The dynamic aspect of administrative
6phenomena is brought center stage and the search is for
order as seen in patterned and sequential regularities.
UniuS of behavior are defined and discriminate actions
are usually conceptualized in terms of roles, processes
or programs.
Implicit in this approach is the search for purpose
or meaning of the administrator's actions.^ The approach
ultimately seeks in its analysis of empirical data the
identification of the social, psychological and oraaniza-
tional meaning and purpose of administrator actions.^®
Halpin ' s warning about the process concept gives
additional insight into the general characteristics of
this line of inquiry:
"Process" is a tricky term. Unless one is extremely
careful he can be easily tempted into talking about
"process" as if it were a free-floating affair, de-
tached from the behavior of individuals. It must,
therefore, be remembered that if the concept of
"process" is to have any usefulness, its referents
must be rooted in the behavior and behavior products.
An outsider can never observe "process" qua "process";
he can observe only a sequence of behavior or be-
havior products from which he may infer "process."
This inference is based upon whatever relationship
he discerns in a sequential ordering of behavior and
the observer's perception of sequence or ordering
of behavior is cued by his own perceptions of the
ultimate purpose of the actors in the organization.
The investigator is confronted with tv70 major research
problems. He needs a reliable means of observing the
"stream of behavior" and a "perceptual set" that "catches"
all behaviors relevant to his research aims. Secondly,
7his analysis of the behavior record must carefully state
who and on what basis inferences about purpose and mean-
ing are being made. Research problems of defining units
of behavior, insuring reliability and minimizing bias
and the "fit" betv/een data and the theoretical notions
selected or generated to give meaning and purpose quickly
becom.e crucial concerns. A seemingly simple question,
"What does the administrator do?" embroils the researcher
in issues of research methodology and epistemology.
Some of the paucity of research in this area is
undoubtedly accounted for by such issues. However, if
Halpin is correct--that more effort needs to be devoted
to this area—then such problems must be faced. It is
within the relatively neglected field of administrator
behavior research that this study is located.
The Need for Administrator Behavior Research
Many scholars of administration have noted the
paucity of descriptive data on administrator behavior.
Griffiths argues, "We need descriptions of the behavior
of administrators and others as they work and live in
their organization."^^ Morphet reports, "Empirical
research relating to administrative processes is notably
lacking. Gregg echoes Morphet 's concern when he
writes, "all too little has been learned. .
.about
8s.drninistr’Q.t ion a.s o. procoss. '* cind "ThGjr© is a crying
n©0d for ©mpirical studios of th© administrative process
in educational organizations." Walton joins in this
call for empirical data; "Careful recording and classi-
fication of the activities of educational administrators
. . .would reveal the nature of the work educational
15
administrators do."
Karl Weick, a noted scholar of social psychology of
work organizations, commenting on his own area of interest,
writes
:
Any discipline will rise or fall depending on the
reliability and validity of the observations on
which its theories are based. Few fields have made
so much of so little as has organizational theory.
The large number of theories, concepts and prescrip-
tions in this field far outdistances the empirical
findings on v/hich they are supposed to be grounded.
Sociologist Robert Dubin's coiranent about executive studies
is relevant:
tive acrion
do.-l’
"Existing theoretical discussion of execu-
awaits empirical evidence of v/hat executives
This chorus is joined by the educational anthropolo-
gists Wax, Ramsey, and Wolcott; by the administrative
theorists Simon and Halpin and by tv/o students of the
politics of education, lannaccone and Lutz, who in response
to the lack of empirical data have written a manual on
the field study approach to educational organization
research.
9These researchers' concern is primarily based on
their desires to build usable administrative theory and
to move away from the intuitive knowledge on v/hich so much
of present theory is based. In a sense, they mirror
Roger Barker's comment about behavioral science in general;
that unlike almost every other science, it has not yet
really begun the task of collecting and cataloging facts
19about the phenomenon it studies.
Hemphill states a case for more research in terms of
the need for serviceable concepts to describe the admin-
istrator's work. He writes that many common concepts now
used are vague and unoperational . They contribute little
. . 20
to either research or the creation of training programs.
Similarly, Weick argues that terms used to describe a
group or individual performance should refer to observables.
He notes tnat this may sound "elementary" but a "surprising
amount" of research abounds that has not followed this
21 ...
maxim. Both these researchers see in descriptive re-
search a means of finding concepts to meet the needs of
scientific investigation. Unless done, theoretical ex-
ploration utilizing vague and highly abstract terms will
remain untestable in any scientific sense.
Hemphill also sees research on administrator behavior
better serving purposes now being inadequately met be
existing job description techniques. Such information
10
could be used to better (1) define administrator activity
and responsibilities, (2) give an objective basis for
appraising individual performance, (3) provide a means
to rationally base pay differentials and (4) serve as a
basis for management and administrator training programs.
Certainly, those pushing for educational administrator
accountability and competency based training programs
will need descriptive data on the behavior of practicing
school administrators.
In summary, the justification for taking a behavior
approach lies in its potential contribution to theory con-
struction and concept formation, to the development of
administrator training programs and in making rationax
decisions about administrator assessment, pay and defini-
tions of job responsibilities.
Some Existing Research in Educational
Administrator Behavior
An exhaustive review of the pertinent literature has
not been attempted. The intent here is simply to reference
some of the previous efforts and thereby indicate further
the need for additional research and the context of the
specific research problem.
Certainly administrator behavior can be studied in
experimental, laboratory and simultated settings.
11
However, such research strategies place demands on the
researcher that he may be incapable of meeting given the
present level of knowledge about administrative phenomena.
There are compelling arguments for using what has variously
been called direct observation, participant observation,
case study method, or field approaches.
McGrath contends that when the phenomenon under con-
sideration is relatively unexplored, field studies are
, 2 3the most appropriate approach. Cuba specifically makes
this point in regard to leadership studies in education.
He sees rigorous experimental research simply premature
24given whdt little we know. Griffiths echoes this
sentiment when he writes, "One can also look to the field
of anthropology which has apparently moved in the direc-
tion which seems now to be most fruitful for us in
. . . ..25
administration
.
Weick sets forth some criteria for utilizing direct
observational methods. He states that in situ observa-
tion is particularly appropriate (1) to give a "whole"
picture or an idea of the relevant parameters, (2) to
offset limitations that subjects have such as their
inability to introspect or their inability to articulate
because of over involvement or unawareness of action due
to habitualness, (3) when subjects lack a language or
concepts to describe their behaviors, (4) when subjects
12
are unwilling to report, (5) when retrospective data is
suspect, (6) when the substantive area of research
interest is one of comparing action and attitude or the
relationship between situation and actions.
Administrator behavior seems to fit several of
these criteria. Zander states that group members often
can not describe their own behavior accurately and out-
. 27
side observation is called for. Hemphill, in commenting
on leadership research, notes that an outside observer
can be aware of consistent behavior occurring during
interaction that has not been perceived by the people
2 8involved in the interaction. David Braybrooke, in
"The Mystery of Executive Success," contends that ex-
ecutives can not articulate their methods of operation
partly because the test of their own success does not
require it. They are judged and rewarded for results,
not by the articulation and reasonableness of their
29
arguments before action.
Finally, several researchers have pointed out the
inadequacies of other data gathering techniques used in
organizational and administrator behavior research.
One widely used instrument, the Leadership Behavior
Description Questionnaire, has been challenged by
Erickson in a review of research in educational adminis-
tration. He questions the validity of teacher generated
13
questionnaires on principal behavior; "[Teachers']
perceptions can not be assumed to depict administrator
behavior accurately."^® Herbert cites four studies
showinq significant discrepancies between questionnaire
• • 31
and interview data and observed behavior.
Buchanan's quip on the overabundance of attitude
surveys—that they lead us to "study [people's] reactions
without learning what they are reacting to"—is similar
to Jenkins' assertion that "Research in organizations
can not continue to consist of many studies relating
32
attitudes to attitudes. . . ." Jenkins calls for
the development of effective observational approaches.
In brief, all these researchers are pointing out that
direct observational methods are needed to complement
other techniques. All seek to underscore "behavior" in
"behavioral science research" and all call for less re-
liance on attitude, opinion and self reporting methods.
To conclude: McGrath and Cuba tell us to go into
the field, administrative research is still in its in-
fancy. Weick gives us some rationale for using direct
observational methods and the evidence mustered by
numerous researchers both as to the nature of administra-
tor activity and the problem inherent in other data
collection methods all attest to the appropriateness of
direct observation of administrators in actual work
14
settings
.
Given such arguments, the research cited is limited
primarily to studies that have gone into the field and
used a direct observation strategy.
Hess, Clark and Rosenberger studies of the "Areas of
Critical Behavior in Educational Administration . " In the
mid 1950 's the Kellogg Foundation sponsored School-
Community Development Study at Ohio State University
created a scheme for describing administrative behavior.
What emerged was nine "Areas of Critical Behavior in
33
Educational Administration:"
1. Setting goals
2. Making policy
3. Determining roles
4. Communicating
5. Using educational resources of the community
6. Working with community leadership
7. Involving people
8. Coordinating adrrtinistrative functions and
structures
9. Appraising effectiveness
This scheme was generated for the explicit purpose of
establishing criteria on which effective and ineffective
administrators could be differentiated. The labels
were
constructed frcm analysis of anecdotal descriptions
of
15
administrator behavior. These descriptions were
collected through field visitations by advanced students
in educational administration over a two and a half year
period. The set of concepts can be considered operational
if one could inspect the anecdotal descriptions for the
referents used in generating the terms. However, the
School-Community Development Study monograph series in
which the study was published gives only illustrations
abstracted from field notes; not comprehensive listings
of behaviors in v/hich each concept was grounded.
Hess, Clark and Rosenberger conducted in situ ob-
servational studies to test the exhaustiveness and utility
34
of the schem.e in three different educational settings.
All found it necessary to add an additional category,
"Fostering Human Relations" or "Showing Consideration"
to make the set exhaustive. They also found its utility
questionable. For example, Clark had a great deal of
difficulty in categorizing behavior "so crudely labeled
planning." His reliability check leaves doubt concerning
the operationalization of the terms. After observations
were made and protocols written, the percentage of
incidents classified similarly by the three researchers
ranged from 59.6 percent to 80.4 percent with an average
percentage agreement of 68.8 percent. Such a wide range
with a maximum percentage agreement being only 80.4 percent
raises questions about the research utility of the
concepts
.
16
All three researchers reformulated the scheme and
concluded with reservations about the genesis of the
original nine categories and questioned the utility of
the "Nine Critical Areas" for further research.
The Staff Associate Project study of the "initiating
structure" and "consideration" concepts . From the work
of the Personnel Research Board at Ohio State University
the now familiar initiating structure and consideration
concepts emerged as a way of describing leader behavior.
In 1958-59 the Staff Associate Project of the Midwest
Administration Center at the University of Chicago pub-
lished "Observation of Administrator Behavior." The
Staff Associates utilized the initiating structure and
consideration concepts as both as a priori screen for
observing on-the—job superintendents and as a post
observational means of categorizing observational records.
The Staff Associates did not hypothesize that the
two concepts would form an exhaustive set. Their goal
was to operationalize them, i.e., to describe how an
administrator behaves when "initiating structure and
showing consideration.
The approach taken by the Associates was to utilize
the global definitions of the two concepts and categorize
17
bGhaviozr incid©nts accordingly. The following definitions
were used:
1. Initiating structure refers to the leader’s
behavior in delineating the relationship
between himself and members of the work group,
and in endeavoring to establish well-defined
patterns of organizations, channels of communi-
cation, and meuhods of procedure
2. Consideration refers to behavior indicative of
friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth
in the relationship between the leader and
members of his staff.
In regard to operationalization of the concepts,
the Associates found few incidents from which the di-
mension, initiating structure, could be inferred. They
concluded that if the concept is to be useful, its be-
havior referents must be more fully explicated then they
were in the LBDQ from which it was derived. Contrary to
expectations, it was easier to infer consideration be-
havior than structuring behavior. Other conclusions:
The consideration dimension possesses both a positive
and negative component. The dimensions are interactive,
3 6
i.e., some behavior could be classified in both.
In regard to the exhaustiveness of the set, the
Associates were somewhat startled. Behavior incidents
were categorized using the following classes: (1) posi-
tive consideration, (2) negative consideration,
(3) initiating structure, (4) unclassif iable . The re-
sults of the categorizing are presented in Table 1 and
Figure 3.
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Til© inajoir conclusion dirawn fjroin tVi© Associates' work
is that the initiating structure and consideration con-
cepts have little to offer as concepts for describing
administrator work. As a means of describing leadership
style ("the underlying need structure of the individual
which motivates his behavior in various leadership situa-
tions"), the concepts may have value. But this study
is interested in behavior, not style. As Campbell,
Dunnette, Lawler and Weick conclude in their review of re-
search on describing managerial behavior, the reduction
to just two dimensions:
certainly. . .must be an oversimplification of the
characteristics and full range of behavior demanded
by managerial jobsi. . .it seems likely that be-
havioral dimensions such as consideration and initia-
ting structure are more a part of the person than of
the job; they reflect personal behavioral styles
that a manager can bring to any job, instead of the
specific behavioral demands of different managerial
jobs
.
Because the dual concepts initiating structure and
consideration are neither exhaustive or operational and
because they most likely refer to style more than behavior,
thev are not judged useful for the purpose of describing
administrator work.
The Staff Associate Project study of the "administrative
process . " The Staff Associate Project also investigated
the exhaustiveness and utility of the "administrative
process" concept. As a means of conceptualizing administrator
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work, it is not new. Its origins can be traced back to
Henri Fayol's "elements of management." In 1916 he
postulated the elements as "planning," "organizing,"
"commanding," "coordinating," and "controlling." Since
1916 various students of administration have proposed
modifications. Luther Gulick's "POSDCoHB" (planning,
organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting
and budgeting) is perhaps the modification of Fayol’s
original conceptualization most engrained in administra-
tive thought. With additional minor modifications, Jesse
Sears brought the concept to educational administration
in his Nature of rhe Administrative Proces s. Most recently,
Russell Gregg has devoted a great deal of attention to
this concept as a means of understanding educational ad-
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ministration
.
The particular formulation used by the Staff Associ-
ates was of their own making. It was developed "internally;
that is, the behavior incidents recorded were structured in
light of the general process concept and modification made
to fit the incidents to the scheme. The Associates'
formulation is as follows:
Decision making.—This stage includes: (1) defining a
problem, ( 2 ) "gathering and interpreting data, (j) an-
alyzing the existing situation, (4) considering possibxe
alternative, (5) recommending policy, and (6) making
a policy decision.
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« “This stage includes planning and
arranging for implementation of policy in terms of:
(1) staff, (2) housing, (3) equipment, and (4) budget.
Stimulating
. This stage includes attempts to implement
policies and programs through: (1) communicating pol-
icy, (2) comjnunicating information, (3) requiring
certain behavior, (4) suggesting certain behavior,
(5) involving people in planning, and (6) seeking
supporting relationships.
Coordinating . --This stage includes; (1) relating
people and things, (2) relating time and events,
(3) defining roles, and (4) observing explicit res-
trictions .
Appraising .—This stage includes; (1) reviewing
original plans, goals, or decisions, (2) accounting
with respect to programming, (3) analyzing the quality
of work, and (4) analyzing the quality of behavior.
Extra Process Behavior .—This sixth category is not a
part of the administrative process. It is a residual
category, designed to "catch" behaviors which commonly
occur but which are simply routine, mechanical, or
personal in nature. Its sub-categories are; (1) ex-
changing routine information, (2) exchanging amenities,
and (3) attending to personal matters.^®
As noted by the Staff Associates, the administrative
process concept in its several formulations:
, , .has been accepted without test. It has emerged
from the experience, study, and deliberation of
competent writers and students of administration but
little attempt has been made to test it against
reality.
The Associates study is not a good test of the
concept, for their formulation was not developed from be-
havior independent of those it sought to classify. Never-
theless, their efforts are worthy of note for it is one
of the few attempts to empirically verify any process
formulation
.
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Their findings were:
1. The administrative process is to a "considerable
extent" a realistic concept. Written incidents
of observed behavior that clearly illustrate
stages of the process were submitted as evidence.
They did report difficulty in reaching agreement
on just which of the stages a particular incident
was illustrating. These "rough spots" were
overcome by relying on the judgment of the re-
searcher who did the actual observation
2. The administrative process is usually thought of
as being cyclical and sequential. The Associates
could find nothing to indicate a sequential
nature or whether the stages as defined were
systematically used in determining school policy
or making decisions
3. The process as formulated could not account for
the totality of all behavior incidents reported.
Eighty-three percent of the 77Q incidents re-
ported were classified as representing one of the
five stages. The remaining seventeen percent
fell into the residual "Extra-Process" category.
The Associates write, "even as an abstraction,
the administrator process does not seem adequate
for the explanation of all the behavior engaged
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in by the administrators.”^^
Concerning this last finding: The "Extra-Process”
category was subcategorized into: "exchanging routine
information,” "exchanging amenities” and "attending to
personal matters.” It seems plausible to believe that
at least the first two subcategories are types of behavior
that may well be necessary for task accomplishment.
While labeled routine or simply m.atters of politeness such
actions of this type m.ay be necessary. To relegate them
to an "extra-process” category may be arbitrary.
Despite these limitations, the Staff Associates*
effort has given insight into the utility and exhaustive-
ness of the adm.inistrative process concept. Their formu-
lation is still too abstract, i.e., the terms referents
lack desired clarity. The "Extra-Process” category
accounting for seventeen percent of the behavior incidents
classified may include significant behaviors. Yet, the
Associates are confident that the process concepts do in
large degree describe behavior common to school admin-
istrators. As "sensitizing” concepts perhaps their value
has been demonstrated.^^ The belief is that more "sen-
sitizing” or even "definitive” concepts should still be
the research objective.
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study of Whitman school's "ten dimBnsions of
^dinini. s tra. t-L.vs faGhavior
.
” PGirhaps th.G most ambitious
study to date on the behavior of school administrators is
Hemphill, Griffiths and Frederiksen
' s Administrative
Performance and Personality
,
published in 1962. Using a
battery of statistical tools, including factor analysis,
they developed a set of concepts called the dimensions
of performance, which they hoped would meet the needs of
better concepts by which to analyze and compare adminis-
44trator behavior.
Unlike previous studies cited, the Hemphill study
was quasi-experimental . Administrator behavior was ob-
served not in situ, but in a simulated setting. This
research decision was based on the need to control situa-
tional variables so that differences in performance could
be more readily attributed to personality factors rather
than being compounded by the unique properties of speci-
fic school situations. For this purpose and to determine
if there were fundamental dimensions by which differences
in performance could be described, the Hemphill group
created "Whitman School,"
Over 230 practicing elementary school principals
were observed performing numerous tasks. The heart of
the simulation was ninety—six in-basket items -letters,
memos, reports and other documents typical of those thcit
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a school administrator encounters in his day-to-day work.
Each participant was asked to handle the items as if on-
the-job except that everything done was put in writing
and a "Reason for Action Form" was completed on each
in-basket item handled. Left for analysis were letters,
replies to requests, speeches, schedules, memos, notes
to secretaries and teachers, etc. and the "Reason for Action
Forms .
"
The material was then "scored" using a sixty-eight
category system derived in part from theoretical work and
in part from previous empirical research. Factor analy-
sis was done with the result being ten factors that sub-
4 5
sequently were called the "dimension of performance;"
Major Factor s:
Factor X Preparation for decision vs. taking
final action
Factor Y Amount of work done in handling items
Additional
Factor A
Factor B
Factor C
Factor D
Factor E
Factor F
Factor G
Factor H
Factors ;
Exchanging information
Discussing before acting
Complying with suggestions made by
others
Analyzing the situation
Maintaining organizational relation-
ships
Organizing work
Responding to outsiders
Directing the work of others
The "Whitman" study has received much applause. In
terms of energy expended, consideration of research done
outside educational administration, grasp of theoretical
Issues and application of statistical analysis, the effort
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surpasses previous work. In one sense, it confirmed the
central place of decision making, communications and in-
formation exchange pointed to by such theorists as Barnard
and Simon. However, the fact that it was a simulation
might well account for this confirmation.
There are some problems. Consider the following
information on the on-the-job behavior of school adminis-
trators. Administrative communication studies by Eden,
Frank, Klahn and Shelton all give a picture of the school
administrator spending a large part of his time either
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communicating face-to-face or by telephone. Pentecost,
in a self report analysis of his activities as a high
school principal, writes that a relatively small portion
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of his time was given to written communications. When
this information is coupled with Davis' findings on how
often principals are interrupted and Cross' data on the
rapidity with which high school principals are confronted
with problems, a picture emerges of the school adminis-
trator typically not writing, not reflecting, but simply
reactincT very rapidly and often dealing with several prob-
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lems simultaneously.
Yet, the Whitman researchers derived their dimen-
sions solely from an analysis of written materials pro-
duced by participating principals in reaction to mosta.y
For the purpose of obtaining datawritten stimuli.
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usually closed to direct observation, the simulation may
have distorted the reality of the administrative situation
beyond a point where its findings reflect actual on-the-
job behavior. The question of just how "real" the simu-
lation is becomes critical when consideration is given
to the impact of non-verbal behavior on inter-personal
relations. As Erickson writes:
Unless one subscribes to the view
—
generally dis-
credited by behavioral science—that the totality
or essence of an interpersonal impact can be dis-
cerned in what one is willing to write, Hemphill's
set of factors, derived solely from written respon-
ses, cannot be accented as a comprehensive view of
the principalship.
Perhaps v/hat is needed is a research strategy that
combines direct observation, to capture the subtleties
of interpersonal administrator behavior, and other means
of data collection to document reflective or cognitive
behavior. Either strategy alone has serious inadequacies
if our intent is to discern just what administrators do
to achieve their objectives.
"The Taxonomies in Organizational Behavior in Educa-
tion Project" (TOBE) attempted to assess the usefulness
of Whitman's ten dimensions in describing actual on-the-
job behavior.
One of the Project's research groups, headed by
Griffiths, took Factor X, "Preparing for Decision vs.
Taking Final Action," and reformulated it. Figure 4
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FIGURE 4
REFORMULATION OF FACTOR X
Stage of Development
Preparation
1. Recognizing a problem and the need to
prepare to make a decision.
2. Preparing for clarification of the problem.
3. Initiating work in preparation.
4. Organizing and judging facts, opinions,
and situations.
5. Selecting alternatives.
Action
6. Deciding and acting.
Source: Daniel E. Griffiths, (ed.). Developing Taxonomies
of Organizational Behavior in Education Adm.inis-
tratioh (Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1969), p. 66.
shows their reformulation.
A seven month field study was conducted in a public
school system. After carefully defining the unit of
behavior to guide field observations, hundreds of behavior
descriptions were collected. A stratified sample of the
descriptions were then subm.itted to the Griffiths group
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for classification. Immediately it was concluded that
the scheme based on Factor X was unequal to the task.
They found that much of the observed behavior was un-
related to their definition of decision making.
Even with a reformulated classification scheme
based on both Factor X and Y their efforts to classify all
observed on-the-job behaviors met little success. Begin-
ning with 142 categories derived from Factor X and Y,
analysis attempted to reduce the number to some compre-
hensible form. Four "clusters" or major classes of be-
havior were formed: "Exchanging Information," "Respond-
ing to Subordinates," "Responding to Outsiders," and
"Decision Making."
But only forty-eight percent of the on-the-job
behavior descriptions could be placed in one of these
four clusters at the seventy-five to ninety percent
agreement level. The reduction to four concepts appears
simply too gross to "catch" all the observed on-the-job
behavior.
The suspicion lingers that the administrator is more
than a decision-maker or monitor of the organization s
decision making. Griffiths’ obvious failure to account
for all the observed behavior through a classification
based solely on Factor X is evidence alone that much is
missed by a classification scheme based solely on
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decision-theory. As Griffiths notes, his 142 class
category scheme is neither "mathematically or systema-
tically pleasing." The attempt to render it more compre-
hensible yet exhaustive through a reduction to four classes
of behavior was unsuccessful. What is concluded is that
decision making and communicating activities go far in
describing administrator v7ork but we still need concepts
to describe what Griffiths characterizes as administrator
activities that appear pointless or "at most, mere ex-
penditures of energy."
The work of the School-Community Development study
and its subsequent testing, the Staff Associates efforts
to use both the "initiating structure" and "showing
consideration" concepts and the "administrative process"
concept and Hemphill and Griffiths work on the "dimensions
of performance" all attest to the infancy of research on
administrator behavior. In varying degrees all four con-
ceptual schemes lack desirable exhaustiveness and operation-
alization. The theoretical and practical benefits of
these efforts have been minimal. It is against this back-
ground of past research efforts that the specific focus
of this study is placed.
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Mintzberq's Managerial Role Theory
Students of administration outside the field of
education have also been interested in administrator be-
havior. Carlson, Burns, Dubin, Horne and Lupton, Steward
and Guest are among many researchers who have conducted
empirical studies of managerial work activities . Their
subjects have ranged from top executives of large corpora-
tions to assembly line foremen. Most recently, Henry
Mintzberg of the McGill University Faculty of Management
has conceptualized the work of managers based in large
part on data collected through field observations. His
theory's possible use by educational administrator be-
havior researchers is the specific problem area of this
dissertation.
Justification for crossing academic lines into the
management literature is twofold. First, many scholars
have posited that administration qua administration is a
viable area of study. That administrator jobs are re-
markably alike is a premise of the classical management
school running from Fayol and Gulick to the contemporary
management theorists Koontz and O' Donnell. Barnard's
classic The Functions of the Executive posits that the
processes and functions of which he speaks are descriptive
of executives regardless of the type of organization
administered. Litchfield argues "there is much that is
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• 5 2common in administration." Several leading scholars
whose substantive area of study is educational administra-
tion take similar positions. Griffiths is "strongly of
the opinion that no case can be made for the exclusive
study of ' adjectival' administration. " Walton states,
"Administration is everywhere the same. . . ." Halpin
5 3generally concurs with his colleagues.
Second, the research efforts of those limiting their
area of investigation to educational administrators has
not been particularly productive. Halpin and lannaccone
have both written articles documenting the unimpressive
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achievements in educational administration. The re-
search cited in the previous section is not a carefully
selected sample. However, if its availability in print
and the high number of times cited by other researchers
is an indication of its relative quality, then they do
represent major efforts at describing administrator
behavior. Their shortcomings have been noted. Based
on these two premises, further research in educational
administrator behavior might benefit through the infusion
of thought generated by students outside the area of
educational administration.
It is the purpose of this section to summarize
Mintzberg's work and state the specific problem to be
investigated
.
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Mintzberg's work differs from previous efforts
cited in two basic ways. As indicated, it is a managerial
study as opposed to research restricted to educational
administrators. While he included a superintendent of
schools as one of his subjects, also observed in the
original doctoral study was a hospital administrator, a
president of a consulting firm, the president of a company
that did research and development work for industry and
the Department of Defense, and the president of a firm
producing sophisticated consumer goods in a highly com-
petitive industry.
Second, Mintzberg’s work differs from previous
research cited in that it is explicitly an attempt to
build a conceptual scheme to describe managerial work.
He is first and foremost attempting to inductively create
a set of concepts to account for observed in situ admin-
istrator behavior. Clark, Rosenberger, and Hess, and the
Staff Associates went "into the field" invent on verifying
previously developed schemes. Even the Whitman study,
while it also sought to generate concepts to describe
administrator behavior, did so from data based on ac-
knowledged theories of leadership and organizational
behavior. Mintzberg attempted to eschew accepted admin-
istrative theory as a framework for focusing data collec-
tion and data analysis.
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To make this second distinction clear, Mintzberg’s
framing of his research problem and methodology will be
briefly summarized.
A search of the management literature left Mintzberg
convinced that nowhere was there an adequate means of
answering his central research question, "What do managers
do?" His concern was with the "content" of managerial
work. He distinguished content from "characteristics" of
work by noting that the latter refers to such things as
where he works, with whom, how long they work, v/hat media
they use. Content refers to what activities managers
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carry out and why. Content, however, is not used
svnonomouslv V7ith task. Task specifies particular ob-
iectives an executive or manager might have (a ten percent
profit margin, a reduction in labor turnover, a production
deadline, the hiring of a reading specialist, the imple-
mentation of a new curriculum, a reduction in the drop
out rate, etc.). Mintzberg further limits his research
question by making a distinction between content and
style. The concept of role is invoked to make clear this
dinstinction: "actors, managers and others play roles
[i.e., an organized set of behaviors belonging to an
identifiable office or position] that are predetermined.
although individuals may interpret them in different
ways."^^ Mintzberg is interested in identifying these
organized sets of behaviors that belong to the managerial
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position. He found nowhere in the literature the
categorization of managerial work content "except in the
vague terms^ of POSDCoRB
. " The situation is similar
in the literature of educational administration.
i^sritij.y the content of managerial work, Mintzberg
used what he calls "structured observation" as his re-
so3rch methodology. According to him, it is a compromise
between using too much structure in the recording of
events and excluding structure entirely. He writes that
structured observation "couples the flexibility of open-
ended observation v;ith the discipline of seeking certain
5 8types of structured data." More specifically:
The researcher observes the manager as he performs
his work. Each observed event (a verbal contact or
oiece of incomlna or outgoing mail) is categorized
by the researcher in a number of ways (for example,
duration, participants, purpose) as in the diary
method, but v;ith one vital difference. The cate-
gories are developed during the observation and
after it takesplace. In effect, the researcher is
influenced in his coding process, not by the standing
literature and his own previous experience, but by
the single event taking place before him. In addition
to categorizing events, the researcher is able to
record detailed information on important incidents
and to collect anecdotal materials.
The anecdotal material included copies of correspondence,
intra-organizational memos, background notes, biographical
information on the managers, summary of discussions with
the subjects and detailed recordings of what were seen as
critical or otherwise interesting incidents. "Structured
data" was taken on the minute-by-minute activities of the
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managers. Mintzberg kept three records; a "chronology
record" describing activities, a "mail record" describing
all incoming and outgoing correspondence and a "contact
record" describing each verbal contact. It was from both
the structured and anecdotal data and only after observa-
tions were completed that an attempt was made to produce
accurate, tidy and concise categories
.
Structured observation was Mintzberg' s attempt to
escape from having the descriptive schemes of the standing
literature guide his observations and at the same time
prevent undisciplined observation to unduly open his con-
clusions to the charge of observer bias and make the sub-
stantiation of results difficult.
To be sure, Mintzberg has not escaped from theory
or his past experience as a guide to his observations.
Kaplan writes that "no observation is purely empirical . .
. All observation involves theorizing . . Guiding
Mintzberg* s observations are assumptions about what should
be the focus when viewing human behavior in work organiza-
tions and what constitutes a unit of behavior for his re-
search purposes. He has assumed that human interaction
patterns must be a focus in studying managerial work, that
activity can be defined by reference to changes in communi-
cations media and/or participants in interaction, and that
work content can be conceptualized in terms of roles.
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^That he has attempted to escape from is the descriptive
theory of the standing managerial literature. As March
writes, Mintzberg's "categories are more carefully based
on empirical observations that others in the literature .
^
In his original doctoral study, Mintzberg "shadov;ed"
his five subjects for five consecutive work days; the
three records were made and anecdotal materials collected.
It was from the analysis of these records based on the
explicit and inferred purpose of activities that he in-
duced his theory of managerial roles. Table 2 is his
final formulation, giving a description of the roles and
examples of each concept's referents taken from his
original study.
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Mintzberg makes several claims about his scheme.
First, "each role is observable." One can readily observe
a manager handling a disturbance or being a Figurenead.
The terms employed refer back to a set of rather explicit
activities. Both Clark and the Staff Associates had a
great deal of difficulty assigning behavioral incidents
to their categories.
Second, "all of the observed contacts and mail . . .
are accounted for in the role set." Mintzberg points out
that there has been a tendency in the managerial litera-
ture to exclude certain work that managers do as inherently
nonmanagerial. He argues that if managers do and indeed
feel they must hand out gold watches, negotiate a
contract.
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF MINTZBERG'S TEN ROLES
Role Description
Idcntiriable Activities from
Study of Chief Lxccuiivcs
Interpersonal
Figurehead Symbolic head, obliged to perform a number of
routine duties of a legal or social nature
Ceremony, status requcjts,
solicitations
Leader Responsible for the motivation and activation
of subordinates; lesponsiblc for staffing,
training, and associated duties
Virtually all managerial
activities involving
subordinates
Liaison Maintains selfdeveloped network of outside
contacts and informers who provide favors
and information
Acknowledgments of mail;
external board work; other
activities involving outsiders
Informational
Monitor Seeks and receives wide variety of special infor- Handling all mail and contacts
mation (much of it current) to develop
thorough understanding of organization and
environment; emerges as nerve center of
interna! and external information of the
organization
categorized as concerned pri-
marily Nsith receiving informa-
tion (e.g., periodical news,
observational tears)
Disseminator Transmits information received from outsiders Forwarding mail into organization
or from other subordinates to members of
the organization; some information factual,
some involving interpretation and integration
of diverse value positions of organizational
In fluenee :s
for informational purposes,
verbal contacts involving infiir-
ination flow to subordinates
(e.g., review sessions, instant
communication flows)
Spokesman Transmits information to outsiders on organi-
zation’s plans, policies, actions, results, etc.;
serves as expert on orginization’s industry
Board meetings; handling mail and
contacts involving transmission
of infor.mation to outsiders
Decisional
Eiitrcprciifu: Scarclics organization and its environment for
opportunities and initiates “improvement
projects’* to bring about change; supeiviscs
design of certain projects as well
Strategy and review ses'.ior.s
involving initi ation or design
of improven'cnt projects
Disturbance Responsible for coircctivr action wlien organi-
llandler zation faces important, unexpected dis-
turbances
Rciourcc
Allocator
Negotiator
Strategy and review sessions
involving disturbances and
aises
Responsible for t!te allocation of organizational
resources cf all kin Js-iit cfloct tlie makmg
or approval of a!l significant orgamiational
decisions
Responsible for tcprcsenling the organization
at major negotiations
H<.nrv Mint2ber5~fhe Nature of Manager ia l WoiF
(Nev/ York: Harper & Row, 1973), pp. y2 9^.
Sciieduling; leiiucsts for authori-
zation; any activity i'lvolving
budgeting and 'Jte programnung
of subordinates’ work
Negotiation
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or to use an example from education, teach a class when
a teacher calls in sick, the exclusions of such activity
from descriptions of managerial work are "arbitrary— they
suggest a preconceived notion of the 30b which may not be
in accord with the facts."
Third, the roles are described separately but they
are not isolated. The "ten roles form a gestalt—an
integrated whole." One role can not be removed or effected
without expecting significant changes in the others.
Like Griffiths, Mintzberg borrows systems language to
characterize the relationships:
In essence, the manager is an input—output system
in which authority and status give rise to inter-
personal relationships that lead to inputs (inform.a-
tion)
,
and these in turn lead to outputs (information
and decisions)
.
The administrative process concept employed by the Staff
Associates, and Griffiths' scheme also share this unitary
quality. However, they fall short of Mintzberg' s formula-
tion in their inability to readily account for all the
observed behavior.
Fourth, Mintzberg states that "there is a logical
argument as well as considerable empirical evidence to
support the contention that these ten roles are common to
the work of all managers." He cites Choran's study of
presidents of small firms. Costin' s study of middle
managers in both business and government and Bex's re-
search on British middle managers as studies supporting
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6 5this contention. No attempt to verify Mintzberg's
claims using educational administrators as subjects could
be located.
These claims are just that—contentions awaiting
further verification. If they can be supported, then
Mintzberg's efforts go far toward the development of a
descriptive terminology both comprehensive and operational.
Such a conceptual scheme might contribute significantly
to theory building efforts and to the further understand-
ing of educational administration.
Care must be taken to note what Mintzberg is and is
not claiming. He is not positing that the distribution
of managerial activities indicative of the various roles
will remain similar as one investigates managerial work in
different organizations or at different managerial levels.
On the contrary, he expects different roles to be muted
or highlighted as one investigates different managerial
jobs. What is claimed is that the role set goes far
toward the development of an analytical framework compre-
hensive in scope and operationally specified that provides
a workable means of describing variations and similarities
among managerial positions. In this sense, Mintzberg's
goal is identical to Hemphill's. Both seek to identify
fundamental dimensions of performance along which
managerial jobs can be compared. The specific problem
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statement of this study is generated from these claims.
Specific problem statement
. Cam.pbell has proposed a four
step general methodology for developing fundamental di-
mensions of performance:
First, systematic observations, reports, or records
of many managers' job behaviors must be accumulated.
Second, these records of job behavior must be analyzed
either rationally or statistically to discover
broader behavioral content categories to define rela-
tively similar groupings of behavioral components.
Third, the categories and the behavioral elements
defining them should be tried out as a m.eans of
observing managerial behavior and describing the
major dimensions making up another sam.ple of manager-
ial jobs. Fourth, the categories may need to be gg
modified as indicated by these new observations. . .
Mintzberg proffers his theory of managerial roles
not as a fait accompli , but "in the hope that it may serve
to get us to better theories of the content of managerial
work. With that sentiment in mind, he is viewed as
having proceeded through the first two steps of Campbell's
general methodology. His own field study and his review
of the empirical research on managerial behavior ful-
fills step one. His rational analysis of such information
culminated in his ten role set and fulfills step i_wo.
To this writer's knowledge, step three, the subse-
quent use of the role set as a means of observing manager-
ial behavior, has not been taken. The Choran, Costin and
Bex studies cited by Mintzberg as evidence that the ten
to the work of all managers, did notroles are common
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actually use the role set as an observational framework.
Choran’s study might be more appropriately labeled an
"open-ended" study that adopted Mintzberg's methodology
of "structured observation" rather than a "follow up"
study designed to test the applicability of the role set
to describing another set of managerial jobs. Costin'
s
study did not use direct observations. It was a compara-
tive studv of business and crovernment middle manaqers
that emploved a mailed questionnaire. The Bex paper makes
it clear that Mintzberq’s concepts were used solelv as a
post observational explanatorv device.
It is at the iuncture of step three of Campbell's
methodoloQV that the specific problem for studv is located.
The intent of the studv is to determine the feasibility of
usinq Mintzberq's role set as an observational framework
for studvinq educational administrator behavior. It is
viewed as preliminarv to Campbell's third step. In other
words, prior to "trvinq out" Mintzberq's scheme as a
means of observing and describing administrator behavior
under field conditions, it will be subjected to preliminary
examination
.
Specifically;
1. How exhaustive is the role set? Can a set of
descriptions of educational administrator on—the
job behavior be categorized by the role set? If
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so, what role behavior predominates? If not,
what new roles are suggested and/or which of
Mintzberg's roles have no behavior referents in
the descriptions submitted for categorization.
2. What is the utility of the role set? Are the
role concepts operationally specified to a degree
that alloi>7s relative ease of classification?
How exclusive are the various roles, i.e., what
is the degree to which various behaviors are
categorized into more than one role?
General Design of the Study
In briefest form, the design of this study is one
of simply submitting a set of administrator behavioral
descriptions to a coding effort using Mintzberg's role set
as the categorization system and then analyzing the results
in terms of category use and intercoder agreement.
More specifically, the procedures involved in imple-
menting this design are:
1. Create procedures and material to train coders
in the use of the categorization system. This
entails the creation of programmed instructional
material, a proficiency examination and the design
of a training session
2. Select a group of coders for the project. This
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entails the determination of selection
criteria, the identification of a selection
pool and the establishment of proficiency
criteria
3. Obtain descriptions of on-the-job educational
administrator behaviors capable of being sub-
mitted to a categorization effort. The behavior
descriptions collected by the previously cited
Taxonomies in Organizational Behavior in Educa-
tion Project (TOBE) will be adapted for use.
In essence, the TOBE project left behind a set
of behavioral "specimens" that can be subjected
to a classification effort using Mintzberg's
scheme
4. Have the selected coders classify the behavior
specimens using Mintzberg's role set
5. Findings, conclusions and recommendations will be
based both on the analysis of coding efforts, with
particular attention given to agreement among
coders and the more subjective and impression-
istic description of problems encountered during
the process of writing training material and using
it to train coders.
In summary, this study is an interim step prior to
actual use of Mintzberg's concepts in a field setting.
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If the results of this study are sufficiently
encouraging, then the next step would be the coirunitment
of resources and energy to the creation of an observa-
tional system based on Mintzberg’s concepts and its field
testing. To commit oneself to such a project without
evidence attesting to the potential reliability and ex-
haustiveness of Mintzberg's concepts is unwarrented.
The purpose of this study is to help determine if such
a future step is warrented.
Chapter II describes in detail the procedures used
in pursuing the central issues of the study. Chapter III
reports the findings and Chapter IV draws conclusions
and makes several recommendations and suggestions to those
desiring to continue the line of inquiry.
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDUPJ:S
This chapter focuses on describing and justifying
the procedures used in the study. First, an explanation
of the general design briefly outlined at the end of
Chapter I will be presented. Then, each step of the
design will be described. The chapter's second section
describes the preparation of training material and in-
cludes the rationale for choosing a programmed training
format. The third section is concerned with the selection
and description of coders and the fourth section focuses
on their training. The fifth section attends to the
adaptation and use of previously written descriptions of
administrator behavior and includes a fairly detailed
description of the research project that produced the des-
criptions. The sixth section describes the mechanics of
coding and collection procedures and the last section
outlines the modes of analysis adopted.
Explanation of the General Design
Mintzberg's ten role scheme is, in essence, a
classification system. He has taken the phenomenon called
administrator behavior and partitioned it into a set of
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ten classes or roles. He then has claimed that the class
terms can be used reliably to observe administrator be-
havior and that the concepts are valid.
Fleishman has offered three sets of criterion for
evaluating human performance classification systems.^
One set deals V7ith issues of definition. He calls for the
use of operational definitions of class terms and systems
that permit nominal scaling (i.e., a user of the system
must be able to ascertain whether each term does or does
not apply to a particular behavior being examined) , and
classes that are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. This
set of criteria all relate to issues of how best to obtain
reliability.
Fleishman's second set of criteria deal with issues
of validity. He states that "classes are desired that
have specific behavioral implications" and "any behavioral
classification scheme must make the 'matcn' between speci-
fic categories and behavioral effects." Here he is
speaking of w’hat Kerlinger refers to as "construct
2
validity" for which the test is predictive power.
Fleishman's final set of criteria concern issues of
research efficiency and utility. Any classification
system "should promote comiriunication among its users, be
they researchers in different areas or specialists who
must use research findings in applied settings.
Implicit
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this statsmGnt is thG nG©d for classification schemGS
that can b© us©d without thG n©Gd of ©laboratG traininq
proqrams. This final s©t of FlGishman critGria ar©
n©arlv idGntical to what Harbart and Attridq© call "Cri-
tGria of Practicality" which includ© criteria on ease
of use, need for specially qualified observers, need for
special training and need for special means of recording
observations .
^
For convenience, these three sets of criteria will be
referred to as criterion of reliability, validity and
practicality. It is Fleishman's criteria that have been
adopted to judge Mintzberg's classification scheme.
One logically tests a classification scheme against
some of these criteria before others because some are
easier to test for than others and because some are more
important than others. For example, it makes little
sense to determine the practicality of a scheme before
determining its reliability. If a system is practical
but unreliable, one would not use it. However, if a
system is judged reliable but seemingly difficult to use,
then the issue of practicality would be decided on
grounds of resource availability and the need to acquire
the information the system, promises to deliver.
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Consequently, not all the criteria listed will be
used to evaluate Mintzberg's scheme. Because of the
logic of testing the scheme against some criteria before
others and because of limited resources, the primary focus
of this study is on the question of reliability. In
other words, the central concerns of this study are over
questions of operational definitions, exhaustiveness and
mutual exclusiveness of the classes. Light will be shed
on hov; well Mintzberg's scheme meets the other two sets
of criteria only as a by-product of the process created
to address the reliability issue.
Kerlinger writes that the reliability of behavior
observation systems is usually defined as agreement among
observers. Put differently, a classification system is
judged reliable when observers, given definitions of the
system's classes "can and do apply the terms similarly
to the same or similar types of behavior." Reliability
can be determined then only by actually using the classi-
fication system. Only by having two or more observers
attempt to classify the same behavior and comparing the
results, can reliability be determined. Strictly speaking,
a classification system per se is not reliable or un-
reliable; rather, its use, by identified users is judged
reliable or unreliable."^
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Reliability then is seen as an empirical
characteristic of a classification scheme. When relia-
bility is viewed this way, the design of a study to
determine reliability comes into quick focus. To gen-
erate data from which conclusions about how reliably
Mintzberg's scheme might be used one must (l)prepare a
means of training classifer (henceforth called coders) in
the meaning and application of the system's classes,
(2) select those who will do the coding, (3) train the
selected coders in the proper application of the terms,
(4)
supply the trained coders with behavior to code,
(5)
create procedures for recording coder decisions,
(6)
determine the means by which the data so generated
will be analyzed, (7) analyze the coders' efforts and
(8) draw conclusions about the reliability and future use
of the system. The first six steps constitute the sub-
sequent sections of this chapter . The last two sections
constitute Chapters III and IV.
Preparation of Training Material
The purpose of this section is to present the
rationale used in selecting a self-instructional text
training mode, to give a detailed description of how the
material was prepared and to describe the format adopted.
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Selection Rationale
. One of the often heard principles
of research is replicability. The procedures one uses,
the methods of inquiry employed, must be open to others'
use if the findings or results are to be given a hearing
5by the research community.
This principle dictated that the training mode be
relatively easy to replicate. Together with considerations
of time and money resources, this principle served as the
basis for selecting a self-instructional text mode of
training. By self-instructional is meant self paced
written programmed learning material.
Other modes were considered, particularly lecture
and simply having the coders read and study Mintzberg’s
book The Nature of Managerial Work in which he gives his
most detailed description of the role concepts.
The lecture mode was rejected because of the im-
practicality of replication, the difficulty of scheduling
suitable meeting times for all coders, the inordinate
amount of time that would be needed to orally detail
Mintzberg's theory and because of the questionable
effectiveness of a lecture mode in teaching concept dis-
crimination skills. Tyler and Skinner have addressed
this latter point. ^ They both note that a lecture mode
implies mostly one way communications and does not allow
for either active student participation, practice or
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iinin0dia.tG f©©dback. In b3ri©f
^
th© iGctur© mod© was
judg©d inadeauat© as a m©ans of ©ffici©ncv teachinq
concGot discrimination tasks.
Having th© cod©rs "r©ad and study" Mintzbarg's
book was also judg©d inadaguat©
. Th© book is primarily
©xpository and didactic; not pedagogical. Mintzbarg's
purpose was to make a case for his theory, not teach
administrator researchers how to aoplv th© theory's cen-
tral concepts in describing observed administrator be-
havior. Much of the text w'ould have been irrelevant to
the later task, no practice in applying the concepts
given and the reader would have been given no indication
of his learning progress. In short, the probabilities
of learning to apply the ten role concepts simply by
reading the Mintzberg text were considered to be extremely
low.
Other possible training modes, such as simulation,
small group discussion of case studies, audio-visual
presentation, were reiected either because of the diffi-
cultv of replication or because limited resources prevented
their use.
Given this proiect's resources, the self-instructional
mode affords the greatest ease of replication and promises
to be the most effective way to teach concept discrimina-
tion skills.
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Preparation Process
. Of the numerous works on the theory
and practice of constructing programmed learning mater-
ial, two were of particular help: Markle and Taber.
Taber outlines a seven step procedure for organizing and
analyzing subject matter in preparation for program de-
velopment :
1. Specify what the student is to be able to do
when finished with the program
2. Identify the students and their entering be-
havior/competency
3. Formulate criterion measures
4. Identify content, subtopics and each subtopic's
behavior referents
5. Identify interrelationship between subtopics
6. Sequence subtopics and corresponding behavior
requirements
7. Write terminal exercises in which students will
demonstrate m.astery.
What follows is a summary description of how each of the
procedural steps were accomplished. The numbers in
parentheses refer to the seven steps above.
(l)The purpose of the self-instructional material
to train coders to know the meaning of and be able to use
the ten role concepts to discriminate among examples of
administrator behavior is a general statement of desired
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student outcome. For clarification this purpose
statement was written as the following behavioral ob-
jective: Given twenty written descriptions of admin-
istrator behavior, the coder will be able to categorize
them into Mintzberg's role scheme with an error rate of
twenty percent or less.
A coder response was judged correct when it agreed
with the response made to the description by this author.
As the "expert" in the meaning of and application of
Mintzberg’s theory, this author's judgement set the
criteria for determining whether or not coders' res-
ponses were correct.
The error rate v;as set at twenty percent or less
based on the following reasoning. Past efforts at coding
administrator behavior have cited raw percentage agreement
rates as high as eighty percent (see Chapter I) . The
twenty behavior examples used in the proficiency examina-
tion were written specifically to depict fairly simple
and unambiguous coding problems. If coders could not
correctly code sixteen of twenty such examples, then it
is reasonable to conclude that they would have even
greater difficulty coding examples much more complex and
difficult.
In a sense, then, the proficiency examination is a
test of Mintzberg's scheme. If coders have difficulty
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with the examination, it raises the possibility that what
is being asked of the coders is fairly difficult.
(2)
The entering behavior/competency of the coders
was specified in general terms. A complete description
of the coder/participant is given in the section entitled
"Selection and Description of Coders." Gross criteria
were established. Coders had to have an interest in
administration as a career, have graduate student status
and have taken one or two courses in educational adminis-
tration.
(3)
Criteria measure was the Proficiency Examination.
The examination was designed to present the coders with
behavior examples in a format exactly the same as would
be used later to present more examples. The coders
were required to apply the coding rules and concept defini-
tions that they were expected to have learned by working
through the training booklets. During the examination,
notes and booklets were available to aid in making coding
decisions. This "open book" procedure was adopted on the
grounds that any coding errors made with written descrip-
tion, open access to coding aids and lack of time pres-
sures would be greatly compounded in an actual in situ
research situation. In brief, if coders have difficulty
coding written material under such favorable circumstances,
then they will have even greater problems when using
the
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same coding system under field conditions.
(4) This step entailed the breakdown of Mintzberg’s
theory into subtopics. This step was relatively simple
for as the term theory implies, the role concepts were
already ordered and interrelated. The three general role
types, interpersonnel, informational and decisional, were
used as unifying themes for each of three booklets. Two
other booklets were designated "Introduction" and "Con-
clusion." The three main booklets were organized simply
by dealing with each role as a distinct concept.
In order to discriminate among and generalize from
examples of administrator behavior by knowing the role
definition and following some rules in their application,
the following coder behaviors were identified as neces-
sary :
(a) attending to clues and concept indicators
(b) taking into consideration general and specific
contextual information
(c) applying rules and definitions
Accordingly, the booklets were written to stress the im
portance of these behaviors and to give the coders
practice in so behaving.
(5) The identification of interrelationships between
subtopics was relatively simple. Again one aspect of any
theoretical scheme is its logic. Prior to writing the
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instructional booklets, this author immersed himself in
the subject matter. Mintzberg's book was read and re-
read. Notes were taken, summaries made and every re-
view, commentary and critique of Mintzberg's work that
could be located was read and studied. From this process
emerged a view of how Mintzberg ordered his concepts,
what assumptions he made and what general paradigms or
underlying notions support his theory. The following
assumptions were identified:
(a) The organization is conceived of as an open
system implicity imperfect in its operation
(b) The organization has boundaries demarking the
organization from its environs. Administrators
hold boundary spanning positions
(c) Decision making is the principal reason for
existence of administrators. They are necessary
because of the imperfections and unpredicta-
bility of the open system
(d) A role is an organized set of behaviors belong-
ing to an identifiable office or position
(e) While roles are conceptually distinct, empiri-
cally they are hard to separate. The admin is tra-
is conceived of as an input—output s^; stem
located at the organization's boundary. He
takes many roles. The interpersonal role allows
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him relatively easy access to information inputs
which in turn lead to output in the form of
information and/or decisions. The ten roles
identified by Mintzberg are seen as subsystems
comprising the input-output boundary spanning
system.
The assumptions and underlying notions give unity
and cohesion to the ten administrator roles. All these
assumptions were either explicitly or implicitly given
attention in the booklets because they form the under-
girding of Mintzberg' s role theory.
(6) The general pattern used in sequencing material
was to go from the general to the specific and from the
simple to the complex. Booklet 1 outlines in general
terms Mintzberg' s theory, defines role behavior, distin-
guishes between it and administrative style and presents
the assumptions and undergirdings of Mintzberg 's work.
Likewise, the other booklets begin by presenting the
general characteristic of a role grouping (i.e., inter-
personal, information and/or decisional) and thoi go on to
give the identifying and distinguishing characteristics
of each role within each role grouping.
The order in which each role grouping is presented
and in which each role is presented within a grouping, is
simple to complex. Interpersonal roles are dealt with
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the decisional roles last. Concept definitions
and coding rules were taught primarily using a deductive
approach. That is, a rule, principle or definition was
P^^sented first, then, examples or specific incidents
requiring rule or principle application were given. At
times the method was reversed, primarily for variety.
Typically, then, the learner was presented with a rule,
a principle, a generalization or a definition, followed
by an example of the proper application of the principle
or rule and finally confronted v/ith a situation requiring
him to apply the generalization himself by identifying
an example or constructing one.
(7) The last step advocated by Taber was seldom
followed. He states that terminal or criteria frames be
written before the rest of the program is constructed.
This was done only when an obvious discrimination problem
was foreseen. For example, it was anticipated that
coders would have problems distinguishing between the
Figurehead and Liaison roles. Examples of each role,
and questions asking coders to distinguish between the
two were written prior to writing the actual program.
Description of Training Material . The process outlined
above v/as follov/ed in writing the five self instructional
booklets. Coders were given the learning objectives and
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explicit instruction on how to use the booklets. They
were instructed to carefully read through the booklets,
to stop when told to do so and actively respond to
questions asked or tasks presented. They were then given
iininediate feedback in the form of the correct answer or
solution, further explanation or additional examples.
No remedial frames were included nor was any branch-
ing done (i.e., no provisions were made to direct a
reader to one of several alternative frames depending on
the response made) . If a reader responded incorrectly,
he was asked to return to the sequence of frames immedi-
ately preceeding his mistake and to re-read it carefully
or he was asked to return to an entire prior section of
the booklet.
In short, the training material followed a linear
programming format and it was subdivided into five
separate booklets. See appendix A for copies of all
five training booklets.
This section has presented a rationale for using
a programmed training format. It has outlined the pre-
paration procedure used and it has given a brief summary
description of the material itself.
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Selection and Description of Coders
Selection criteria . Prior to contacting possible coders,
criteria were established to guide the selection process.
First, it was decided to recruit up to fifteen people to
take part in the project with the rationale that such a
starting number would insure that an adequate number com-
pleted the project. Second, it was decided that all
coders would have to be graduate students in education.
Three reasons are given for the criteria; graduate level
status is an indication of ability to deal with abstract
material, it is an indicator of interest in and motivation
to complete the project and in all probability replication
of this project will entail the use of graduate students
as coders. The last selection criteria established was
that all coders would have to pass a proficiency examina-
tion.
Using these criteria, the objective was to have
two to five individuals complete the project including the
passing of the proficiency examination and tlie coding of
the TOBE administrator behaviors "specimens."
Selection pool . Initial efforts in recruiting coders
focused on two graduate level seminars in educational
administration. An oral presentation briefly explaining
the project v/as made to the two seminars. At the end of
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each presentation a "Call for Research Aides" form was
distributed and those interested were asked to fill it
out and return it (see appendix B)
.
This procedure generated the return of ten forms
which, as explained to the graduate students, indicated
interest in taking part in the project but not commitment
to do so
.
Obtaining commitment . Various strategies were considered
for obtaining commitment to the project and motivation
to complete the work entailed. Finally, adopted was the
strategy of giving one Independent Study Course credit
to each student who completed the project. Prior to
semester registration a letter giving detailed instructions
on how to register for Independent Study was sent to each
of the ten students who expressed interest in the project
(see appendix B) . Of the ten, seven registered for the
project.
Project description given selectees . The degree to which
the selectives were made aware of the nature of the re-
search needs to be made clear.
There was a discrepancy between what the selectees
(and V70uld-be coders) were told was the purpose of the
project and what the actual objectives were. In all
conversations and correspondence, the selectees/coders
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were led to believe that the primary aim of the project
was to critique training material. From the first meeting
with the graduate students until they had completed the
coding tasks, emphasis was placed on unearthing technical
problems in the format, clarity and readability of the
self-instructional/progranuned booklets.
In reality the primary research issues were more
oriented toward uncovering conceptual problems in Mintz-
berg's work rather than testing programmed learning
material. Of specific concern was whether or not Mintz-
berg's ten role concepts were operationally specified
and/or capable of being specified to a degree that would
lead to fairly high levels of incoder agreement. Dis-
covering technical problems in the materials, while im-
portant were of secondary concern. The project was
designed to generate intercoder agreement figures and
other data that could be used to deal with conceptual
issues. The training material was put in a programmed
format to facilitate ease of repeatability, not to be
tested or critiqued as an end itself.
Rationale for giving erroneous description of project
goals. The rationale for not sharing fully the project's
goals with the selectees/coders was based on the conclu-
sion that full knowledge of the project's intention would
have decidedly influenced the coders' efforts. The
reasoning leading to this decision is as follows:
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1. The explicitly stated task given the coders was
to categorize examples of administrator behavior
according to Mintzberg's scheme
2. In order to accomplish the task, the coders
were given the five self-instructional booklets
so that they could learn the meaning of the ten
concepts and rules of application
3. Once coders started reading the booklets and
doing the actual ceding, it was anticipated that
they would encounter difficulties. Two alter-
native explanations could account for the pro-
blems: the coders could conclude that the booklets
are difficult to read, lack clarity or are, in
general, not well written, or the coders could
conclude that the roles themselves are not
specified well enough to allow for unambiguous
coding. If coders chose the latter explanation,
it was reasoned that motivation and effort would
be reduced. Who is going to continue to code
examples usina a svstem he believes is inaonro-
oriate for the task? However, if coders chose
the former explanation, it was reasoned thev
would continue to code the examples and increase
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their efforts to overcome the technical
problems seen as the reason for their diffi-
culties. Rather than having the coders choose
one of these alternatives, it was decided to
deliberately lead them to believe the scheme
was conceptually without problems but that tech-
nical problems in the training materials was
suspected.
In summary, the discrepancy between the real re-
search problem and the problem as presented to the coders
was the result of an attempt to maximize coder efforts
in learning the scheme and in the subsequent coding. The
coders were to believe the coding task v/as possible if
only one could learn the booklets' contents. To have
shared fully the major research questions would have pro-
vided an easy explanation for any problems encountered
in the booklets and the subsequent coding. Maximizing
coders efforts in learning Mintzberg's scheme and in
classifying behavioral examples was the intent of telling
a "half-truth." The objectives of the project and the
minimal consequences to the coders of not being fully in-
formed justify this deception. The real objectives of the
project were not fully disclosed until all coders had
completed the coding of all behavior descriptions (see
Appendix B)
.
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Coder profile . The following descriptive information on
the seven graduate students who registered for the project
is provided.
(a) Age: Mean 30.6 Range 28-35
(b) Sex; 4 male 3 female
(c) Degree Status: 6 Ed.D. candidates, 1 CAGS
(d) Student Status: 4 part-time holding full-time jobs
3 full-time holding graduate
assistantships
(e) Graduate Course Work in Educational Administra-
tion/Related Areas:
Mean 14 credit hours Range 3-27 credit hours
Sample course titles: Special Education Adminis-
tration; Organizational Behavior Fundamentals of
Educational Administration; Organizational
Psychology; Principles of Supervision; School
Law; A Systems Approach to Communications
(
f)
Administrative Experience: All but one of the
seven coders indicated previous administrative
experience. The follov/ing positions were listed:
Director of a State Department of Education
funded project; Administrative Assistant in
Graduate School of Education sponsored program;
Chairman of a faculty committee; Army Officer in
administration; Assistant Director of an instruc-
tional media center, Director of a training
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proaram for paraprofessionals ; Co-Director of
a middle school; hiqh school department chair-
man; Director of a 4-H center
(q)
R
esearch Experience; Three reported previous
research experience. One was a research project
^i^^ctor for a State Board of Education program;
another did a masters thesis requiring both con-
ceptual and empirical research knowledge. None
reported ever being involved in a research pro-
ject as a coder.
While this profile is very brief and general, it is
thought to contain enough information to adequately dupli-
cate the coding effort. This section has sought to give
the criteria used in selecting coders, a description of
the pool from which they were selected, the m.eans of making
contact and obtaining coder commitment, the degree to
which project goals were shared and a brief profile of
the graduate students who participated in the project.
Training of Coders
The training of coders relied principally on the use
of the programmed booklets described previously. However,
the training process was more than simply a matter of giving
the trainees the booklets, administering a proficiency
examination and then giving them the TOBE material to code.
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A three hour discussion session was conducted after
the booklets were read and the proficiency examination
completed. Cartwright outlines a coder training process
that identifies both a phase that aives coders written
descriotions of the cateaories to be used and a subseauent
ohase that has coders make some cateaorization decisions.
He uraes that a discussion follow such efforts focusing
on reasons for coding decisions, resolution of coding
gdifferences and clarification of category use. The
rationale for the "round robin" phase of the training is
that it facilitates the establishment of a common frame
of reference and a common use of category definition among
all coders.
Thus, it is more accurate to say that the training
involved a two phase process of having the (1) coders work
through the self-instructional material followed by the
(2) taking of a proficiency examination and a discussion
session focusing on the results of the examination.
This section will focus on the second phase. Little
need be said about the first, since a description of the
S0lf— instructional booklets has already been given and
from the perspective of the trainer, the booklets use
simply involved their distribution and periodic progress
checks made by phoning each coder.
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Of the original seven graduate student volunteers,
six took part in the discussion session and completed the
project. Two discussion sessions were held: the first
with two of the coders and the second with the remaining
four. The first session was considered a "dry run" and
was used to uncover unforeseen problems. Based on the
first session, procedural changes were made in the second.
What follows is a description of the proficiency examin-
ation used in each session and how the second session
was altered to correct for problems discovered in the
first session.
The proficiency examination . The proficiency examination
was comprised of twenty-one units of admini strator be-
havior. The format used in presenting the units was
exactly the same as would be used v/hen presenting the TOBE
material. In brief terms, the examination was comprised
of seven eoisodes with from one to six units in each
episode. The entire examination is presented in appendix
C.
Eighteen of the twenty-one units were especially
written for the examination. The first three units were
modifications of units taken from the TOBE study, but not
included in the final ninety units subsequently submitted
Each of Mintzberg's role concepts wereto the coders.
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exemplified twice, once with a unit judged easy to code
and once with a unit judged moderatly difficult to code.
The twenty first unit was judged "unascertainable . " All
units were chosen or created with a clear idea of which
rule or definition would apply to them being correctly
coded.
First discussion session . Prior to arrival
,
the two
coders were told that the purpose of the session was to
take a proficiency examination and discuss their responses.
They were also told to review the self-instructional book-
lets paying particular attention to booklet 5 which con-
tained all necessary information for coding including an
explanation of the "episode" format, a definition of a
"unit" of administrator behavior and detailed instruction
on the procedure to follow in filling out the "coding
slips .
"
On arrival at the session, the coders were reminded
of its purpose and an oral reviev/ of the procedure to use
in filling out the slips was given. The procedure to
follow was explained as follows: (l)Be thoroughly familiar
with the general contextual information provided in
booklet 5. (2) Read each episode in its entirety noting
particularly from whose point of view the unit is being
coded and the history provided. (3) Read the individual
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unit to be coded. (4) Choose either A, B or C on the
coding slip (see next page for a copy of the slip)
A is one of the ten roles. Write its number in
Box A
B is a multi-role decision. Write at least two
numbers, in order of predominance, in Box B
C is a decision that the unit's placement is un-
ascertainable
. Mark Box C with a check ( ).
Mark one and only one box for each unit.
(5) Repeat steps 1-4 for each unit within an episode
and then continue to the next episode and repeat again.
In addition, they were told that there was no time limi-
tation, that they had an unrestricted access to the
booklets and any notes they might have taken and that
they were to work alone.
A brief explanation for lack of a time limitation
and open access to written trainina material is in order.
The ultimate intent of this research oroiect is to deter-
mine the feasibility of usina Mintzbera's role scheme to
code administrator behavior in situ. In an actual field
study coders/observers obviously would not be able to
refer to written material to help them made codina
decisions. The action simolv is too rapid. They would
have to be fully familiar with the scheme in order to make
quick cateqorization decisions.
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Figure 5
CODING SLIP
Unit No,
Mark ono box on 1 v
.
A, Holes
1, F.^f,urohc?d
2, Liaison
3, Leader
U, Monitor
5« Disseminator
6, Spokesman
7, Entrepreneur
8, Disturbance
Handler
9« Resource
Allocator
10, Negotiator
(on* nun«ral}
SOX
A
(elalr.u-, of ti*o mraer«l»
in orOer of frtdonln.v.c*
J
B, Multi Role Behavior BOXa
l '* >
Unascertainable
Needed contextual
information missing,
ambiguous, etc.
BOX
C
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However, at this point in training, no such demand
was placed upon the coders. Rather, they were being asked
to code written description, not live action, and to do
so in a way that allowed them to ponder and deliberate.
The assumptions being made are as follows: If coders
using notes, having free access to all training material
and working under no time restraints have difficulty
coding written behavior descriptions, then coders using
the same coding scheme and v/orking in situ v/ill have even
greater difficulty. Also, if coders experience problems
categorizing the fabricated and specially chosen units
included in the proficiency examination, that they will
experience even greater problems coding the subsequent
ninety units to be submitted to them. In brief, if
coders have problems with the proficiency examination,
their problems will be even greater with the ninety TOBE
units and an actual in situ coding attempt.
Returning to the description of the first discussion
session: Each coder worked alone and took approximately
one hour to complete the examination. When both coders
were finished the coding slips were checked for agreement
with the correct response for each unit.
Once the "grading" was completed, a "round robin"
discussion started. The purpose of the discussion was to
clarify the reasoning underlying the correct responses.
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Through sharing the logic involved in making correct
coding decisions, it was assumed that the coders would
begin to "think alike" and thus make the same coding
decisions in subsequent coding efforts.
The session was guided by several key questions:
(l)Why did you code the unit as you did? (2) What clues,
indicators or attributes did you consider in making your
decision? (3)V7hat alternatives did you consider and why?
(4) What principles, definitions or rules as outlined in the
training material did you apply in reaching your coding
decision?
Each coding decision v;as subjected to analysis based
on these questions, with more time being spent on incor-
rect decisions than correct ones. At times, the dialogue
was between trainer and coder, with the latter being
asked to defend his decision or the former being asked
to give his rationale for the "correct" choice. At other
times, the dialogue was between coders who made different
coding choices.
'j'h0 session ended with a lengthy discussion of
problems discovered and the distribution of the TOBE
material, coding slips and instructions for returning
completed slips.
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Problems discovered . Several problems were discovered
during the first discussion session. One concerned the
directions given in using the coding slips, another
concerned the locus of action in each unit, a third
stemmed from a disregard for a basic coding principle
presented in the training booklets and a final problem
centered on the misinterpretation of some of the des-
criptive material.
The alternatives presented on the coding slip ex-
haust all logically possible coding responses. Box A
was to be marked for a "one and only one response."
Box B was to be marked for an "any combination of two
or more" response and Box C was to be marked for a "none
of the above" response or for a response indicating that
the coder was unable to decide what category to use.
The twenty-one units comprising the proficiency
examination are not evenly or even randomly distributed
across the range of logically possible coding responses.
As noted earlier, the examination was comprised of tv;o
examples of each of Mintzberg's ten roles plus one ex
ample that was judged unascertainable .' Consequently, all
but one coding slip should have had Box A marked.
The implicit intent of including alternatives B and
C was that they were to serve as residual categories.
Coders were to use them only as a last resort and after
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exhausting their search for contextual clues, indicators
or reasons that would enable them to use Box A. The
residual natures of Boxes B and C was not made explicit
when giving directions to the coders.
The result of this oversight was that it led the
coders to a faulty assumption that all coding choices
had an equal probability of being correct. Consequently,
when they came to a unit they could not easily identify
as an example of one of the ten roles, they had reason
to think (based on a faulty assumption) that it was a
multi role example. They marked Box B instead of search-
ing further for clues or indicators that could have en-
abled them to mark Box A. In brief, a faulty assumption
cut short the coders analysis of the units to be coded
and they rather perfunctorily chose either choices B or C.
Twenty-six percent of their responses were in the two
residual categories, but the examination was constructed
with less than five percent of the units falling into
categories B and C.
The second problem discovered concerned the locus
of action in each unit. Several of the units were des-
criptions of administrators talking about past actions
or future activities. Coders confused what the adminis-
trator was talking about with the present situation in
which he was talking. An example will illustrate the
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confusion. In proficiency episode C a principal is
described as talking in front of his assembled faculty
telling them about a future ceremonial event that had
been planned by the administration. Two coders labeled
this Figurehead Role behavior and took as their clue the
ceremonial nature of the future event being described by
the principal. Another coder labeled the unit Dissemin-
ator and Entrepreneur Role behavior reasoning that the
description depicted both planning and initiation by the
principal (two key indicators of the Entrepreneur Role)
and the passing of information to the organization's mem-
bers (the key indicator of the Disseminator Role)
.
All three coders based their coding decisions on
the correct principles or coding rules, but they were all
incorrect because they focused on the wrong action.
They either focused on action preceding the event being
described (i.e., the planning of the ceremonial event) or
on action that v/as expected to follow the event being
described (i.e., the ceremony). The locus of action was
a principal standing before his assembled faculty dissem-
inating information about a future event that had been
planned at a past meeting.
A third problem resulted from a disregard of a basic
coding principle presented in the training booklet. The
training material stressed the inclusive nature of each
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successive role grouping as one moves from the Interpersonal
Roles through the Informational Roles and to the Decisional
Roles. In other words, the Decisional Roles, by defini-
tion, involve both Interpersonal Behavior and Information
Processing. Similarly, the Informational Roles involve
Interpersonal behavior. Only the Interpersonal Roles
stand alone. This increasing inclusive nature of the
three role groupings lead to the follov/ing coding rule:
In descriptions where you find it difficult to determine
an administrator's essential purpose, always assign it to
the lowest of the three general role groupings as possible
(with the Interpersonal Roles being highest and the Deci-
sional Roles being lowest)
.
In the post examination discussion, coders said they
either forgot the rule or were simply not using it in
making decisions. Disregard of this rule, plus the pre-
viously mentioned confusion over the use of the coding
slips and the residual nature of Boxes B and C, compounded
the tendency to use the multi role alternative during the
examination
.
A final problem mentioned by the coders centered on
the misinterpretation of some of the descriptive material.
In three incidences, the coders said they had difficulty
interpreting the description. All three units contained
"asides" or sentences depicting the administrator
either
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talking to himself, an unidentified observer or another
identified actor and giving verbal explanation for his
action. The coders had difficulty deciding if such asides
were to be considered an integral part of the action or
contextual information giving clear explanation of the
administrator's purpose or motives. The discussion of this
problem attempted to obtain uniform use of such material
and stressed that it should be viewed more as contextual
information rather than an integral part of the action.
Alterations made in the second discussion session . Based
on the problems identified by the first group of coders
the following procedural changes were made for the second
session:
1. Directions on how to use the coding slips were
carefully given to insure that the coders under-
stood the residual nature of alternatives B and C
2. Prior to administering the examination, a short
clarification and reviev; session v/as held to
I’esolve the issues of locus of action, the
successively inclusive nature of the role con-
cepts and the use of "asides."
The discussion session then proceeded with the
second group of coders as it had with the first group. The
proficiency examination was given. A discussion of coders'
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responses took place and the TOBE material along with
coding slips and instruction for their return were dis-
tributed.
Adaptation and Use of TOBE Educational
Admin istrator Behavioral Descriptions
As stated in Chapter I, Mintzberg's role theory was
to be tested by using it to classify administrator be-
havior. To do this, behaviors that could be subjected
to a classification effort were needed. The task is anal-
ogous to an entomologist going into the field to collect
a large and representative sample of insect specimens and
then bringing them back to the laboratory and identifying
them using a taxonomy. When the entomologist's prim>e con-
cern is with determining the reliability of his taxonomy
system, he shares with us a sim.ilar research problem. Ke
,
like us, needs specimens in order to test the classifica-
tion scheme and method. This section concerns itself
with the "specimens" or more precisely the "behavior des-
criptions" that were used to test Mintzberg's scheme.
It will focus on the Taxonomies in Organizational
Behavior in Education (TOBE) Project from which behavior
descriptions were taken for this dissertation project.
More specifically, what follows is a description of the
TOBE project (particularly the field study undertaken)
,
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I'hfi unit-, nf behavior or Oraanizational Taxonomies Unit
(OTU) devised, the theoretical underoinnina of the field
study and OTU, modifications made in the TOBE material to
fit the needs of this dissertation and a rationale for
employing the TOBE project's efforts. The last item will
be dispensed with first.
Rationale for em.ploying the TOBE material . Like all
analogies, the entomologist analogy used earlier has its
faults. Unlike the entomologist going into the field to
gather specimens, the student of administrator behavior is
imjnediately confronted with complex questions. What con-
stitutes an administrator behavior? When does it begin
and end? How do we knov; we have observed an administrator
behavior and not something else?
These vexing questions, while certainly vital to any
area of behavioral research, are not the central concern
of this dissertation. Rather than pursuing them and doing
the field v/ork necessary to collect behavior descriptions,
the efforts of the TOBE Project have been employed. The
Project confronted the various philosophical and theore-
tical issues involved, defined a unit of behavior, con-
ducted an extensive observational study of a public
school system's administrators and left behind for future
use a record of the behavior descriptions.
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The rationale for using the TOBE material is fairly
simple. To have confronted the various philosophical and
theoretical questions involved and to have conducted a
field study to collect descriptions to submit for classi-
fication would have been extremely time consuming and ex-
pensive. Resource limitations dictated concentration
on the analysis of the coding efforts; not the creation
of material to be coded.
It also would have been extremely difficult for this
writer to have conducted a field study without unduly
biasing the descriptive material. Familiarity with Mintz-
berg's concepts would have opened the record made to the
charge of "selective perception." One of the attractive
aspects of the TOBE material is that it was collected and
published prior to and completely independent of Mintz-
berg's theoretical work. The concepts used by the TOBE
researchers in describing administrator behavior are in-
dependent of the concepts developed by Mintzberg in
classifying such behavior. In brief, the theory of des-
cription and the theory of analysis are distinctly dif-
ferent.
Another attractive feature of the TOBE material was
that it provides descriptions recorded in a systematical
way. As noted in Chapter I, any description of administra-
tor behavior is difficult to come by. Those that are
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most easily accessible are usually in anecdotal or case
study form or are more anthropological in nature
. The TOBE
Proiect produced ninety discreet behavioral descriptions
that were systematically recorded and whose theoretical
rationale was explicated.
Conseauently
, for the reasons iust cited, it was
decided to rely solely on the TOBS Proiect as a source of
descriptions of educational administrator behavior.
The TOBE proiect . The TOBE Project addressed one simply
stated, but exceedingly complex question, "Does taxonomy
provide a useful method in our search for an understanding
of organizational behavior as it appears within educational
settings?” The Project involved such luminaries as
Daniel Griffiths, Frank Lutz, Stephen Hencley and John
Hemphill. These men believed the best way to approach
their basic question was to attempt to develop appropri-
ate taxonomies and then test their usefulness. The tactic
employed was to have four groups of researchers each
starting from a different theoretical position create
four different taxonomies. The theoretical positions were
bureaucratic theory, general systems theory, Etzioni s
compliance theory and non-matheroatical decision theory.
(The earlier reference to the TOBE Project in Chapter I
v/as concerned with only a decision theory based taxonomy
and its relationship to the "Whitman Study.") Each group
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proceeded independently and worked in a manner and
direction that seemed most appropriate given their start-
ing theoretical stance. Each finished taxonomy was sub-
jected to a common test. Each was used to classify a
•
. 9common set of administrator behavior descriptions.
These descriptions or Organizational Taxonomies
Units (OTU) were collected and readied for classification
by a fifth group of researchers working independently
of the other four. The difficult philosophical and
theoretical issues involved in defining a unit of behavior
and determining an appropriate means of reporting behavior
was done by this group and a seven month field study in a
public school system was conducted. Their efforts concern
us here for it resulted in the creation of ninety "OTU*s",
a large percentage of which were submitted to the coding
effort using Mintzberg's scheme.
The seven month field study in a public school system
was conducted by seven observers using the OTU as their
unit of observation. Another two week field study took
place in a University setting. More than 2,500 pages of
field notes were taken and the number of observed OTU
numbered in the thousands
.
For the purpose of testing the four taxonomies, it
was not necessary to submit all the obtained data. What
v/as needed was a representative of the total observed
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behavior.
A stratified sample was taken based on the following
rationale. Four broad task areas were conceptualized to
encompass the work of administrators and three organiza-
tional levels were identified. The resulting grid looked
like this:
FIGURE 6
SAMPLING GRID
Administrative Task
Level Business Community Curriculum Personnel
Top
(Superintendent
or Univ. Pres)
Middle
(Central office
or Dean)
Low
(Principal, Dept
Head or Prof)
Source: Daniel E. Griffiths (ed.). Developing Taxonomies of
Organizational Behavior in Educational Administra-
tion (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1969), p. 29.
To insure a sample representative of the depth and breadth
of administrative tasks as depicted by the grid, OTU’s
from each cell of the grid composed the final sample. The
final sample was made up of ninety OTU's, sixty-six from
the public school setting and twenty-four from the
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University study. It was from the set of public school
OTU’s that the material to be coded for this dissertation
was adapted.
The unit of behavior or OTU . Prior to conducting the
field study the research team grappled with the problem
of defining a unit of behavior. After looking at the
literature and some trials in the field, they decided on
the following definition. They called their unit an
"Organizational Taxonomic Unit" (OTU) and stipulated
"
. . .at least the following must be present in order
for a particular thing to qualify as an OTU ..."
(1)
There must be an identifiable central actor
(2)
The purpose of the behavior must be clearly
definable
(3)
There must be some history
(4)
A description of what happened during the lapsed
time must be included (including actual dialogue
or a significant sample of the dialogue)
(5)
The result of the action that is taken, the out-
12
come, must be stated.
This definition has both a logical and heuristic
rationale. It is logical in that it conforms to an ele-
mentary analysis of organizational behavior (i.e., in
organizations there are individual participants or actors
there are needs or purposes for their behavior, one
considers the history of any behavior in coming to
understand it, something happens that is describable and
the behavior has consequences or outcomes) . This defini-
tion is also heuristic in that it among several attempted,
provided a unit that all four taxonomic research teams
could use in their classification effort.
For illustrative purposes, a sample OTU is given
in Figure 7. Note the "Level" and " task" designations
and the caption.
The relationship between the OTU and the total
behavior record made during the field study needs to be
shown. Emphasis is given to two characteristics of the
OTU: (a) it has a central actor defined as the person
within the organization upon whom the observer focuses
and (b)the topic of behavior is defined as the theme
around which the observed behavior takes place.
An OTU is the occurance of a topic of behavior in
the life of a central actor. An OTU begins when a topic
is introduced and continues until the topic ends, at
least for a time, and a new topic is introduced. Even
though the same topic may be brought up again, either
immediately, hours later or even days later, the topic s
termination at any given point signals the end of a
particular unit. The topic's resurrection later signals
the beginning of a different unit.
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FIGURE 7
OTJ KOm 15
.
(No tape or film)
l-fvel
•
2^
* Purpo'je
X£lln Gfft Cooperative
Top and Hiddle
dusineiss
Get out usual work and also material for consultant firm.
Actors Circle, Superintendent
Devoto, Adninistrotive Assistant
Vood, present but nut interacting
Nlehouse, present but not interacting
History The board, in spite of resistance from Circle and most of the
professional staff, had employed a business consultant firt to
study the district. The study was in progress at the time of
this behavior.
Abstract of Behavior Devoto entered Circle's office where Circle was
talking to Mehouse and .vood. He complained about the work
In getting material prepared for the consultant firm. Circle
Just commented, "To hell with them," but then told Devoto to
lend then the material he had prepared.
O’jteome The consultant recieved materials in the mail.
Description of Behavior Devoto entered Circle's office v/here Jiiehouse and
Vood were conversing with Circle. Circle commented, "Are you keeping the
Store while we're having so much fun?"
Cevoto asked Circle about the management study and complained.
**I have so much to do getting material for tnem I'm getting way behind in
my regular work,"
®To hell v/lth them," said Circle but added, *V/ait, I'm being
uncooperative again. Send them a letter of transmittal telling then what's
Included and what's missing and why,"
Devoto left the office to prepare the materials and a letter.
Source: Daniel E. Griffiths, et al,. Appendix A: Opera-
tional Taxonomic Units Used in Developing Taxono-
mies of Organizational Behavior in Education (Mew
York University: USOE Contract #5-0792-2-12-1)
,
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The following example taken from Developing
Taxonomies of Organizational Behavior in Educational Ad-
ministration serves to illustrate the boundaries of the
OTU;
The principal is the central character. He is working
at his desk as a teacher enters with a boy and informs
the principal that the boy has torn the shirt of an-
other boy in her class. (This introduces a unit.)
All the behavior that is recorded until the principal
dismisses the topic of the torn shirt is included in
the unit. The teacher may leave, the child may
leave, a phone call may be placed—as long as the
principal's activity is centered on the topic of the
torn shirt, the unit continues. Finally, the prin-
cipal may turn to another topic. Then the torn shirt
unit ends and another unit begins.
The authors note that this unit may end in at least two
ways. The principal may send the boy out of his office,
buzz his secretary and give her some dictation unrelated
to the topic of the torn shirt. Such an act would start
a new unit. Or, the unit may end another way. The prin-
cipal may reprimand the boy and then shift the conversa-
tion to talk about next Friday's football game. As he
does so a new unit begins.
The unit is topic centered and central actor centered.
When the topic being dealt with by the central actor
changes or when the central actor leaves the presence of
the observer, the unit changes. The unit is not secondary
actor centered nor are its boundaries determined by the
means of communications used. Note that in the example
just given, the unit could have continued after the
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principal sends the boy from the room. if the principal
then turned to his secretary and dictates a letter about
shirt, the unit has not ended. In other words,
the topic in the life of a central actor is the conceptual
link. It is what gives the observed and recorded phenomena
unity.
Thus, an OTU is often related to others by sharing
a common topic. Such OTU's are called "Topical Seguences."
A Topical Sequence could be composed of hundreds of OTU's
taking place intermittently over the period of the obser-
vation.
Finally, all the OTU's collected over the duration
of the observation period comprise the "Total Description
of Behavior." For classification purposes each OTU was
viewed as a distinct "specimen." The sequence to which
it belonged, along with the "Total Description" plus
background and contextual information about the organiza-
tion was always available to help coders classify each
unit. In addition, the TOBE Project made tape recordings
or sound motion pictures of some of the OTU's.
Theoretical underpinnings . Behavioral scientists take
numerous positions on what constitutes a unit of behavior.
Any study of in situ human behavior conducted for the
purpose of collecting descriptions of behavior to be later
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submitted to a classification effort, quickly must
confront and resolve the issues of what is the proper ob-
servational methodology and how should the unit of be-
havior be specified. The resolution demands that one deal
with the thorny issue of how best to conceive of the
relationship between observation classification and con-
ceptualization. The TOBE researchers recognized the
issue as such and resolved it by adopting a field theory
orientation. They relied heavily on the theoretical work
of Clyde Coombs, Kurt Lewin, Roger Barker and George Homans.
What follows is a summary of the theoretical underpinnings
used to resolve observational methodol.ogical issues and
issues involved in defining a unit of behavior.
Clyde Coombs conceives observation, classification
and conceptualization as being integrally linked by three
phases or operations. Coombs illustrates this linkage
,
.
13
(See Figure 8)
:
According to Coombs, the scientist enters the pro-
cess at each phase in a creative way in that alternatives
are open to him and his decisions will determine in signi-
ficant ways the results obtained in the final analysis.
At phase I he must select some few things to record
from the "Universe of Potential Observations."
The Recorded Observations, however, are not data
according to Coombs. An interpretive step is necessary
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FIGURE 8
COOMBS LINKAGE OF OBSERVATION, CLASSIFICATION
AND CONCEPTUALIZATION
Inferential
Classification
of Individuals
and Stimuli
at phase II. The scientist describes and labels the
recorded entities by grouping them according to some dis-
cerned relationship betv;een individuals and stimuli or
perhaps just between stimuli.
The subsequent data is then studied to detect re-
lationships, order and structure. In other words, in
phase III data is given order and explanation by submitting
it to analysis by a chosen theory, typology, definitional
scheme or classification system.
The TOBE researchers intervened at phase I by adopt-
ing the perspective of George Homans to guide them in
choosing from the "Universe of Potential Observations,
they intervened at phase II by grouping their observations
to the specifications defining the OTU and they submitted
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resulting date" to analysis (phase III) according
to four theoretical schemes (bureaucratic theory, general
systems theory, com.pliance theory, decision theory)
.
This dissertation project has used the TOBE "data" and
with minor modifications submitted it to analysis using
Mintzberg's role theory. VJe now turn to the theoretical
basis used by the TOBE group in making decisions at
phase I and II.
The TOBE researchers identified two major methodolo-
gies from which recording techniques can be devised. One
is the "primary record" approach which seeks to document
as much of the observed activity as possible through
written records, video tapes or film. The other is a
"systematic observation" approach which uses predetermined
categories
.
Of these two general approaches, the TOBE researchers
chose the "primary record" method (i.e., they attempted to
devise an observation method that would capture as much of
the action as possible) . Their rationale was twofold: the
study was exploratory and the data was to be submitted
to multiple analysis. In other words, -the subject matter
under investigation, administrator behavior, was unknown
territory and they wanted to include as much data as pos-
sible to enable analysis by various theoretical schemes.
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The "primary record" choice was not construed by
the TOBE researchers to mean that they were about to cap-
ture the "Universe of Potential Observations." They did
not conceive the observational eye to be a photographic
plate—capturing the world as it is. Rather they took
the view that a "primary record" approach simply captured
more of the world for later analysis than did a "systematic
observation" approach.
Once the "primary record" approach was chosen another
issue surfaced: how to operationalize the term for use in
observation. The TOBE researchers worked on the assump-
tion that all observation involves conceptual processes.
As Norwood Hanson puts it: "There is more to seeing than
meets the eyeball." The TOBE research notion of perception
was that it is selective and what one "sees" is what the
"mind's eye" sees. In short, the TOBE Project operated
on the assumption that "all observation involves theorizing
and— for science, at any rate—perception is impossible
..14
without conceptual processes.
The decision to be made at phase I after the issue of
general observational method as been resolved, is to
select a theoretical basis for observation, make it expli-
cit and insure that all observers work using the same
base. Also necessary was to choose a theoretical base
that V70uld allow subsequent analysis by differing theories.
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The problem is akin to the biologist seining for
specimens. If his net is too fine, he brings up too much
clutter (sand, mud, weeds, etc.) with his specimens. The
subsequent analysis is made extremely difficult or maybe
impossible if he has no means of separating specimens
from the "clutter." If, on the other hand, his seine is
too course, he will fail to bring up the specimens needed.
In the case of the TOBE field study, the "perceptual net"
had to be fine enough to "catch" a large number and wide
variety of "specimens" that could be subjected to four
different modes of analysis. Yet, if the primary record
v/as based on too fine of a net, the "clutter" involved
would create a pile of data overburdening the analysis.
The TOBE researchers decided that George Homans'
"Elements of Behavior" offered a perceptual net or theo-
15
retical framework that met their needs. Homans con-
ceives human behavior as being composed of three basic
elements: activities, interactions and sentim.ents
.
Activity refers to the things that people do. It
may be work on the physical environment such as raking
leaves, building a house, doing an experiment or writing
a book. The term also includes talking or a ceremonial
activity where importance depends on symbolic meaning.
Interaction involves the exchange of stimuli with
others. While the stimuli are often verbal and involve
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face to face contact they can also be symbolic as with
letters and messages or pictures and nonverbal as v;ith
"knowing smiles/' a "wink of the eye" or a simple ges-
tvire. Homans would agree to use the word communication
if, on the one hand, we would include both verbal and
nonverbal communication and, on the other, we would res-
trict our use of the word to mean that one person has
communicated with another regardless of how they communi-
cated or what was communicated. However, because the
word comm.unication is used in so many different ways in
everyday speech, he chose interaction.
Sentiment is used to refer to "internal states" of
the human body. Both everyday speech and professional
terminology call these states by various names: drives,
emotions, feelings, attitudes, affective states, etc.
Such things as fear, anger, hunger, love, frustration
are examples.
For the strict behavioralist , the inclusion of in-
ternal states as an element of behavior may be heretical.
Homans addresses the question of observability. He notes
that biological methods have been devised such as galvanic
skin tests, heart rate fluctuations, rate of respiration,
eye blinks or blood analysis that give relatively precise
measurements of sentiments (or put differently, sentiments
have been operationally defined by these methods in
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reliable ways) . In everyday experience one is
constantly inferring the existence and intensity of "in-
ternal states" from facial expressions, voice modulation,
body movement and what people say about what they feel.
Homans* tone is somewhat apologetic in including "internal
states" as one of his elements:
Leaving out a part of [human] experience—and sentiment
is a part^—v/ould be reasonable only if we had a better
kind of observation to take its place. Some sciences
have something better; ours [sociology] does not yet.^^
The assumption made by the TOBE researchers was that
Homans' elements constitute human behavior. If the acti-
vities, interactions, and sentiments of an administrator
are known, then a reasonable description of his behavior
can be recorded. Accordingly, the seven observers/re-
searchers worked independently and spent seven months
focusing on the activities , interactions and sentiments
of the public school system's administrators. From these
recordings the OTU's were developed into the data that was
subsequently submitted to the four classification teams.
Next, we consider the rationale for the decisions
made at phase II by the TOBE group. For purposes of anal-
sis at phase III of Coombs model the primary record must
be converted into data. The raw continuous observational
•
record needs to be ordered, subdivided, segmented, broken
into parts or by some means reduced to constituent
un.its.
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Analysis can proceed onl.y when one has a unit of analysis.
The TOBE researchers ordered the recorded observations
according to the criteria established in defining the
OTU . j.t is to OTU ' s theoretical rationale that we now
turn
.
In developing the OTU, the TOBE group relied heavily
on the work of Roger Barker and his associates in "Ecolo-
gical Psychology." Ecological Psychology is concerned
with
:
The identification and description of the natural
entities or events of psychology and of their rele-
vant contexts or environments and the incorporation
of these into a unified system of concepts ...
Three features of this subspecialty of Kurt Lewin's
field-theoretical approach to social psychology need
concern us for each bears directly on the development of
the OTU.
Barker argues that most research techniques used by
social psychologists disrupt the underlying continuity
of the "stream of behavior" even though they claim to be
purely analytical and unobtrusive. For example, the use
of time intervals or the use of frequency counts may be
an artificial and disruptive division of "inherent units"
19
of behavior. The ecological approach attempts to take
recorded observations and divide them, into "behavior
episodes" or "meaningful units of action and situations.
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Barker argues that there are natural behavior entities
or units:
In the ordinary course of life, the beginning and the
end of actions are of utmost importance, for awareness
of the arrangements of a person’s own and his associ“
s behavior stream is the basis of effective social
behavior ... Just as one does not step on another
person's toes, eat another person's bread or wreck
another person ' s toys
,
one does not destroy another
person's behavior-in-progress, and laymen are able to
identify such units with considerable precision.
While Barker asserts that the behavior continuum
should not be segmented in arbitrary ways, Lewin points
out that social psychologists have often misinterpreted
the scientific requirements of analysis by trying to ob-
serve as small a unit as possible. In so doing, they
frequently tear the observed unit from its context. He
writes
:
The fallacy in such an approach is that there is fre-
quently no way to distinguish among different possi-
bilities of classifying an action if the observation
lasts only a few seconds. Thus, if two persons A and
B are running one behind the other, it may mean that
either A is leading B or that B is chasing A. Only
by observations vzhich are sufficiently comprehensive
to include both A and B and to extend through a
period sufficiently long does the meaning of the
activity become clear.
The TOBE researchers quote approvingly Dickman who
has investigated the problem of discerning "natural be-
havioral units" and different observers' ability to
reliably identify such units;
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B0lia.vio]r sttciins oirdGrlinGSs in this ©yss of obssrvsrs
to the extent that goals and motives are imputed to
the behavior. Independent observers of such a be-
havior continuum demonstrated significant agreement
on general patterning and specifically on the points
at which units began or ended ... The untrained ob-
servers agreed very poorly on identical incidence of
units, yet they were able to agree on the general
meaning of the sequence. The latter paradox is under-
stood in rerms of the differences in the inclusive-
ness of the goal or behavior perspective.^^
The TOBE researcher defined the OTU making every
attempt to preserve the unity of behavior. Field obser-
vers recorded as units activities, interactions and senti-
ments in which meaning accrued. They indicated beginning
and ending points on the basis of a shift in the perceived
goals or miotives of the observed administrator. Hence the
OTU were topic centered and central actor centered and
always included a statement of the purpose of the behavior
described.
A second feature of the ecological psychology bearing
on the development of the OTU concerns its focus on con-
text of human behavior. Barker argues that the context
must take into account the physical-biosccial world (the
non-psychological milieu) in V7hich a person finds himself.
Only then can we begin to comprehend how that milieu is
transform.ed into a psychological environment that deter-
mines permissible behavior. * He concludes that human
behavior must be studied in situ so that the environmental
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variables (i.e., the context or behavior setting) as well
the personality variables can be identified.
Barker and his associate Wright conceive of be—
havior settings as having two sides
. One is the non—
psychological milieu which may be physical arrangements,
social arrangements or both. The other is the social
norms or shared frames of reference that define any set-
ting as appropriate or inappropriate for particular kinds
of behavior . They contend that any description of human
behavior must incorporate information relevant to these
2 3two aspects of the= behavior setting.
The T03E researchers abided by this assertion.
Each OTU included a history and a brief description of
the physical setting. In addition, a fairly lengthy
narrative history of the school system, which included
a description of its chief administrator and information
from which one could infer the norms which were operating
was always available to the classifier.
The last feature of ecological psychology influen-
cing the development of the OTU is how Barker and his
associates have stipulated the operational criteria for
recording observed behavioral units. Barker's group has
proposed several units incl.ifding an "Environmental Force
Unit" and a "Social Contact Unit." The latter is specified
by Dyck "as a unit of social interaction which contains
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within its boundaries (l)one sijbject (2) one agent (3) one
raison d’etre
,
and (4) one continuous topic." Its similar-
ity to the OTU IS obvious. - Dyck presents data on his
units usefulness and reliability impressive enough to
o yt
convince the TOBE group of its adaptability."^
To sunmiarize: The TOBE field study team relied
heavily on the theoretical notions of Coombs, Homans and
Barker in tackling the tough questions that arise when
observing and recording human behavior.
Coombs gave them a way to systematically deal with
the research decisions they had to confront. Homans gave
them a rationale for choosing what to record from the
"universe of potential observations" and Barker and his
notions of "ecological psychology" gave them both a
theoretical justification for the method a data collection
and a practical means of specifying the unit of behavior.
Certainly the TOBE group has not resolved all the
issues involved. Critics of their general approach
abound. Deutsch v/rites that Barker's method of dividing
the "behavioral stream" into meaningful behavioral episodes
is a " commonsense " one where "considerable reliance is
placed on the intuitive judgments of the behavior anal-
^
.,25yst.
What the TOBE group has done, however, is to create
a reliable means of collecting descriptions of administrator
Ill
b©h<avior
. Th©y havG stat©d the theoretical basis of
their work, the means of recording behavior, the sub-
jects observed and have left their data for our scrutiny.
We can ask little more.
Modification of th e TOBE material . Neither were all
ninety OTU's used nor were those that were submitted to a
coding effort done so without modification.
As mentioned previously only those OTU's taken dur-
ing the seven month public school system study were con-
sidered for inclusion in this dissertation project.
These sixty-six OTU's had as central actors the following
office holders: (l)the school board, (2) the superinten-
dent, (3) the elementary curriculum director, (4) the
senior high school principal, (5) the junior high school
principal and (6) an elem.entary school principal.
However, not all sixty-six were used. Only those
with the superintendent, the elementary curriculum direc-
tor and junior high principal as central actors were
used. The rationale for focusing on these three roles
is fairly simple. Over two thirds of the sixty-six
OTU's included these three roles in their descriptions.
Together they represent the three organizational levels
(high, middle, low). All three are occupied by a single
person, not a collective such as the board of education
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th© ©xscutiv© council. Thus
^ fifty~four‘ of th© ninety
OTU's wer© used. None collected in the University set-
ting were used. All but twelve collected in the public
school setting were used.
These fifty-four OTU's had to be modified before
any coding effort using Mintzberg's scheme could be
undertaken. To explain why modifications were necessary
and what modifications were made, a comparison will be
made of the OTU's criterion and Mintzberg's specifica-
tion for his unit of analysis.
As stated earlier, the OTU is topic centered and
central actor centered. As the TOBE researchers said,
"A unit is the occurance of a topic of behavior in the
life of a central actor. The unit begins when the topic
is introduced and continues until the topic is termina-
ted." ° Each OTU contains the following parts:
Level (organizational level is high, middle or low)
Task (i.e., business, community, curricula, per-
sonnel)
Purpose (reason for behavior as discerned by
observer)
Actors (person (s) on which observation is focused)
History (contextual information/events preceeding
behavior)
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Abstract of behavior (sumiaary)
Outcome (result (s) of behavior described)
Description of behavior (narrative account including
dialogue and telling of activities, interactions
and sentiments)
Mintzberg, in his research on which his role theory
is based, did not specifically address himself to the
issue of how to define a unit of behavior. Rather, he
deals with how to operationally define the single term
activity. He rejects Homans' definition as too broad and
"took as the start of a nev; activity any point at which
there was a change in the basic participants and/or
27
medium." In short, and in contrast to the OTU, Mintz-
berg' s unit of analysis is secondary actor and medium
centered (media categories: tours, unscheduled meetings,
desk work, scheduled meetings and telephone calls).
His unit begins and ends with each change in the median
and/or the participants interacting with the observed
administrator
.
However, like the OTU, purpose or meaning is
attached to the activity observed. Mintzberg asks of
each activity observed, "Why was it done?" and in his own
research he attempted to discern the purpose of each
2 8
activity from the administrators' point of view.
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Thus, the fundamental difference between the OTU
and Mintzberg's "activity" is how each is demarcated.
The OTU is topic and central actor centered. If either
changes, a new OTU begins. Mintzberg's "activity" is
media and secondary actor centered. If either changes
a new "activity" begins. An OTU by definition contains
only one topic. An "activity" could contain many topics.
An OTU could contain the descriptions of many different
mediums of interaction and many different secondary
actors interacting v/ith the observed administrator. An
"activity" by definition has a single secondary actor
(an individual or group) and one medium of communications.
Given these differences, the following possibilties
arise
;
1, Some OTU's will include descriptions of behavior
that v/ould be treated as a separate activity by
Mintzberg. For example, some OTU's contain
descriptions of the central actor taking a phone
call in the middle of a meeting. Because the
call was of short duration and did not influence
the topic of conversation, it was included v/ithin
the OTU. However, such a call would have marked
the beginning of a new activity for Mintzberg
2, It is reasonable to assume that some OTU s will
not even contain descriptions of behavior that
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Mintzberg would have noted as a separate
activity. In the example above, the phone call
might go unrecorded if it lasted only a few
seconds and involved only a few words uttered
by the administrator
3. Some OTU's would be joined if Mintzberg*
s
criteria were applied. For example, if two men
are talking about one topic and then their con-
versation changes to another topic, the TOBE
observer would note the end of one OTU and the
beginning of another. However, according to
Mintzberg* s criteria this would be one activity
because there was neither a change in the parti-
cipants or the medium of communications
4. Those OTU's that include descriptions that Mintz-
berg would treat as separate activities may lack
necessary contextual clues making it difficult
or impossible for an observer to discern an ad-
ministrator's purpose. In the example of the
short phone call interrupting a meeting, the OTU
probably would give little contextual information
either in the "history" or the "description"
sections to enable one to infer purpose.
With the above possibilities in mind, the following
modifications were made in structure and terminology so
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that the unit of analysis would conform to Mintzberg's
criteria
.
1. Some OTU's ware combined because they described
the same participants with no change in the me~
dium of communication involved
2. Some OTU’s were further subdivided. The term
"unit" was used in place of Mintzberg's acti-
vity
3. The combined and subdivided OTU's were designated
"Episodes." When the conversion of all fifty-four
OTU's to Mintzberg's "activities" was completed,
the result was forty-seven "Episodes" containing
from one to eight "units" with a total of ninety
units ready to be coded.
Perhaps further explanation of the episode format
is needed. An episode is defined as a written description
of behavior containing (l)one identified central actor,
(2) the identification of other actors with whom the cen-
tral actor is interacting, (3)
a
history of the described
behavior, (4) an abstract of the described behavior, (5) at
least one unit of behavior (using Mintzberg's definition
of activity to define unit), and (6)
a
written description
including dialogue of the observed behavior. (See appen-
dix D.)
Note how this contrasts v\?ith the OTU. The TOBE re-
searchers coded entire OTU's. The coders in this
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dissertation project coded "units" within "episodes."
"Level," "Task," "Purpose" and "Outcome" information
were eliminated from the episode format. Level designa-
tion was not needed as only three administrators were used
and their place in the school hierarchy is self evident.
"Task," "Purpose" and "Outcome" information was
excluded because all were inferential or interpretive
judgements made by the original TOBE observers. To have
included them ^\7ould have been to do what the coders
were being asked to do. In other words, the coders v/ere
being asked to infer purpose from the descriptive material
and determine if one of Mintzberg's roles adequately ex-
plained the behavior.
Central actors and other actors were clearly iden-
tified. To insure that each unit was coded from the per-
spective of the central actor, he/she was clearly distin-
guished from others described in the episode.
A Specific Limitation
Mintzberg, during his original research, did
detailed counts and categorization of incoming and out-
going mail. As with the interpersonal contacts, he asked
why did the manager receive the piece of mail or why did
he send it? The TOBE researchers did not explicitly
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examine mail flow. The flow of written communication was
subsumed under the broader TOBE definition of the unit
of behavior
. The TOBE study focused more on verbal
interaction. Mintzberg attempted ro be more inclusive.
^iffsrence puts a limitation on this study in
the sense that the material being submitted to a classi-
fication effort using Mintzberg * s scheme has not expli—
citly focused on mail flow. In essence, what primarily
is being classified is verbal behavior and interaction
and not behavior involving written communications. Some
of Mintzberg* s roles may primarily be played out using
the v;ritten medium.
Coding and Collection Procedures
The preparation of training material, the recruit-
ment and training of coders and the adaptation of the
TOBE behavioral descriptions all culminated in the pre-
sentation of the ninety units to the coders, their
actual coding and the collection of recorded coder de-
cisions. The purpose of this section is to describe this
procedure. It will be brief to avoid redundancy for the
procedure used was nearly identical to that outlined in
"training of coders. II
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After the Proficiency Examination and "round robin"
discussion, each coder v^as given a packet containing
the forty-seven episodes, ninety pre-numbered coding
slips and two self-addressed stamped envelopes.
They were told to follow the same instructions
given them, in training booklet 5 and to return the com-
pleted coding slips in the envelope provided. Two en-
velopes were provided so they could return some of the
slips even if not done with all of them.
All were reminded orally to work alone, pace the
coding and not attempt to do it in one or two sittings,
recall the round robin discussion and make every effort
to apply the material learned in the five training book-
lets to the coding decisions. No time limit was stipu-
lated but it was stated that the desired completion
date was within three weeks.
Telephone calls were made to each coder approxi-
mately ten days after receiving the material. The pur-
pose was to simply remind them that someone was waiting
for their work to be completed and to answer any ques-
tions of a procedural nature. With one exception, all
returned their ninety slips within the three week time
period.
What resulted was six sets of coding slips. They,
together v;ith the results of the Proficiency Examination,
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served as the basic raw data of this dissertation.
, Modes of Analysis
Two types of information were generated by this
study: (1) frequency counts resulting from the six
coders categorizing units of behavior in the Proficiency
Examination and the TOBE material, and (2) subsidiary or
secondary knowledge resulting from the experience of
creating and using the training material.
The label subsidiary or secondary knov/ledge is
used because the information gained is a by-product of
the process used to generate the frequency data. It is
more subjective, less quantifiable, and more "personal
knowledge" than the frequency data resulting from the
29
coding efforts. On the analysis-synthesis continuum
the results lean toward the synthesis end. What was
experienced will be reported as impressions and sugges-
tions in non-numerical form.
Two sets of frequency counts are generated; one
from the Proficiency Examination, the other from the TOBE
material. The data obtained from the Proficiency Examin-
ation will simply' be tallied to identify coders reaching
#
the specified eighty percent proficiency level.
The frequency data obtained from the TOBE coding
will be analyzed in several ways. It will be examined
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to estimate the levels of intercoder agreement both across
all categories and by individual categories. It v^ill
also be analyzed in terms of the distribution of coder
decisions to estimate which role concepts were more and
less difficult to use and to estimate the exhaustiveness
and inclusiveness of the scheme.
• c
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF PREPARING TRAINING MATERIAL
AND THE CODING EFFORTS
This chapter contains the findings of the study.
First is presented the more subjective and impressionistic
knowledge gained as a result of writing the five training
booklets and using them to train coders. Second, the
results of the proficiency examination used to screen
coders by assessing their ability to use Mintzberg's
scheme are presented. Last, the results of the TOBE coding
effort for six coders are gi^en and analyzed.
Problems Encountered in Preparing
Training Material
In this section the personal knowledge gained from
preparing and using the five training booklets is pre-
sented. While numerous problems were encountered— from
technical issues concerning the format of programmed texts
to issues of basic theory— two major or underlying prob-
lems are identified that encompass most of the minor
issues confronted.*
The two major and inter-related problems are the
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of operationalizing the role concepts and the
pj^oblein of deteriuining on what basis inferences about
purpose of administrator behavior should be made. The
problems are inter-related in that both deal v/ith the
common issue of defining the roles; the first concerns
itself with the specification of observable attributes of
a role, the second focuses on the specification of what
will be considered as legitimate bases for drawing in-
ferences about the behavioral intent or purpose.
No attempt is made to quantitatively analyze the
"data” resulting from the preparation of training material.
Indeed, the "data "--if one uses the term— are more impre-
sions, memories and thoughts that resulted from the ex-
perience of writing and using the five training booklets,
than they are counts, frequencies or quantities. The
following is more a synthesis—an attempt to discern or
identify major issues underlying many problems encountered
—
than an analysis or accounting of every problem confronted.
Operationalizing the role concepts . Mintzberg readily
admits that the ten role scheme as presented in his
book is " . . . not fully operational . . . but that to
make it so should hot be a difficult task." The biggest
p
obstacle as he sees it is that there is not a direct
correspondence between observed administrator activities
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and the various roles. He optimistically states what
must be done:
... first develop some clearer mapping of activi-
ties onto roles. This should not be a difficult
task. It may involve the making of a few arbitrary
^^cisions, but the overall result should be generally
valid and useful.^
The approach taken to operationalize the roles was
adopted from Lazarsfeld and Barton in their discussion of
"Qualitative Measurement in the Social Sciences ..."
They write
:
The ideal situation would be to reduce a complex
concept to such clear and unambiguous indicators
that the classification procedure would become
practically mechanical; anyone with the same set
of instructions could duplicate the observations
and judgement of any other observer.-^
The task was conceived as identifying "unambiguous" indi-
cators for each of the ten roles and writing a set of
instructions that tells coders which indicators corres-
pond to each role. The roles and situations where they
are commonly enacted were analyzed in a search for
"concrete empirical terms" that would lend themselves
4 , . . ,
to use as role indicators. Indicators were identitiea
and instructions for their use written. However, con-
trary to Mintzberg's optimism and by the standards used
to judge the adequacy of operationalization efforts, the
outcome was dubious.^ The ambiguous nature of the in-
dicators chosen leaves much to be desired. Two examples
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are given.
Insider-outsider distinction
. When planning to
write the training booklets, it was decided that organi-
zational membership might serve as a useful role indicator.
Mintzberg described the manager as one who "... stands
between his organization and its environment."^ James
D. Thompson, an organizational theorist, speaks of mana-
gerial jobs as being "boundary-spanning" positions."
Coders were instructed to first focus on the person with
whom the observed administrator is interacting and decide
if the person is either a member of the administrator's
organization (an insider) or not (an outsider) . Each role
was then partially defined in terms of whether the ad-
ministrator was interacting with insiders or outsiders.
At first glance the insider-outsider distinction
appears unambiguous. One is either a member of an organi-
zation or one is not. On closer examination, the distinc-
tion turns out to be one of degree rather than kind.
Ambiguity creeps back to blunt the sharpness of the indi-
cator. For example: Are parents or students inside or
outside the boundaries of educational 'organizations?
One's political ideology, the perceived authority relation-
ships within the community, the legal statutes governing
school decision making, the particular issues or even
the time of year might determine whether one considers
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a parent or student an insider or outsider. In short,
the terms are not concrete empirical terms whose meanings
are commonly agreed upon.
What was to be a helpful distinction quickly em-
broiled the effort with problems of semantic definition
that had to be resolved in rather arbitrary and— from the
point of view of strict operationalists—in unsatisfactory
ways. Coders were given instructions to decide "inside-
ness" and "outsideness " based on their judgement of hov?
much the person in question v;as subject to the formal
authority and power of the administrator. Rather than
settling on a set of specific, concrete terms to define
organizational membership, power and authority, two of
the most abstract terms in organizational theory were
employed
.
Direction of information flov.^ . A second illustration
of the problem of operationalizing the roles concerns the
effort to define the three informational roles; dissemina-
tor, monitor, and spokesman. Figure 9 vras presented in
Training Booklet 3 to illustrate how to code administrator
behavior into one of the three roles.
The following explanation was given to the coders:
The Informational Roles oan be distinguished from
each other by considering two major attributes,
(1) direction of information flow via the administrator
and (2) the participants interacting with the
administrator as either source of information or
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FIGURE 9
DEFINING THE INFORMATIONAL ROLES
Participants in
Interaction (either
sources or recipi-
ents of information)
.
Outsiders
Insiders
Direction of Information Flow
Administrator
Sending
Administrator
Receiving
Spokesman
Monitor
Disseminator
8
recipient of the administrator's information.
Difficulties arose almost immediately. Already dis-
cussed was the problem of distinguishing between insiders
and outsiders. Determination of the direction of infor-
mation flow on the basis of observable behavior is a
problem, although of lesser magnitude than the insider-
outsider problem. A gross but rather concrete indicator
of information flow was used; namely the duration of time
each actor spoke during an interaction.
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Acknowledged in the training booklet was the
commonly observed situation in which the administrator
interaction is characterized by the two way flow of in-
formation. It is often difficult to judge who is pri—
s recipient and who is primarily a sender of in-
formation in such situations.
In cases where the administrator is interacting
with an insider, coders would then be faced with the
choice of labeling the behavior either disseminator or
monitor. If coders had any doubt about the primary direc-
tion of information flow they v/ere instructed to label the
behavior disseminator role behavior.
This arbitrary rule was based on the premise that
status and power differences between superiors and sub-
ordinates leads superiors to perceive themselves as pri-
marily sending and leads subordinates to perceive them-
selves as primarily receiving information when the two
interact
.
If a similar situation were to occur, but with the
observed administrator interacting with an outsider who
is his superior, then the coders were instructed to label
it monitor rather than spokesman. The rationale for this
rule is the same as previously given.
Conceptually, the use of information flow is distinct
and clear. Open systems theory speaks of information
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inputs and "outputs" and coimnunication theorists speak
of sources, messages," "channels" and "receivers."
Even as an observational term information flow has some
utility when information is grossly defined in terms of
words spoken or information bits transmitted. A problem
arises whan using direction of information flow as an
indicator. When meaning is considered, the indicators
become ambiguous. A subordinate may monopolize a dis-
cussion vjith his boss in an attempt to sell an idea, have
a policy changed or to get approval for a proposed course
of action. Observers would easily agree that information
is primarily flowing from the subordinate to the boss.
If, however, at the end of the presentation, the sub-
ordinate is sunraiarily dismissed with a cool, "work on the
idea some more," a message of strong intensity v;ould have
been received by the subordinate. In quantative terms,
the superior would be viewed as a monitor; in quantative
terms he would be viewed as a disseminator.
Information flow as an unambiguous indicator has its
shortcomings. The im.portance of information flow is that
meanings are shared; not that v/ords are uttered or bits
of information passed. The use of information flow as an
indicator must take into consideration the meanings given
the information by the people interacting. What an
utterance means to someone can only be determined by an
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observer knowing intimately the history and context of the
transaction. To write a set of instructions taking all
this into account so that any coder could duplicate an-
other observation in a mechanical way as Lazarsfeld and
Barton suggest is seen as a most cumbersome if not impos-
sible task.
In brief, the borrowing of a mechanistic and seem-
ingly concrete concept leaves one still with the need to
rely on judgemental strategies which decrease the relia-
bility levels.
Determination of purpose . The second major problem en-
countered in defining the ten roles was devising a method
to substantially increase the probability that coder
inferences about the purpose of observed behavior would
be similar.
Mintzberg's ten roles are purpose categories, invented
inductively by successively iterating raw field data
collected during his observational study until "meaning-
9
ful conceptualization appeared.” Mintzberg has provided
a functional explanation for managerial behavior. His
theory posits that there are ten functional reasons why
an administrator . engages in the behavior observed. Hov;
one builds the bridges between purposes and observed
behavior—or to use Mintzberg's phrase, how one "maps
activities on to roles”— is extremely difficult.
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Purpose is not observed; it is only inferred. The
problem was thus viewed as a problem of inference or more
specifically, ,how to teach the coders to attend to the
relevant attributes of the behavior observed and conclude
similarly what their observations meant. The first con-
cern requires that ail coders attend to the same "facts of
the case;" the second requires that they process the in-
formation using the same logic.
Providing contexts . The obvious reason for opera-
tionalizing concepts is to make them unambiguous and
stable in meaning. The concepts used to describe admin-
istrator actions in this study are not solely defined
by "acts" (i.e., sheer movements) but also by the purpose
or meaning given to the acts.^^ Role concepts require
social context to assign meaning.
As presented in Chapter II, contextual information
was supplied to the coders in several ways. Each episode
contained a history and an abstract. Training booklets
gave nine pages of general contextual information. In-
cluded was statistical information on the school system
and community, a narrative history of the school system'
and a profile locating the key adirdnistrators in the
organizational hierarchy. Throughout the training booklets
coder attention was drawn to the use of clues and asides
to aid them in making coding decisions {see appendix A,
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Training Booklet 2
,
page 1
,
for an example).
Assuring similar logic . The other half of the in-
ference problem is assuring that the coders shared the
same logic or theory through which to infer purpose. Un-
less all the coders shared Mintzberg ' s view of managerial
behavior, they would infer different meanings from the
facts of the case presented them throughout the written
TOBE episodes. To again use Norwood Hanson’s phrase, it
is the "mind's eye" that sees and the task was to assure
that all coders shared the same vision.
The intent of all the training materials was to
give the coders a shared experience such that they would
similarly use Mintzberg's theory. Coder selection, the
written format, the round robin discussions were all
attempts to insure that the coders shared Mintzberg's view
of administrator behavior.
Difficulties . During the course of the round robin
discussions, it was obvious that some of the coders'
pj^ior conceptions of administrator behavior were blocking
their ability to apply Mintzberg's concepts. Several
held strong "democratic" views of leadership. Another
was particularly oriented to the view of the pervasive
importance of leadership and* had a great deal of diffi-
culty using Mintzberg's more limited definition. In
short, there was a tendency for coders to view the episodes
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through thoir own thsories of management behavior rather
than Mintzberg's.
The second observation from the round robin discus-
sions was the limited use of clues, asides, and particu-
larly, the general contextual information. During dis-
cussions of coders' reasons for classifying units as they
did, fev/ made reference to general contextual information.
Finally, it was observed that coders tended to make
quick decisions. They tended to reach a relatively quick
conclusion based on a limited search for alternatives.
Summary . Difficulty finding unambiguous indicators and
problems in controlling coder inferential processes when
assigning purpose to observed behavior were two underlying
problems encountered vzhen preparing the training material.
Subsequent data obtained from the coding effort gives
evidence that these recognized problems were not resolved.
Results of the Proficiency Examination
As stated earlier, eighty percent was set as the
appropriate level of proficiency. A score of eighty per-
cent or above would indicate that the coder v;as suffici-
ently trained in the use of the Mintzberg classification
scheme
.
The results of the examination are given in Table j.
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TABLE 3
CODERS* RESPONSES TO PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION
Correct
Response
(2)
Coders ' Responses
Unit #
(1)
(3) Freq. Correct
SU MF RM DL KF KO
Response
(4)
A1 7 5 7 5 7 7 7 4
B1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6
Cl 5 1 5,7 5 5 5 1 3
D1 4 v' 5 1 4 4 2
D2 8 3,4 8 8 8 8 8 5
D3 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 3
D4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6
D5 4 v' 4 4 4 4 4 5
D6 7 7,5 7,9 3,7 7,3 7 7 2
El 3 3,9 9 3 9 3 2
E2 10 3 9 10 2 10 10 3
E3 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 5
E4 1 8 1 1,4 1 4 1 3
FI 5 4 5 5 7 5 3 3
F2 8 8 8,9 8 8 8 8 5
F3* 10 v/ 6 4 3 9 10 1
F4 4 4 4 4 2
F5 2 2 1 2,4 1 2 2 3
F6 3 5,3 3 3 5 3 3 4
G1 6 6 TX 6 1 6 2 3
G2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4
TOTALS
:
Fully
Correct
:
7 11 11 11 16 17
% Fully
Correct 35 55 55 55 80 85
Partially
Correct 2 4 3 1 0 0
% Fully and
Partially
Correct 45 75 79 60 80 85
*Not included in computations
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Two coders, designated KF and KO, scored at or above the
eighty percent level.
The letter and number combinations in column one
identify the unit of behavior coded. The correct or
criterion response is given in column two (a "1" signifies
Figurehead, a "2" Liaison, etc. See the coding slip
facsimile on page 80 for a full explanation on how each
response was recorded) . Individual coder responses to
each unit are recorded under his or her initials in column
three. The frequency of correct responses is given in
column four.
At the bottom of the table, "totals" for each coder
are given. "Fully correct" indicates the number of res-
ponses identical to the correct response given for a unit
in column two. "Partially correct" indicates the number
of responses with two or more items in it at least one of
which is in agreement with the correct response listed in
column two. For example, coder MR responded to unit Cl by
writing "5,7" on his coding slip. The correct response
is "5." Thus, MR's response is scored "partially correct"
because one item in the response is identical to the
correct response. Coders RM, DL, and KF were scored
"fully correct" 'because their responses to unit Cl was
"5" only.
Even by using this partially correct scoring system.
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only two coders achieved the necessary eighty percent
level
.
Finally, note that F3 is asterisked. Only one coder
responded correctly to this unit. Upon close examination,
and after discussing with the coders their difficulties
with this item, it was concluded that it was a poorly
written unit. It was eliminated and all computations
were based on twenty units instead of twenty-one.
Results of the TOBS Coding
While only two of the six coders reached the speci-
fied proficiency level, ail coded the ninety units of
administrative behavior comprising the TOBE material.
Table 4 presents the coders responses with KF and KO, the
two proficient coders, circled for emphasis. Subsequent
analysis will primarily focus on these two coders.
Data from all six coders are included for comparison
purposes. Also, remember that all six coders took part
in a three hour round robin after they took the proficiency
examination but before they coded the TOBE descriptions.
Table 4 simply presents the six coders' responses
to the ninety TOBE units. The initials of the six coders
are along the upper margin with proficient coders KF and
KO circled. The numbers one through ten in the table
refer to the ten roles of Mintzberg's scheme ("1" Figure-
CODERS'
RESPONSES
TO
TOBE
UNITS
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head; "2" Liaison; etc.). More than one number indicates
the coder decided the unit was best classified as multi
role behavior. A check (>0 indicates that the coder could
not decide how to classify the unit; its classification
was "unascertainable
.
Table 4 is the raw data subjected to subsequent
analysis
.
Intercoder agreement . When working with observational
systems, Ker linger speaks of reliability as the ability of
observers, once they have been given the definitions of
the system's concepts, to apply the terms similarly to the
same or similar types of behavior. He states that a com-
parison of two or more observers is a practical test of
13the reliability of observation. Tinsley and Weiss say
the distinction between intercoder agreement and inter-
14
coder reliability blurs when dealing with nominal scales.
They prefer the use of the term "interrater agreement"
rather than reliability. To be consistent with both the
Drevious use of terminology in this study and with the
Tinsley and Weiss distinction, the term "intercoder agree-
ment" will be used.
Measures .of intercoder agreement are provided by
.15
Tinsley and Weiss, Frick and Semrael, Cohen, and Fleiss.
All have critized the use of percentage or proportion as
an index of agreement primarily because it overestimates
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th© tru0 or absolut© agreeinent by not accounting for
chanc© agr©©m©nts. Coh©n has sugg©st©d th© co©ffici©nt
K as an indicator of th© proportion of agre©in©nt between
two raters after chance agreement has been accounted for.
Cohen's K is recommended by this author over the use of
a simple percentage or proportion of agreement index.
Table 5 presents the frequencies of intercoder agree-
ment. Table 6 presents the proportion of agreement figures.
The first figure in each cell of Table 5 is the number of
units coded identically by the two coders whose initials
appear at the margins of the table. The second figure
in each cell is the number of units coded with partial
agreement. As defined in the proficiency examination,
partial agreement means that both coders saw in the unit
of behavior at least one role in common. One may have
coded the unit as multi role behavior while the other
simply coded it as single role behavior or both may have
coded it as multi role behavior but with the multiple
made up of different roles (i.e., one may have coded a
unit 5,3 and the other simply 3 or one may have coded a
unit 6,4,2 and the other 4,2 or 5,4,2). While all coders
are compared in this manner, KO and KF are circled for
emphasis.
Table 6 simply shows the frequency of agreement
in proportion or percentage terms. The first figure
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table 5
frequency of intercoder agreement
Full/Partial/Agreement
:
Full Agreement Range. . . . 24 to 46
Full and Partial Agreement Range 26 to 47
Mean Full Agreement 29.9
Maximum = 90
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TABLE 6
PROPORTION OF FULL INTERCODER AGREEIIENT
Full Agreement Range .266 to .511
Mean Full Agreement .332
Agreement Expected by change for KO and KF .094*
See Cohen or Tinsley and Weiss (note 15) for computation.
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is for full agreement while the second figure is for
full and partial agreement combined. Ranges and mean
agreement figures and agreement expected by change are
also given.
The levels of agreement between all coders is low.
They are certainly better than chance but nowhere near
the eighty percent level of the proficiency examination. •
Even the highest agreement level between KO and I4F, .511,
is far below what is seen as desirable. Even though ME
did not achieve proficiency the relationship betvreen his
responses and I'O's will be ccm.pared to the KF and KO
relationship because it is the highest level of agreement.
Hov^ever, because all the agreement levels are so low,
the data is not analyzed further using Cohen's K. To do
so would be to subject both the data and reader to unneces-
sary statistical analysis.
Intercoder category agreement, KF-KO and MF-KO . To show
the extent of agreement between KF and KO and MF and KO in
assigning units of behavior to the various categories.
Tables 7 and 8 are presented. This way of displaying the
data is important to studying the Mintzberg classification
system because it helps to determine which of the roles
or categories are poorly defined or overlapping. Whatever
the reason for intercoder disagreements, this presentation
directs attention to the categories where the greatest
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TABLE 7
INTERCORDER CATEGORY AGREEMENT FOR KO AND KF
f KO
KO
f KF
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MR UT
1 ^ 1\
c
1 2
2
\
2 6
3 9 "^1 3 1 2 16
4 2 1 1
\
1 1 1 13
5 1 1 1 2 11
6 1 ^4
\ 3 9
7 1 1 2 1 / / 1 7
8 2 1 ^2\ 5
9 2 \ 3
10 X 0
MR 1 1
X
3
2 5 1 1 J 15
17 8 9 12
16 6 2 6 1 0 8 5
Key; 1= Figurehead
2=Liaison
3=Leader
4=Monitor
5=Disseininator
6=Spokesman
7=Entrepreneur
8=Disturbance Handler
9=Resource Allocator
10=Negotiator
MR=Multi Role
.(»/) =Unascertainable
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TABLE 8
Key: l=Figurehead
2=Liaison
3=Leader
4=Monitor
5=Disseminator
6=Spokesman
7=Entrepreneur
8=Disturbance Handler
9=Resource Allocator
10=Negotiator
MR-Multi Role
(v/) =Una3certainable
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(and least) disagreement occurred.
The tables were constructed by placing tallies in
the cells corresponding to the way the coders categorized
each TOBE unit. For example, KF categorized unit 1.1
(see Table 3) as Figurehead behavior (1), while KO catego-
rized the same unit as leader behavior (3). A tally was
placed at the 1,3 coordinates of the contingency table.
If they had both identified unit 1,1 as Leadership be-
havior (3), a tally v/ould have been placed at 3,3, the main
diagonal of the table. Tallying was continued for all
ninety units. The tallies were then counted and the
totals were entered into each cell.
Tinsley and Weiss, give a means of constructing an
index to measure the extent to which observed agreement
for any one category exceeds the agreement expected by
chance. However, it is not used because of the overall
low levels of agreement.
Tables 7 and 8 are helpful in pointing to v/here the
coding problems are. The relative magnitudes of the
off diagonal figures indicate the degree of role defini-
tion overlap.
Nine times KF coded units Figurehead behavior while
KO coded the same -units as Leader behavior. Three times
KF coded units Monitor behavior while KO coded the same
units as Leader behavior and five times KF coded units
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as Leader behavior while KO coded the same units as
unascertainable
.
As did KO and KF, so did KO and MF have difficulty
in using the Leader role. Twice MF coded units Dissemin-
ator while KO coded the same units Leader. Four times
MF coded units Disturbance Handler while KO coded them
Leader and twice MF coded units Leader that KO coded un-
ascertainable. The only other major discrepancy between
MF and KO revolved around the Spokesman role with it being
used to code units that were also coded as Monitor,
Liaison and Entrepreneur.
Caution must be taken in interpreting the meaning
of these off diagonal magnitudes. They serve only to im-
prove a very cloudy image; not to refine it and disclose
fine detail. One thing that does emerge from this account-
ing is that the Leader role appears to be the most poorly
specified of Mintzberg's ten roles. As indicated by the
magnitudes of the off diagonal figures aligned with the
Leader role (3), there was little agreement among the three
coders regarding the Leader role. TOBE units placed in
the Leader category by KO were often placed in the Dis-
turbance Handler category by MF and units often placed in
the Figurehead category by KF were placed in the Leader
category by KO. It appears that the distinctions made by
Mintzberg among these roles are difficult to apply when
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coding. Rosemary Stewart's conclusion about Mintzberg's
Leader role, that it is too broad to be of practical use,
17is supported by this data.
Another way of looking at intercoder category agree-
ment and obtaining a gross indicator of where coding dif-
ficulties lie is to simply rank order the ratio of total
category use to shared category use for KF-KO and MF-KO.
Tables 9 and 10 show the data in these terms. The higher
the ratio, the greater is the agreement between coders.
Tables 9 and 10 are interpreted to mean that for
those three coders, the Liaison and Monitor roles are
the least poorly defined. Of all the roles, the three
coders had the least amount of difficulty assigning
TOBE units to them with agreement.
The infrequent use of the Negotiator role is dif-
ficult to interpret. Two alternative explanations seem
probable: It was poorly defined and hence coders were
not sure when to use it or such behavior simply was not
presented in the ninety TOBE units.
Use of multi role (MR) and unascer tainable categories (w^) .
Table 11 displays the frequency data by coder and category.
By focusing on the_ frequency of use of the "MR" and
" (v/) " categories, the question of how exhaustive is
Mintzberg's system and how exclusive its roles can be
pursued.
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TABLE 9
RANKED RATIOS OF TOTAL CATEGORY USE TO CATEGORY
USE AGREEMENT FOR KO AND KF
Rank Catetory Ratio
Agree-
ment
KO Fre-
quency
KF Fre-
quency
1 Liaison (2) .57 4 6 8
2 Spokesman (6) .53 4 9 6
3 Monitor (4; .46 6 13 12
4 Unascertain-
able (/')
.40 4 15 5
5 Disseminator (5) .39 5 11 16
6 Disturbance
Handler (3) . 36 2 5 6
7 Entrepreneur (7) .22 1 7 2
8 Multi Role (MR) .18 1 3 8
9 Figurehead (1) .11 1 2 17
10 Leader (3) .08 1 16 9
11 Resource
Allocator (9) .00 0 3 1
12 Negotiator (10) ,00 0 0 0
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TABLE 10
RANKED RATIOS OF TOTAL CATEGORY USE TO CATEGORY
/ USE AGREEMENT FOR KO AND MF
Rank Category Ratio
Agree-
ment
KO Fre-
quency
MF Fre-
quency
1 Liaison (2) .67 4 6 6
2 Monitor (4) .64 9 13 15
3 Entrepreneur (7) .63 5 7 9
4 Resource
A.1locator (9) .60 3 3 - 7
5 Disseminator (5) . 5 8 7 11 13
6 Leader (3) .52 7 16 11
7 Disturbance
Handler (8) .43 3 5 9
8 Spokesman (6) .40 4 9 11
9 Figurehead (1) . 33 1 2 4
10 Unascertain-
able ( ) .32 3 15 4
11 Multi Role (MR) .00 0 3 0
12 Negotiator (10) oo• 0 0 1
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As stated in Chapter II / these two categories are
residual and were added to Mintzberg's scheme to exhaust
the logical coding possibilities. The frequency of their
use is taken as an indicator of the degree to which the
coders in this study could not apply Mintzberg's concepts
to the administrator behavior described in the TOBE
material and as an indicator of poorly defined categories
resulting in overlap. The use of the unascertainable
category is an indicator of the first problem; the use
of the multi role category of the second problem.
KO and KF together placed 17.2 percent of their
units into these two categories. The rest of the coders
placed 5.8 percent of their units in these categories.
MR coding . Mintzberg posits that his roles are
mutually exclusive. Ideally, there should have been no
units placed in the MR category. That there is a per-
centage figure of 4.2 percent across all coders and a
6.1 percent figure for KO and KF is interpreted to
mean that the role definitions are not specified enough
for use by the six coders trained in this study.
coding . Mintzberg posits that his roles are
exhaustive. Ideally, this category should not be used.
However, it was , frequently used, particularly by KO and
t, be accounted for by the formatKF. This can, in par
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used in this study. In other words, when one reads
behavioral descriptions rather than observes actual be-
havior, a great many coding clues are lost that would
have helped decide where to place the behavior.
Nevertheless, this proportion of units coded as un-
ascertainable () is interpreted as evidence that Mintz-
berg*s role scheme was not exhaustive when used by the
coders in this study. There seems to be educational ad-
ministrator behavior as described by the TOBE material
that cannot be classified into the ten Mintzberg roles
by the six coders who took part in this study.
Summary
Three major findings are reported in this chapter.
First, it was found to be extremely difficult and, in
most indicences impossible to identify clear, unambiguous
referents for Mintzberg' s role concepts. Concrete em-
pirical observational terms were difficult to use as con-
cept indicators. Those that were used tended to slip
into ambiguity when considered from the perspective of
human behavior v/ithin an organizational setting. Opera-
tionalizing the role concepts was also made difficult by
an implicit aspect of the notion of roles. Implicit in
the concept role is purpose. Training coders to assign
through inference, identical purpose or intention to
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obsGirvsd. aditiinistrator bGliavior provGd to bG bGyond thG
capability of thG training mode chosGn. Codars in train-
ing SGSsions had difficulty escaping from their previously
held theories of administrative behavior, using contextual
clues to infer purpose and taking the time to analyze
episodes and units of behavior before making coding deci-
sions.
The second major finding gives the results of the
proficiency examination. Twenty-one units of administra-
tor behavior using the form.at modified from the TOBE
study were created for testing purposes. A proficiency
level of eighty percent was established. Of the six
graduate students who completed the five training book-
lets and took the examination, two scored at or above
the eighty percent level. Awarding partial credit did
not increase the number reaching the required level. In
brief, two of the six graduate students who took the ex-
amination met criteria.
The last set of findings resulted from the TOBE
coding effort. Forty-seven episodes comprised of from
one to eight units (for a total of ninety units) were
submitted to the six coders. Table 4 gives their coding
decisions. Intercoder agreement was computed between all
the coder pairings. With perfect agreement being ninety,
the mean agreement was 29.9. The two proficient coders
agreed tv;enty-nine times. Simple percentage agreement
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figures were also computed with the mean being 33.2
percent. The two proficient coders agreed 32.2 percent
of the time. While these figures are greater than chance
agreement, they do not approach the eighty percent level
of even the proficiency examination.
With such low levels of agreement, subsequent analy-
sis was elementary. The data for the two proficient
coders was examined for the purpose of obtaining a gross
indicator of which categories were most difficult to use.
Because of the high agreement level between one of the pro-
ficient coders and a non-proficient coder (KO and MF) the
data for this pair was also examined. Tables 7 through 10
present the data. The Leader role was the most difficult
to use with agreement while the Liaison and Monitor roles
were the least poorly defined.
Finally, the data were viewed to see the distribu-
tion of category use. Multi role (MR) and Unascertain-
able (w^) were residual categories added to make the system
logically exhaustive. If Mintzberg's ten roles themselves
were exhaustive, these categories should not have been
used by the coders. The two proficient coders together
placed 17.2 percent of the units coded into these two
categories while“ the other four coders used those cate-
gories 5.8 percent of the time.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Summary
Need . This study was born out of the belief that any
advancement in understanding educational administration
needs basic descriptive research. Agreement with this
belief was found in both the educational administration
and management literature.
After reviewing some prior research efforts in the
area of educational administrator behavior, specifically
Hess, Clark and Rosenberger ' s dissertation studies of
"areas of critical behavior in educational administra-
tion," the University of Chicago Staff Associate Project
studies and Hemphill, Griffiths and Frederikson ' s Adminis-
trative Performance and Personality
,
and considering both
the conceptual and methodological problems discovered
and the studies’ shortcomings, the decision was made to
look more closely at the management literature. Little
basic descriptive research was found in the management
literature. . “ * *
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Focus . A more recent attempt to enrich the descriptive
vocabulary of managerial behavior, Henry Mintzberg '
s
managerial role theory became the focus of the study.
Mintzberg' s conceptualization of the content of managerial
work and his research methodology were appealing fresh
beginnings at fulfilling the need to better understand
managerial and educational phenomena.
The study's purpose was to determine the usefulness
of Mintzberg 's role set in describing the content of
educational administrator work and the role sets potential
as a means of differentiating among administrative jobs
through in situ studies.
More specifically, the intent of the study v;as to
determine whether Mintzberg' s ten roles were capable of
being operationally defined to a degree that would allow
reliable usage. Questions of intercoder agreement when
using the concepts to classify administrator behavior
and the exhaustiveness of the scheme were central con-
cerns of the study.
General Design . This study has been viewed as a pre-
curser to using Mintzberg 's role scheme in a field
setting. In other words, prior to taking the considerable
time both for training observers and for observation
itself, the role scheme was subjected to a much less
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expensive preliminary examination.
Criteria for coder selection were established.
Five programmed training booklets were written, a pro-
ficiency examination was administered and round robin
training discussions were held. Forty—seven Episodes
(the TOBE material) totalling ninety units of adminis-
trator behavior were submitted to a group of six graduate
student coders w’ith the instructions to categorize the
units using Mintzberg's role scheme and the results were
analyzed.
Analysis . Three sources of information were tapped: the
personal knowledge gained as a result of creating the
training booklets and conducting training sessions, fre-
quency data obtained by administering the proficiency
examination and frequency data resulting from the coding
of the ninety TOBE units of administrator behavior.
’ The information gained from the process of training
coders has been reported more as impressions and conclu-
sions rather than quantative analysis. The proficiency
examination data was sim.ply tallied to determine the
percentage of correct coding responses. The results of
the TOBE coding effprt have been analyzed in terms of
intercoder agreement (a measure of reliability) , intercoder
category agreement (a measure of the clarity of role
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definition) and use of the multi role and unascertainable
categories (a measure of the entire role set's exhaustive—
ness) .
Conclusions
Claims to neutrality notwithstanding, social science
researchers are similar to biographers : they usually
choose their topics of investigation either because they
want to lend support to some notion or theory or because
they want to debunk it. At the outset of this study,
Mintzberg's role theory was intuitively appealing. The
book in which he put forth the theory was well reviewed.’^
2
The popular press was giving him coverage. This author
was enthusiastic because Mintzberg offered a fresh re-
placement for the time honored yet hollow terms tradi-
tionally used to describe administrator work. This
author's enthusiasm about the potential usefulness of
Mintzberg's role scheme has waned considerably as a re-
sult of this study.
The key piece of information in this study is the
intercoder agreement figures (Tables 5 and 6) . The figures
are not nearly high enough to conclude that the scheme's
roles are sufficiently definefd for reliable use. V7hile
the agreement levels are obviously above what would be
expected by chance alone, they nowhere approach even
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the eighty percent level set as a minimum.
It can only be concluded that for the six coders
trained in this study to classify written descriptions of
administrator oehavior
, Mintzberg's scheme is not meaning-
less but is not sufficiently meaningful to be useful.
Subsequent development of the scheme for the purposes of
in situ descriptive research is cautioned against without
further conceptual clarification and improvement in
training procedures.
Recommendations
This study can be easily replicated. A prime
reason for creating written training material and sub-
mitting written behavioral descriptions to a coding
effort rather than actually going into the field was to
ease replication. This study's replication is encouraged
with the following recommendations:
1. Increase the number of coders. This study began
with a pool of seven graduate students. Only two passed
the proficiency examination. To increase the probability
of having more than two coders achieve proficiency,
start with a larger initial pool
2. Revise the- coder selection criteria. The coders
in this study were all graduate students in educational
administration. Some, but not all, had administrative
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0xp0iri©nc© sirnilair to th© ©dministr'a.tojr whos© lD©havior'
was d©scrib©d in th© TOBE mat©rial. Writt©n behavioral
descriptions can not duplicate th© richness of informa-
tion available to an in situ coder. To code the written
descriptions, coders must "fill in" a great deal of
information on which to base their inferences about pur-
pose. To facilitate the process of making inferences, it
is recommended that coders have administrative experience
and if possible tapes or film be used. It is also
recommended that an attitude criteria be added. Coders
shov/ing negative attitudes toward administrators should
not be chosen as coders
3 . Revise the round robin training sessions. One
two hour session is insufficient. The purpose of the
discussion sessions is to facilitate and insure that
coders are sharing role definitions and applying them
consistently. When working with what is essentially
a group of strangers (as will most likely be the case)
time is needed for the group to become comfortable and
willing to partake in the giving and receiving of
criticism and the argumentation involved in justifying
coding decisions. Always focus discussion on an examina-
tion of the rationale being used for placing sample units
into Mintzberg's categories
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4. Stress the use of contextual information for
making coding decisions. As stated in Chapter III,
coders tended not to make explicit reference to contextual
irifo^i^3-tion
, especially the general background informa-
tion given them, when they justified their coding de-
cisions during the round robin sessions. During the train-
ing sessions
,
demonstrations of legitimate inferences
using the contextual information might help coders use
the information when they code
5. Stress the residual nature of the multi role
and unascertainable categories. This problem v;as discus-
sed in Chapter II
6. The proficiency examination should be given
after the round robin discussions. The first or last
twenty units from the TOBE material could be used as a
proficiency test. The last twenty, if used, would give
an indication of what factor, if any, fatigue plays in
coder proficiency.
Suggestions for Further Research
Two fundamental shortcomings of this study are
noted: The use of written behavioral descriptions both
for training purposes and for determining intercoder
agreement levels and the inability to adequately opera-
tionalize the role concepts. Further efforts at
developing Mintzberg's role scheme should squarely
confront these problems. The first is thought of as
s training problem; the second as a conceptual one.
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Training problems . It is suggested that videotaped or
filmed examples of administrator behavior be used.
Nearly all of the non-verbal communication is lost when
written protocols are used. When coders are expected
to assign meaning to human acts, such information is seen
as vital.
The ultimate test of Mintzberg's scheme would be an
in situ coding effort. In anticipation of a field test,
coders should be trained to use other means of gathering
information besides non-participant observation. Denzin
speaks of the need to examine both "overt" and "covert"
3forms of conduct. Webb talks of "multiple operationism.
'
He states that the theoretical complexity involved in
social science terminology calls for:
. . .
multiple operationism, that is, for multiple
measures which are hypothesized to share in the
theoretically relevant components but hav| dif-
ferent patterns of irrelevant components.
The use of interviews, questionnaires and even Webb's
"unobstrusive" m.easures together v/ith Mintzberg's
structured observa-tion would ‘better insure an information
base on which to categorize behavior into roles. ihe
difficulties faced by the coders in this study supports
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the position of Denzin, Webb and others calling for
niultiple means of gathering information.
Conceptual problems . The formulation of operational defin-
itions for each of Mintzberg's concepts is a task that
should not be pursued by future researchers. This author
has struggled with this issue throughout this entire study.
Mintzberg's role concepts are embedded in a functional
theory of managerial behavior—they are theoretical terms
and they can not, in principle, be fully defined by obser-
vables. The painfully acquired view taken by this author
is shared by Griffiths and well articulated by Kaplan:
This term [definition] has a loose sense in which
it applies to any procedure for specifying meaning
. . .
theoretical terms—and in practice most con-
structs--are not capable of definition in the strict
sense ... I must emphasize that I am not saying
that such terms cannot or do not have their meanings
specified; I am saying only that, because of the
openness of their meaning, the specification is not
by way of definition in the strict sense.
^
In short, Mintzberg's role concepts, as classes, can be
operationally specified, but not operationally defined.
It is suggested that future researchers accept the terms
as "sentizing concepts" that serve by giving a general
sense of reference or orientation rather than by pre-
cisely defining what is being studied.^
The problem of operationism is no v/here in this
study more obvious than in the attempts to define the
Leader role and the coders' attempts to reliably use the
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role. As reported in Chapter III, the Leader role was
the least reliably used of all the roles. The results
of this study support Karl Weick who
,
in reviewing Mintz-
berg's book in 1974, wrote:
I'm not sure he [Mintzberg] (or others) get much
help by invoking the concept of leadership ... I
think Mintzberg has written himself into a solid
position where he can dispense with the concept of
leader role and functions assigned to the role can
be absorbed by other things the manager does.^
Further researchers, in addition to treating Mintz-
berg' s roles as sensitizing concepts might reconstitute
the role scheme where Weick suggests; eliminate the leader
role and let the other roles absorb the functions assigned
to it.
Finally, these conceptual problems and suggestions
have broad impact on training, research methodology and
the utility of any observational scheme that might be
developed from Mintzberg’ s theory. The training and re-
search task needs to be defined not in Lazarfeld and
Bartons' mechanistic terms, but rather as a task anala-
gous to training a physician in psychiatric diagnosis.
Just as good diagnosis results from both the physician's
ability to notice and combine an enormous number of petty
details and his knpwledge of the systemic meanings of
the theoretical concepts into which all patients are
categorized, good categorization of administrator
171
behavior requires the same types of intellectual skills.
This suggestion increases greatly the cost of
training and observation and considerably decreases the
utility of the coding scheme. However, given the results
of this initial study and the conceptual complications
unearthed, no simple solution is readily apparent:.
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
five bookletb In thio jjct are deuigned
to ooach j^cu a way of tf.lklng about the behavior of echool
ad-.iniytratora and a vocabulary to describe their actionu.
As illustrated on the cover of this and subsequent booklets,
the job of the school administrator is conceived as being
raadc up of a seT. of ten roles. Upon completion of thesa
bookie oS, you snould be able to correctly identify written
descriptions of on-the-'job administrator behavior by using
the. ten role labels.
Specifically, the objectives of these booklets are:
1, Given two or more descriptions of administrator
behavior, you will be able to correctly label
those that are examples of a given role behavior
and those that are not.
2, Given an example of administrator behavior never
seen before, you will be able to correctly identify
it as an example of one of the role behaviors.
In short, you are going to learn the meaning of ten concepts
used to describe administrator behavior a.nd you will then
demonstrate yovir knowledge by discriminating among the ten
roles and by generalizing about administrator behavior through
the use of the ten role concepts.
Summary of Booklets’* Contents. The material designed
to achieve the two objectives has been divided into five
booklets 0 .Booklet I servos as a general introduction and
186
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BooKlet V au a aumiriary. Booklets II through IV focua on
critical attributoa of each role concept. The bookleta will
provide ypu with definitional examplea, non cxamplea, rulea,
cluea and hinta to enable you to correctly uae the ton concepta.
Thia introductory Booklet I haa two main intenta beyond
introducing you to the rest of the act, Firat, a background
briefing will be preaented on the way administrator behavior
ia being approached and how the notion of role ia being used.
Second, key terms, definitions, aaaurnptiona and aome general
rulea will be introduced.
Format
. A programmed learning format haa been adopted.
Two characteriatica of programmed material, ita requirement
that the learner actively respond to the material preaented
and ita provision for giving the learner rapid knowledge of
how well he is progressing, were convincing reasons for
adopting such a format.
As you read through the booklets, you are expected not
only to read carefully, as you would any text, but sJ.so to
think out answers to problems and questions. The booklets
are laid out like any text except that questions, a problem
or an exercise, are periodically interjected and iimneditately
followed by a dashed line ( )t The dashed line is your
signal to stop reading and respond as required. In most
cases, you will need to write your response, so have paper
and pencil available. In no instance should you continue
beyond the da^hi^d line until you have responded. Even
with
the best of intentions, eyes have a way of wandering
ahead.
- 3 -
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Use a blank piece of paper as an answer shield to cover the
answers that appear immediately after the dashed lines.
After you have responded, uncover the material and see how
well you are doing.
Finally, a word on pacing your study: The booklets
have been written in sections. Try to complete an entire
section before stopping.
II. ADicINISTRATOR ROLE BEHAVIOR - BACKGROUND BRIEFING
Qpptbnb - Task Distinction
. Of several possible
approaches to the study of administrator work, the one taken
here is interested solely in description. The focus is on
two key questions: (1) What is the person doing? ie. What
behavior does he engage in or what activities account for
his job, (2) \/hy such behavior or what explanations account
for such activity? The answers to these two intertwined
questions constitute what is called the "content" of the ad-
ministrator v.'ork.
A basic distinction is drawn between work "con ten and
"task." Any description cf particular goals or objectives,
criteria of effectiveness or normative elements are task
oriented. An administrator might have the following goals:
a 10;^ reduction in the drop out rate, lower teacher turnover
a better settienenc between the school system and the local
bus company and "^iie imr lementation of a new English curricu-
lum. They constitute tasks, vmat activities the administra
-4-
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"tor en^ageij in to achieve theue
1011^ 01 hijj woi'k 1 Teaching you
goalsj consjtituteo the con-
a way of describing the con-
tent of administrator work is the intent of this series of
booklets.
Identify each of the following statements as either a
task or content descripti.on
.
1. A superintendent reads a letter from a parent
and quickly writes a short memo to the student's
principal, "Bob, here's a letter I just received.
Take care of this for me."
2, A school board is in the preliminary phase of
hiring a new superintendent. One member argues
"VnTiat we need is a superintendent that can relate
the needs of the professional staff to the concerns
and desires of the community,*'
1. is a content/task description,
2, is a con tent/task description.
No. 1 is content. No. 2 is task. Good. No. 1 focuses
on behavior, is. "reads," "writes" and tells, though telling
must be inferred. No. 2 focuses on desired ends, not on
activities one engages in to reach such ends. Remember, con-
tent focuses on the what "is" of administrator behavior while
task focuses on what someone thinks "ought" to be.
Content - Style Di stinction . Also, do not confuse
''content" wimh' "style . " To make this dintinction clear, the
concept of role is useful. Actors, administrators and others
189
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play rolea (ie. an organized aet of behavior belonging to an
Identifiable office or position ) that are predetermined. In-
dividuals may interpret the role differently: An actor ia
aaaigned a role; he playa Hamlet. How he plays Hamlet is in
large part a matter of his personal style. The role does not
change as different actors play it, but the style in which it
is played may change drastically. Administrators' job content
is being conceived as a set of roles that are predetermined
and must be played by the person holding the identifiable office
or position. ',Ve will be using the concept role to describe
the content of the administrator's work. Your task, then, is
to learn tne characteristics of the roles so that you will
recognize them when viewing v/hat is often highly stylistic
adminis orator behavior. This task is analogous to learning
to recognize Hamlet whether played in modern dress and con-
temporary language or in the classical style.
Is the following a description of an administrator's
style or of his role?
The principal had an odd way of forewarning his
departF'.ent heads of impending cuts in their in-
structional budgets. The agenda sent to each head
prior to the school board budget meeting would be
creased along a line down the page that represented
the approxiriia te percentage cut to be anticipated.
Those receiving pnfolded agendas were "home free";
those v/ho biad to unfold their agenda to read the
first fev.' lines could emticipate a cut of from five
to ten percent and those who had agendas folded in
half faced reductions. One staff member half
seriously attributed this quirk to the principal's
rumored CIA background!
1 hope you said style. Good, you see that the focus is
l90
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on how a po.rticalar pcrijcn behaven.
Could we uoe thiu information in writing a role
deocription?
That way a tough queJition, but the ansjwer ijj yeu. We
are given a lox of information from v/hich role behavior might
be inferred. For example, we might infer that the principal
v/ritee agendas, makes budget decisions, calls meetings and
communicates. These might be a.ctivities characterizing ad-
ministrator roles. Just remember that our focus is learning
to discriminate among various roles, not to identify various
styles used by administx'ators in playing the roles.
Organization - Environment Distinction . For oui- purposes,
the administrator is defined as the person formally in charge
of an organization or an organizational subunit. Ke is vested
with formal authority over his unit and stands between it and
its environment. Figure 1 il3.ustrates this notion.
Figure 1
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The Chief AdminifJtrator heads the entire organization
and looks out into a complex environment consisting of
competitors, suppliers, supporters, enemies, customers,
clients, government agencies and so on. Llkev/ise, the
fc'iiddle Administi’ator guides his organization but it is a
subunit of the larger organization. He also looks out into
a complex environment which includes not only forces im-
pinging on the larger organization, but also influences from
within the larger organization itself. Each administrator-
sits at the boundary of his organization and its environment.
Each must deal with the environment in order to accomplish the
goals of their respective organizations.
Insiders - Outsi ders Distinction . It logically follows
that individuals can be thought of as either being a part of
the organization or a part of its eiiVironment , ie. people
are either insiders or outsiders.
Considering the notions of organization and environment
and the insider - outsider distinction, do you think parents
should be considered within the organizational boundaries of
the school and therefore be called insiders or should they be
placed in the school's environment and therefore be called
outsiders? Wliy? Take your time. This question requires
some thought.
You were asked your opinion. V/e trust it will conform
to ours or,if'not, inixially we can convince you of
the logic
of our position. It has been forcefully argued
that parents
are or should be an integral part of the
school organization.
192
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Otheru have juat aa forcefully ar£ued that parenta ahould
not be and, iji fact, are not conaidered to bo iTiembera or
inaidera, but they are like clienta v/ho buy v/ith tax dollara
educational aervicea for their children, Thia latter poaition
ia aeen aa more accurately deaoribing the rolationahip betv^een
parenta and the achoola, Thia ccncluaion ia baaed on the
aaaumption that the term organization deacribea the unit
directly under the formal authority of a designated adniinia-
trator. Parenta are not under the formal authority of school
administrators; hence, they are classified aa outsiders.
Given the above assumptions, do you consider the student
a member of the school organization? In other words, do you
consider him an insider or outsider?
An insider. Good, He ia an insider because, unlike his
parents, he is under the formal authority of the organization's
recognized administrators. A few words of explanation: Parents
are seen as clients buying educational services for their chil-
dren. As a service organization, achoola are unique in that
they are intended not only to do something "for" people but
also "to" them, '.‘rnat schools are sv/ppcsed to do "for" their
clients is "to" change student behavior (hopefully for the
tetter)
,
The behavior of the student is a central concern and to
change it the student is "inducted" into the organization and
bcccmes not only subject to the teaching - learning process,
but also to discipline in other activities. He is an
insider,
a member of the organization subject to its direct authority
193
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while at the sjaine time serving aa ita roaaon for being.
fiext, let ua conaider the Board of Education. Parenta
are outaidera, atudenta are inaidera. Figure 2 ahowa the
relationahip betv/een a auperintendent
,
hia Board, the achool
ayatem aa an organization and the environment of the auper-
intendent 'a organization.
Figure 2
From the perapective of the auperintendent, ia the
Board of Education an inaider or outaider?
An outaider. Great. That queation v/aa tricky. Since
the Board atanda at the apex of the organization, ie. it haa
final legal authority and ia veated with the power of making
policy, it ia depicted aa being i.naide the organization.
However, the Board ia outaide the auperintendent' a organiza-
tion in that hia formal authority doea not extend to it.
Rather, the Board ia aeen aa the auperintendent 'a key outaide
influence.
Parenta and Boarda of Education are conaidered parta
of the auperintendent 'a (1) . Both are key
194
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i.nflu.snc sij "tlis.'t '^chocl o.dKiiniij’orci'lortj tTiUyt; be very conuciouu
of and both are considered (2) inside/outside the boundaries
of any administrator's organization.
(1) environment (2) outside
Students, teachers, custodians, secretaries, guidance
counselors and cafeteria workers eire insiders/outsiders
.
Insiders,
Write a rule that differentiates between insiders and
outsiders
,
Your rule should read something like the following;
A person or group is labeled inside the boundaries of the or-
ganization when that person or group is subject to the authority
of tlie organization's formal head. The important defining
characteristic is whether or not the person is subject to the
organization's formal authority.
Perhaps you are a little uneasy with such a rule state-
ment. One might well ask, how do you determine v/hether a
person is subject to the authority of the organization? The
rule is not explicit in the sense that it does not point you
to objective indicators of "insideness" or "outsideness' .
The reason ds simple, authority manifests itself in so many
different ways depending on the situation and the people in-
volved that any_ gbjective indicator could not possibly serve
all occasions.
To aid you in determining insiders from
outsiders.
195
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keep the following definitions in mind « Authority simply
nieenf legitimate power
,
pov/er vested in a particular person
or per'ition, which is recognized as so vested and which is
accepted as appropriate not only by the v/ielder of power
but by tnose ovo;’ whom it is v/i elded and by the Ooher members
of the system. Power simply means the capacity to exert in-
fluence.
You will be expected to cH.assify individuals coming into
contact with school administrators as insiders or outsiders.
Some v/ill be easy. Others will cause you a great deal of
trouble. Just rem.ember our rule : If the person in question
is subject to the authority of the administrator with whom
the j.nteraction is taking place, then the person is an insider.
If the a.dministrator has less capacity to influence than the
person in question, then that person is an outsider superior
to the administrator. If you perceive pov/er equalization, ie.
you believe the authority of each is balanced, then the trans-
action is betv/een peers or equals and label the person in
question an outsider.
III. TEN ADi'.ilNISTRATOR ROLES
The administrator is conceived as the person invested
with authority and charged with guiding his organization in
a complex environment. In accomplishing this, the adminis-
trator plays various roles whose full description defines
the contei'it of his work. The ten administrator roles are
divided into "Ehreo groups as illustrated in Figure 3*
196
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Figure 3
The administrator ' y position provides the starting
point for this analysis. Earlier, the administrator was defined
as that person formally in charge of an organizational unit.
This formal authority leads to a special position of status
in the organization. And from formal authority and status
come the throe interpersonal roles. First and most simple is
the role of figurehead . The administrator has the duty of
representing his organization in all matters of formality.
Status enables the administrator also to play the liaison role,
in which he interacts with his peers and other people outside
his organizatiei> to gain favors and information. The third
interpersonal role, that of leader , defines the administrator s
197
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rels-irionsihipy with hia uvibordinatea
and ao on.
motivating,, ataffing,
The interperaonal rolea place the adminiatrator in a
unique poaition to get information. Hia external contacta
bring apecial outside information and hia leadership activi-
ties serve to make him a focal point for organizational in-
formation, The result is that the administrator emerges
as the key nerve center of a special kind of organizational
inforination
. Of the three informational roles, the first -
^bu i uor — identities the administrator as receiver and
collector of information, enabling him to develop a thorough
understanding of hia organization. The second role, termed
_disseniinator
, involves the transmission by the administrator
of special information into his organization. The third, the
spokesman role, involves the dissemination of the organization's
information into its environment.
The administrator's unique access to information and
his special status and authority place him at the central
point in the system by which significant (strategic) organi-
zational decisions are made. Here four roles may be delineated
j
In the entrepreneur role the administrator's function is to
initiate change; in the disturbance handler role the adminis-
trator takes charge when his organization is threatened; in
the i-esource allocator role the administrator decides where
his organization will expend its efforts; and in the negotiator
role he dea].s with those situations in which he feels compelled
to enter negotiations on behalf of his organization.
198
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The ten roles have been subdivided into three general
groupings, V/hat are the three general groups?
roles
Interpersonal roles,
•
informational roles, decisional
watch each role with the general group to which it
belongs by placing the appropriate letter in the space
provided.
,1. negotiator A. Interpersonal
2. Figurehead B. Informational
3.
4.
5.
Leader
Spokesman
Resource Allocator
c. Decisional
6 , Liaison
.7. Monitor
8. Entrepreneur
_9. Disturbance Handler
10. Disseminator
1. C, 2. A, 3. A, 4. B, 5. C, 6. A, 7. B, 8. C, 9. C,
10. B.
If you got all ten correct, you are doing very well
indeed. Congratulations i For those who missed more than
half, you will need to review before continuing. It is
essential thar, you have a grip on this terminology for we
will be using it throughout all the booklets. These ten roles
are the classes or types of behavior into which you v/ill be
categorizing descriptions of school adminis orator oehavior.
-15-
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Now, for a general revie
tionjj with the correct role by
in the opacey pi'ovidedi
A. Figurehead p,
B. Liaiyon g,
C. Leader H.
D. Monitor i,
E. Diyyeminator j.
1. Planning, initiating and
change.
2, Diyaririing threaty to the
.3- Receiving information fr
organization.
f, match the following doticrip-
placing the correyponding lottery
Spokeyman
Entrepreneur
Diyturbance Handler
Reyource Allocator
Negotiator
yuperviying of organizational
organization,
m yourcey outside the
4. Presiding at ceremonial functions.
J), Introducing oneself to an influential outsider.
6. IViOtivating a subordinate.
Prioritizing the tasks of subordinates.
8. Telling an outside group of the organization's progress.
_9. Sending information to subordinates,
_10.’ifV’orking out a deal with a local vendor for the
delivery of services.
11, Receiving information from subordinates about operations.
1. G, 2. H, 3. D, 4. A, 5. B, 6. C, 7. I, 8. F, 9. S,
10. J, 11 D.
If you got over eight correct, you are progressing well.
If you missed more than half, you need to carefully re-read
and study and not continue until you have mastered the
general definitions of each role.
200
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^neral Role Indicators
. The grid on the next page iu
a duplicate of the one on the cover of thi» booklet. IJach
axia repreoer. is; a general indicator of the roles. You are
familiar with both through our earlier discussions of the
organization - environment distinction and through the
grouping of the 'cen roles into three major kinds - interpersonal,
informational and decisional, hlxich of the ten role labels
vve give a pai'ticular description of administrator behavior is
primarily determined by where we locate the description
along each axis. In other words, two general indicators, our
judgement of whether or not the persons being described are
organizational insiders or outsiders and our judgement con-
cerning the primary purpose of the interaction, determine
what we label the behavior. In answering the following
questions, refer to the grid.
The horizontal axis identifies persons or groups with
whom the administrator interacts. According to the grid, the
liaison, spokesman and negotiator roles always involve
interactions with .
Outsiders. Good. The administrator is never playing
these roles when interacting with members of his own
organization. They always involve outsiders. '.Vhich three
roles always involve interaction with insiders?
are
Leader, 'disseminator and entrepreneur. Good! You
catchine on faot. We begin to discriminate
among the
roles on the oasis of whether or
not the interactions involve
Internersonal
{
Leader
Fieuvehead
Liaison
I
-17- 201
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organizational members.
The four roleu on the dotted vertical line involve
interactions between the administrator and: a) insiders,
b) outsiders c) insiders and/or outsiders.
c) insiders and/or outsiders. Good! Not only did you
see the meaning, of the dotted line, but you now realize that
the insider - outsider distinction helps in only a limited
way. If you know that an interaction involves an outsider,
which three roles are eliminated?
Leader, disseminator and entrepreneur. Correct! You see
this is only limited help because it eliminates only three
of the possible ten role labels. Tf you are sure that the
admj.nistrator is interactins with an insider, name three
roles he can not bo playing.
Liaison, spokesman, negotiator. Good. You see the
point that the insider - outsider indicator helps to identi-
fy the role, but in a limited way.
Nov/, v/e turn to the vertical axis. It identifies the
three major role groupings you were introduced co eailier.
These three groups are really purpose categories. Our deter-
mination of the primary purpose of an administrator's be-
havior locates the behavior along this axis. For example,
if you decide’tnat an administrator’s behavior is
essentially
involved with the development of interpersonal
relationships,
then he is playing one of the three
interpersonal roles and.
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iiimilarly
,
if you are uure that an admin iotra tor ' u purpose
io eJissentially the proceosjing, of information, then you would
give the description one of the informational role labels.
In descriptions where you find it difficult to determine an
adinii:istrator ' s essential purpose, always assirn it to lowest
of the three categories as possible. In other v/ords, when in
doubt, move down the axis. The direction of the arrow serves
to remind you of this.
Consider the following a "piece" of administrator be
havior that you have been asked to categorize. It is a
telephone conversation between a principal and a Social
Studies Department Chairman. The chairman has called the
principal's office and the secretary has just put the call
through, "Pause" indicates that the principal is listening.
(a) Hi, Bob, Good to hear from you. V/alt's been
telling me of all the good things happening in
your department. Wish I had rriore like you.
(b) ViTiat's up? (pause) ... ya ... (pause) ...
good. Let's se ... OK, you want a green
light before going any further with the
project, right? (pause) Give me your cost
figures and "your evaluation procedure, (pause)
... ya ... (pause) ...
(c) Sounds good to me. You might see Glen Walters
about polishing up the evaluation design but
contin\ie and I will run interierence for you
"upstairs .
"
The conversation has been marked off into sections
(a), (b) and (c) for quick reference. If v/e were consider-
ing (a) as a "piece" of behavior to be labeled, which of
our three general purposes would you choose?
Interpersonal. Good. A not uncommon
greeting is
204
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given, cut, in addition, the principal praiueu the chairman 'u
efforto. From the prospective of the chairman, what is
sigrtificant is that he received the praise personally from
the principal.
Consider (b) a piece of behavior to be labeled either
interpersonal, informational or decisional. Wliich would you
choose?
Informational. Good. He asks "what's up" and listens
to the chairman's statement of the problem. He then re-
phrases the problem, ie. "you want a green light" and then
asks and receives information about cost and evaluation pro-
cedures.
\Vhich of our three general categories would you use to
label (c)?
Decisional. Great. He gives the chairman the "green
light," suggests that the evaluation procedure needs work, ie.
based on the infoi'mation received, he made a decision that
more work v/as needed and he decided to help with the project
by "running interference upstairs,"
Now, let's consider' the entire dialogue as a single
unit. How would you label it?
Remember our rule, when in doubt, move down the axis.
In this example, (a) and (b) serve as preliminary activities
to the essential purpose of the entire episode. This is
-21 -
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usually the case when dealing with decisional role behavior.
A great deal of other activity is interwoven and/or precedes
what can be clearly recognized as a decision.
Lot's say that the conversation ended at (b) by the
principal not making the asked for decision, but rather
asking for more information. V/hat would you then label the
piece of behavior ((a) and (b) together)?
Informational, Great. Again, we can invoke our rule.
.•jOve down the axis to the lowest possible general grouping
by letting the lower category on the axis incorporate the
higher ones.
You have been introduced to two general role indicators.
On the one hand, roles can be discriminated by whom is in-
volved in the interaction. Liaison, spokesman and negotiator
role behavior always involves interaction with an
,
Outsider.
Vsfhlch roles always involve interaction with an insider?
Leader, disseminator and entrepreneur.
Figurehead, monitor, disturbance handler and resource
allocator roles m,ay involve interaction with
.
Either an insider or an outsider or both at once.
The roles are also distinguished by identifying the
essential or primary of the adm.inistrator ' s
activities
.
-22 -
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Purpoue or reason. Good. Reraember thao the three
general role groupings, interperuonal, informational and
decisional are really judgements of the essential purpose
or reason for an administrator activity.
IV. CONCLUSION
Having completed this introduction to the ten admin-
istrator roles and some general v/ays of discriminating among
them, it is appropriate to return to where we started.
Initially, we put forth the case that the administrator
stands between his organization and its environment and
through the perfonriance of ten roles serves organizational
needs. To complete this discussion, we need to ask the
obvious question, why do organizations need administrators,
or, to put it in our terminology, why do these ten roles need
to be played?
Five basic reasons are suggested why organizations
need administrators to play the ten roles: The prime purpose
of the administrator is to ensure that the organization
serves its basic purposes - the efficient production of
specific goods or services. To do this, administrators
must:
1. Design and maintain the stability of the or-
ganization's operations by ensuring that it
functions as an integrated unit and
2, Take charge of the organization's strategy-
making system and therein adopt it in a
controlled way to a changing environment.
The maintenance of balance between staoilioy
(l,)-'ahd change (2.) is one of the adminis-
trator's most difficult tasks.
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The purpose oT booklet II iy to help you identify
and diyci-i'.iiinato among the three Interperoonal Roleu. //hen
you have completed xhia booklet, you uhould be able to
correctly label deycriptionu of administrator behavior as
either Figui-ohead, Leader or Liaison.
.
I. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INFORIRATIONAL ROLES
Booklet I introduced you to three Informational Roles.
The intent now is to give you additional means of identifying
the Informational Roles before moving on to each specific
one. Below is a graphic depiction of the ten roles.
.Formal Authorit
\ *\ Status
Interpersonal
Roles
Informational
Roles
Decisional
Roles
Figure 1
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btudy Figure 1. Note the direction of the arrowfj and
clone proximity of the box labeled "Interpernonal Rolen" and
that labeled "Formal Authority and Statua." Thin ia a
achematic depiction of the relationahip betv/een the three
role groupinga and the formal authority and £ 5 tatua of the
adminiatrator
,
franalate into your own worda the relationahip between
the formal authority and atatua of the adminiatrator and the
Interperaonal Kolea.
A very tough quoation. Hopefully, your worda convey
the following meaning. The three Informational Rolea link
directly to tiie adminiatrator * a formal authority and atatua.
It ia the adminiatrator 'a formal authority and atatua that
directly enablea him to bo the Figurehead, Leader and Liaiaon,
Rea ta ted in terma that might be more helpful to you,
v.'hen actually claaaifying deacriptiona
,
we can aay that thoae
deacriptiona where we are moat conacioua of the adminiatrator * a
formal authority and £itatua are moat often examplea of Inter-
peraonal Role behavior
.
Thia ia one general characteriatic
of Interperaonal Role Behavior.
There ia a aecond general characteriatic. Conaider the
following activitiea: ceremonial functiona, auch aa formal
dinnera; requeat of aubordinatea to follow up on work; lettera
written acknowl.edging receipt of other lettera; repliea to
inconaequen tial requeata received by the administrator oe-
cauae of hia formal position, Aa the label "Interperaonal
Role" implies, what ia common to these activities.
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Each eyaentlally involven thg development, ma int.onpnn^
of interp»nional_relationi;h.lps
. Requeatu are re-
ceived and ceremonies engaged in because the administrator is
the highest ranking figure in the organization. The admin-
istrator receives certain mail and makes certain contacts
primarily because of his formal title and position. He
acKnOvVledges ma il in order to maintain a set of contacts and
he follov/s up requests because only he may have the status or
legal auohority to do so. Note that in each example the
interpersonaJ contact Is of key significance. The "'//ho" of
the interaction is more important than the "what .
"
There is a third general characteristic of the Inter-
personal Roles. Look once more at the examples given above
and the grid on the cover of this booklet. Nhat is not in-
volved in Interpersonal Role behavior?
Neither is significant information processed nor are
decisions made
. If you missed this, look again at the three
general categories of behavior - Interpersonal, Informational
and Decisional - and review their meanings as discussed in
Booklet I.
This stateTTicnt needs qualification for obviously any
interaction between people involves both information exchange
and decision making. In a simple greeting exchange - "Hi,
Bob. How are you?" "Nine today, Jim." - both information is
exchanged concerning each man's state of v/ell being and
decisions are made concerning whether or not to greet and
just what responses to make. Note, liowever, that we usually
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v/oulJ not think the information exchanged or the decioion
made ay being ei-nificant, but rather ae habitual, ritualistic
or customap. The fact that the two men are greeting each
other usually tells us more than the words of their greetings.
The key word is "significant," Information processing
or decision making is seen as significant v/hen it is concerned
v;ith organizational goals, problems, miethods or issues. Any
information processing or decision making focused on non-
organizational concerns (ie. the administrator’s personal
affairs) j.s labeled insignificant.
Ultimately, of course, significance is determined by
knowledge of the context of a particular decision cr infor-
mation exchange. Look again at the exchange between Sob and
Jirn but keep in mind the follov/ing contextual information.
Jim is Bob's boss and he knov/s that Sob had a tough time
yesterday dealing with a member of the teacher's association
negotiating committee. How might Jim interpret Bob's response,
"Firie today, Jim."?
Given the contextual information and perhaps facial ex-
pressions and tone of voice, the response could be interpreted
as being mere than a customary greeting but as significant in-
forma tj, on about Bob's negotiating problem.s - "Today things
are fine with the negotiator." - and sufficient to convince
Jim that Bob has worked out the problem.
In other words, given this context, one could argue
that significant information and decision making was involved
in what otherwise would be considered as an example of
213
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Interperaonal Role behavior.
You, am a v/ould be obaerver of adminiatrator behavior,
will be making deciaiona about the organizational aignifi-
cance of information proceaaing and deciaional behaviora.
Only with reference to the broader context ia thia poaaible.
Knowledge of paat adminiatrator ' a actions, hia proaent atate
of mind and hia future plana are all part of the context of
a behavior,
One solution ia to have the adminiatrator you are ob-
serving tell you what ia and what ia not significant. Thia
procedure will not be available because your task in thia
project involves written descriptions of adminiatrator be-
havior. v/iiat you will have as contextual clues will be short
statements giving you a "history" of a particular activity
you are to judge and a more general statement giving you
background on the setting of the behaviora.
The role of the context of a particular behavior in
determining its meaning ia raised here in reference to the
Interperaonal Roles. Remember that knowledge of context ia
imnortant in discriminating all the roles. For now, just
remember that the three interperaonal roles do not involve
significant information proceaaing or decision making.
By way of summary, list the three general characteris-
tics of the Interpersonal Roles.
1
.
authority
They all link directly to the administrator's
and status, ie. we are most conscious oi
his
214
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authority and £jtatuy.
2, The fact that an interpersonal contact in involved
is the significant aspect of the behavior,
3* No significant information is processed or
deci.sions made.
II. THE FIGUREHEAD ROLE
Beginning with the Figurehead Role, we will now look
at each of the three Interpersonal Roles in detail.
Due to his formal status and authority within the or-
ganization, the administrator is obligated to perform a number
of duties. Some are trite, many are ceremonial, others are
inspirational; all share an obligatory nature. The adminis-
trator is bound to engage in such activitief; because he is
the formal head of the organization. It is in the Figurehead
Role that symbols of authority and status (forms of address,
special clothing, rituals and ceremonies, etc.) most often
manifest themselves.
CereKionial Activities . A superintendent presiding
over the presentation of outstanding achievement awards is
an example of Figurehead Role behavior. The activity is
ceremonial. There is no significant information processed
or decisions made during the actual presentation. The
superintendent's presence does, however, give status and
dignity to the proceedings.
Which of" the following is an example of Figurehead
Role behavior?
215
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1. A hi'ih ochool principal yitc in hiu office signing
a stack of diplomas for next week's graduation.
2. A superintendent meets with the town's fire chief
to get an estimate of the damage done oy a fire in the high
school's boiler room.
3. A principal meets with a group of science teachers
to choose a new textbook.
1 hope you chose 1. The last two examples involve
information exchange and decision making. In 1., who is to
graduate has already been decided and no information is being
processed.
Note the legal nature of the principal's activity in
example 1. As the formal authority of the school, he is re-
quired by law to sign diplomas, many activities of public
school administrators are prescribed by law or school board
policy. The administrator, in effect, becomes an agent v/hose
own pov/er of decision is limited. For our purposes, then,
legally prescribed activities are viewed as being ceremonial
and as examples of Figurehead Role behavior.
Thus far we have characterized all ceremonial behavior
as examples of Role behavioi'.
Figurehead. Ceremonial behavior is
the manipulation of of authority
by much/no significant information proces
making.
characterized by
and status and
sing or decision
216
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Symbols; no. Ceremonial behavior ouch au aignine
teacher contracts in done becaune the adminintrator in
obligated to do no.
Legally. Ceremonial activitien nuch an attending xhe
wedding of a ntaff member in done becaune the adminintrator
obligated to do no.
bocially. uoooi that wan hard. Wh5.1e we have not
npecificalJ.y talked about Figurehead activitien performed
becaune of a nocial obligation, there are many activitien
engaged in for no other reanon. Simply becaune the adminin-
trator in the head of the organization, he iiUv-jt reprenent it
at many nocial occanionn. Social cuntom, proper decorum,
group morale*, one or all may demand that the adminintrator
attend.
Statun Requentn and Solic itationn o Figurehead behavior
in not limited to the purely ceremonial activitien of the
adminintrator. In addition, he npendn time dealing with
ntatun requentn and nolicitationn. Such requentn are defined
an inconnequential requentn made of an adminintrator becaune
of hin ponltion in the organization. Requentn to npeak be-
caune one in the top organizational adminintrator, requentn
for information nent to the adminintrator becaune hin name
in prefaced by principal, nuperintendent , etc., requentn for
the adminintrator' n nignature becaune it might lend prentige
to an endeavor, requentn from pernonn outnide the organiza-
-9-
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tion uent to the top adminiutrator not out of knov/ledse that
he knov/£j the anuv/er or can comply with the request but dimply
becausie he holdsj the top position - all theue are general
exampj-eJi of utatusj requeutu and uolicitationu
, V/hat
characterifjticij do these general examples share with the
earlier example of the superintendenc presiding over an
awards ceremony?
1. No significant information is exchanged or
decisions made.
2. All involves the status of the administrator.
Of the three examples to follow, choose v/hich is not
illustrative of Figurehead Role behavior and tall why it is
not.
1. An old friend of a principal writes to insure that
his niece is properly counseled on her course of study.
2. A superintendent opens a piece of mail marked
"Superintendent, Hill town School District." It is from a
paper manufacturer offering a riew line of products.
3. A superintendent meets with ore of his teachers
and is told of a serious conflict between several teachers
and a department head.
No. 3 not an example of Figurehead Role behavior.
The superintendent may feel obligated to meet with one of
his teachers, but his presence involves much more than m.ere
formality. He is receiving important information. In No. 1
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we make the assumption that the old friend approaches the
principal because he is principal. His status in the or-
ganization is what is significant. No. is fairly obvious.
Top administrators receive hundreds of pieces of mail that
are addressed to an office, not an individual. To the
sender of such solicitations, it may be irrelevant who holds
the office. Here is clearly a case where the status of
oi’i'ice is the all important consideration.
^ligatory Exposures I A third sub category of Figure-
head Role behav'ior is called "obligatory exposures." Three
examples are given below. Read them to see if you can deter-
mine the common thread running through them.
1. A distraught parent telephones a superintendent to
complain about a teacher. The superintendent is on the phone
about 20 minutes patiently listening to the parent's complaints.
Afterwards, he calls the teacher's building principal to in-
form him that he received the parent's call.
2. A superintendent is asked by the chairman of the
Town's Bicentennial Committee to attend the committee's
opening meeting. The chairman comments, "I want the committee
to know that the school system is fully behind the committee's
efforts,
3. A local merchant refuses to speak with the high
school's coorrtinaxor of Occupational Education, He insists
that work-study placement arrangements be made through the
principal's oft ice. The principal meets with the merchant
but leaves all the details of placement with the program
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coordinator,
Hopefully, you wrote something like thisi In each case,
the administrator feels obligated to make himself available
to those who feel that access to him as head of the organiza-
tion or the status his presence will bring to an activity is
the only way that something will get accomplished. Note, in
each case, no significant information is exchanged or deci-
sion made. In No, 1 and No, 3 * “the organizational tasks in-
volved are quickly passed on to subordinates. In No, 2, the
purpose for the administrator’s presence is stated explicitly.
The chairman wants neither information or aid in making de-
cisions} he simply wants the superintendent’s presence to act
as symbolic evidence of the system’s support of the committee.
There are several other aids in identifying Figurehead
Role behavior. Keep these clues in mind v/hen viewing ad-
ministrator activitiesi Figurehead Role behavior is'.
1, often scheduled, routine and reoccuring,
2, often preceded by invitations from peers and sub-
ordinates or individuals outside the organization, (Note
the location of the Figurehead Role on the Booklet cover.
The role can involve interaction with either insiders or
outsiders,
)
V7e have been considering Figurehead Role behavior and
have specified three sub categories, ceremonial activities,
status requests and solicitations and obligatory exposures.
For purposes of summary, see if you can write the general
- 12-
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characteristica of Figurehead Role behavior.
Your characteristics list should Include the following!
1. Involves interpersonal contact - often face-to-face
2. The status, dignity and formal authority of the
^l^Q^rly manifests itself and is often the motive for
the administrator's involvement.
3t No sig.nificant information is processed or decisions
made,
4, Activities usually are obligatory. Either custom,
legal or social necessity or sense of duty motivate the ad-
ministrator actions.
5» Activities are often scheduled, routine and re-
occuring.
If you did not include these characteristics, you
should review before continuing.
In the list below, place a check mark beside each
description that exemplifies the Figurehead Role.
1, Receiving unsolicited mail marked "Principal,
Milkrun School,"
2, A principal attends the v/eekly meeting of his
Faculty Advisory Council and hears the week's atten-
dance figures,
3» A superintendent meets with his deputy to work on
next year's budget,
^4, A principal attends the funeral of one of his school's
teachers,
5* A superintendent signs a batch of new teacher contracts,
6, On opening day, a superintendent visits each school in
the system and greets new teachers.
If you checked 1,, 4,, 5» ^ind 6,, excellent. You
have grasped the concept Figurehead Role behavior. If you
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checked 2. and 3. or failed to check 1., 4., 5. and 6., you
need to do some serious review before continuing.
III. THE LIAISON ROLE
General Attributes
. The second Interpersonal Role is
the Liaison Role. Note its location on the cover chart of
this Booklet. In this role, the administrator seeks to
build and/or maintain a network of contacts outside his or-
ganization that can provide him with favors and/or infor-
mation. Activities of this type have the following attri-
butes I
1, The interaction alv/ays involves individuals outside
the administrator's organization. (Look again at the cover
chart#
)
2, The interaction per se is far more important than
what was transacted. In other words, the purpose of the
interaction is to build and/cr maintain contacts with in-
dividuals outside the organization who will be able to pro-
vide information/favors of an imspecified nature at an un-
known future time,
3, The way the administrator creates this netv/ork of
outside contacts is through exchange relationships. He
makes commitments of his time, knowledge, expertise, in ex-
change for needed information and/or favors,
4, As is common with all the Inter-personal Roles,
personal interaction is central, but no significant infor-
mation is processed or decisions made,
A principal, upon reading in the "Administrator News"
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of the promotion of a fellow administrator, writes to con-
gratulate him. This is an example of Liaison Role behavior.
With the possible exception of No. 3 above, note how this
example possesses our list of attributes,
A superintendent of a city school system calls
a local university professor and asks him for
a copy of a published report.
Do you think this is an example of Liaison Role be-
havior? Why? Why not?
I hope you said, "Yes, it is an example of Liaison
Role behavior," If the basic intent of the superintendent
was to obtain the report, he could have a) obtained the re-
port through the publishers or b) had his secretary ca.ll the
professor's office and ask for a copy. But, note what he did.
He -oersonally called the professor. The contact is given
greater importance than the reason for it. Note also that
the contact involves an outsider and no significant informa-
tion is processed or decisions made.
Here is a list of common administrator activities that
are often identified as Liaison Role behavior,
1, acknowledging mail
2, serving cn boards, executive committees, etc, of
outside organizations
3, doing public service work
4, engaging in activities to build one's reputation
or to give one exposure
5, attending professional organization meetings
6, attending conferences
7, attending social events
Distingui^’hing Between Fiffiurehead and Liaison Behavior.
The general activities just listed will cause coding problems.
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The last three activities will cause especially difficult
coding problems and you will face a difficult choice between
labeling them Liaison or Figurehead Role examples.
One way to distinguish between the two is to focus on
the obligatory nature of the interaction. We have already
said that Figurehead behavior is obligatory either by law or
social necessity. Liaison behavior has no such attribute.
Liaison activities are usually initiated by the administrator
and engaged in as long as they provide the desired contacts.
Figurehead behavior must be engaged in no matter how trite
or tenuous they become. In discriminating between Figurehead
and Liaison behavior, keep in mind the obligatory nature of
the former,
A superintendent attends a cocktail party at the
Mayor *s home. He engages in the usual cocktail
party chit chat, is introduced to the new town
manager and shares a good "insiders joke" with
his old friend, the tovnri clerk.
Is this an example of Figurehead or Liaison Role
behavior?
This is a fairly tough example, but it is correctly
labeled Liaison Role behavior. One clue to the correct coding
of this example is fne obligatory criteria. Certainly, the
law does not require that the superintendent attend a Mayor's
cocktail party, bociai custom might however. But note a
subtle role change here. Few would conclude that the super-
intendent is obli-gated to attend a cocktail party as a
representative of the organization . In Figurehead Role
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behavior the administrator status and authority give status
and symbolic importance to an organizational activity
. In
the case of a cocktail party, the administrator’s high status
may lead to his invitation but his reason for accepting it
may not be to lend status and authority to the Mayor's cock-
tail party. The party may provide him with an opportunity to
maintain old contacts and. in this particular example, create
a new contact with the city manager.
So. be careful in using the obligatory nature of an
activity in discriminating between Figurehead and Liaison
Role behavior. The administrator's purpose(s) also must be
considered. One of the cliches of management - turn obligation
into opportunities - points out the difference between ac-
tivities of a FigiJirehead nature only and thos engaged in for
difference purposes.
Label the following either Figurehead (F) or Liaison (L).
1. An elementary principal quips, "It's the same old
program each year," a.nd then proceeds to attend the
local Principal Association conference. (p,13)
A principal sits at the head table of a formal dinner
honoring the school's athletes. (p,6)
3» A superintendent and the town's high school principal
attend the dedication ceremony of the town's new
library, (p.6)
4. A superintendent attends a Lion's Club luncheon making
sure to circulate during the cockt?,il hour. (p. 13)
5* A principal writes an article for a national journal
v/idely read by school administrators, (pp. 13-14)
6. A principal joins the Rotary Club. He faithfully attends
meetings and states, "It's a very VIP organization in
this tovm,"(pp, 13-14)
__7« A superintendent presents a gold v/atch to a retiring
teacher, (p.6)
8, A superintendent attends the State Superintendents'
Annual 'Conference, The conference schedule didn't
particularly interest him but he decided to attend
anyway, (pp. 13-14)
^ ^ t 4.
9, A principal attends the initial meeting of a faculty
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.
group^in charge of recormending new textbooks to the
schooj. board. He attends this first meeting at the
request of the department head chairing the committee.(p.lO)A superintendent gives a short speech to a group offoreign educators about to spand several days observinpthe school system, (p.6) ^
The correct coding is as follows
i
Figureheadi 2, 3, 7, 9, 10
Liaison 1 1
,
4
, 5, 6, 8
If you missed any of these, you need to carefully re-
view what we have covered. Following each example are page
numbers v/ritten in parentheses. For each example .that you
coded wrong, return to the pages indicated and carefully
review the material,
IV. THE LEADER ROLE
The third Interpersonal Role is the Leader Role. It
is clearly among the most significant of all the roles.
Leadership studies abound. They have focused on a number of
themes. Some view as a requirement of the leader role the
establishment of purpose and direction. Other studies have
looked at the relationship between ''leadership*' styles and
subordinate behavior. And still other students of leader-
ship focus on the concept power and its utilization. However,
little has been written on leadership activities, ie, we
know very little about v/hat constitutes a leadership act.
Our task is to attempt to specify what observed ad-
ministrator activities arc indicative of the leader role. It
must be made clear that this is a very arbitrary endeavor.
The leadership act can not be defined by any set of absolute
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objective indicators jfor all that an administrator does can
be legitimately interpreted as an act of leadership. His
form of greeting, how he schedules his time, his answers to
requests from subordinates, how he dresses - all are screened
by subordinates, peers and superiors for leadership clues.
It would be presumptuous of us to believe that leader-
ship as a general term used in speaking of administrator
behavior can be nailed dowi, identified and assigned enduring
empirical indicators. But, if the concept is to be of any re-
search value, it must be given some specificity. As stated
earlier, the process of doing so is somewhat arbitrary.
Attributes i For our purposes then, the following attri-
butes will, in part, be used for identifying Leadership Role
behavior. Other attributes will follow,
1, In order for an activity to be classified as
Leader Role behavior, it must be an interaction between the
administrator and his subordinate (s )
,
2, The interaction must meet the general characteris-
tics of all the interpersonal roles, ie, the authority and
status of the administrator is manifested, interpersonal con-
tact is a significant aspect of the interaction, no signifi-
cant information is processed or decisions made.
All leader role behavior involves interaction betv/een
the administrator and ( insiders or outsiders ).
Insiders., - See No, 1 above, subordinate = insider,
A superintendent gives a speech before the local
Chamber of Commerce on the need for supporting
the Occupational Education Program.
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Ib he acting in the leader role?
No, According to the arbitrary criteria we have given
yoUf this is not an example of Leader Role behavior because
he is interacting with organizational outsiders not subordinates.
It also fails to meet another criteria. Significant informa-
tion is being processed. He is speaking for his system using
the organization's information about occupational education
to gain environmental support for an organizational program.
Note that some might argue that the superintendent is
being an educational leader in his community. We have no
argument with that conclusion except to say that it is de-
pendent on a definition of leadership that is much broader
than C’or ovni. Remember, for oui' purposes, the leader act
always involves the administrator in interaction with a
subordinate.
So far you have been given two criteria for identifying
Leader Role behavior, (Before reading on, write down the
two criteria already given you.)
See No, 1 and No, 2 on Page 18,
Here is a third attribute
»
3, In order for an interaction to be classified as an
example of Leader Role behavior, its central purpose must be
to effect an integration between individual needs and or-
ganizational goals.
Perhaps further explanation is necessary. Any act by
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an adrainiotrator with the central purpoae of brint^ing or-
ganizational needa and subordinate needs into conimon accord
to promote task accomplishment is a Leader Role act. Note
that this attribute asks you to identify the purpose or in-
tent of the administrator. If we can identify it and it
conforms to No, 3 above, then v/e have an example of Leader
Role behavior.
Some oX you reading this may be saying to yourself at
this point that attribute No, 3 is of little help in coding
administrator behavior aescriptions because purpose or intent
is not directly obsem^ed, it is only i?iferrcd o Given the in-
ferential nature of purpose statements, the purpose of the
administrator ‘-1 activity is by no means seif evident. We
concur with this analysis. Purpose is not observed? it is
only inferred.
The problem is further compounded by the ease with
which we confuse what the administrator intends to accom-
plish, what we as observers think he is trying to accom-
plish and what is ultimately accomplished.
If attribute No, 3 is to aid you in identifying Leader
Role behavior, these two complications must be faced. Our
solution to these problems of using a purpose attribute in
identifying Leader Role behavior is arbitrary and suggestive.
To the problem of confusing administrator intents,
observers interpretation of intent and ultimate outcome, we
simply say that“3rou must always concern yourself with wha^
the administrator intends to accomplish. Our focus is
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s.l.W3.yb on cXdininio'tra'tor'G * intcntionH, w© are always
attempting to see the situation through his eyes. Given
this focus, which of the following sources of information
would be most appropriate for making inferences about the
purpose of an administrator's actions?
1. An administrator's verbal explanation to an
observer of v/hy he did something.
2. An expert v;itness* explanation of an admin-
istrator's behavior,
3. The observation of subordinates' reactions
to an administrator's actions.
No, 1, The administrator's own explanation is our
best source of information. It is his statement of purpose
that we are interested in, not what a witness thinks or not
what is actually accomplished.
To the problem of how does one infer purpose, we can
only offer suggestions of a vague nature. Be alert for
verbal explanations by the administrator that indicate pur-
pose, Quite often such verbal clues taka the form of "asides"
akin to a Shakespearean character speaking to his audience.
In our case, the audience is a trusted aid, a key superior
or even a researcher or observer. Some are addressed to no
one but are simply the administrator talking to himself!
Some "asides" have almost become cliches. Who has not heard?
"That should shake them up!"
"I hope he gets the message."
"He needs to line up with the team,"
"We've got to pull together,"
"I've got to get everyone in step."
"A little "sugar always makes it go easier."
In short, be sensitive to such verbal explanations given by
I
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the observed administrator. Pieced together with other clues
and placed in the context of che situation, they can serve as
important bases for inferring administrator purpose.
Staffing Activities
. There are many activities engaged
in by administrators that have our three attributes. One set
of such activities are so commonly observed that they have
acquired a general name, “staffing activities, ** Nearly all
administrators are intimately involved in hiring , training .
.ludAing , remunerating , promoting and dismissing subordinates.
All interaction betv/eeri an administrator and subordinates
expressly for the purpose of carrying out one of these staff
functions will be coded Leader Role behavior .
Care must be taken not to confuse decisions about staff
activities with the activities themselves. If an administra-
tor is in conference with his key advisors going over the
credentials of several job applicants in order to decide which
one to hire, he is in a decision making role, not a leader
role. The same distinction applies to other staffing activi-
ties, A training session would be coded Leader Role behavior;
the process of deciding who should attend and for what reason
are not coded Leader Role behaviors. They are decisions about
staff matters.
Place a check mark in front of the following descriptions
that are examples of Leader Role behavior
,
principal is in conference with one of his depart-
ent chairmen jointly assessing the chairman's
ttainmen-t.of goals written the previous September,
superintendent and his administrative assistant
it in the superintendent's office. They are care-
ully reading the union contract and board policy
-23-
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concerning contractu and are attempting to re-
fresh each other's knowledge of school law in
order to find a way to legally terminate a
teacher's contract,
A superintendent asks one of his vice principals
to come to his office. He offers the vice
principal the principalship of another school
and they then discuss v'hat new responsibilities
the position would entail,
4, A superintendent sits at his desK signing many
documents including three contracts of teachers
who had returned signed contracts earlier in the
day,
A principal writes a note critical of one of his
teachers and places it in the teacher personnel
file.
Checkmarks should have been placed only before No, 1
and No, 3* if you checked others, read again the criteria
given you. Activities coded Leader Role behavior must be
interpersonal. No significant decisions are made or infor-
mation processed. The purpose is to integrate individual
needs with organizational goals. In No, 2 the superinten-
dent and his assistant are gathering information in order to
make a decision. In No. 4 we have Figiirehead Role behavior.
The superintendent is fulfilling a legal requirement, ie.
signing contracts. In No, 5 "the principal is certainly
judging one of his subordinates, but the interpersonal cri-
teria is missing. We have no knowledge that the teacher
even knows that a critical note has been placed on his file.
We only know that such a note has been filed for future
reference. This is an example of one of the Informational
Roles, not the Leader Role,
Motivational Activity . In addition to the "staffing
activities, there is another general grouping of activities
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that are primarily motivational. What motivates people in
work settings ia an open ended question, A few examples
might illustrate activities of a motivational nature that
we would code as Leader Role behavior,
1. A teacher turns to his principal for advice on a
personal problem and for reassurance that his work is adequate.
2. A superintendent sends a memo to his Public Rela-
tions mant "I was thinking about your lead story - wonder if
we shouldn't follow up on it more aggressively,**
3. A principal, walking down the hall after school,
sticks his head into a classroom and compliments a teacher
for his debate team's win the previous weekend.
What dc the above examples hold in common with Figure-
head and Liaison Role behavior?
All the examples cited involve interpersonal relation-
ships.
Note that we are not restricting interpersonal to only
face-to-face encounters. The second example is still con-
sidered interpersonal contact even though the medium is a
written memo. As stated earlier, our treatment of leader-
ship phenomena is very arbitrary. We have limited the defin-
ition of leader role behavior to interpersonal behavior by an
administrator with his subordinates that attempts to integrate
organlzational^and individual needs . Activities traditionally
labeled staffing *and motivational fall within this definition.
Our narrow limited definition of Leader Role behavior
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may be disconcerting to many readers who see leadership as
the core concept in any discussion of administrator or
management function. Our limited definition is made for
research purposes and is based on the assumption that what-
ever else an administrator does that might be labeled leader
behavior is absorbed by the other nine roles in our scheme.
In other words, much of the modeling and motivating that
constitutes a great deal of leadership behavior is done
through the playing out of the other roles. Because nearly
everything the administrator does can be legitimately con-
strued as leadership behavior, the concept loses its
analytical usefulness. And, remember we are attempting to
define the context of administrative work - surely an exercise
in analysis. So, we limit the definition to the more obvious
staffing and motivating activities and assume that much that
has been construed as leadership can be absorbed by the other
roles he plays.
To suiAmarize our discussion of Leader Role behavior, the
following will aid you in identifying the role,
1, The role always involves interpersonal interaction
between an administrator and his subordinates,
2, The administrator's purpose is to integrate or-
ganizational and individual needs,
3, Activities traditionally labeled staffing and the
more overt motivational attempts by the administrator fall
v/ithin this category
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V, The Interpersonal Roles-A Comparison Chart
The following chart serves as a summary and a comparison
of the three
.Interpersonal roles. It can serve also as a
quick reference when you confront coding problems. Ask of
any troublesome description the questions given in the left
column. If your answers conform to those given in the spaces
on the chart, then you are well on your way to correctly
identifying the description.
Questions FIGUREHEAD LIAISON
LEADER
lo significant
information
processed? No No No
Are significant
decisions made? No No No
With whom is the
administrator
interacting?
Insiders
and/or
Outsiders
always
Outsiders
always
Insiders
What is the
administrator's
central purpose?
to maintain the
organization's
status 4 authority
system
to maintain and/
or establish link-
age between the or-
ganization and its
environment
to effect an intre-
gration between in-
dividual needs and
organizational goals
Is the behavior
similar to that
which might
characterize the
following
examples?(ans. yes)
-Attending formal
dinners, social
events
-Signing legal
documents
-Presenting awards
-Giving inspirational
or historical
speeches
-Greeting new employ-
ees, visitors,
guests
-Saying farwell to
retirees
-Presiding at cere-
monies
-Receiving requests
directed to an
office or position
-Doing public ser-
vice work
-Joining profession-
al organizations
-Attening social
events for above
stated purpose
-Acknowledging mail
from outsiders
-".Keeping in touch"
-“Keeping the chan-
nels upen"
-Seeking exposure
-Building one's
repu'cation
-Staffing activities,
hiring, training,
judging, promoting,
remunerating, dis-
missing,
-Motivating,
rewarding, punishing
-Modeling
Figure 2
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Informational
li*ad«r
1
1
1
Figurehead
1
1
1
1
1
Lieieon
Diauealnator
1
1
1
t
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1
1
1
1
1
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Entrepreneur
1
1
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1
1
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1
1
1
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Booklet III focuses on the three Informational Roles -
Disseminator, Monitor and Spokesman, When you have completed
this booklet, you should be able to identify the general
characteristics of the Informational Roles, properly dis-
criminate E.mong examples of administrator behavior indicative
of each role and to not confuse Interpersonal and Informa-
tional Role behavior,
I. GENERAL CHAPAGTERI3TICS OP THE INFORMATIONAL ROLES
As with all the roles, we can identify the Informational
Roles by purpose. The Informational Roles all relate speci-
fical3.y to the receiving and transmitting of significant
organizational information. In the Spokesman and Dissemina-
tor Roles, the administrator is receiving/transmitting in-
formation.
Transmitting, Good, While not explicitly told the
answer, the common definition of spokesman and disseminator
give you strong clues on how to conceive of these two roles.
Conversely, in the Monitor Role the administrator is
information.
Receiving, Good,
Look at the cover diagram and recall the cumulative
nature of the three role groupings as depicted by the down-
v;ard direction 'of the arrow along the vertical axis, (If
necessary, review pages 11-21 in Booklet I to refresh your
memory of the relationship among the three role groupings,)
I
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In an interaction clearly for the purpose of trans-
mitting or receiving information interpersonal behavior is
present/absent
.
Present. Good, you recalled that by definition all
administrator behavior involves interpersonal interaction,.. Only
v;hen the interaction is devoid of any significant organiza-
tional information processing or decision making do we label
it Interpersonal Role behavior. When the interpersonal as-
pects of an encounter become secondary or Incidental, we
label the interaction
,
Informational or Decisional, If you read a description
of administrator behavior in which it is clear that signi-
ficant information is being processed in the course of making
an organizational decision, then you would identify the be-
havior as one of the Informational/Pec is ional roles.
Decisional, Good, A key characteristic of the In-
formational Roles is that information is simply moved or
recombined and not used at the time in making significant de-
cision s. In the above example, both Interpersonal and In-
formational Role behaviors are involved in the encounter, but,
because they culminate in decision making activity, we code
the example as Decisional Role behavior,
A final n.ote on the general characteristics of the In-
formational Roles, They reflect the administrator's central
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position in the movement of information in, through and out
of the organization. The administrator is seen as the or-
ganization's "nerve center." Because of his status and
authority and the playing of the Interpersonal Roles, he
has unique access to both external and internal information.
He may not know as much about any one function or specialty
of his organization as the subordinate charged with it, but
he is the only one to know a significant amount about all
functions. Hence, information processing is seen as a cen-
tral role grouping. It is dependent on Interpersonal Role
behavior for sources of information and, in turn, supplies
the administrator when playing the decision roles with
necessary information for decision making.
Now, in your own words, list three general characteris
tics of the Informational Roles,
Your words, hopefully, will convey the followingl
1, All three Informational Roles have as a primary
purpose the receiving or transmitting of significant organi-
zational information,
2, Interpersonal interaction is present but incidental
in the Informational Roles,
3, The information received or transmitted is not used
at the time in making significant organizational decisions.
Try your hand at discriminating between the Interpersonal
and Informational Roles. In the space provided label INF
those examples that are Informational Role behavior and INP
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those exarriploB that are Interperuonal Role behavior,
—
^ superintendent listens to his administrative
assistant give a report on proposed bus routes,
Z, A superintendent addresses a Rotary Club luncheon
on the need for upgrading the system's vocational
education program,
—
3 * A principal attends a meeting of the local principal's
association. The main agenda item is retirement in-
vestment opportunities in Florida,
4, A principal gives a cocktail party for new staff
members
,
5. A superintendent speaks before a P.T,A, meeting on thehistory of the kindergarten in the state,
o, A principal goes through his morning mail. Some items
are filed i others are forwarded to various department
heads and still others are put aside for later caireful
reading,
7. A principal takes a leisurely stroll through the building
taxing mental notes as he walks, V/alJ-s seem dirty,
lower hallway bell not v/orking properly, boys' rest
room unusually well kept. He stops to eavesdrop on
v/hat appears to be a lively social studies class dis-
cussion.
Informational (INF)i Nos, 1, 2, 6, 7.
Interpersonal (INP)i Nos, 3, 4, 5,
If you correctly identified all seven, great! You have
grasped the major distinction between the Interpersonal and
Informational roles. If you made some mistakes, you should
review before continuing. Note that in examples 3 and 5 it
was the lack of significance of the information processed
that determined their classification as Interpersonal, In-
sipinificance means that the information -processed has no
direct, immediate or obvious bearing on organizational issues,
problems, contemplated actions or policies.
Discriminating Among the Three Informational Roles,
Once you have determined that the behavior observed is In-
formational, you v/ill need to further identify it as either
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Monitor, Spokesman or Disseminator Role behavior. The In-
formational Roles can bo distinqnished from each other by
considering two major attributes! 1) the direction of In-
formational flow via the administrator and 2) the par-
ticipants interacting with the administrator as either source
of information or recipient of the administrator information.
The following figure illustrates the use of these tv/c attri-
butes to identify the Informational Roles,
Participants in
Interaction ( either
sources or recipients
of information)
Direction of Information Flow
Administrator
Sending
Administrator
.
.Receiving
Outsiders Spokesman
Monitor
Insiders Disseminator
Figure 1
In the Spokesman Role the administrator is sending
rec eiving information to/from outsiders/insider^
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Sending; information to outsiders .
In the Disseminator Role, the administrator is sending
receivina; information to/from outsiders/insiders
.
Sending information to insiders
.
In both the Spokesman and Disseminator Roles the ad-
ministrator is information.
Sending
.
In the ivionitor Role the administrator is sending’’/
rec eiving information to/from
,
Receiving information from insiders anci^^or outsiders .
In all three Informational Roles significant organiza-
tional information is processed and it is/is not used
immediately in the making of significant organizational
decisions.
Is not
.
Remember our statement about the general
characteristics of all the Informational Roles,
In brief, you have two major attributes to aid you in
discriminating among the Informational Roles, Identifying
the participants in the interaction as either an insider or
outsider and determining the direction of information flow
arc our two means of coding the Informational Roles,
Before mov'ing on to look at each Informational Role
more closely, we need to consider a coding problem that you
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undoubtedly will face. Many adminiutrator contacts are
characterized by the discussion of a wide range of issues
and by a clear two-way process of information flow. Many
administrators will hold meetings with their key subordinates
that are open ended and general. You will find it next to
impossible to determine the direction of information flow.
Whether to code the interaction Disseminator or Monitor Role
behavior becomes most difficult. The rule to follow when
facing this difficulty is: “When in doubt, label the inter -
action Dis5;ominator Role Behavior ," In other words, we code
an interaction Monitor Role behavior only when it expressi.y
involves the administrator in the receiving of information,
II, THE MOxNITOR ROLE
In the Monitor Role the administrator seeks and in
many instances is bombarded with information about his or-
ganization's activities and its environment. He seeks infor-
mation to detect changes, to identify problems and opportuni-
ties and to increase his general knowledge about his milieu
and to be informed when information must be passed or de-
cisions made. The information received by the administrator
falls into five general categories:
Internal Operations , This is information on the
progress of operations within the organization. It comes
in many forms: standard operating reports, ad hoc inputs
from subordinates, observations from touring the organiza-
tions, etc,
2, External Events . The administrator seeks and re-
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ceives information concerning parents
, intereat groupa, peera
in the ayatem or local community, suppliers as well as in-
formation on demographic changes, political moves and devel-
opments in other systems or schools.; Personal con-
tacts keep him informed of various events and gosaip. Sub-
®rdinates act as filters and send him information on ex-
ternal events. Professional organizations routinely feed him
information via newsletters and journals, etc,
3« Analysis , Analysis and reports of various issues
both solicited and unsolicited reach the administrator, Ke
may express interest in a particular subject and ask subor-
dinates - Assistant Superintendents, Administrative Assistants,
Vice Principals, Department Heads - to provide him v;ith re-
ports, summations or their views on the issue. Professional
organizations, publishers, consultants may send the ad-
ministrator reports or findings that they feel will be of
interest to the organization. Or, the administrator may re-
quest reports from subordinates or outsiders to aid in the
making of upcoming decisions,
4, Ideas and Trends , The administrator uses a number
of means to develop a better imderstanding of trends in his
environment and to learn about new ideas. Ho may attend
conferences, pay close attention to unsolicited letters,
glance at professional journals and special government re-
ports, receive and/or seek out ideas from contacts and sub-
ordinates,
5, Pressures , In addition to the usual types of in-
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formation, the administrator's channels also bring informa-
tion in the form of pressures of various kinds. Subordinates
seeking greater power or various changes, attempt to influence
the administrator's decisions — to hire a local man, establish
a new committee, etc. Outsiders make a variety of demands -
parents seeking special arrangements for their children, or-
ganisations seeking the use of school space or resources, a
Board of Education expresses opinions and the public-at-large
responds, etc.
It should be clear from the brief discussion of the
kinds of information received by the administrator that much
of his information does not arrive in neat clearly defined and
explicitly deciphered bits. On the contrary, much of the in-
formation flowing to the administrator is nondocumented, verbal
tidbits, and tangible details that must be pieced together by
the administrator. All the scraps of fact, opinion, gossip,
personally observed activities, must be synthesized in order
for the administrator to understand his organization and its
environment. In this sense, the administrator is always
monitoring --as long as he is conscious, he i.s sensing his
environment, detecting clues and piecing together the exis-
tential world in an effort to comprehend. However, such a
broad view of monitorial activity does little good in an
analysis of administrator behavior. We must arbitrarily re-
strict ourselves to a definition that enables us to use the
concept for discriminatory purposes. Thus, information
coming to the administrator in one of the._five_farm^, outling^
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above and in situations where the administrator is plainly
and expressly recelvine; information will be labeled Monitor
Role behavior
.
While in the Monitor Role, the administrator receives/
sends information that falls into one of five categories.
Receives,
What does the administrator do with the information
received? You should be able to answer this, A good part
of his information is simply transferred to outsiders via
the Role or to insiders via the Role,
Spokesman, Disseminator,
The following figure shows this graphically.
At '’A”
Figure 2
the administrator is in Role.
Spokesman
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At "B" the administrator is in the Role,
Disseminator,
At "0“ the administrator is in the Role,
Monitor,
In addition to the simple transfer of information via
the Spokesman and Disseminator Roles, the administrator may
process information in more complex v/ays.
He may integrate information received in the form of
pressures and preference statements to develop value positions
for his organization. Because of his central place in the
flow of information the administrator is well situated to
know v;hat his organization values.
He may also use the information to identify problems
and opportunities, A bit of information received about a
personnel problem might be just the information needed when
combined with other information to convince the administrator
that a major problem is brewing. Or, the same bit of in-
formation might indicate an opportunity to restructure a
department or replace someone.
Finally, he might use the information received to
form **models" - mental images of his organization and the
relationship of its parts to one another and its environment -
or to make plans of where or what or how the organization
needs to function, in the future.
Do you think that such complex processing of informa-
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'tion is open to direct observation?
You were asked your opinion. Ours is that it is not
open to direct observation. Only through the comments of
the administrator, his response to our specific probes about
what he is thinking or by observer inference can we conclude
that an administrator is processing information in these
complex ways,
OiiT intent in identifying these processes is to sensi-
tize you to the possible uses of information received in the
Monitor Role. The information’s ultimate disposition is
usually some form of complex transformation, not the simple
transfer as implied by the arrows in the diagram.
Remember, however, that your task as a coder is not to
categorize Monitor Role behavior according to how complex
the information processing is. Rather, you simply have to
identify the Monitor Role, Remember, a good relative indi-
cator of the Monitor Role is the amount of time spent by the
administrator expressly receiving information
.
III. THE DISSEMINATOR ROLE
As already stated, when in the Disseminator Role, the
administrator sends external information into his organiza-
tion and internal information from one subordinate to another.
The infcrma-uion passed is conceived of as either factual or
value information.
Factual information can be tested as to its validity
by some recognized scale. It is either correct or incorrect.
249
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Here are several examples of factual information being
disseminatedt
1. An administrator forwards an invitation to attend a
conference to his English Department Chairman with a note
attached, "Anyone interested?"
2. A principal arranges to have published in his
monthly newsletter a reminder to the staff that everyone needs
to pay for their morning cup of coffee. The manager of the
cafeteria yiad complained that not everyone was "paying the pot,"
3. An administrator forwards to the Chief Custodian an
advertisement for a new floor wax.
Value information refers to preferences, someone's be-
liefs abotit what "ought" to be. Value statements are neither
correct nor incorrect. They merely reflect the needs of
those v7ho desire to influence the organization's decision
making. Below are two examples of Disseminator Role behavior,
Wiiat distinguishes "a" from "b"?
a) A superintendent is in conference with the school
system's public relations man. They are dis-
cussing the wording of a news release when, in
the course of the conversation, the superinten-
dent expresses his notion of the function of
"P-R" in education,
b) A principal briefs his assistant on last night's
school board meeting, giving him a. detailed
account of "who said what about what, when and
with v/hat response,"
In "a" the superintendent is disseminating value state-
ments in the ho'pS that they will guide the public relations
iwTi in his work. In "b" the principal is seemingly giving a
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factual accoiint of the events.
The transmission of value information is an important
function of the Disseminator Role. It is a significant means
by which the administrator guides his subordinates in making
"right" decisions. In other words, the administrator obviously
can not make all his organization's decisions, but he tries
to insure that subordinate decisions are in keeping with his
preferences. It is through the dissemination of value in-
formation that subordinates are informed of organizational
premises on v/here they should properly base their decisions.
Value. Statements Made in Terms of Snecifics . Another
important characteristic of value information is that the
values are seldom expressed in terms of global preferences.
Administrators seldom put forth general philosophies. When
such "declaration of guiding principals" are given, they are
often in such vague language that they give little to aid
subordinates in decision making.
The value preferences of administrators are transmitted
in the context of specific responses to specific situations.
It is our contention that an administrator's specific state-
ments about learning materials, curricular arrangements,
scheduling practices, hiring procedures, student grouping, use
of resources, etc, are more indicative of his value position
than are any global philosophical statements he might put
forth. It is the administrator's response to specific sit-
uations that are-disseminated and serve in guiding subordinates
decision making.
- 15-
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Check your prop.resso Complete the following statements
concerning the Disseminator Role,
In the Disseminator Role the administrator is always
transmitting infomation to
,
Insiders,
The information transmitted falls into two general
categories, and
Factual and value.
Value information deals with preferences, the adminis-
trator’s belief about what to be.
Ought or should.
Value information serves an important function in that
it guides subordinates in .
Making decisions.
Value statements differ from factual statements in that
the latter can be considered correct or incorrect while the
former merely reflects *
The needs, aspirations or desires of those wishing to
influence organisational decision making.
Distinguishing Betv/een the Leader Role and the Dissemin-
ator Rol co Two- rSles that might be confused are the Leader
and Disseminator Roles, 3oth involve interaction with in-
siders and both concern themselves with influencing
the be-
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havior of subordinates © Confusion coTnes when attempting to
distinguish between an administrator act motivational in
nature (Leader role) and an act of passing value information
(Disseminator role).
Note the following statement! "Bob, you did a fine job.
The report v;as right on the money," Do you think this is an
example of Leader Role behavior or Disseminator Role behavior?
You were asked your opinion. Ours is that there is
insufficient data to answer the question. One might assume
that the administrator's reason for saying '.-'hat he did v/as to
give Sob a pat on the back, ie, motivational. But we could
also reasonably assume that the statement conveys a value
preference; it tells Bob what kind of report the administrator
likes. And, finally, we could assume that the administrator
had a dual motive, both to motivate and to inform.
However, we would be unwarranted in making any such
assumptions. To code the exchange, we need more information
about the context of the situation. For example, if Bob had
in the past written several reports very similar to this one,
then we might reasonably conclude that he s,lready knows the
administrator's preferences. We might then code the inter-
action as a pat on the back, ie, motivational.
If, on the other hand, we know that Bob is perceived by
the administrator as being highly motivated, ie, he puts in
long hours, hiq past performance has been good, and he ini-
tiates much of his own work, then we might reasonably conclude
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"tha't "the administrator* a intent is more to disseminate his
value preferences than to motivate a subordinate.
In short, then, you need to know the
of an interaction before discriminating between these two
examples.
Context, Remember, our earlier discussion about the
importance of knowing the past history of an event. See
pages 4-6 in Booklet II, As in all the decisions you will be
required to make when coding administrator behavior, the
context of the situation is always important,
IV. THE SPOKESii^AN ROLE
The third Informational Role is the Spokesman Role,
While in the Disseminator Role, the administrator transmits
information into his organization. In the Spokesman Role
information is transmitted
,
Out of the organization or into the organization's
environment,
Wl:ien in the Spokesman Role, the administrator is
always interacting with ] ,
Outsiders or someone or groups who are not members of
the organization.
There are two main outside groups the administrator
must keep informed. The first is the organization's ke;^
influencers. The second group is the organization ' s public
.
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Whom would a Superintendent of Schools view as his
key influencers?
The Board of Education, In the vast majority of
cases, a superintendent's key influencers would be the
Board of Education that hired him. Remember our discussion
in Booklet I about the definition of insiders and outsiders.
Quite often when a superintendent is interacting with his
Board, he is playing the Spokesman Role,
In the case of a school principal, who might be per-
ceived as the key influencer?
Many principals would perceive their immediate superior
as their key influencer, ie, the superintendent in small
systems, perhaps, and assistant superintendent in a larger
system. Again, remember our discussion of insiders and out-
siders, A principal's environment also includes other or-
ganizational subunits, not just groups or organizations out-
side the school system.
The term "key influencers" is vague. To give it a
great deal of substance is difficult. We might clarify it a
bit by saying key inf3-uencers have power or control over the
administrator's behavior or the resources he needs to
accomplish his tasks. In short, key influencers are those
who can make an administrator feel anxious about his job.
Key influencers are perceived as potential threats to the
organization. They are kept informed through the Spokesman
Role in order to protect the organization.
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The second group informed through the Spokesman Role
is the organization * s public
. The administrator may have
informational interactions v/ith suppliers, professional
organizations, government agencies, parents and his peers.
ii^forins the general public about the organization's
policies, actions, procedures and plans.
In the Spokesman Role the administrator is often per-
ceived as an expert in those activities in which his or-
ganization engages. In effect, because of his position in
his organization's information flow, the administrator gains
considerable special knowledge about his organization's work —
he becomes an expert,
A superintendent is invited to give a. speech to the
Rotary Club on the fut\ire of education. He is acting as a
Spokesman, Because of his access to information, he is
called upon to give expert opinion on a matter of interest to
the club members. The dissemination of expert information to
outsiders, usually considered a minor part of the administra-
tor's job, is considered part of his Spokesman Role,
0,K,
,
let's quickly review our knowledge of the Spokes-
man Role, Complete the following statements. If you in-
correctly ansv/er any of them, be sure to review before con-
tinuing.
With whom does the administrator interact when in the
Spokesman Role?
Outsiders
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Inforination is passed to two general outside groups,
-— and by the ad-
ministrator when in the Spokesman Role,
Key influencers and the organization’s public.
When giving expert advice or opinion about his or-
ganization's general area of endeavor, the administrator is
in the Role,
Spokesman,
In the Spokesman Role the administrator is always
receiving/sending information to insiders/outsiders
.
Sending, outsiders.
The Spokesman and Liaison Roles axe often confused.
Look at the chart on the cover of this booklet. What do the
two roles have in common?
In both roles the administrator interacts with outsiders.
On what basis can we discriminate between the two roles?
We discriminate by the purpose of the interactions.
What is the primary purpose of Liaison Role behavior?
The administrator is primarily concerned with either
creating or maT-ntaining outside contacts that can be
utilized at some future time.
257
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What is the primary purpose of Spokesman Role be-
havior?
The administrator engages in tha interaction primarily
for the purpose of passing significant organizational in-
formation to either the organization's key influencers or
its public,
V. THE INFOaMATIONAL ROLr.S - A SUMlvlARY REVIEW
The diagram on the following page is meant to summariz
the relationships among the Informational Roles, the Inter-
personal *Roles and the Decisional Roles, It highlights the
central position of the administrator in the organization's
information flow via the Monitor Role and illusti'ates how
the various roles link together.
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This booklet focuses on the four Decisional Roles -
®^^'^^®preneui
,
Disturbance Handler^ Resource Allocator and
N egotiator. Its purpose is to supply you with distinguishing
characteristics of each role so that you can discriminate
among them and not confuse Decisional Role behavior with
either Interpersonal or Informational Role behaviors. This
booklet completes the formal presentation of the ten admin-
istrator roles,
I, GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DECISIONAL ROLES
Probably the most crucial part of the administrator's
job (and what justifies his authority and status and access
to information) is his performance as a decision maker. The
most general characteristics of the Decisional Roles is that
they all involve the administrator in strategy-making. By
strategy-making we mean the process by which significant
organizational decisions are made and interrelated.
This definition needs closer scrutiny. First of all,
decision-making is being viewed as a process , not simply the
action of making a choice among alternatives. This is im-
portant to remember for some of the Decisional Roles are
identified not so much by choice behavior but by what proceeds
the act of choosing.
Secondly, we are concerned with significant organiza-
tional decisions® Depending on who is making a judgement
about the significance of a decision and when he is doing so,
any decision can be legitimately labeled signilicant. We
arbitrarily limit significant decisions to.those perceived
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bjlf-the administrator to be so
. Your task as an observer of
administrator behavior will be to determine what decisions
the administrator deems significant. How might you do this?
You were asked your opinion. See how it compares with
ours. In Booklet II we introduced the notion of "context"
and stated that one needs to know the context of the admin-
istrator's action in order to properly infer the role he is
playing. In determining whether or not an administrator is
engaged in significant organizational decision making, you
must use contextual clues . You also can base your judgement
on verbal clues - what we earlier referred to as "Shakespearean
asides" (see pages 21-22, Booklet II). As an observer cf admin
istrator behavior, you will need to consider both contextual
and verbal clues. When both sources of information lead you
to believe that the administrator would perceive the decision
making situation as significant, then you properly label the
behavior Decisional Role behavior.
The most general distinguishing characteristic of
Decisional Role behavior is that it involves the administrator
in .
Strategy making process.
A decision making situation is labeled significant by
the observer when
the observer, using contextual and verbal clues, be-
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lieves that the observed administrator would himself label it
significant.
Ways, of Comparing the Decisional Roles . Strategic de-
cisions made by organizations are seen as ranging along a
continuum from the purely voluntary and innovative to the
involuntary and reactive. The diagram below illustrates this
notion j
DECISION RANGE
Entreprenoural ^ Disturbance(Crisis
)
Decisions Problems Decisions
Voluntary
Proactive
Innovative/change
oriented
Involuntary
Reactive
Preventive/maintenance
oriented
Increasing Time Pressure
Figure 1
Decisions that have the characteristics at the left end
of the continuum are called "Entrepreneur j ” those at the right
end of the continuum are called "Disturbance or Crisis,"
Falling between these two extremes are what might be called
"Problems,
"
First, let us turn to ways of differentiating between
the two extreme positions or between the Entrepreneur and
Disturbance Handler Roles,
The continuum suggests four questions you might ask of
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ariy decision situation!
1, Is the decision voluntary or involuntary? Has the
a.dministrator located, defined and placed the issue on the
agenda himself or has it been brought to him in an unantici-
pated event, emergency or threat?
2, Is the decision proactive or reactive? Is the de-
cision being made in anticipation of future events, problems
or situations or is it being made as the result of unfore-
seen occurances or situations?
3, Is the decision innovative or preventive? Is the
decision intended to improve a present process, contribute to
the achievement of nev/ goals or process or is the decision
intended to save or maintain what is?
4, Is there time available to deal with the situation
in a methodical, structured way or must a decision be made in
a relatively short period of time?
Although the two ends of the continuum clearly repre-
sent the Entrepreneur and Disturbance Handler Roles, there is
an area in between that is not so distinct. We have labeled
this area “problems," but have not labeled it as a distinct
role, A "problem" may be perceived as a mild threat that
allov/s room for an innovative solution j or, it may be per-
ceived as a potential disturbance that one can avoid by
voluntary acting. Two things can move a problem along our
continuum. One is time. The longer one waits to deal with
a problem, the more it becomes a disturbance. The second is
perception, What appears necessary for one man may be seen
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as voluntary to another. Two shopworn cliches illustrate
these points, "He turned a problem into an opportunity"
captures the notion of how one's perception of the situation
allows one to make an innovative response. Conversely, "He
let things slide too long," speaks of a situation v/here the
passage of time v/ithout action made a problem a crisis.
Your problem as a coder will be to make a judgement
about where to place decision situations that are in the
middle or gray area. Some helping hints;
1, Look for clues that might tell you how the ad-
ministrator perceives the situation. Remember what we said
before. Look for contextual and verbal clues.
2, If contextual and/or verbal clues are inadequate,
make a judgement based on your knowledge of the context and
the probable consequences of the decision, ie, will the de-
cision solve the problem in a creative, innovative way or will
it simply buy time or maintain the current level of performance?
By way of review, list four characteristics of the
Entrepreneur Role,
The decision situation facing the administrator is
voluntary, proactive, innovative and not pressured by the
need to come to a rapid conclusion.
In addition to conceiving of decisions as falling along
a continuum, v/e offer another way of categorizing decisions.
The decision making process is viewed as having three phases.
The Intelligence phase involves initiating activity
- looking
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for and selecting situations requiring decisions. The design
Ehase is the heart of decision analysis - seeking alternatives
and evaluating them. The choice phase deals with choosing or
accepting one alternative from among those available.
Figure 2 combines the decision continuum notion and
the three phase idea into a scheme that helps us locate three
of the decisional roles. Combining the two schemes, each
role is seen as having the following attributes.
Entrepreneur Role t voluntary proactive innovative
with intelligence and design phases predominating.
Disturbance Ha.ndler Role i involtmtary reactive preven-
tive with inteJ.ligence and design phases predominating but
in a truncated time frame.
Resource Allocator Role i choice making and accepting
clearly the predominant indicator.
Please note hew we are differentiating among these
three roles. The act of choosing per se is only one determiner
of role type. Choice making is the principal characteristic
of the Resource Allocator Role, Entrepreneur and Disturbance
Handler Roles have no such characteristic.
The Negotiator Role i the last of the Decisional Roles
involves the administrator in a unique type of decision making
activity negotiating with other organizations or individuals
outside his organization.
A final way of differentiating among the Decisional
Roles is by applying the now familiar inside-outside distinc-
tion, Figure 3 is a partial reproduction of our familiar
Phases
of
the
Decision
Making
Process
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Yoluntary Involuntary
Proactive Reactive
Innovative Preventive
Figure 2
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gridt
I 1
;
I \
I
' I > I
1
Disturbance Handler
Entrepreneur 1
1
Resource Xllocator
1
1
1
Negotiator
Insiders Outsiders
Figure 3
It tells you of another defining attribute of Entre-
preneur and Negotiator Roles, When in the Entrepreneur Role,
the administrator is always in interaction with
,
Insider or subordinate.
When in the Negotiator Role, the administrator is
always in interaction with
,
Outsider, ie, superordinates, peers, key influencers,
the public, anyone not a member of the administrator's or-
ganization.
Both the Disturbance Handler and Resource Allocator
Roles can involve interaction with insiders or outsiders.
Hence, the inside-outside distinction does little to help you
in identifying these two roles.
By way of review and as a check of your progress,
match the following indicators with the appropriate role.
A, Entrepreneur
B, Disturbance Handler
C, Resource Allocator
D, Negotiator
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Decision making situation is truncated,
Primary characteristic is choice making
Always involves contact with outsiders
fanned innovative change characterizes this role
^ergence of unforeseen situation prompts this roleAdministrator is reacting
Administrator is initiating
Design phase predominate with
administrator feeling little time pressure
1* B, 2, C, 3» D, 4, A, 5» B, 6, B, 7« A, 8, A
Dfiisht be a good place to stop before looking at
each of the Decisional Roles in detail.
II. EI'ITREPRENEUR ROLE
The Entrepreneur Role is often played out in meeting
settings. Involved is a great deal of information ex-
changed for the purpose of defining the problem and design-
ing alternative responses. As might be expected, the meetings
are usually time consuming.
Look for evidence that the task being considered, the
question under examination or the change being contemplated,
has been initiated by the administrator. Look for evidence
of an orderly sequencing; of steps and a prolongation of
activity. In brief, the role is marked by controlled change
initiated and designed by the administrator, \Vhat is most
interesting about "decisions" to improve or change a situation
is that it is not really one decision but rather a series of
smaller decisions and activities. Lump them all together and
you get an " improvement pro.iect ". The following example is
typical of thisj
In reaction to vigorous public debate, a committee
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of eight people was formed, including the superinten-
dent, a school committee member, and assistant super-
intendents and principals, to investigate the issue
of serving lunches to school children. In the last
meeting, the decision was made to begin a pilot pro-
gram, At this meeting, one of the participants is
leading the discussion on methods of measuring the
appropriate factors in the pilot program. After some
time, the talk shifts to what appears to be the issue
at hand - choosing a committee of citizens to oversee
the pilot program. Leading the discussion, the super-
intendent begins to recommend the types of people re-
quired and the specific people who seem to fit. Each
participant generates more suggestions, until the
superintendent announces that enough acceptable names
have been suggested. It is decided that the superin-
tendent will write letters inviting these people to
join the committee, 'fihen the replies are received,
the group v/ill meet again. The superintendent comments,
"I think we've gone as far as we can go,” and the
participants prepare to leave.
Note how the problem is sliced up into a sequence of
meetings, each dealing with a smaller decision contributing
to a solution. Note also the superintendent's control.
Usually an administrator will be involved in several
change endeavors at once. Like a juggler, he intermittently
gives personal attention to the projects. The attention he
gives the projects differs. He may delegate the project,
authorize it or supervise it. The three terms refer to the
degree of involvement the administrator takes in the design
and choice phases of the project.
Delegation , V/ith some improvement projects the admin-
istrator may aid in the intelligence phase of the process
but will delegate all responsibility for the design and
choice phases. His involvement is limited to choosing the
subordinate who will deal with the project and to his implicit
if his actions do not comply withright to replace that man
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the administrator's expectations.
Authorization
. Greater control is achieved through
retaining the right to authorize actions. In the language
we have been using, the administrator delegates all respon-
sibility for the design phase to subordinates but retains
responsibility for the choice-making phase. In this way,
he maintains control over actions without having his time
consumed in the design phase. More will be said about
authorization when we deal with the Resource Allocator Role,
Supervision , An administrator may desire to retain
responsibility for both the design and choice-making phase of
the project. His reasons for involving himself deeply in the
project may vary - because of strong personal interest, be-
cause of possible major repercussions if the project fails,
because the project involves a major commitment of resources
or because sensitive value issues are involved.
Remember our juggler analogy. Attention is given to
these projects intermittently. Old projects are completed
and new ones constantly arise. Projects are delayed maybe to
await needed information or for political purposes. Others
are speeded up to take advantage of an unanticipated oppor-
tunity.
The point to remember from this somewhat overdrawn
analogy is that the observer needs to be aware that what he
"sees" may be only one throw of the juggler's ball. Unless
you realize that there are others and that the problem being
dealt with may have arisen in the past and will likely arise
again, the observed activity makes little sense. In
brief.
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we remind you again to be especially aware of the context of
an activity before coding it.
To summarize, the Entrepreneur Role is marked by the
administrator acting as the initiator and designer of con-
trolled change in his organization. The change takes the
form of segmented sequenced improvement projects, many of
which are supervised directly by the administrator and all
of which come under his control,
III. THE DISTURBANCE HANDLER ROLE
The key attribute of this role is the shortened decision
time span and the collapsing of the three decision phases.
Intelligence, Design and Choice phases occur in rapid succes-
sion or even become indistinguishable because of the imme-
diacy of the crisis. The administrator acta because he must,
because the pressure is too great to ignore. In short, a
disturbance occurs, a response is needed almost immediately.
Disturbances , We define a disturbance as any event
or problem situation that is unforeseen yet must be corrected
if the organization is to continue to operate. There are
three categories of distxirbances i
1, Conflicts between subordinates because of resource
demands, personality clashes or overlap in specialties,
2, Exposure difficulties between one organization and
another, ie, pressures by outside organizations to influence
decisions thought to be the prerogative of the organization,
3, Resource losses or threats of loss.
-13-
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Below are several examples of disturbances. See if you
can identify each by labeling it eitheri
A» Conflicts between subordinates
B, Exposure difficulties
C. Resource losses or threats of loss
1. A guidance counselor comes to a principal and complains
that several Social Studios teachers are conducting
"group therapy sessions" in their classrooms - "an
activity that has no place in their classrooms. Some-
thing must be done now before we have an incident,"
Z, A regular teacher calls in sick leaving the principal
with the task of finding a substitute,
3* A group of teachers come to the principal demanding
relief from the smoke filled teacher lounge. As non-
smokers* they are sick and tired of having to put up
with an "air polluted teachers* lounge,"
4, A superintendent working at his desk is interrupted
by his deputy. He states that the "grapevine" reports
that strong opposition is building within the community
against the superintendent's recommendation for the
high school principalship.
1, A, 2, C, 3, A, 4, B, The first three examples are
self evident. Perhaps the last needs a few words of explana-
tion, The disturbance is seen as an exposure problem because
the organization's decision making process and its belief that
it has the prerogative to make such decisions is being
challenged. The challenge is seen not only as an immediate
threat but also as a possible precedent that could reduce
the authority of the administrator in future situations.
There are several other hints that will help you
identify the Disturbance Handler Role, Disturbances are
seldom found in the routine flow of information, ie, through
written operating reports, weekly briefings or scheduled
' meetings. Rather, they are defined by ad, hoc stimuli,
so-
! called "instant communications" brought to the
administrator
!
I
1
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by Bomeone who sees a situation as a disturbance. In brief,
the administrator usually does not find his disturbances!
they find him.
Secondly, timing is an important clue. By their very
nature, disturbances appear suddenly. The administrator is
surprised, startled or, to use a common phrase, "all shook
up" by the event.
Third, such disturbances, when recognized, usually
take priority over other activities. Everything else is
"dropped." All appointments are cancelled. Full attention
is given to the situation.
Finally, disturbance situations seem to increase the
influence and power of the administrator. This may be marked
by less questioning by subordinates of the administrator's
initiative, by less willingness of subordinates to offer
advice or make decisions on their own or by subordinates
seeking more advice, council or information before acting
themselves.
Before leaving the Disturbance Handler Role, one final
comment is in order. There is general consensus among
students of management and administration that all managers/
administrators must spend a good part cf their time reacting
very quickly to organizational disturbances. Such role be-
havior is necessary not only because "poor" administrators
ignore situations until they reach crisis levels, but also
because "good" administrators can not anticipate the con-
sequences of all actions taken by their organization. Thus,
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all organizations experience disturbances and we warn you not
to view the term as entirely pejorative.
By way of review, complete the follcv/ing statements,
1,
Disturbances are of three general typos,
,
and
.
Conflicts between subordinates, resource loss or
threats of Joss, exposure problems,
2,
An administrator usually learns of a disturbance
through so-called “ad hoc stiiriulus, ” This means that
disturbances are usually/seldom found in the routine flow
of information.
Seldom,
3,
During a disturbance, the decision phases are
usually •
Truncated or shortened,
4,
The status influence or power of the administrator
usually T nor eas es/^decreases/shows no change during a
disturbance situation.
Increases,
See if you can identify the following description.
Label it either Entrepreneur, Disturbance Handler,
Resource
Allocator or Negotiator. Once you have made your
choice,
write why you did so.
- 16-
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During a late August pre-school opening meeting
Detv/een a superintendent and his deputy, the superin-
tendent's secretary receives a message from the busi-
ness manager and immediately takes it to the superin-
tendent, The message readi Heard from 3ob Thompson
dovm at White Paper Company - a strike is imminent.
Our T,P, supply is extremely low.
To the superintendent this means that he must face
the possibility of having to open school in two weeks
without enough toilet paper I What the two men were
discussing is quickly set aside. The superintendent
calls the secretary and asks her to get the business
manager into his office. He sends his deputy to look
for the system's contract with White Paper Company
and he asks his secretary to get the list of companies
that bid on the paper contract.
The business manager quickly arrives and the three
men engage in an intensive discussion, A tentative
strategy is agreed upon. The superintendent will call
the company and demand imimediate delivery. However,
things slowly calm dovm and they agree that the busi-
ness manager should instead call and make a mild inquiry
about the company meeting its previous delivery date.
We labeled this example Disturbance Handler Role for
the follov/ing reasons. There is an obvious threat of re-
source loss - the school may lose its promised toilet paper.
The message telling the superintendent is an "ad hoc stimulus,"
All activities cease and the superintendent becomes very
directive. He tells his secretary to get the business mana-
ger into his office and to find a list in the files. He
tells his deputy to read the contract, etc. The decision
phases are truncated - design and choice activities are
concluded rapidly.
Maybe some of you wanted to label this Leader or
Monitor Role behavior. Certainly elements of both these
roles are evident but the description contains clear evidence
of decisional activity that disqualifies it being labeled
either Leader or Disturbance Handler,
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IV, THE RESOURCE ALLOCATOR ROLE
The allocation of organizational resources is at the
heart of the strategy making process. It is choice making
involving significant organizational resources that de-
termine strategy. The administrator is seen as central to
this process. Above him is a set of key influencers, a boss,
a board and a general public who holds him responsible. Be-
low him are subordinates who see him as the fount of authori-
zations.
Resources are given a broad definition. The term in-
cludes the following categories i money, time, material,
manpower, reputation, equipment. Decisions can be made to
either use these resources or to protect them. Such decisions
constitute the choice phase of the three decision phases.
Remember, the distinguishing characteristic of Resource Allo-
cator Role behavior is that the last phase - choice making -
is highlighted
. In other words, the Entrepreneur Role and
the Disturbance Handler Role both culminate in choice making
involving significant organizational resources; yet, we iden-
tify their distinguishing characteristics as the degree to
which the intelligence and design phases predominate over
choice making. When choice making predominates, identify the
activity as Resource Allocation. When either the intelligence
or design phase predominate, label the activity either Entre-
preneur or Resource Allocator .
The ways an administrator can allocate resources varies
greatly. They can be categorized into three essentia], ways -
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scheduling of time, programming^ v/ork and authorization de-
cisions
.
Scheduling of Time
. An essential way by which an ad-
ministrator allocates resources is by the way he schedules
his own use of time. Consider the following questions that
typically confront an administrator,
1, Should I make an appointment to see the school
furniture salesman?
2, Can I take the time this morning to walk through
the jiinior high school?
3» How much time should I spend this morning with
the head janitor trying to solve the problem in
his department?
4, Should I go to the National Superintendents'
Convention next month?
5. Should I chair the curriculum evaluation committee?
All these questions encompass issues of time usage. How an
administrator answers such questions are doubly important.
First, he is determining what issues and problems will re-
ceive his personal attention. But equally important, his
decisions about the use of his ov^ti time are in effect strong
signals telling the organization what his priorities are.
His schedule announces what he values and thinks the organi-
zation's focus should be. Issues and problems not attended
to or given little attention are blocked by lack of resources .
Some administrator behavior is obviously concerned with
the usage of time and is easily identified. Exchanges between
an administrator and his secretary about his schedule; an
administrator's public musing as he studies his pocket calen-
dar; reshuffling of calendars to give time to a late rising
issue and meetings specifically called to deal with scheduling
issues are all examples of scheduling behavior.
- 19-
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Another category of scheduling behavior is not so
easily discerned, "Ad hoc scheduling decisions” are con-
stantly being made. Requests for the administrator's time
are constantly being mads by subordinates, peers, superordinates
and the public, rie must make decisions about how much time
he will give to such demands. But the decisions are made as
the demand arises, not in batches that can be weighed one
against the other. In other words, much of what we call ad
hoc scheduling decisions is a process of constantly making
decisions about when and for how long a particular issue or
problem will be attended to.
"Ad hoc scheduling" is an analytical category. It
serves us poorly as an observational category. It is merely
the temporal facet of behaviors drawn to our attention by
more glaring highlights. Our attention may well be on the
substantive issue involved in an administrator interaction,
the way in which a problem was raised or the organizational
relationship between the administrator and message sender,
four task is to determine when the observed administra-
tor is in the Resource Allocator Role, Ad hoc scheduling
decisions v/ill be nearly impossible to identify based on any
explicit observational indicators. We can give you only the
crudest guidelines. If you have any indication that the ob-
served administrator is consciously using his schedule to
announce his values or objectives for the organization, then
label the behavior Resource Allocation, If you have reason
to believe that an administrator is weighing heavily the
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element of time in making a decioion, then label the behavior
Resource Allocator,
Such indicators may be inferential. You will have to
consider the contextual information available and the past
history of the administrator behavior. The indicators may
also take the form of v;hat we have referred to earlier as
'asides" or "public inusings," Pieced together with contextual
and historical information, such clues are adequate for making
decisions about which role to assign the observed behavior.
Scheduling of time, both in its obvious and more ad hoc
ways, is the allocation of a very scarce organizational re-
source - the administrator's own time. Its importance is
twice manifested. Once in terms of how the administrator
spends his time and again in terms of the signal sent to the
organization announcing what is important to the administra-
tor.
For purposes of review, answer the following questions,
1, Resources have been given a broad definition.
List several things included.
Money, time, material, manpower, reputation, equipment,
2, Of the three phases of the decision making process,
v/hich is highlighted in Resource Allocator behavior?
Choice making or the last phase,
3, We have spoken of three general ways by which an
administrator allocates resources. List these.
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Scheduling time, programming work, authorizations.
An administrator’s decision about the use of his
own time is an example of a) Resource Allocator Role be-
havior, b) Leader Role behavior, c) Entrepreneur Role be-
havior, d) Disturbance Handler Role behavior.
a) Resource Allocator Role behavior. If one gives a
broad definition to leadership, then this example could be
labeled Leader Role behavior. Remember, however, the very
narrow definition we have given leadership prohibits such a
classification.
Programming Work . All administrators engage in defining
the v/ork prograns of their organizations. Put in simple terms,
they are involved in deciding what is to be done , who will do
it, who will Interact with whom and who will be responsible
for what . Such decisions directly involve Resource Allocation;
usually the utilization of human resources. Many are made in
the final phase of improvement projects when the organization
'•commits*' resources to the project. Many such programming
decisions are made when an organization is new or when a post
is being added to an existing organization, (Note, these are
two clues to aid you in identifying the role.
)
Read the following description and decide if it is an
example of Resource Allocator, Disturbance Handler or
Entrepreneur Role behavior.
A principal is attending
"administrative team." The
partment is asked to report
Career Counseling Program.
the monthly meeting of his
head of the guidance de-
on the newly instituted
He reports that not as
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many students are making use of the service as ex-
pected, He identifies the problem as lack of
secretarial aid to keep the job bank in order and
up to date. It is agreed that one of the attendance
clerks from the central office will be assigned to
work on the files a couple of hours a week.
We would label this Resource Allocator Role behavior.
It lacks both the marks of the Entrepreneur Role - controlled
innovation with intelligence and design phases predominating,
and the Disturbance Handler Role - hurried crisis situation
brought to the administrator's attention through channels
outside of the normal flow of communications. The problem
arises in the course of a normally scheduled meeting. No
immediate loss of resources is threatened and there are
seemingly many options open. In brief, the situation is not
a crisis.
Other obvious examples of programming the work of sub-
ordinates are I writing job descriptions, spelling out the
limits of a subordinate's authority or jurisdiction, and the
giving of directions about when, where and how organizational
tasks are to be accomplished.
Authorization Decisions , One way an administrator
maintains control over the allocation of resources is by
authorizing all significant actions. Each of the following
situations might see the administrator making authorization
decisions,
1, Judging improvement projects supervised by
subordinates,
2. Approve of actions to be taken on low
level
disturbances.
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3. Dealing with exceptions to existing procedures
and policies,
4. Approving contracts negotiated by subordinates.
5. Approving operating budget request.
Note the distinction between authorization and supeirvision.
When an administrator is authorizing action, he is not in-
timately involved in the intelligence and design phases of
the decision making process. If he were, we would assign
his behavior xo either the Entrepreneur and Disturbance
Handler Roles, The degree to which the administrator is
making choices designed by others, the degree to which he is
presented choices for approval or disapproval is the mark of
an administrator authorizing actions. In the follov/ing dia-
logue the principal is being addressed by one of his depart-
ment chairmen.
Chairman I You have read our proposal. Bob, How does
it strike you?
Principal I I see no problems. Fine job. Let's push
ahead on it.
Would you label this an authorization action? Why? Why not?
Yes, We can infer that the principal was not involved
intimately in the intelligence and design phases. The chair-
man is asking for his approval and commitment to the proposal
before the chairman starts to implement it.
Two simple categories ca.n be set up to account for the
forms of authorization requests that come to an administrator
i
budgetary requests , ad hoc requests.
Budgetary refers to requests for authorization that
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that involve specified resource demands and that come to the
administrator in batches. We state a simple coding rulei
Any description of choices bei ng made on budgetary item s
should be categorized as Resource Allocator Role behavior.
How would you label the following two descriptions?
1. A superintendent is sitting in his office with
his business manager. Spread before them on a large conference
table are the budget work sheets submitted by the various
school system departments. The two men shuffle the sheets
from category to category in an effort to cut a budget that
is 10^ over what the Board is willing to accept.
2, The superintendent, his key assistants and all the
system* s principals are in attendance at the open budget
hearing. Fearful that additional cuts might be suggested,
the superintendent hopes that he and his subordinates might
save the budget he submitted for approval.
1, is clearly a Decisional Role, Choices are being
made on budgeting items, 2, however is not a Decisional
Role. The correct role label is Spokesman, The superinten-
dent already made decisions about his allocation of resources
before attending the hearing. Those decisions are reflected
in the budget before the public. His purpose at the hearing
is to "sell" the budget, i,e, to convince the public that the
submitted budget should remain as is. Remember the key
characteristics of all the Resource Allocator Roles - choice
making - and we see that in example 2 significant choices
-25 -
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were made by the administrator prior to the budget hiring.
Read the following example. How would you label it?
In a meeting scheduled the previous week, a superin-
tendent and his key staff members are discussing the
best way of presenting the budget at next week's
public hearing. The discussion is very informal.
Various ideas are put forth, the budget is looked at
for weak spots and rationale for items that are
vulnerable to criticism are expressed. The superin-
tendent asks his business manager to contact the
business manager in an adjoining community and see
how his system presented their budget last week. He
asks another aid to call all building principals and
make sure they attend the hearing. Before the meeting
breaks up, it is agreed that all will meet the day
before the hearing to "firm things up,"
Like the last example, this too is concerned with a
budgetary issue, but it is not Resource Allocator behavior.
If you said Entrepreneur Role behavior, you are on the right
track. This is an improvement project. The superintendent
is searching for and attempting to design a means of selling
his budget. The issue was handled in the course of a
regularly scheduled meeting. No sense of crisis or grave
imminent threat is conveyed by the description. Design
activity predominates and the final choice phase is left un-
til the day before the hearing when things will be "firmed up.
Ad Hoc Authorization Requests , These are by far the
most common. Such requests come intermittently? non—monetary
costs often predominate? alternatives are often unknown and
the action's impact problematical. Such requests pose par-
ticular difficulties for the administrator primarily because
they come to his attention unaccompanied by other requests,
A subordinate's bright idea for correcting a
problem or a
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request for a policy exception usually doesn't happen at
budget making time or in a predictable manner. The admin-
istrator must deal with such requests as they arise. Diffi-
cult choices are involved. He musti
1. Be confident that organizational resources are
not overextended,
2, Consider whether the proposal is consistent with
other decisions made or being contemplated,
3« Test the feasibility of the proposal,
4, Consider the timing involved.
The first three considerations need little explanation. Let
us consider the last. If an administrator gives the "go
ahead" too quickly, he may be denying himself important
information on events that will take place, on consequences
of the decision he has not had time to consider, on other
possible uses of resources yet to be suggested. On the other
hand, by postponing an authorization, he may lose an oppor-
tunity or he may confuse subordinates. Also to be considered
is the impact of a quick negative decision, A subordinate
who has spent a great deal of time and energy developing a
pet project only to have it destroyed perfunctorily by a
hurried superordinate may be greatly demoralized.
The above considerations serve as additional clues of
the Resource Allocator Role, When a behavior description
presents clues that an administrator is weighing such factors
in the process of making a decision, you have strong evidence
that he is in the Resource Allocator Role. Note, however,
-27-
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that such considerations are "cognitive behaviors", i.e.
what is "going on" in the administrator's mind. Properly
said, we don't see such behavior but infer it from what we
observe the administrator saying and doing.
V
. NEGOTIATOR ROLE
The last Decisional Role is the Negotiator Role. In
this role the administrator is responsible for representing
the organization at major negotiations. A key indicator of
the role is the identification of the person with whom the
administrator is interacting (Review the discussion on in-
sider and outsider in Booklet I.).
When in the Negotiator Role the administrator is always
interacting with
.
Outsiders.
A superintendent and Board of Education are in an all
night session with representatives of the teachers' union
attempting to hammer out a new contract.
Is this an example of Negotiator Role behavior?
Yes, You may well be asking our reasons for so
classifying this example. We said previously that teachers
are insiders. If so, then the above example can not be
Negotiator Role behavior because by definition it always
involves outsiders. Explanation i Teachers are seen as
insiders when the task at hand is teaching or any activity
under the authority of the school administration meant to
288
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aupport the learning-teaching proceas. In the example above,
the teachers representing their colleagues at the bargaining
table are members of an organization not dependent on the
school system for manpower resources or reason for being.
It collects dues to maintain economic independence. It
controls access to membership v/ithout school system inter-
ference and its purpose or goals are not determined by the
school system. In short, the teachers' union has its own
power base and is not under the authority of the school
administrator. Because of these contextual factors, the
teachers in this situation are considered outsiders. The
administrator is in the Negotiator Role. He is in the process
of making decisions about the use of organizational resources
or their future commitment in a situation where the final
choice must be agreeable to an outsider . We stress the
following characteristics of the Negotiator Rolei
1, It involves interaction with outsiders,
2, It involves choices about the use of resources.
3, Final choices or decisions must be agreed on by
both insiders and outsiders.
Another key indicator of the role is that it involves
the tradinF, of time , costs and specifications . If the ad-
ministrator has nothing to trade or does not have the authority
to make decisions about how resources are to be used to in-
duce outsiders to commit their resources to the proposed task,
then he is not negotiating.
By time we mean that the administrator has the authority
to commit his organization's time to activities/projects de-
manded by the person or group with v/hom he is negotiating.
289
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When a superintendent agrees to establish a monthly teachers-
superintendents meeting as demanded by a teachers' associa-
tion, he is trading his time. Negotiations concerning
"costs" are self evident, "Specifications" may be less
clear. Increasingly, bargaining in education is involving
specification issues - defining the length of the school
day, determining the method of teacher promotion, establishing
class size and working conditions, etc. When a superintendent
negotiates with a paper supplier to determine quality of
acceptable paper or when he confers with an oil supplier to
set delivery dates and payment schedules, he is negotiating
a specification issue.
Below are two examples of administrator behavior. One
is an example of Negotiator Role behavior; the other is not.
Label each correctly and give your reasons,
1, A school board has given their superintendent authority
to hire a curriculum consultant. They stipulated
that his work be completed by the beginning of the
next school year and that the salary not exceed
$10,000, The description to be labeled is one of a
superintendent in conference v/ith a college professor.
They are talking about the possibility of the profes-
sor taking on the consulting,
2, A superintendent is interviewing a prospective teacher.
He has reviewed her references, seen her transcripts,
been told that she was favorably viewed by the staff
and has been impressed by her behavior in the inter-
view, He offers her the usual first year contract.
No, 1 is Negotiator Role behavior. No, 2 is Leader
Role behavior. In No, 1 the superintendent has a great deal
of control over the resources he can offer the college
professor to induce him to take the consultancy. The boord
-30-
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has established very general guidelines. In No, 2 there is
little to trade. He either offers her a contract of he
doesn't, A previously negotiated teacher salary schedule
and a job role that can not be easily altered allow the
administrator little negotiating maneuverability. He is
hiring a teacher. The negotiation between organization and
would-be member have* to a large part, been institutionalized
through the collective bargaining process. Note that in both
examples the administrator is interacting with an outsider,
thus meeting the first requirement of Negotiator Role be-
havior, Only in the first example, however, was he in control
of significant organizational resources with v/hich to bargain.
Thus far, two indicators of the Negotiator Role have
been given. They are ,
1, The administrator is always interacting with out-
siders when in the role.
2, The administrator is trading or is capable of
trading organizational resources.
Two other clues help identify the Negotiator Role,
The role is usually played at scheduled meetings of long
duration
.
Negotiations are seldom an impromptu affair. An
administrator usually has planned in advance a negotiating
strategy for the notion of resource trading, so central to
the process, demands careful thought. Such planning and
thought leads to scheduled meetings. Such meetings are
often long because of the need of both parties to see the
291
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"total package”, i.e. to see how any individual offer might
effect and interact with prior and subsequent offers.
Please note that the Negotiator Role is played by
middle level administrators as well as top administrators.
In the case of middle level administrators, the "outsiders”
may be another principal within the system or another de-
partment chairman within the school. For example, we might
observe a Social Studies Department Chairman trading his
excess supply of ditto paper to the English Department Chair-
man for som.e masters. Indeed, some organizations demand that
the administrators constantly negotiate among themselves.
Some call it trading favors, others call it "wheeling and
dealing,” By whatever label, it involves the exchange of an
administrator's resources with individuals and groups out-
side his organization in return for the outside com.mitment
to the organization's task,
VI, The Decisional Roles-Summary/Reviev/
This concludes our discussion of the four Decisional
Roles, On the following page is a summary chart outlining
some of the key characteristics of the Decisional Roles,
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The purpose of Booklet V in this series is twofold.
First, we think it necessary to help you briefly summarize/
review the ten administrator roles you have been studying.
Secondly
.
it is absolutely necessary that you are provided
with contextual information and coding instructions in order
for you to properly carry out the last part of this project,
i.e.. the coding of written administrator behavior descriptions.
One final note which might be appreciated*. This booklet
will not use a programmed format,
I. GENERAL SUMMARY/REVIEW
You have studied ten concepts by which the "content" of
administrator work can be described. Definitions have been
provided. Examples and non-examples have been given. Dis-
crimination rules have been supplied and you have been given
an opportunity to practice identifying the various roles.
Two general means of discrimination have been put forth
t
1) the identification of participants in interaction as "insiders"
or "outsiders" and 2) the identification of the administrators
primary purpose as either Interpersonal, Informational or
Decisional, These tv/o general means of discrimination serve
as the axes of the chart on each booklet's cover. It is from
this base that a rationale and a set of rules have been supplied
to aid you in coding administrator behavior descriptions.
The following chart refers you to Booklet and page
numbers that summarize the ten roles and their chief indicators.
In addition, the "Role Summary Chart" on page 3 provides you
with a capsule definition of each role and exemplary activities.
296
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We auggeat that you pull from the Booklets the pages cited.
Together with the "Role Summary Chart", you will then have
a small packet readily available for quick reference.
Booklet No, Page(s
)
Material Summarized
I 11-13 A Written Description of the Ten Roles
II 26 A Comparison Chart of the Interpersonal
Roles
III 5 Chief Attributes in Identifying the
Informational Roles
III 22 Flow Chart Depecting the Relationships
Among the Interpersonal, Informa-
tional and Decisional Roles
IV 32 A Comparative Chart of the Decisional
Roles
Figure 1 Summary Reference Chart
II. GENERAL CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
The remainder of this booklet is concerned with supply-
ing you with information needed to complete this project.
Mentioned several times in Booklets I-IV was the notion
that contextuel information is necessary to properly code ad-
ministrator behavior. For a definition of context we rely on
the common dictionary definition: "The overall situation in
which an event occurs," We have stated repeatedly that such
contextual information is necessary for the coder to properly
make inferences about the meaning of the administrator's actions.
What follows is a "packet" of contextual information
about the community, school system, personnel and history of
the system in which the behavior you will code took place. (It
is written so that it can be easily separated from the rest of
Booklet V
.
)
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Role Description
Idendfiable Activities from
Study of Chief Executives
Interpersonal
Figurehead' Symbolic head; obliged to perform a number of
routine duties of a legal or social nature
Ceremony, status requests,
solicitations
Leader Responsible for the motivation and activation
of subordinates; responsible for staffing,
training, and associated duties
Virtually all managerial
activities involving
subordinates
Liaison Maintains self-developed network of outside
contacts and informers who provide favors
and information
Acknowledgments of mail;
external board work; other
activities involving outsiders
Informational
Monitor Seeks and receives wide variety of special infor-
mation (mucli of it current) to develop
thorough understanding of organization and
environment; emerges as nerve center of
internal and external information of the
organization
Handling all mail and contacts
categorized as concerned pri-
marily with receiving informa-
tion (c.g., periodical news,
observational tours)
Disseminator Transmits information received from outsiders
or from other subordinates to members of
the organization; some information factual,
some involving interpretation and integration
of diverse value positions of organizational
influencers
Forwarding mail into organization
for informational purposes,
verbal contacts involving infor-
mation flow to subordinates
(e.g., review sessions, instant
communication flows)
Spokesman Transmits information to outsiders on organi-
zation’s plans, policies, actions, results, etc.;
serves as expert on organization's industry
Board meetings; handling mail and
contacts involving transmission
of information to outsiders
Decisional
Entrepreneur Searches organization and its environment for
opportunities and initiates '‘improvement
projects” to bring about change; supervises
design of certain projects as well
Strategy and review sessions
involving initiation or design
of improvement projects
Disturbance Responsible for corrective action when organi- Strategy and review sessions
Handler zation faces important, unexpected dis-
turbances
involving disturbances and
crises
Resource Responsible for the allocation of organizational Scheduling; requests for authori-
Allocator resources of all kinds-in effect the making
or approval of all significant organizational
decisions
zation; any activity involving
budgeting and the programming
of subordinates’ work
Negotiator Responsible for representing the organization
at major negotiations
Negotiation
Figure 2 Role Summary Chart
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CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
A, School System Description
The administrator behavior descriptions which you will
code were collected by seven observers working separately
over a seven month period in a public school district. The
system selected for study had the following characteristics!
1, The system provided a possibility for presenting a
wide range of typical problems. At a more detailed level
i
a. The system had an educational program en-
/
compassing grades K - 12 housed in separate
buildings according to a 6-3-3 grade plan,
b. The community contained families from a variety
of socio-economic backgrounds,
c. The system participated in state and federal
programs
,
d. The community’s population was growing with a
school building program in progress,
e. The community v/as heterogeneous with respect to
religion,
f. Many members of the community actively partici-
pated in educational issues,
g. The community was a relatively autonomous unit
(i.e., it was not a suburb or a large city)
h. The community was urban rather than rural,
i. The population exceeded 10,000 people.
j. The school system was a semi-autonomous unit,
k. The system transported pupils by bus,
,
The organization of the system was relatively1
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"flat" with few levelo in its authority structure,
m. fly most of the common standards for evaluating
a system, this system was rated as good to ex-
cellent,
2, The research observer had full freedom to observe
and ask questions,
a. The Board of Education, chief school adminis-
trative officer and the school staff were willing
to participate in the study and cooperate with
the research staff.
b. There were no focal community conflicts at
the time of the study,
c. Members of the school system's staff had
relatively higher morale and feelings of security
in their system and in their schools,
B, Narrative Description and Recent History of the System
The district called Central District is less than fifty
miles from New York City and is located in a county noted for
its conserva.tive philosophy. The area is rich in American
tradition and dates from Colonial days. The first public
school was established in the mid 1800' s. Through a series
of consolidations and population growth, the district had
grown to include six elementary schools housing approximately
2,280 pupils and one junior-senior high school building housing
approximately 1,420 pupils.
It was estimated that the district would double in size
during the next ten years. In addition to the public schools.
-6-
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several parochial schools were within the boundaries of
Central District. Good rapport existed between the parochial
schools and the public schools as demonstrated by the remark
made by the local monsignor to the effect that he hoped the
superintendent would not leave because he and Central District's
superintendent got along v/ell and, "I would not want to have
to break in a new superintendent,”
The Central School District is composed of three small
communities. While the communities are separate, they all are
in the same township. There was a feeling of oneness in the
school district as demonstrated by the concern about the super-
intendent's job that will be described. Some of the residents
worked in New York but Central District was not a 'bedroom'
district. There were several large industries in Central
District, U,S, Oats was in Central District and had grown from
a small family-owned operation to a large nationally kno’wn
cereal manufacturer, a sponsor of nationally televised shows.
There were other industries in Central District including a
large scientific corporation. An indication of the loyalty
of the residents to the District and the fact that it was not
a community of commuters can be illustrated. One of the board
members, a Ph.D, in chemistry who worked for the scientific
corporation, was to be transferred. He refused the transfer
and offered to take a cut in order to stay. If the corporation
had not complied with his request to remain in Central, he
stated he would have sought a position with another firm,
"I won't leave this community I" he had declared. There are
other instances. The district attorney of Central at the
301
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time of the study had given up his job in New York so he could
spend more time in the area. While other instances could be
cited, these should suffice to demonstrate the community spirit
that existed in Central District,
The educational program in Central District was a good
one as illustrated by the fact that of the twenty-two partici-
pating schools in a nationally known survey of American High
Schools, only one ranked above Central District, Dr, Circle
had been in the district for twenty-one years. He had served
in the capacities of teacher, high school principal, and,
for the last fourteen years, district superintendent. During
this time he had established a good reputation in the area and
v/as known among the other superintendents in the county as
"the Old Philosopher,"
There had been controversy in the District, however.
During the year prior to the study, a segment of the board had
challenged Circle's leadership. This attack was led by Monroe,
the board president. At one time Circle described Monroe as
",,, the S,0,fl, who started this business to fire me," According
to Circle, the trouble started over the buildings and grounds
area of administration, Monroe, who had been in the con-
struction business, thought he knew more about the area than
did the assistant superintendent. Circle supported the
assistant superintendent and even recommended him for a raise.
This fact so irritated Monroe, Circle stated, that he decided
to cause Circle trouble. The assistant superintendent left
Central District because of the controversy, and Monroe focused
his attention on Circle,
302
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Aa an administrator. Circle was almost completely idio-
graphic. There was little formalized structure in the organi-
zation. Circle was perhaps the beat example one could find
of an informal leader running a formal organization. The
board did not have a written policy book. It operated without
written by-laws for governing its own operation. For fourteen
years this had worked well, so far as Circle was concerned.
The informal manner in which the District operated left many
areas that could be criticized from the formal organizational
standpoint. Circle sometimes moved ahead with an idea without
formal board approval. The fact of the matter was that when
Circle asked the Board, they would often simply say, "That
sounds all right, go ahead," and take no formal action. They
balked at taking formal action when Circle asked the Board to
approve aai architect and a fee to perform work in the District.
It took three meetings to get formal approval; it came after
Board opposition and after a motion to direct the architect to
prepare information without specifically hiring him or setting
his fee. Only after objection by the clerk did a motion hiring
the architect and setting his fee receive positive board action.
As stated earlier. Circle v/as quite willing to operate in
this informal fashion. He preferred it. But he was vulnerable,
and when the time came there were problem areas to which those
who wanted to make an issue could point and create trouble for
Circle, Such a time came during the year prior to the study.
The problem over buildings and grounds has already been des-
cribed, Trouble v/as precipitated when Mr, Dodson died. He
was Circle's close friend and the owner of a local bank. He
303
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had been a board member for twenty yeara. He wau replaced by
Mr, Logan, In short order, Circle's new contract did not
receive Board approval. Five members voted against and one
voted for the new contract. It seemed as if Monroe would
succeed in fulfilling his promise. According to numerous
accounts by Central District faculty, Monroe had bragged
downtown that he would get rid of Circle, He had stated the
name of the person he would choose to replace Circle,
It was unusual when information was transmitted formally
in Central District. News that was detrimental to the ad-
ministration was often leaked to one of the two local newspapers.
The news of the forthcoming negative vote on Circle's contract
had gotten to the monsignor in Central township. The day be-
fore the vote, he called Circle and urged him not to resign.
He told Circle that he had his support and that everything would
work out. Additional support for Circle was obtained when a
small group of local businessmen organized to support Circle,
These men were dubbed by Circle as the "Sons of Freedom," He
frequently referred to them in this manner, A petition was
circulated by the "Sons of Freedom" requesting that the Board
reconsider their action. Seventy-two hours after the Board's
vote, three thousand signatures were obtained on this petition.
It became clear that whatever may have been Circle's
shortcomings, informal leadership had not been one of them.
Other administrators in the District, as well as teachers and
pupils were accustomed to seeking Circle's advice on both
personal and professional matters. Sometimes it had
appeared
as if lines of communication and decision making
existed only
30A
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informally. Immediate superiors were often bypassed in favor
of going directly to "the boss," as Circle affectionately
was referred to by some. In a case study of eight months,
however, no one within the system, with one exception, was
heard to complain of this. Those members of the professional
staff who may not have been strong supporters of Circle were
in such a small minority so as to go unnoticed.
Early in the spring a local university had proposed
Central District as a site for a study. Requesting permission
to use the District for the collection of data, a letter was
sent to Circle commending the district’s previous achieve-
ments, This letter was leaked to the pro-Circle newspaper
tho day before it was formally brought before the school
board. Board members read it in the newspaper.
Within a week Monroe indicated that he would not run
for re-election, and the Board approved a one-year contract
for Circle by a vote of four in favor, two opposed, and one
abstention by the newest member. The vacated seat on the
Board was won unopposed by Dr, Coty, a strong supporter of
Circle,
Before he left the Board, however, Monroe engineered
another attack against Circle. A firm of business consultants
had been hired to make a study of the district. The week be-
fore Monroe's term expired, the firm's preliminary report was
given to the Board at a meeting when Circle was not present.
The following day the phrases that were most unflattering
to
the administration were in print in the anti-Circle
newspaper.
The consulting firm later told Circle and
the Board that the
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hes.dline on "the article had "misquoted them. " They indicated
that they had not given the information to the newspaper.
Monroe's term expired and he was replaced by Coty. Only
one of the men who had opposed the Circle contract remained
on the board. The new president had voted for Circle's last
contract, and the vice-president, who emerged as the informal
leader of the Board, had voted for the first contract which
had been defeated.
It is this narrative description and recent history
that serves as the context of the behavior descriptions you
will be asked to code.
C, Main Characters
Following is a list of the "main characters" in Central
District, Three names have been placed in boxes( r l ). These
three characters are the "central actors" of the project. In
othex' words, you are being asked to the code the behavior of
Superintendent Circle, Elementary Curriculum Director Trotter
and Junior High Principal Niehouse, Hopefully the full listing
will help you locate these three offices within the school system's
organizational structure.
Board of Education Members, .Mr, Long (Pres.) Dr, Coty
Mr, Grant(V,P,) Mr, Logan
Mr, Brown Mrs, Monsanto
Mr, Carlyle
Superintendent, [Pr, Circle!
Administrative Assistant for Business, .Mr . Devoto
Administrative Intern for Building
and Grounds and Special Pro jects. .
.
Mr , Marks
Elementary Curriculum Director,, .iMiss Trotter]
Assistant Elementary Curr, Director ... .Mr , James
Senior High Principal .,,.Mr, Sampson
Assistant Senior High Principal Mr, Wood
Juhior High Principal,, , WiehouseJ
Elementary School Principals ‘-r. Taylor
Mr. White
306
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D, Additional Contextual Information
In addition to the general contextual information just
provided, you will also be given background information in the
form of a ''history'' and an "abstract" of each episode. More
will be said in the next section on the format of the material
to be coded. For now, just remember that the purpose of the
"history" and "abstract" is to supply you with additional
context. Read them carefully for they include detailed in-
formation extremely relevant to your coding task.
307
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III. RECORDING FORMAT
What follows is an explanation of the format used to
record administrator behavior. On page 16 and 1? is an
illustrative example.
The behavior of the three "Central Actors" of this
project was recorded by episodes. An episode is composed of
the following I
1, Central Actor
.
The person focused on by the research
observer is identified as the "Central Actor." It is extremely
important that you keen in mind who the central actor is be-
cause it is from his perspective that you are coding; behavior.
In other words, you will be asking "What is the central actor
doing? Why, is he doing it?" You are coding his behavior, not
others in the episode,
2, Other Actors . The person or persons with whom the
Central Actor is interacting is identified as "Other Actors,"
Remember, the interaction can be via telephone or mail; it
doesn't have to be face-to-face,
3, History . A narrative account of prior events and
relevant information to further aid you in placing the epi-
sode in context is provided under the heading "History."
Read this information carefully for it prov ides additional
coding clues ,
4, Abs tract . Under this heading a brief summary of
the recorded behavior is given.
5, Number of Units to be Coded (& total ). liach
episode
contains at least one unit of behavior; some contain
as many
as eight, A Unit is denoted by a number and is
placed in
-14-
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brackets
_/), You will be coding units, not episnrtPH .
Dg.^cription, Under this heading is recorded actual
dialogue of the actors, their movements, emotions and re-
actions to each other.
A few additional remarks axe necessary to clarify the
notion of a "unit'' and its relationship to the "Description"
and "Episode,"
A unit is defined as the behavior recorded between
changes in the basic participants in interaction and/or the
media of interaction. In other words, a new unit is noted at
any point where there is a change in the basic participants
and/or the medium of communications. The sample Episode X
on Page 16 is composed of only one unit because neither the
basic participants nor the medium of communication changes.
If Mrs, Moore was not present at the meeting but telephoned
during it, then the resulting telephone conversation between
her and Mr. Lang v/ould have been designated as a separate
unit. Remember, you are coding units, not episodes
.
Units
are secondary actor and media centered. When either changes,
a new unit is noted by a number placed in brackets.
Media is a vague term. For the purpose of this study,
five types of media were differentiated,
1, Tours.
2, Unscheduled meetings,
3, Desk work (but includes interaction with secretary)
4, Scheduled meetings
5, Telephone calls.
Whenever the media changed (i.e, the administrator left a
scheduled meeting to take a phone call or his desk work was
interrupted by an unscheduled meeting), a new unit was noted.
- 15 -
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The un.lta to be coded have been recorded using an
episode format for two reasons. It provides a means of giving
you necessary contextual information and it does so in an
efficient manner.
To summarize: You will be reading descriptions of
three administrator's behavior recorded by episode. An epi-
sode consists of one central actor, other actors, a history,
an abstract and a description. The description is marked off
into units, A unit is media and secondary actor centered.
As one or both of these change, a new unit is noted. You will
be coding units of administrator behavior with the point of
viev; being the designated central actor
310
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EPISCDE X
2gP'tral Actor Mr. Lang, Director of Headstart Program
Other Actors Mrs. Wells, Headstart Teacher
Mrs, Moore, Headstart Teacher
Hj:^or
.Y. teachers believed that taking the children to
the zoo would be a worthwhile experience for the four year
old children who were enrolled in the Headstart Program.
Abstract Mr, Lang and the teachers discussed what time of
day would be best to take the children to the zoo. They
discussed what methods would be used to finance activities,
such as train and pony rides, at the zoo.
Number of Units to be Coded (& total ) X,1 (1)
Description
ZX .17 ivir. Lang, Mrs, Wells and Mrs, Moore were in Mr,
Lang's office discussing the trip to the zoo for the children
eni-olled in the Headstart Program,
Mrs, Wells stated, “I think if we go to the zoo in the
morning it will be better. If we got there about 10t30 or
11 a.m, all the animals should be out in pens and there
shouldn't be too many other children there at that time,"
Mrs, Moore commented, "The zoo is a very nice place,
I'm very much impressed by it. There are lots of different
animals, such as tropical birds, turtles, chickens and ducks.
The chickens and ducks wander around everywhere as they aren't
kept in pens. There are also big groves of trees, picnic
tables, train rides and the park is quite large."
Mr. Lang said, "You mentioned the train ride. What is
the cost?"
Mrs. Wells stated, "The train ride goes all around the
park and the cost is fifteen cents and there are pony rides
311
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for "ter. cents* I think it would certainly be worthwhile for
the children to have these two experiences. However, I wonder
if all the children would be able to bring the twenty-five
cents for the rides,"
Mr, Lang replied, "I agree with you about the rides being
good experiences for the children to have, I think we can
get twenty-five cents from the budget so each child can have
both rides,"
Mrs, Moore stated, "The train ride doesn't start until
about 12 noon, I think that should be the last item on our
program. As soon as they finish the train ride we can start
back home,"
Mr, Lang and Mrs, Wells agreed that this was a good
idea, Mr, Lang repeated the schedule and told the teachers
which day they would go to the zoo in case of rain.
This concluded the discussion and the group left Mr,
Lang's office to go to lunch.
312
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IV. CODING INSTRUCTIONS
Thia aection is concerned with the mechanics of re-
cording your coding decisions and with providing you with
some rules to follow in resolving some common coding problems,
A. Coding; Slips . For each unit coded you are to fill
out a coding slip that looks like thisi
Unit No,
Mark one box only
.
A, Roles
1, Figurehead
2, Liaison
3, Leader
4, Monitor
5, Disseminator
6, Spokesman
7, Entrepreneur
8, Disturbance
Handler
9, Resource
Allocator
10, Negotiator
B, Multi Role Behavior
i )
C, Unascertainable qqv
Needed contextual
information missing,
ambiguous, etc.
(on* numeral)
(nlmimum of two numerals
in order of predominance)
Figure 3 Coding Slip
313
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Use the following procedure when coding each uniti
1. Be thoroughly familiar with the general contextual
information,
2, In the upper right hand corner of the card, write
the number of the unit you are coding.
3» Read each Episode in its entirety noting particularly
from whose point of view the unit is being coded (i,e,, keep
in mind the central actor's behavior and purpose) and the
history provided,
4, Read the individual unit to be coded.
5, Choose - either A, B or C,
A, One of the ten roles and write its number in
Box A
B, The multi role alternative and write at
least two role numbers, in order of pre-
dominance, in Box 3,
C, The unascertainable alternative and mark
Box C with a check (^ ),
Remem.ber, only one of the three boxes can be marked
for each unit .
6, Repeat steps 1-5 for each unit within the episode
and continue on to the next episode given you,
B
.
Common Coding Problems and Their Resolution
.
Five
situations present particularly difficult coding problems
i
1, Sequential Purpose . To accomplish one purpose, one
may first need to accomplish another purpose. For example,
to make a request, one may first need to give information,
(Before asking the administrator to approve a new book purchase,
there is a need to brief him.) To come to a strategic decision,
long briefings may first have to take place.
-20-
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Overt-Covert Purpose
. There is the problem of
double-talk! A man requesting advice (Should I take the job?)
may simply be trying to inform (I've been asked to take the
job), or he may be requesting authorization (Will you allow
me to take the job?),
A man giving information (Look at the job description)
may be requesting authorization (You had better speak now
because if there is a problem later. I'll claim you had your
chance to stop it).
An administrator seeking advice (’//hat do you think of
Martin for the job?) may be trying to feed the grapevine (Let
Martin know I'm considering him for the job).
An administrator giving information (I don't like the
report) may be requesting or demanding something (Change the
report)
,
An administrator giving one kind of information (I'm
holding the meeting even though you cannot be there) may be
giving a different kind of information (I don't want you at
the meeting),
A man giving one kind of information (I would like to
recommend a policy change in our promotion procedures) may be
seeking another kind of information (Why didn't you promote
my subordinate?),
3, Ostensible Purpos e, At times a man will use an ex-
cuse to gain access to the office so that he can raise a
different issue, (A subordinate comes to leave a reprint,
and, before leaving, comments, "By the way, I hear that
the
assistant superintendency is opening and I would like to
have it.")
-21 -
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Siiul tipi
e
_
Purp o s
e
. In certain caaeo a contact may
have more than one overt purpose. Social events can be used
to transfer certain kinds of information. (At a cocktail
party a number of subordinates find the administrator to tell
him of their accomplishments.) A speech may be both cere-
monial and informational. (The administrator must make a speech
to a visiting group, but views this obligation as an oppor-
tunity to inform a segment of the public of the reasons be-
hind a recent policy change.
)
5 . Changed Purpose . Finally, an important bit of in-
stant communication may change the whole nature of a meeting.
(At a staff meeting, news of anticipated moves by the public,
may turn a relatively informal meeting into a high-pressure
strategy session.)
To deal with these and associated problems, the follow-
ing rules should be used in determining purpose .
1. Meetings tend to proceed through three stages - an
opening period of pleasantries and gossip, the discussion of
the core issue and a closing discussion of side issues. The
incidental flow of information in stages one and three of
meetings should be ignored, except in the cases where the
discussions assumed great importance in terms of time consumed
and issues discussed,
2. The ostensible and overt purpose of a meeting should
be used for coding unless covert purposes were obvious. In
other words, ignore the doubletalk unless it is not very subtle.
3. When meetings had more than one purpose, the one
thought to be most important should be used. Thus, a speech
316a
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on "the District's history would be called ceremonial; one on
the reasons for its rising costs, informational.
In the case of a request for information being made
and satisfied, if both took place at the same time, consider
it "request" (for example, nev/spaper man interviewing super-
intendent), If they took place separately, then the first
meeting was recorded as a "request," and the second, "giving
information" or "receiving information" (for example, an ad-
ministrator asks subordinate to conduct study; subordinate
reports back one week later),
5. When the discussion focused on one area (the com-
puter facility) but a number of purposes appear to be equally
important (making requests, transmitting information, making
strategic decisions), the meeting should be thought of as
Disseminator Role behavior,
6, A change in the classification of a meeting should
be made when some "instant communication" changed the course
of the meeting. Similarly, when the administrator starts on
an observational tour and ends up transmitting information,
the purpose should be changed to "giving information,"
V, CONCLUSION
This concludes the instructional and explanatory phases
of the project. What remains is the actual coding of admin-
istrator behavior,
A few final remindeers;
1, There is no specific time limit, but please keep
a
log of your time expenditure.
316b
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2, You have unreotricted acceas to any information
given you. Feel free to refer to any of it at any time you
have a coding problem,
3, Work alone, Pleaae do not collaborate with the other
coders or in any way communicate with them about the project.
Your efforts and diligence in supporting this project
are most appreciated.
APPENDIX B*
Call for Research Aides
Information Form
Response Letter
Follow-up Letter
Note: This material has not been numbered to ease
future use.
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CA1,L FOR RESEARCH AinR.q
The need for co.-rparative. studisj of administrative
Jobs IS well documented.^ Information obtained from such
studies cou.id contribute to theory building, improvement
of
-raining programs, better means of writing job descrip-tions and improvement of job oerformance evaluation pro-
cedures.
One reason for the lack of comparative studies is
"that research techniques moat suited to the task are
difficult to master and/or the coat and time involved is
prohibitive. This Project is a partial test of some training
materials designed to meet such problems.
Specifically, the research involves tne initial pre-
liminary field testing of training material being done to
locate major problems with the material itself and its
accompanying criterion measures. Needed are volunteers to
help in the testing. Those taking part would
i
1) read, study and carefully work through a series
of seif instructional booklets,
2) apply t?ie knowledge acquired by scoring a
series of administrator behavior descriptions,
3) critique all material in terms of clarity,
interest and general format.
These tasks should take approximately 8-14 hours. Most of
the time can be spent working alone, but the project will
require some group meetings and individual conferences.
One credit hour in "Practicum in Educational Adminis-
tration" (an independent study course) will be offered to
each participant wno successfully completes the project
along with ail training materials and the heartfelt thanks
of this graduate student. In addition, you will have
learned a great deal about a specific approach to adminis-
trative work and will have gained some first hand research
experience.
If interested in taking part in this project, please
complete the attached Information Form and return to Dave
Bristol
I
Educational Planning A OR
Management Cluster
School of Education/Hills North
University of Massachusetts
Amhei'St, MA OIOO 3
In no v/ay does submission of the attached form commit
you to registering for the independent study course. Sub-
mission mere3.y indicates your interest in the project and
your willingness to consider being a part of it,
^documentation supplied on request.
188 Village Park
Amherst, MA 01002
Tel. 549-4438
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INFORMATION FORM
Name
Home Addreaa Tel,
Business Address Tel,
Student statusi Full time (9+ hrs,) Part time
Special
How many credits do you anticipate taking next semester?
Degree status* Ed,D, GAGS ^M,A, Non-degree
If a degree student at School of Ed,, specify Cluster,
If a degree student outside School of Ed,, specify Dept,
When were you first admitted as a degree student?
Do you anticipate having a tuition waiver next semester?
yes no maybe
How interested are you in taking part in this project?
very moderately mildly
List courses taken in administration and related areas with
credit hours.
List administrative positions held and duration you held each
post.
Cite previous research experience, if any.
For scheduling purposes, please indicate convenient meeting
times by placing a "1" after the most convenient time,
a ''2'* after the next most convenient time, etc.
v/eekday mornings
v/eekday afternoons
weekday evenings
weekend mornings
weekend afternoons
weekend evenings
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION Division of Educational
Planning L Management
423 Hills North
Your response xo my call for research aids is greatly appreciated.
Such interest and willingness to take part in the project has my
heartfelt thanks. Hopefully, our association next semester will
be both educationally profitable and enjoyable. Several adminis-
trative details need to be drawn to your attention as well as
plans for completing the project.
For those of you desiring individualized study credit, the follow-
ing procedure should be followed
s
1) Pick up a tri-colored "Individualized Study Contract"
at registration January 24, Fill out the form as in-
structed and be sure to sign it in the lower left hand
box. Enclosed with this letter is an Information Sheet
and a General Policy and Procedure memo. They contain
all information needed to complete the contract,
2) On your registration card write i Prac in Ed Admin 696 ,
1 credit,
3) Return all three copies of the contract to me by February 3,
I v/ill have Prof, Griffiths sign it, and the various copies
will be distributed to the proper offices including the
return of your copy, I have enclosed a self-addressed
envelope for your use in returning-: the three copies of
the contract to me .
If followed properly, this procedure will insure your enrollment
for the one credit practicun.
The project will not get under way until March, I anticipate
two group meetings I one to introduce you to the project and to
distribute the self-instructional booklets and a second meeting
to administer a short proficiency examination and to give you
the administrator behavior descriptions, A third meeting might
be necessary for critiquing purposes, but, hopefully, this can be
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avoided. Depending, of course, on how rapidly you work, I think
it is reasonable to expect the project to be completed by mid-
April, X will announce the exact tine and place of our first
meeting as soon as possible.
If you have any questions about the registration procedure out-
lined above or about your participation in this project, do not
hesitate to call me. Again, iny heartfelt thanks for your willing-
ness to take part in this research project.
Sincerely,
David C. Bristol
AC 413 549-4438
Enel. Info Sheet
Gen Policy Sc Proc memo
Envelope
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INFORMATION SHEET
The following information in provided to aid you in filljn^ outthe Individualized Study Contract
i
Sponijoring Instructor * s} Name William Griffithu
Cluster Affiliation E.P.&ivi.
Type of Grade Desired Pass/Fail
Type of Learning Experience Practicum
rviodules of Credit 100 Mods(l hour)
Brief Descriptive Title Prac.in fid. Admin.
Statement of Objectives
1) to acquire knowledge of a conceptual scheme for describing
administrator work, 2) to use the concepts learned to describe
administrator work and 3) to gain som.e experience critiquing
a conceptual scheme and the learning material created to teach it.
Planned Activities
1) read, study and carefully work through a series a self in-
structional booklets, 2) apply the knov/ledge acquired by scoring
a series of administrator behavior episodes, 3) orally critique
all material in terms of conceptual clarity, interest and general
format ( estimated time for all activites: 8-l4 hours).
Criteria for Evaluation
1) a short proficiency examination will be given at the end of
activity fl^l(abov8), 2) scoring sheets for 4? administrator be-
havior episodes will be completed, 3) an oral critique of all
material will be given.
Academic Affairs Office
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
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GENERAL POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR INDIVIDUALIZF.n STlinv
Rationale :
Because xnnividualized study [comprising both independent study (reading,
research, writing, etc.) and practicum (experiential or field related ac-
tivities)] is potentially a significant aspect to a students' academic
program at the School of Education, it is appropriate that this process
oe administered in such a way as to maximize flexibility and accountability
for all parties involved.
The Individualized Study Contract has been developed for this purpose:
to assist students, faculty and the School of Education Flexible Curriculum,
staff in developing, monitoring and evaluating the individualized study
process.
Guidelines :
The following guidelines are provided as supplemental information to the
Indiviauaxized Study Contract itself and will be considered basic academic
policy unless waived by the Acting Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (or
a Flexible Curriculum Office designee).
1. Individualized study, whether practicum or independent study has to be
related to some aspect of the field of professional education, e.g.
,
teacher education, curriculum development, educational leadership. If
you have a question about your particular topic, please consult an ad-
visor or your supervisor prior to completing the contract. Topics
which are more appropriately the purview of another University depart-
ment/school as well as topics which do not meet this general test of
"education related" cannot receive credit through the School of
Education. All contracts are subject to review by the Dean for
Academic Affairs or the Flexible Curriculum Office as designate.
2. Students (undergraduate or graduate) may take up to 600 mods of Inde-
pendent Study and 600 mods of Practicum in one semester. (However,
the distinctions between the intent of independent study and the in-
tent of practicum must be observed.) Independent Study meets the
University definition of a 700 level course. Practicum. does not meet
the University definition of a 700 level course.
During the summer session, a student may take up to 900 mods of Inde-
pendent Study and Practicum combined (i.e. 600 mods of Independent
Study, 300 mods of Practicum).
3. INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY CONTRACTS CANNOT BE USED FOR STUDENT TEACHING.
Graduate students should consult their advisor or the TEC Office,
Room 123 School of Education, concerning the ISLE Program. Under-
graduates should consult the Undergraduate Advising Office in Room
125 School of Education.
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4. If a professor wants contract work to receive a particular certifica-
tion catepry, they must Indicate this under "Approval Signatures"
on the white (office) copy of the contract before the student sub-
mits the contract to the Flexible Curriculum Office for approval.
If no category is stated, then the work will not satisfy any certi-
fication requirements.
5. The title filled in by the sttident under "Brief Descrintive Title"
is the title that will appear on the student's transcript on the
School of Education supplementary label and this title should re-
late to the content of the contract and show the relationship to
Education as closely as possible.
6. Contracts should be completed and distributed according to the in-
structions on the contract. The Office Copy (white) should be re-
turned to Room 125, School of Education; Instructor's copy (blue)
should be retained by the sponsoring instructor; and the Student
copy (yellow) should be retained by the students for their records.
The Office Copy (white) must be returned to the Flexible Curriculum
Office, Room 125, School of Education, by the following dates:
FALL SEMESTER: (ESSSE^SISa SEPTEMSER SOVH
SPRING SEMESTER: FESRuAKH
SUMMER SESSION: TWO WEEKS AFTER REGISTRATION
This will allow for review of the contracts and posting the title on
the supplementary labels. Contracts received after these dates will
not be accepted until the following semester. Early submission is
encouraged 1 1
1
7. School of Education instructional staff authorized to sponsor indi-
vidualized study includes faculty and doctoral students. One excep-
tion to this is that doctoral students cannot sponsor other graduate
students; they can only sponsor undergraduates. Doctoral students
desiring to sponsor more than five such Individualized studies should
obtain prior approval from the Acting Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs (Room 123, School of Education, 545-0236). If more than
five students desire to be engaged in the same study, the instruc-
tional staff member is encouraged to offer it as an identifiable
Learning Experience.
8. A School of Education booklet entitled "Resources for Individualized
Study and Advising" is now available to help students find appropriate
instructors with whom to work on individualized study. This listing
describes the interests of the faculty of the School of Education as
well as adjunct faculty. Also included are doctoral students who
have had their areas of competency verified by their advisors. The
directory is available at the offices listed below.
If there are any questions which you have that have not been answered by
this policy statement, please refer them to one of the following offices;
UNDERGRADUATE ADVISING OFFICE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, ROOM 125C 545-2701
GRADUATE ADVISING OFFICE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, ROOM 126 545-2648
FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM OFFICE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, ROOM 125A 545-1557
7/75
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I apologize for the delay in sending this letter. Some of you were
slower than others in returning your coding slips. Nov/ all material
has been returned and it is possible to share with you some informa-
tion about the project that was kept from you and some preliminary
results
,
The idea for this project came from a reading of Henry Mintzberg's
book The Na ture of Manag-erial vVork. After conducting some fairly
unusual research on the nature of managerial behavior, Mintzberg put
forth a theory of managerial work, a major portion of which you are
now familiar with (i.e,, the ten roles). He made some claims for his
role scheme that served as focusing questions for m.y project. First,
he claimed that the ten roles are descriptive of all managerial (I
am using the word interchangeably with administrative) behavior re-
gardless of organization type. Second, he offers a persuasive argu-
ment that the ten role concepts are much more operationally specific
than other terms used to describe managerial work. The last claim
is of greatest importance to the project. If that surprises you,
hopefully the following will serve as an explanation.
There was a discrepancy between what you were told was the primary
purpose of the project and what my actual objectives were. During
our conversations and correspondence, I attempted to emphasize that
the primary purpose of the project was to critique training material.
Stress v/as placed on unearthing technical problems in format, clarity
and readability of the training booklets. In reality, the central
research issues were conceptual. Of greater concern was whether or
not Mintzberg's concepts were operationally specified and/or capable
of being specified to a degree that would lead to fairly high levels
of intercoder agreement. Questions about the booklet's format and
utility, while important, were of secondary concern.
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Since tny interest lies more with Mintzberg's claims rather than
with the design of self- instructional material, I concentrated on
designing a project to uncover conceptual problems and concept
utility. Training material was written to facilitate repeatability,
not to be tested per se.
I attempted to plant firmly in your mind an assumption that I did
not firmly adhere to. I wanted you to assume that the content of
the booklets (i.e., Mintzberg’s theory) was conceptually without
problems, I wanted you to focus your efforts on learning the con-
tent and to direct your criticism at the process (i.e., the booklets)
and not the theory itself, Ky focus was on the theory and through
your efforts to learn to apply it in describing administrator be-
havior, data would be generated on which I could more soundly critique
the theory.
The rationale for giving you an erroneous perception of the project’s
goals is as fellows t 1) You were given the goal of categorizing
examples of administrator behavior according to Kintzberg's scheme,
2) To bo able to do so you had to learn how to apply the concepts
by working through the booklets, 3) I attempted to lead you to
assume that the booklets may have technical problems but that the
context itself was well thought out. Given this goal and working
on such an assumptj.on, I reasoned that when you found it difficult
to grasp a concept or when some point was not clear or when your
answer disagreed with the booklet's, you would find fault with the
technical aspects of the booklets, not the content itself and you
would attempt to overcome the difficulty by increasing your effort.
In summary, the discrepancy between the real research problem and
the problem given you was the result of my attempt to maximize your
effort in learning the booklets' content and the subsequent coding,
I wanted you to believe- that the coding task was possible (something
that I am not at all sure of) if one could learn the booklets' con-
tent. Of chief interest to me, however, was not your critique of
the booklets but rather the results of your coding the 4? Episodes.
Intercoder agreement data together v/ith other data would serve as
empirical evidence attesting to the reliability of Mintzberg's
concept.
To have shared fully my major research question would have given _
you an easy explanation for any problem.s you encountered
_
in learning
and applying the concepts. Your maximum effort at learning Mintzberg s
scheme and in coding the examples was the intent of my telling a
"half-truth.'* The intent of the project and the minimal consequences
to you of not being fully infoped justified my deception. I trust
you are not offended by my action.
I can also share with you some preliminary results. I have not
yet
formulated fully how 'they will be interpreted.
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Cpncerning; the Proficiency Sxamination t
j* . — — - — v»a.* ip. CLiiu la XU IlUvfollow direc ^lorm properly. So, cut of four codero takin£^ the
examination for record, tv/o reached the 80fo proficiency criteria.
Concerning; Intercoder A^^reement t
figures t
The following chart gives the
SU i«iF RIvi DL KP KO
The number in the box appearing directly to the right and directly
above any set of initials indicates the number of units those two
coders coded exactly the same. For example, IviF and SU coded 26 of
the 90 units exactly the same while KO and Iv.F coded 46 exactly the
same. While these figures are statistically well above chance agree-
ment, they are much lower than I consider necessary for this type of
classification system.
Incidentally, I never coded the Central District material nor has it
ever been coded before using the Mintzberg scheme. There were no
right or wrong answers as there wei'e in the proficiency examination,
I was only interested in the degree to which coders could agree with
each other, not the degree to which you a.greed with some pre-
established right answer. The simple question I asked was, "After
being trained in the use of Mintzberg 's scheme, can coders use it
v/ith a relatively high degree of agreement?" The figures v/culd in-
dicate that they often disagreed (more than 2/3 of the time) but
that they did so in a fairly uniform way (most figures are between
25 - 29 with only two outside that range).
There is little more that I can share with you at the present other
than to say my findings will probably tend to be negative or ambivalent
for the most cart. That's disappointing to me in a way, partly be-
cause iny initial interest in Mintzberg was based on a "gut reaction"
that he had something interesting and potentially usefu].. Hopefully,
however, what I have found out is worthv/nile. Based on whao you
have helred me learn, I am much less excited aoout the possibility
of Mintzberg 's theory doing what he suggests.
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If any of you would care to speak further about the project, please
give me a call. Your patience, hard work, understanding and
diligence \/ere greatly appreciated, I have submitted the Independent
Study Contracts for credit, I only v/ish I could do something extra
in appreciation.
Sincerely,
Dave Bristol
-DB I sb
APPENDIX C
Proficiency Examination: Episodes A-G*
Note: Episode pages are not numbered. When used during
the project, the pages of each Episode v;ere
stapled and used one at a time. To ease use apart
from this dissertation, they are presented with
unnumbered pages.
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PROFICIENCY EPISODE A
Central Actor > f.ir. Lang, Coordinator of the Headstart Program
Other Actors t Krs. Jones, Teacher in the Headstart Program
ivirs, Jordan, Teacher in the Headstart Program
Historv t Since it was the firfst year of the Headstart Pro-
gram, questions had arisen regarding the purpose of the pro-
gram.
Abstract } I'.'ir. Lang had asked ulrs, Jones and I.lrs. Jordan to
meet v/ith him in his office prior to the parents' meeting to
which the parents of the Headstart children had been invited.
There v/as an exchange of information among the teachers and
ivir, Lang regarding the purpose of the Headstart Program and
why some children could benefit from pre-school experience.
They discussed some of the points they wanted to make at the
meeting.
Number of Units to be Coded (& total )} A1 (1)
Description }
kr, Lang, Ivirs. Jones and Mrs. Jordan were in Ivir.
Lang's office discussing the purpose of the Headstart Program
and how they could explain to the parents why pre-school ex-
periences, such as those in the Headstart Program, were bene-
ficial to four year old children.
Mrs. Jones stated, "Sometimes I don’t think that I under-
stand the purposes of the program. Are the children supposed
to learn things that we teach children in kindergarten, or are
they supposed to learn to tie their shoes and how to play with
other children,"
Mrs. Jordan replied, "I think learning how to play with
other children and providing as many new experiences as possible
are really the major purposes cf the program. A perfect ex-
ample of a parent's misunderstanding is one of the forms
that
come back in my class. The mother wished that
the child was
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more anxious to learn to read. Now, this is very unrealistic
for a pre-school program. I don't believe a program of
reading readiness is what we are trying to accomplish.
Mr. Lang agreed with Mrs, Jordan and he stated, "Another
phase of our situation is that we must try to distinguish
between our particular program here and the particulars of
the federal program that have been published.
Mrs. Jones stated, "Years ago, schools didn't take
children on trips as we are going to do. Even this is an
important part of the program. The value of taking children
on trips should be explained to the parents, I guess v/e can
explain this when the parents attend the meeting to which
they have been invited,
Mrs. Jordan replied, "Hopefully, we should have a good
number of parents attending the meeting; however, because it
is in the afternoon, I don't think many fathers v/ill attend,
and some mothers will be working, V/e can't expect a large
number, but I hope we will get a fairly good number.
Mr. Lang stated, "I hope many parents do attend the
meeting. A few of the things we are looking for are the
parent's reactions to the program, good points and bad points.
I have found in talking to a lot of these parents that they
really don't understand the developmental process of a young
child. Even though they may have had several children of
their own, they don't remember the actions of tneir children,
I believe that many parents need help in learning to under-
stand their own children. They don't realize that kids are
aggressive at times and they are defensive at times, and
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also negative; they do not realize that thio ia the way
children act at a certain age.
The diacuaaion continued. Mr, Lang, Krs, Jones and
Mrs, Jordan were in agreement that they should explain to
the parents that the Headstart Program was not exclusively
a "poverty program," Rather than a poverty program, it was
a program designed for children who needed pre-school edu-
cational experiences prior to enrolling in school,
Mr, Lang stated, "V/e must explain the need for pre-school
experience may be due to a variety of reasons, such as not
having had an opportunity to associate with brothers and
sisters, or of having experiences in the community or be-
havioral and emotional problems."
This completed the discussion and the group left Mr,
Lang's office.
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PROFICISNCY EPI30DE 3
Central Actor » Mr. Lang, Coordinator of the Headstart Program
Other Actors I Mrs, Callahan, School Nurse
Mrs, Smith, School Nurse
History > The Government had allotted ^900 for medical and
dental expenses for the children participating in the Head-
*. start Program. A meeting had been scheduled to decide how
the money should be distributed to cover medical and dental
expenses of pupils.
Abstract I Mr. Lang, Mrs. Callahan and Mrs, Smith discussed
hpw the funds allotted for medical and dental expenses for
the children participating in the Headstart Program should
be distributed. They also discussed local doctors who had
been cooperating v/ith the program.
Number of Units to be Coded (<^ total ); 31 (1)
Description :
Mr. Lang, Mrs, Smith and Mrs. Callahan were meet-
ing in the nurse's office at Elm Road School for the purpose
of deciding how the $900 allotted by the government for
medical and dental examinations should be distributed.
Mrs. Smith stated, "I called many of the dentists who
examined the children's teeth and asked them to bill us as
soon as possible. I explained to the dentists that the budget
report for the Headstart Program had to be submitted to the
government in the near future."
Mr. Lang stated, "Yes, we must get an estimate of the
total cost before we can prepare the budget report. Let's
discuss each case and try to determine what percent of the
total amount of the medical and dental bills should be
paid
by the Headstart Program."
The group then discussed each case very carefully
the background of the children, the parents, and
the dootora
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and dentists which the parents had chosen to examine their
children. The group was in general agreement that the Head-
start Program should pay fifty percent of the dental and
medical bills.
i'irs
, Callahan said, "I believe in this one particular
case the entire bill should be paid because the family does
not have the money to pay for half of the bill,"
Mr. Lang stated, "This is a good idea."
Mrs. Callahan said, "I do hate to pay it to that par-
ticular doctor the needy family chose,"
Mrs. Smith said, "Perhaps we should recommend that this
particular family go to another doctor."
Mrs, Callahan replied, "Many of the doctors did reduce
their bill in light of the fact that they were cooperating
v/ith the program. However, this doctor did not cut his price,'
Mr, Lang stated, "I believe it was im.portant that the
family had a free choice in choosing doctors. Even if they
selected doctors and dentists that v/ere more expensive, it
was not the place of the Headstart Program, charity, or
authority to state what doctors and dentists could or couldn't
be used. This was to be a free choice to be made by the
parents ,
"
Mrs, Callahan and Mrs. Smith agreed that this was
probably the best method,
Mr, Lang brought to the attention of the nurses that
they must get all the estimates quickly as the medical and
dental report was due ten days after the term ended. The
discussion was concluded.
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PROFICISNCY EPISODE C
Central Actor » Richard Taylor, Principal of Peach Lane
- Elementary School
Other Actors > The entire Peach Lane teaching staff
History I There had been much discussion on the Board and
among the administrative staff about what to do for a
memorial to two recently deceased teachers, Mrs. Miller and
Mrs, English, These teachers had taught at more than one
school and this presented a problem, Mrs, Miller had served
the district for a long period and the Board decided to place
a plaque in her memory in the I.iount Pleasant School, It v/as
decided that the plaque should be dedicated at a formal
ceremony on Memorial Day.
Abstract t Principal Taylor informed the Peach Lane staff of
the decisions that had been made, including the fact that the
Peach Lane Memorial Day program would take place the day be-
fore Memorial Day,
Number of Units to be Coded (& total ) > Cl ( 1 )
Description :
Mr. Taylor, principal of Peach Lane, stood before his
. assembled faculty. He began the teachers' meeting.
Taylor I First, tomorrow morning at 8150 we'll have a
Memorial Day program outside. The reason I had to have it
on Thursday morning was that they are having a Memorial Day
program at the Mt, Pleasant school for mrs. Miller triday
morning, and they are going to present a plaque that the
Board of Education has made for her. Miss Trotter will speak
and Mrs. Monsante will speak as a member of the Board of Edu-
cation and so all principals are invited. Also, down by the
mail boxes I wrote that anyone wishing to contribute to the
trees and shrubbery which will be planted in memory of
Mro.
Miller, tiiere is ar. envelope there, so you can just put your
money in there if you wish to contribute. Mt.
Pleasant only,
and the teachers and children are paying
for this The
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committee iis being appointed by Mrs, PaulHon of I4t, Pleasant
to discuss and decide upon the memorials for Mrs, .V.iller
and ivirs, English here at Peach Lane School, I think we
will “ I was talking to some of our teachers - and I think
we should go ahead and purchase a maple tree and have the
children bring in a penny a piece and then have an Arbor Day
program plus, in memory of i4rs, English and put a nice maple
tree on the island outside there and that will be done in
about a week. Now this is just from us and the children and
what kt. Pleasant does is an entirely different thing.
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PROFICIENCY EPISODE D
Central Ac tor t I'ar, Sampson, Senior High Principal
Other Acterm Boys' Club President (via letter)
Chief Custodian (via memo)
Bob r.icMann, English Department Chairman
Jim Johnson, English teacher
History ; A contract to resurface the school's parking lot
had been greinted to a local contractor. Dr. Circle had ex-
pressed concern that he hoped the job v/ould be completed be-
fore rainy weather set in.
The local Boys' Club had done wonders with some of the
high school's most difficult kids and Sampson had become
good friends with the adult leader.
Last year Sampson had gone over his maintenance budget
due, in part he believed, to the high rats of vandalism. He
was told to keep costs down.
Sampson had read in one of his journals and then attended
a curriculum meeting on the place of ethnic studies in the
curriculum. All that he read and saw had made a great deal
of sense to him.
Abstract ; Sampson notes the progress the contractors are
making in the parking lot as he walks into school. He takes
care of a malfunctioning bell, takes care of some mail and
has a meeting with two English teachers.
Number of Units to be Coded (& total ); D1 - D6 (6)
Description ;
Zdi7 Mr. Sampson enters the school parking lot at his
usual 7; 15 arrival time and comments that the parking lot re-
surfacing project is corning along nicely. It's right on
schedule and looks well done.
/D27 Upon approaching the central office wing of the
building he hears the constant ringing of a bell. He imme-
diately goes to the master electrical control box and switches
off the bell circuit. He then tells his secretary to get a
hold of Sam, the Chief Custodian , and have him fix the bell
system as soon as possible. He ends by saying,
about 45 minutes before school starts."
’'V/e have
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Sampuon enters his office and spots the stack of un-
opened mail he didn't get at yesterday. While waiting for
the coffee to heat, he starts opening individual items.
Item 1 is a request from the local Soys' Club to
attend its annual awards and recognition banquet.
ZD47 Item 2 - After locking at his running account of
maintenance costs for the year, he gives approval by signing
an "Authorization for Purchase" form Sam had sent in.
Item 3 the most recent copy of Schools Today .
He looks at the table of contents, quickly turns to the middle
section and rapidly scans an article and slips his newly poured
coffee. He then puts the magazine in his briefcase,
Zd^ Sampson starts to open a fourth piece of mail v/hen
he looks up and sees the English Department Chairman, Bob
McMann and an English teacher, Jim Johnson, entering his outer
office. He immediately v/aves them in,
Sampson greeted thems "Hi, Bob, Good morning, Jim,
Either of you want a cup of hot coffee? It's just made."
Both took a cup and all three men sat down around a conference
table, "We had better get into this," he continued. "Don't
both of you have a class in 45 minutes?"
McMann replied, "That's right. After talking to you last
month about the Ethnic Literature course, I talked to some of
the English teachers, Jim expressed the greatest interest
and asked if he could sit in on this meeting,
Sampson exclaimed, "Great. Three heads are better than
two in figuring out this thing,
Johnson interoected. "I really like the idea.
I have
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already started to compile some resource material. For
example
Mci.ann interrupted, "He already deals with some of the
Black poetry in his senior elective in American Lit.
Sampson replied, "OreatJ So, you want to teach the
course, Jim?"
Johnson answered, "Yes, I really would."
Sampson stated, "Good, that aspect of the program is
all taken care of. Now, we need to consider the content of
the course. The course can not be limited to just Black Lit.
In fact, let’s stay away from the minorities tag and call it
an iithnic Lib course. That gives you, Jim, more to work with
and we don't get accused of favoring one minority over another.
McMann agreed, "We gave that some thought and came to
the same conclusion. But there's a problem, Jim's survey
of the anthologies has come up short on minorities except for
Blacks,
"
Johnson added, "And the book budget is real tight."
Sampson replied, "Don't worry about that, I can break
away some extra funds for books and ditto paper. You guys
just give me the cost figures. It's very important that we
not deal exclusively with one ethnic group, Hell,v/ith all
the Polish jokes flying around the school, they need help too,
(MCiMann and Johnson laugh and nod in agreement.) And besides,
it will make it easier to sell to the Board, Some of those
new Board members are leading the white backlash.
"
The conversation continued about the political aspects
of getting course approval and all agreed that getting it
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pasjt the Board could be tough. Sampuon said he v/ould tackle
the political aspects of implementation.
The remainder of the meeting is concerned with setting
some target dates. Johnson agrees to come up v/ith a tentative
course syllabus by next month, Sampson says he will take
care of budget and clearance with Dr, Circle and McMann agrees
to help Johnson with the syllabus and to get together with a
friend at the University knowledgeable in ethnic literature.
It is agreed when to meet again and a target date for Board
presentation is set. The meeting ends with the bell ringing
signaling the start of second period.
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PROFICIENCY EPISODE E
CerTbral Ac tor > Kr* Sampsion, Senior High Principal
Other Ac tor
m
Wiaa Device, prospective substitute teacher
Mr. Mark Eucklin, Social Studies Department
Cha irmain
Mr. Jim Kiehouse, Junior High Principal
Dr. Circle, Superintendent of Schools (via
Mrs. Elake, a parent
memo
)
History i The system had advertised in the paper for sub-
stitute teachers in order to increase its pool of available
substitute teachers. It was all part of a general recruit-
ment drive. Sampson and i:ucklin had already read the appli-
cations and the paper screening was compJ.ete.
It was not uncommon for Sam.pson and Niehouse to do
each other favors. Sharing supplies, lending each other
secretarial time, even running errands for each other was not
unusual. In fact, they were constantly trading back and
forth.
The state had recently passed a teacher evaluation law
and pressure v/as* being put on Central District to come up with
a feasible method of meeting the state demands.
The previous week a one day workshop had been put on
jointly for the students by the Social Studies, Biology and
Health Departments. The topic was Human Sexuality. Local
clergy and city health offices had been involved in the work-
shop planning and Sampson was pleased with the community input.
Abstract t A meeting was held to interview a substitute
teacher. Her name was subsequently put on the sub list.
Sampson asked Niehouse to share some art supplies and in
turn Niehouse asked Sampson a favor. Sampson v;rote a memo
to Dr. Circle concerning tea.cher evaluation. Sampson took a
call from an angry parent concerned about the Human Sexuality
workshop.
Number of Units, to be Coded (& total) t El - E4 (4)
Description i
/E1J7 Sampson looks at his watch and sees that it is
almost time for a scheduled interview with Miss Device, a
prospective substitute teacher. As was customary, the
respective Department Chairman v/as to be in attendance. In
this case, Miss Device expressed competency in Social
Studies
so Mr. 3ucklin of the Social Studies Department was
to be
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there. Sampaon sees that both of them are waiting in hiu
outer office. He goeu to the door and uuhero them in.
Sampson greets them, "Good morning,
..liss Device. Have
a seat, please. You too. Mark. Let me see if there is any
coffee left. Both Device and Bucklin accept Sampson's offer,
V/hile preparing the cups, Sampson asks Device about her drive
down from Rural Village,
Bucklin starts the interview by saying, "Miss Device,
both Mr. Sampson and I were impressed with your application
and references
...
Sampson interrupts, "Yes, they are very impressive indeed.
Tell me why are you applying for substitute work?"
Device replies "'iVell, you don't seem to have a permanent
Social Studies opening and I want to stay in the area, I'm
getting married in two months and my fiance works at U.S. Data."
Bucklin asks, "So you v/ould like a full time job?"
Device responds, "Yes, and I figure this is a good way
for you people to get to know me."
Sampson continues, "You say in your resume that you have
worked with juvenile offenders and with low academics when you
practice taught. How did you find those two experiences?"
Device gives a lengthy description of the experiences
and concludes by saying they were "challenging and rewarding."
The interview continues for about 45 minutes. Device's
initial nervousness gives v/ay and by the end of the interview
she appears to be enjoying all the attention. Sampson then
asks her to please wait in the outer office,
Sampson and Bucklin briefly compare their impressions.
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ioth think uhe hau real potential and agree that uhe uhould
be put on the uub lijjt.
Sampson then invited Device back into hia office and
informed her of their decision. Bucklin and Device leave
together v/ith Bucklin saying, "I'll show her around the de-
partment and introduce her to some of the staff,"
On returning to his desk, Sampson notices a note
partially hidden under his desk blotter. It is a reminder
to get some additional art supplies for Sally i/iarchland. He
calls h'iehouse's office,
Sampson opens, "Jim, this is Ray, I need a favor,
Sally i'larchland is in need of some poster paper and acrylic
paints. Do you think you can spare some. I checked v/ith
Central Office and the account is exhausted."
Niehouse responds, "I will check with Joy, but I don't
think it will be any problem. That reminds me, could you
get me a ticket to the Exhibit next week? I promised the
v/ife but didn't have time to pick them up last time I was
in the City,
Samos on answers, "No problem. I'm going dov/n tomorrow,"
Niehouse replies, "Great! See you at the meeting to-
night, I should have talked to Joy by then."
Sampson ends the call by saying, "Pine, See you later.
/e;27 Sampson turns to the pile of papers on his
desk
and continues to v/rite a memo to the Superintendent, The
finished memo reads*
To: Dr, Circle Teacher Evaluation
From: Sampson
As per our conversation last month, I have attempted
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to got a feel for staff attitudes concerning the
proposed evaluation program. While my conclu-
sions are not based on any thorough samoling
technique, I did take the time to talk to a
fair number of teachers in each department,
I think v;e have problems, Most of the attitudes
were hostile, a few passive and only two regular
teachers saw it as a positive step. They were
not opposed to evaluation as m.uch as they were
with the process by which this plan was devised.
And they were particularly concerned with evalu-
ation data being used xo make staffing and tenure
decisions rather than being used for teacher im-
provement.
In short, my distinct impression is that we need to
slow down. Unless we can dem.onstrate that we do
mean teacher improvement, any push to im.plement
may well contribute to the Teachers' Association's
sense of exclusion from the decision making process,
Sampson put the memo in an interoffice envelope and
placed it in the mail basket on his secretary's desk,
ZI47 Shortly after returning to his desk, his secretary
put through a call. It was the tenth call received during
the week from parents angry about the JIuman Sexuality work-
shop. Sampson listened politely, jotted down a few notes and
finally ended the conversation by saying, "?/irs. Blake, I
understand your concern and appreciate your willingness to
let us know your reaction. We always need to hear from our
parents, I will be sure to investigate the behavior you
described,
"
After replacing the receiver, he commented, "It's part
of the job. You know, I'm kind of like a lightning rod,”
Sampson left the office for lunch.
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PROFICIENCY EPISODE F
Central Actor t Mr. Sampuon, Senior High Principal
Other Actora l Ruso Jackson, Math Department Chairman
Gloria Gordon, Head of Guidance
Dave Black, Science Department Chairman
Mr. Collard, photographer
Dr. Fieldm.an, President of National Assoc.
Dennis O'Mally, teacher and debate coach
History ! Sorae of the administrators and teachers in the
Central District system were growing uneasy with the effects
of rapid growth on the climate of the schools. This was
especially so at the high school where enrollment had tripled
in eight years. One result was an increased sense of de-
partmentalization and separation of teachers of different
subject matter and a decline in school spirit on the part of
students. The topic came up often.
The previous year's photographer did not have his con-
tract renewed because of :&ilure to m.eet the agreed upon
shooting schedule. Dr. Circle and Sampson had made a ten-
tative agreement with a new photo agency,
Sampson was noted as a good after dinner speaker and
seemed to enjoy himself greatly at such functions. Last
year he had given a speech at a state convention that was
well received, both for its humor and insightful view of
public education.
The school's debate team had developed rapidly under
the guidance of a seasoned debate coach new to Central
District. Last year it had taken some local honors with a
young team.
Abstract ! Sampson engages tv/o staff members in a lunch con-
versation about school organization and is confronted with
a problem. He returns to his office to take a call from a
Photo Service reoresentative and a second call is received
from the president of a nationally prominent professional
association asking Sampson to speak at the organization's
annual convention. With the day nearing an end, Sampson
writes a congratulatory note to the school's debate coach.
Number of Units to be Coded iSc total )! FI - F6 (6)
Descrintion i
Sampson enters the Teachers' Lunchroom, spots
Jackson, the Chairman of the Math Department, and Gordon,
head of guidance. He picked up the hot plate special and
quickly joined them. They were in the middle of a dis-
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cuysion of the "cluyter concept"; both had recently read
about it in Curriculum and Adinini;’>tration Today
. They
greeted Sampson.
Jackson turned to Sampson and asked, "Did you read the
article in C an d A about the cluster concept,
Sampson replies, "Uh, let's see, oh, yes. I got a
chance to look at it last night. Pass the salt, please. I
was really impressed with the research that went into it."
Gordon interjected, "3ut, v/hat do you think of the idea?"
"Yes," Jackson continued, "V.Tiat way might we use it
here at the Senior High?"
Sampson puts dovm his fork, ponders a second and replies,
"It might well be a v/ay to break down departmental isolation
and lagging spirits. In fact, I was impressed with the v/hole
notion and think we should give it serious thought.
At that point, Dave Black, Science Department
Chairman, joins the threesome. He listens for a few m.inutes
and then breaks in, "Excuse me. Bob," he interrupts, "I have
a problem with 963." Sampson immediately turns toward Black.
Black continues, "Last period, Jean V/ellman and Sally
Beam had angry words over who rightfully should have the use
of the big room. Both claimed they had scheduled it, Sally
finally backed off but came to me angry as hell."
Sampson responds, "I was afraid of something like this.
It's just what we were talking about - isolation. They
probably never see each other, 0,K,, here's what I want you
to do. Get together with r,ucklin next period. You two talk
it out. Call in Jean and Sally - not together, separately.
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Calm them down and see what cauoed the problem. Next week
you and ducklin come down to my office before the Department
Chairmen '£j, meeting ao that we might get at thin ao it won’t
happen again."
/F;27 After lunch, Sampaon returned to hia office. Hia
aecretary had left a meaaage aaying a Mr. Collard of the
Bryan School Photo Service called, Ke made the call imme-
diately. The converaation waa later explained by Sampaoni
"One haa to be very careful with vendora, Collard wanted
me to approve a coat package and ahooting achedule that would
have cauaed problema here. You alwaya have to dicker with
theae guya or you don't get v/hat you ordered at a price you
like. They want thia and that - the add ona and coat cuttera.
If you are careful, we can uaually work it out well enough,"
^1*7 The call v;ith Collard ended left Sampaon looking
at the pile of mail he had atarted to go over earlier that
morning. He spenda about five minutea going over it, placing
itema in different pilea and baaketa on his deak.
Hia aecretary then puta through a call from Dr.
Fieldman, Preaident of the National Aaaociation of Secondary
School Principals. After talking for ten minutea about old
times and mutual friends, Fieldman asked, 'V/e would like you
to give the after dinner speech at thia year's national con-
vention,"
Sampaon asks, "Give me the details. When? V/here?
Topics? Coat?" Fieldman complies and Sampaon answers, "No
problem, I would be glad to." After the call, Sampoor.
turned
to the oboerver. "It'h alwa/u nice going to
ouch conventiono
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and meeting new people and seeing old friendo. I'll give the
apeech I gave at the state meeting last year. It got a laugh -
just have to update it a bit."
Returning to his endless pile of mail, notes and
memos, he sees a note reading - Debate Team Wins!. It re-
minds him to congratulate the team coach. He writes the
following note and puts it in the coach’s mailbox.
mailbox.
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PROFICIENCY EPISODE G
Central Actor > Mr, Sarapuon, Senior High Principal
Other Actora : Assembled members of the local Principals'
Association
Professor William Savage, an old college friend
History > Central District Senior High had reduced valdalism
fey 35/'' Using a combination of rev/ards, penalties, fatherly
talks, group meetings with parents and increased security
seemed to have reversed the trend. With vandalism being a
problem with rr.ost schools in the area, Sampson was in demand
for speaking engagements.
Abstract ; Sampson gives a speech entitled "How Me Fight
Vandalism at Central District Senior High" and ran into his
old friend from college days.
Number of Units to be Coded (6c total ); Gl, G2 (2)
Description ;
/g1/ After the usual nice dinner, Sampson was introduced
by the Association's President as "the man who turned the tide
of school vandalism." Sampson spoke for about 45 minutes,
v/as listened to attentively and engaged in a lengthy question
and answer session that took the meeting well past its usual
hour of adjournment.
Upon leaving the restaurant, Sampson had a chance
to talk personally to his old friend from graduate school.
Bill Savage, They reminisced for a few minutes and then
Sajnpson discreetly asked Bill about how one joins Phi Delta
Kappa (an educational professional fraternity). Bill gave him
a general rundown of the procedure and said he would be
glad
to sponsor Sampson's membership.
As the hour grev/ late, they both said good-bye and
entered their cars for the long drive home.
APPENDIX D
TOBE Material: Episodes 1-47*
Note; Episode pages are not numbered. When used during
the project, the pages of each Episode were
stapled and used one at a time. To ease use apart
from this dissertation, they are presented with
unnumbered pages.
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EPISODE 1
C entral ^ctor f-r. Niehouee, Junior Hiffh School Principal
Other Ac tor is Jac5c Dohson, student
Hi??tor.Y A f.-badent hud been suspended from the Yccational
clasa because he had been late more than the maximum number
of times.
A discussion between Mr. Niehouse and a student
toob. place regarding the student's suspension from the
Vocational f.J.ass because of tardiness. The student stated
he wanted to be re-aernitted to the class. Niehouse suggested
that the boy talk to his counselor about the matter and ask
him to call the vocational director and request reinstate-
inont, Nieliouse said he should call the boy’s parents out
agreed not to until the boy had seen his counselor, Niehouse
gave the student a pass so he could see his counselor.
Niufibcr
.
cf^ units to be coded (& total) 1.1 ( 1
)
Dc jv: ripticn
fi Jack Dobson, a student, entered Mr. Niehouse ‘s
office.
Mr. Nicheus.-i asked, "VJiat can I do fer you, Jack?"
Jack responded, "I have been suspended from vocational
class for being late,"
rir. Niehouse asked, "bhy were you late?"
Jack replied, "I missed the bus so I caught a ride with
Jim and went to a diner and got a cup of coffee before we
went to class,"
Mr, Niehouse replied, "You knov/ that the vocational
classes have a rule that if you’re late so many times you
are automatically suspended,"
Jack said, "1 know it but I would like to get back in
the class,"
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EPISODE 2
CentrF'.I Actor Mr. Niehouye, Junior High School Principal
Other. k ctby.'ii Mr. Morgan, Bun Supervisor
H istory The bus supervisor, owner of the twenty-four buses
sei'ving Central District, had an appointment with Niehouse
to discusc? the bus schedule. The Director of Transportation,
a part-time administrator, had made some changes in the
Schedule, For some reason, the bus supervisor chose to see
Niehouse rather than the Director of Transportation.
Abstract rviorgan requested a change in the bus schedule,
.W.\7’ihouse checked the schedule and approved the request,
Niuuber of un its to be coded (& total) 2.1 ( 1
)
Dasc:,: i ption
The bus supervisor, Morgan, and Niehouse were
discussing the bus schedule in relation to "pick-up" points
and a time schedule,
Morgan stated, "I am having a very difficult time
keeping bus drivers, and I need to accommodate them in order
to keep them working, I was v/ondering if it would be possible
for you to change two pick-up points so two of the drivers
can get an earlier start in the evening. This would get them
into the gai'age eiLrl'.cr,"
Niehorae again checked tho schedule to verify that
there would be no conflict if the bus schedule -was changed.
He stated, ”1 believe your request is reescnable, so I will
change the two pick-up points in order that the i<wo bus orivers
can start on their routes ten minutes earlier."
Mcrgcn and Niehouse visited for a few minutes, Morgan
thanked Niehouse for his cooperatioii and left the office.
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EPISODE 3
Coriti-a.1 Actor Hr. Niehouue, Junior High School Principal
Other Ac toru Jane Reed, student
Amy Smith, student
i^chool dance was to be held the following
day. The Junior and Senior High School had a rule that girls
were not allowed to wear hair curlers during school hours.
Abstract Tv/o girls came to Niehouse's office and requested
that tliey be allowed to v/ear* hair curlers to school the next
day, Iliohouse reminded them of the rule prohibiting curlers.
The girls explained that they wanred to fix their hair for
the dance and wouldn’t have time after school, hiehouse
told the girls he would dismiss them early the next day if
they broi’ght a note from home.
Number c.f units to be coded (&total) 3 • 1 ( i
)
Description
Nieliouse’s secretary sent two girls, Jane
Reed and Amy Smith, into Hr. Nieheuse's office. The girls
asked Mr. Kiehouse for special permission to wear hair curlers
in their hair on the day of the school dance so their hair
would look nice that night,
Hr, Niehouse stated, "You know wc have a school rule
that girls will not wear hair curlers in their hair during
school hours,”
Arny said, “Yes, but my hair will not dry quick enough
and 1 v/ill not have time to fix my hair before I attend the
dance tomorrow night,"
Jane said, "1 have the same problem with my hair.“
Mr, Niehouse rexiLied, "You girls will look pret^^y enough
ever, though you don’t get your hair fixed ahead of time."
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kmy leapcnded, ''Oh, yea, bat thia ia a apecial
occasion and we want to look very nice,"
Mr. Niehouae stated, "v/ell, ^irls, we will make an
exception and since there will be no class after 2 p.m.
tofl’.orrow, we will give you an excuse to go home at 2 p,ra.
providing you bring no tea from your parents,"
Both girls said that they would be able to get notes
from their parents. They thanked r.li'. Nichouse and left his
office.
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EPISODE 4
Contral actor Mr. Nlahoufje, Junior High School Principal
Oth er PCtors Mr. and Mra. Andera, parenta of a atudent
Hiatorv Michaoi Andora had failed his Spar5.ah course.
Established pracvice was to send a letxor to the parents,
Absti^ct Tlio principal wrote a letter explaining that the
student "had i'allod Spanish and that it v/as impossible to
take the course the following semester. The parents called
the principal and stated that Michael would take the Spanish
course the following September,
humb(>r of units to be. coded (<1 total) 4 , 1 , 4 , 2 ( 2
)
Description
Mr. Niehouse sent the usual letter of notification
of failure (copy attached) to Mr. and Mrs. Anders explaining
that their son Michael had failed Spanish and would not be
able to take it again until the following Septem.ber.
Three days later, Mrs, Anders called Niehouse,
"We are disappointed to hear that Michael failed Spanish,
Mr. Nieliouse. We understand that it v;as his fault, however.
We think he should take it again next September as you
suggested,
"
Niehouse replied, "V/e v/ere sorry too. He just didn't
v.'ork hard enough. TharJc you for calling and v;e will assign
him to Spanish next September. I hope he will work harder
then
Juno 1
,
I9--
i.,r, and i.^ru Jack Andern
15 otreet
Central Citj^, laet
Dear i-r. and i..rs, Anderes
In vio’.v of the fact that your eon, iv.ichael, did not receive
a pa»eir\p ^rade in Spanish 3, it will be neceeaary for him to
take and to paae Spanish 1 in order for him to continue in the
languajie prcgi-am.
Unfortunately, Spenish is not being offered in summer school.
Of cc’.'.rse, !..ic!iael can i-egister for Spanish in September,
Si'oald you have any qneations, please call me at XO 6-5IOOO,
Sincerely
,
Charles :\iehouse
Junior High Irincipial
Cui; j edh
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EPISODE 5
Central actor Mr. Niehouoe, Junior High School Principal
Other aotora James, student
History The school had a policy of reimbursing students for
certain objects they lost if it could be determined the loss
was not entirely the student's fault. James had his watch
taken during his pliysical education class,
Abstr*ac;t There was discussion between the principal and a
student regarding the loss of a watch, James did not want
to say who he suspected of stealing it. Niehouse told the
boy to "keep his eyes open," but if he did not find the
•watch, the school would partially reimburse him for it,
Miehouse emphasized that tax money v/as not used for this
purpose.
Number of units to be coded (& total ) 5 • 1 ( 1
)
Descripti
o
n
Z5.17
Niehouse I James, v/hat is the problem?
James I When I was in gym this morning, I put_my
v/atoh under my gym clothes, and when i
returned to pick up the gym clothes, the
v/atch had been stolen.
Niehouse j Did you have the lock locked?
James t No, I didn't.
Niehouse
i
Nov.’ you understand why we insist that
lock your locker.
you
James j Yea, I should have locked it.
Niehouse t Jamas, do you have any idea who might
stolen the watch?
have
James
«
No. (Pause) Well, I might, but I would not
want to report them.
Niehouse asked James the value of the watch.
It was not an expensive watch, I guess it
cost about $9.95, ^ut I didn’t want to lose
A ta. V «
James
:
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Niehouse
«
Jaiaes t
Nishouse
:
I am £5ure you didn't. Keep your eyes open.
If you Gee anyone wearing the watcli, report
it immediately to me. If you do not find
the watch, report it to me the last week of
Bchool and we can reimburse part of the ;p9,95.
Who would pay for this?
It's our policy to reimburse otudenta for
certain objects they lose, if it is not en-
tirely the student's fault that the object
lias been lost. This money does not come
from the taxpayers, but from the money that
is left over from book fines and other sources
of income. If your parents ask about this,
please explain to them where the money v/ill
come from.
James agreed to do this. He thanked Niehouse, and
left the office.
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EPISODE 6
Central actor Mr. Niehou^e, Junior High School Principal
Other actor sj Joe, student
Hi story Students were placed on probation when they re-
ceived low grades, relative to their ability. Studentfj were
required to see the counselor or an administrator once each
week while they were on probation,
Joe, a student, was sent to see Niehouse by a music
teacher. The student liad been talking in class, and the
music teacher had given him an assignment. The assignment
consisted of writing a short history cf the violin. Joe
went to music class the next day v/ithout the asi?igr.ment.
The music teacher sent Joe to see Niehouse,
Abs tract Niehouse and Joe discussed Joe's probation and the
fo.ct that he had failed to complete an assignment.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 6,1 ( 1
)
Description
/Z.lJ Interaction takes place in Niehouse 's office.
Niehouse t Joe, why didn't you do the assignment?
Joe » I v/as at the gymnastics show here at the school
last evening.
Niehouse! Did you have a free period yesterday?
Joe carefully explained his schedule, and told how he was
busy each period.
Niehouses Joe, aren't you on probation?
Joej Yes,
Niehouse! You lave shown improvement since you were placed
on probation, but incidents such as this indicate
you" aren't trying to do your best.
joet Mr. Niehouse, I am trying to do better, but I
guess I just don't think some times.
Niehouse! I will write a note so you may go to the U.brary
to get the assignment, Nov/ then, you v/ill be sure
to have it in music class tomorrow. Also I want
to see you again next w'eek to check on your
progress
.
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Joe thanked Niehoufse and caid, "I will try to do better
in everythins.”
Joe lefx the office to go to the library.
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EPISODE 7
Mr, Niehouse, Junior High School Principal
Mrs. Footer, Niehouoe'o secretary
Interested parents and citizens had financed a
sports' banquet honoring outstanding athletes.
4^2.^ Kiehouse and his secretary worked on the banquet's
financia?. sT.atement.
Nunbnr of ur.i1 1: to bo c oded (& total) 7.1 ( 1
)
Descr^ otj on
Zy.l/ Nishouse and his
Niehouse's cffice preparing a
sports* banquet,
Niehouse; Mrs. Foster, do
who contributed
Mrs, Poster » Yes, the a.nount
by each name.
secretary, Mrs. I’cster, were in
financial statement for the
we have the list of the people
to the sports' banquet?
of the contribution is recorded
Niehousej Perhaps you remember from last year. The sports'
banquet was financed by interested parents and
townspeople. The contributions made by these
people provide for the banquet, medals and
awards given to the students.
Mrs, Foster I Yes, I remember that the banquet was financed
by donations, but I am vague about the exact
preparation of the financial statement,
Niehousei From the list of the people v/ho contributed,
add the total contributions? the names of the
people and the amount of the specific contri-
bution will be omitted. A simple statement
of receipts and disbursements should be m.ade.
Also included on the statement should be the
total amount of money remaining in this par-
ticular fund. The remainder will be used for
the banquet next year, A copy of this state-
ment is sent to each person who made a con-
tribution.
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^lro, Poatcri What ia the p^rpoae of thia financial atate-
ment?
Niehouaei It provides a record of the amount of money
collected and spent on this particular extra
cui-ricular activity.
Mrs, Foster left the office to prepare her portion of
the stfcitoment. Mr. Niehouse continued v/orking on another
aspect of the statement.
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EPISODE 8
Centra], actor Mr. N.lehouae, Junior High School Principal
Other aotorsj Dr, Sampson, High School Principal
Mr, Berke, Head of Drama Department
Mrs. Robins, representative of the Mothers' C.lub
Mrs. Welch, representative of the Mothers' Club
two students
History Each year the drama department presented a play with
the proceeds from the ticket sale going to a worthy student
in the form of a scholarship. This year Dr. Sampson and Mr.
Niehouse had received many telephone calls from parents and
othe3:s in the community concerning the date, time, and the
availability of tickets to the play.
Sampson and Niehouse were concerned because the Mothers'
Club had sold I 7OO tickets of the same color, failing to
designate whether the tickets were for the Friday or Saturday
performance. The auditorium seated 784 people, and it was
feared that too many parents would arrive to see the play on
the same night and v/ould have to be turned away,
Abt3 tra c t Two parents entered Niehouse 's office and asked if
tire Yiigh school play could be presented three times rather
than two as had been planned. They talked to Niehouse who
referred them to Sampson, Burke entered Niehouse 's office
with two high school girls while the parents were in Sampson's
office. The girls wanted to sell refreshments at the play.
They obtained permission and left the office. Burke complained
to Sampson about the way the Mothers' Club had handled the
ticket* sale and the use of the money collected for admission.
The two parents left Sampson's office and Burke and
Niehouse entered. They discussed the play situation and de-
cided that there would only be two performances and the school
would handle ticket sales in the future.
Numb er of units to be coded (& total) 8 . .1 - 8.4 ( 4
)
DescriT)tir ri
Mrs. Robins and Mrs. Welch, representatives of
the Mothers' Club, entered Niehouse's office. Mrs, Robins
stated, ”We believe the play should be presented on a th.lrd
night in order that all students and parents who want to see
the play will have the opportunity to do so,”
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Niehour.e replied, "We would probably need the board *n
permi«aion to accomplish this, but you may go in and start the
idea with Dr, Sampson." Niehouse directed the women to
Sampson's office.
Burke, the head of the drama department, and
two girls entered Niehouse* a office. The girls told Niehouse
they wanted to sell refreshments at the play. Niehouse said
thi£} would be fine, and he wrote notes which would permit them
to soli refreshments.
After the girls had left the office Niehouse
said to Burke, "I am certainly surprised to see the one girl
volunteer to do this. She is usually absent about eighty days
out of the year due to a severe asthmatic condition,
Burke £5aid, "The Mothers’ Club has sure made a mess of
the ticket sale for this play. It gripes me that we do all
the work and the Mothers* Club sells the tickets and collects
all the money, I know this is a ticklish ijublic relations
problem since the money the mothers collect is used for a
scholarship for one of our seniors."
Niehouse renlled, "Mrs, Robins and Mrs, Welch are
talking v;ith Dr. Sampson now in regard to presenting the play
a third night. As soon as they leave. Dr. Sampson and I wish
to discuss policies concerning the play with you,"
When the two ladies left Dr. Sampson’s office,
Niehouse and Burke entered the office, lairing the discussion,
Niehouse said, "Many teachers arc disturbed because students
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are rniasing uo many clashes because of the play."
Burke reoponcled, "The reason for this ia the play ia
the cooperative effort of the English, Art and Drama
Depar tments ,
"
Sampsoi't, Niehouse and Burke were in agreement that the
play should not be extended to include a third performance.
They also agreed that in the future the ticket sales should
be handled by the school rathei' than the Mothers* Club,
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EPISODE 9
actor Mr, Kiehouse, Junior High School Principal
2|-Ug,r.,.actoro Mr. V/ood, a part-time adminiotrator and oocialotuaiea teacher (later appointed Aaoistant High School
Principal)
A formal social studies curriculum guide did not
exist in Central District, There had been some discussionbe tv/een Central and the principals about producing a written
curriculum guide for the District,
Abstract Niehouse and V/ood discussed the revision of the
social studies curriculum.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 9.1 ( 1
)
Description
Z.9.17 Niehouse and Wood were in Niehouse ‘s office. The
main topic of their conversation concerned revision of the
social studies curriculum for the ensuing year,
Niehouse I V/hat is your opinion of the present social
studies curriculum?
V/ood:
Niehouse
:
Wood:
We have good teachers, but it seems many of the
teachers are in a rut. They are not innovating
new ideas as rapidly as they should.
I knov/ you are presently teaching social studies
one-half day and are an adininistrator for the
remaining part of the day. However, next year
you will be a full-time adm.inistrator
,
so I
thought perhaps you could help revise the
curriculum and also supervise the social studies
teachers in the use of the curriculum. It seems
to me that we should have more resource material
and new ideas to help motivate the students,
I am very interested in this area, and I will be
happy to help the teachers bring about improve-
menbs. I'll start immediately organizing pro-
cedures to revise the curriculum. Perhaps if we
can start now, we can have at least some nev/ pro
cedures to follow when school starts in the fall
This was the conclusion of the conference and Wood
left Niehouse 's office
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EPISODE 10
Antral Actor Mr. Niehouse, Junior High School Principal
Other actors Miau Flynn, teacher
Dave Glaagov/, atudont
History The school had a rule that students had to have the
permission of the teacher on duty before leaving the lunchroom.
Dave had left v/ithout permission and the teacher immediately
reported the incident to Niehouse. Niehouse took immediate
action.
Abstract Niehouse talked with the student. As he returned to
his office, he stopped to tell the teacher what he had done
and elicit the teacher's help in working with Dave,
Number of units to be coded (& total) 10,1, 10,2 (2)
Description
llO.Tj Niehouse went to the shop to find Dave Glasgow,
the student who had left the lunchroom without the permission
of the teacher on duty. He said to Dave, "I understand you
left the lunchroom without permission. Is this true?"
Dave I
Niehouse t
Dave i
Niehouse
i
Dcivej
Yes, I left because I wanted to come dovm here
to work.
You knov/ you should have the teacher's permission.
You will have to make this right with the teacher,
and I'll have to have a note from her in order
that you can keep this job in the shop. Do you
have any questions?
Just one. Why does Miss Flynn think I have a
bad attitude?
The fact that you left without her permission
demonstrated a bad attitude. You have the brains,
now work this out with the teacher and stay out
of trouble in the future,
0,K,, Mr. Niehouse.
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^10,27 On t})e way to his office, Niehouoe stopped by
Miss Flynn's room. Miss Flynn was the teacner who had been
on lurch duty v/hen Dave had left without permission. Niehouse
told her that he had talked to Dave, and that Dave would be
talking to her very soon. He also told her that the boy did
not have the supervision of a father, and that he worked after
school. He said that Dave's tv/o older brothers had attended
Central Junior High School. Niehouse said, "It is my opinion
that Dave is the most intelligent of the three boys. He seems
to have a lot of drive and, with the proper guidance, it may
be possible for him to become reasonably successful."
Miss Flynn thanked Niehouse for taking care of the matter
and agreed to cooperate in any way she could to help Dave.
Niehouse returned to his office.
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EPISODE 11
Centr.-;! Actor Mr. Niehouue, Junior High School Principal
Other Ac tor
B
Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Mian Gratic
,
employee of State Department of
Education, via telephone
Hiatory A teacher who had a nervoua breakdown two yearo before
had not reaponded favorably to medical treatment. She had con-
tinued to teach in the Central School Dirjtrict. Hov/ever, re-
cently it had become apparent to the administration that she
could no longer be allowed to teach.
Abstract Dr, Circle and Mr, Niehouse discussed the psychia-
tiisT's report regarding a teacher who was mentally ill. Dr,
Circle called the State Department of Education to check on
disability compensation for the teacher who was to be dis-
missed, Dr, Circle told f.'ir. Niehouse of the meeting he had
with the teacher who was to be retired.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 11,1, 11,2 (2)
Description
^Tl,^ Dr. Circle and Mr. Niehouse were in Dr. Circle's
office. Dr. Circle told Mr, Niehouse about a letter from a
local psychiatrist. The letter indicated that the teacher
had been having yiallucinations , The teacher felt that she had
super-sensory perception. She claimed that she had been re-
ceiving messages through television and radio. She had stated
that there v/as only one Japanese television station from v;hich
she had not received a message,
Mr. Niehouse asked. "What does the psychiatrist recommend?"
Dr, Circle replied, "He recommends that she be retired
from teaching in order that she might receive more extensive
medical treatment.
Mr, Niehouse asked, "V/hen are you going to tell the
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teacher ehe io being diBmieaed?"
Dr, Circle replied, "Today. I had better call Mine
Trotter to make sure what time I am to meet with the teacher."
Dr, Circle called Miss Trotter to verify the time of the
meeting.
Dr, Circle called the State Department of Education.
"Good morning, I'd like to talk to someone about disability re-
tirement, Thank you, (After waiting a moment, ) With whom am
I speaking? Miss or Mrs,? Miss Gratic, I have a lady who had
a nervous breakdownn two years ago. She now has about I5 years
of service. V/hat is the procedure for disability retirement?
Is she qualified? ... Must have two psychiatrists? ... Will they
be local or will she have to go to Capital City? It’s a toughy.
Two years ago we got her help and we've kept her on, but she is
getting worse. Do you think we can get this for her?"
Dr, Circle then read the psychiatrist’s letter to Miss
Gratic, From this do you think we can help her make a decision?
(Pause) I'll check her years of service here. Another question.
Did the thirty-year bill go through? You haven't seen a thing.
(Pause) No, I don't. Do you want mo to get that for you?"
Dr, Circle went into the business office to get the
teacher's retirement number. He returned and gave it to Miss
Gratic. "See if she has I5 years in, that's the important
thing, (Pause) Yes, I think she taught in Pennsylvania for
a year. Yes, that's what I thought. Thank you very much and
have a good day.
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Dr. Circle stated to Mr. Niehouse, "She made it, that will
help. Do you think we may have to get legal help?"
Mr. Niehouse replied, "Yes, we will probably have to get
some type of legal information."
Dr. Circle asked Niehouse, "While I go over to Peach
Lane School would you take care of any of the remaining details
for the luncheon today?"
Mr. Niehouse replied, "Yes, I will," and left Dr. Circle's
office.
The meeting with the teacher was scheduled for II 13 O a.m.
At lljlO a.m. Dr, Circle left his office for the meeting at
Peach Lane School.
At i2i40 p.m. Dr, Circle returned. He asked Mr,
Niehouse to come into his office.
Dr. Circle told Mr, Niehouse, "It was a tough one, I am
going to have a cup of coffee," He went into the business
office and returned to his desk with a cup of coffee,
Mr, Niehouse asked, "What was her reaction?"
Dr, Circle replied, "I told her that she must resign and
that I wanted her to write a letter of resignation to the Board
of Education, I told her she should state the reason for her
i.esignation was due to poor health. She seemed to be in a
shell, and she cried. She may fight us on it, I am concerned
about taking legal action against her. In fact, the entire
matter upsets me."
Mr. Niehouse commented, "You did what had to be done;
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this was not a snap decision."
Dr, Circle and Mr, Niehouse left Dr, Circle's office to
attend a luncheon
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EPISODE 12
Central Actor Mr. Niehoune, Junior High School Principal
Other Ac toru Dr. S^poon, High School Principal
Dr. Circle, Superintendent
History
^
No specific department in the school was officially
responsible for teaching health,
Sampson and Niehouse were in Sampson's office discussing
the health curriculum and possible changes which should be
made for the next year.
Abstract Discussion between the two principals regarding the
assignment of health teaching in the school.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 12,1, 12.2 (2)
Description
Hiehouse and Sampson were discussing the health
program for the next year when the following behavior takes
place.
Sampson I We should decide who is going to teach health
next year. What is your opinion? Do you
believe the teaching of health should be the
duty of the physical education teachers, or
do you believe the school nurses should
teach health?
Niehouse* V/hen I was a coach teaching physical education,
I felt there was a close relationship betv/een
the two subjects, I always combined health
teaching with the physical education program,
Sampson* There is a close relationship between physical
education and health. However, perhaps the
nurses would be more familiar -vith certain
specific phases of the health program.
Circle was passing Sampson's office and Sampson
asked Circle to come into the office. Sampson asked Circle
his opinion regarding the matter.
Circle* I feel the physical education teachers should
be better qualified to teach health than the
school nurses.
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At thia point there v/aa agreement by Sampoon, Circle
and Niehouse that the teaching of health should be in con-
junction with the physical education program.
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EPI30DS 3.3
Central Actor Mr, Niehouae, Junior High School Principal
Other Actorn Mr. Lowery, Science Teacher
Cary Hioholao, Student
Hit^torv Cary waa not doing well in science and his teacher
had talked with him, Cary was insulted and went to see
Niehouse,
Abstract Kiehouse discussed the incident with the boy and
then with the teacher, Ke discussed the facts of the specific
incident that were revealed in the conference with the teacher.
Number of units to be coded (ffc total) I3.I - 13 (^)
Description
/T3.17 Cary Nicholas, a Negro student, entered Niehousc's
office and told the secretary he would like to speak to Mr.
Niehouse, The secretary told him to go into Mr, Niehouse's
office,
ViTiat is the problem?
In science class, Mr. Lowery got mad at me
.for not having my assignment. He called me
out in the hall and told me the colored kids
were a disgrace to the school.
He's probably v/o.rried about your science
grades and the fact l;hat you may not get
through science, but I will talk to Mr, Lowery
to check on what he said, i will try to
correct the situation.
Niehouse then recommonaec’ that Cary should not say too
much about this situation to his parents until he could clarify
the cause of the teacher’s cotmnents.
/r3.27 Cary left the office and Niehouse had his secretary
send a note to Mr, Lowery requesting an appointment.
Niehouse
»
Cary*
Niehouse
I
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Mr. Lowery came in to see Niehouse at 2i50 p.m,
and Niehouse explained what Cary had told him and they dis-
cussed the matter,
Lowery I I did not say colored kids were a disgrace to
this school, but I did tell Cary that some,
and he was one, of the colored students were
net getting the full benefit of the education
provided for them. It is also my belief that
Cary is capable of doing better work than he
is doing. Seemingly, he does not try to do
good work,
Niehouse told Lowery to "write up" the entire incident.
He also said, "This wasn't a wise statement (for Lowery) to
make, but on the other hand, it was not as serious as v;hat
Cary reported,"
The following day Niehouse called Cary into his
office and read Lov/ery*s written statement of the incident.
He asked him if that was what had really happened,
Cary replied that it was.
Niehouse I That is not what you told me yesterday. Do
you understand the importance of reporting
facts correctly?
Carj*^ responded, "Yes, that was what Mr. Lowery really
said. I guess he v/as using any method he could to get me to
do my work in science, Mr, Niehouse, I'll try to do better
work ,
"
Niehouse told Cary he v/as sure he could do better work if
he would try and told him to return to class.
As Cary left the office, he said, "I'll certainly give
it a try, sir.
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EPISODE 14
Ppr^'yra.l Accor NiePiCUfje, Junior High Sc}iool Principal
Ot_h_^ Actors The Superintendent's Council coraprised of:
Circle, Superintendent
Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Ja.meB, Assistant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
Marks, Administrative Intern in charge of
Special Projects and Buildings
Sampson, High School Principal
DeVoto, Administrative Assistant
Niehouse
History This was a regularly scheduled meeting of the Super-
intendent's Council, The follov/ing information provides some
background to the description vdiich follows.
Circle had been under attack by tne Board for his in-
formal style of administering the schools. As a result, he
had vov/ed that he v/ould make an effort to be more business-
like in his procedures. The Board had expressed the feeling
that the District Administration should be housed in a central
location apart from any of the Building Administrators, All
the members of the Council, excei)t for Trotter and James, were
housed in various offices in the junior-senior high school.
Trotter and James had their office in the Lincoln School v;hich
v/as in tlie heart of the village. Circle had opposed the Board
on this issue. He had stated that the advanxage of being housed
in the junior-senior high school building was that it facilitated
communication. He had frequently stated that he just had to^
pick up the phone and only minutes later the person was in his
office.
It had become traditional for the District to have a
party at the end of the school year for all employees and staff.
The State auditors uncovered this during their routine examina-
tion and told Circle to discontinue the practice.
There had been much discussion on the Board and among the
administrators about the dedication of the Mount Pleasant School,
It had been decided that a plaque would be dedicated in xhe_
memory of Mrs, I'iller, Mrs, Miller had worked in the District
for many years and had become a revered individual, Mrs,
Monsanto, a member of the Board, had been a student of Miller's
and v/as instrumental in the development of the program,
A letter had been sent to Circle by the Teachers' Asso-
ciation asking the Board to include the Association in policy
formulation (see attached letter). The previous evening the
Board had received the letter.
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Abstract Several announcements v/ere made, reminders given
and items of business discussed.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 14,1 (1)
Descrintion '
/r4,jj^ Circle started by saying, "A couple of announce-
ments! Make sure that the evaluation of staff are filed with
Frankie (DeVoto) so that he can have someone place them in the
folder.”
DeVoto interrupted by saying, "Ready have them."
Circle, somev/hat surprised, asked, "Already done?"
DeVoto, in a somev/hat self-assured manner responded,
"All I’ve received are already done!"
Circle incredulously repeated, "Already done?" and looked
toward the other members of the group for confirmation of
DeVoto 's statement.
Circle continued, "A reminder to all of you (At
this, Jam.es stopped writing and turned attentively to Circle.)
"Wlien you leave your posts, your desks, be sure to tell your
secretary where you are ..." (By now James again had his head
buried and was writing away at his usual pace.) "Occasionally,
I have trouble locating you in emergencies, so ..." (Marks
nodded knowingly.) In a w'eak smiling fashion Circle apologei»i-
cally continued, "I'm as guilty as any of you of this, but on
occasion I have tried to get a hold of you quickly and I have
trouble locating you."
Contrary to his usual blaseness, DeVoto appeared
attentive
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Circle Lheii announced to the council that he had pre-
uented the Governor 'a proclamation to the Board of Education
the previous night and the^^ had reaffirmed it. Thio, he said,
waa an overt approval by the Board of the observance of Teacher
Recognition Day,
He then said, "I wish vie were ab3.e to have the total
personnel par'ty we've had in the past but because of an
auditing problem At this point, he stopped and swept his
pointed finger about the group until he fixed it on Marks,
Then, speaking to Marks, he continued, "For anyone who wasn't
here in those old days, the entire employee group, custodians,
cafeteria, secretaries, and the teaching personnel, were in-
vited for a buffet supper , . , but this was frowned upon by the
State auditors (Marks responded by nodding his head
knowingly, ) "It was a fine affair and a wonderful contribution
to morale but we can't so we can't, but, meanwhile, we'll issue
a proclamation,
"
Marks threw his head back and laughed. DeVoto continued
to register a look of boredom and throughout the exchange, James
seemed engrossed in seme other work.
Circle turned the meeting over to Trotter. She started
by saying that on May IS all the pupils of Mount Pleasant
School v/ould meet in the auditorium and that because of this
fact, very few parents would be invited. She planned tc have
Mrs, Monsante read the resolution and present the plaque to
the principal. Continuing, Trotter said, "Mr. Monroe will be
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present. I'd like him to apeak a few words. If he's not
there, 1*11 ask Carol Parish. If she’s unwilling, I'll say
a few words. Then I'll say that Mrs. Miller loved to hear the
children tjing, and then a fev/ minutes of silent prayer with
heads bowed, and then vye'll sing 'America the Beautiful.'"
As irotter spoke, Niehouse thumbed through some papers
before him. He then passed them to James v;ho proceeded to
take notes from the papers, DeVoto, who registered an ex-
pression of complete boredom, appeared to be reading the paper
upside down. Only Marks and Circle seemed to be oaying polite
attention to Trotter's sweet and motherly pronouncements,
Trotter concluded by stating that she had asked Taylor
(principal of Peach Lane) and his Parent Association president
if they wanted to join in the program. Her suggestion was that
they buy a flov/erlng shrub and that after the meeting in the
auditorium, the group reassemble outside and dedicate and
plant the shrub,
Marks asked her what time the program was scheduled,
Trotter responded that she wasn't sure and then stated, "After
Sampson asked what day it was and Trotter answered,
"Tuesday," Sampson made a note of it in his book.
As Trotter finished. Circle reached into the stack of
papers on the table to his left. From it he withdrew a single
sheet. Holding it in his loft hand, he tapped it deliberately
with the back of a pencil and seriously said, "This letter from
the Teachers* Association, (Pausing, he turned to Sampson) Am
I to disregard it? Was it an error?"
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Ao SaiTipuon took the paper from Circle, he put on his
glasses that had been on the table. While reading the letter,
he responded, "I don’t know,"
.
Upon hearing Circle mention the letter, Niehouse looked
on attentively.
After scanning the letter, Sampson said to Circle, "I’ll
ask La Count,"
(LaCount was the head of the English Department and also
one of the teachers' association leaders.)
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I.iay 25, 19—
Dear Siry t
During previous dincusjsionu between your group and the
Teachera' Aaaociation Professional Committee, you made it
clear that it was your desire to discuss with the committee
any matters of common interest.
There are, at this time, two matters which we feel
need to be discussed. One of these matters is specific and
the other is more general.
The specific matter is this. V/e would like the Board
of Education, in its written policy, to make provision for
notifying staff members of adm.inistrative and teaching posi-
tions open in the district. Provision should also be made
for objective consideration of Central District applicants
for tiles 9 positions.
The second m.atter we v/ish to discuss with you is of a
more general nature. V/e v/ould like to have written policy in
all areas, of teacher service.
The Grievance Procedure adopted by the Central District
Board of Education states in Article Ii
“It is hereby declared to be the purpose of these pro-
cedures to provide a means for orderly settlem,ent of differ-
ences, promptly and fairly as they arise and to assure equi-
table and proper trea-tment of employees pursuant to established
rules, regulations and policies of the District."
It seems appropriate for our district to develop such
written policy in order to establish and maintain harmonious
and cooperative relationships between teachers, administra-
tors and the members of theSoard of Education, xt is axio-
matic that such relationships would enhance the educational
program of Central District,
We will be happy to arrange with you mutually convenient
meeting times to discuss the above matters if you wish to pur-
sue them further.
Yours truly,
Robert i.'lcDonald
President
Central Teacher's Association
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EPISODE 15
Central Actor Mi'js Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Ac tors I'ii.jo Ru^h, teacher
Eriend of Mis3 Trotter *3 (via telephone)
History Administrators in Central District helped new teachers
find housing when the teacher's representative, who usually
handled this, was not available. Miss Rush asked to see Miss
Trotter in order to get help locating housing.
Abstrao
t
I'.iiss Trotter and Miss Rush discussed the problem of
not being able to find suitable housing for Miss Rush. Miss
Trotter explained that a represen tat j.ve from the local teacher's
association usually helped new teachers locate housing but the
representative was out of town. Therefore, r<Iiss Trotter said
slie would help Miss Rush, Miss Rush needed housing for only
two months as she v/as to be married soon. Miss Trotter made
several telephone calls in order to locate housing for Hiss
Rush,
Number of units to be coded (& total) 15«1» 15 t 2 (2)
Description
/X5*X7 Miss Trotter v/as in her office talking with Miss
Rush, a new teacher in the community who needed help in finding
housing.
Miss Rush stated, "It is so nice of you to agree to help
me find a place to live."
Miss Trotter replied, "The teacher's representative who
usually helps new teachers find housing is out of town so I
will be glad to help you. All of us, teachers and administra-
tors, are always glad to help new members of the faculty get
settled,
"
Miss Rush stated, "I am getting married during Thanks-
giving vacation so I will need a place to live until then. My
fiance works at Scientific Corporation and we have rented an
apartment, but it won't be available until November 15 th.
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ivliso Trotter commented, "Thio nay cauoe a nlight prob-
lem, but I will make aome telephone calls to see if I can
find someone who usually does not rent."
She made several telephone calls to different
acquaintances witJi no success.
Miss Trotter stated, "I wil] call a friend." She placed
a call. "Hello, kuth. Miss Trotter speaking. I have a new
teacher. Miss Hush, who needs a sleeproom until November 15th.
She is getting married then. I wondered if you would consider
renting a room to her for this short period? (Pause) Yes,
fine. Ruth, would you mind if s.he used your kitchen occasion-
ally to fix something to eat, (Pause) Splendid. Miss Rush
and I will be over in a few minutes."
Miss Trotter and Miss Rush left the office.
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EPISODE 16
Central Actor [viijjy Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actory I.ir. and ulry. Guileo, parento of three elementary
school age children
History It was the practice of the administrators of the Central
School District to welcome parents new to the district through
personal interaction when possible. Miss Trotter received a call
from krs. Guiles, a parent who had just moved into the Central
School District, Mrs, Guiles made an appointment to see Wiss
Trotner tha.t afternoon.
Abstract Mr, and Mrs, Guiles indicated that they had decided
to move to Central because of the schools. Miss Trotter told
Mr, and Mrs, Guiles about the curriculum in Central ana about
tlie community. She asked questions about the Guiles' children.
Ntimber of units to be coded (& total) 1 6 . 1 ( 1
)
Description
/T6.^ Mr. and Mrs. Guiles arrived at Miss Trotter's
office at P.jOO o'clock to keep their scheduled appointment.
Miss Trotter greeted the Guiles and asked them to be
seated.
Mrs. Guiles stated that the only school records they
had with them were the report cards from the Urban City school
where tiieir children attended until moving.
Miss Trotter replied, "That will be fine," She explained
the school program and the daily schedule,
Mr. Guiles stated, "I was employed by a scientific
corpor3.tion i/i Urban City. V/e wanted to move from Urban City,
so I decided to apply for a job at the scientific corporation
here, mainly because we had heard of the good schools in this
community.
"
Miss Trotter replied, "That is very complimentarj^
.
can assure you the curriculum values are excellent. In
fact,
all the Central Schools have a very modern up-to-date curricu-
lum .
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Wisy Trotter aoked about the background of each child,
v/hat grade they had been in previously, their reaction to
schoo3 and about the personality of each child. Both parents
answered her questions.
Miss Trotter explained many of the social organizations
of the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Guiles thanked Miss Trotter and expressed
their gratitude.
Miss Trotter stated, "That's all right. It is very
important the children get started right. We v;ill be looking
forv.’ard to having your children enrolled at Peach Lane School.
Take these registration blanks v/ith you, complete them and
return them before opening day of school,"
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EPISODE 17
Central Actor Mifjfj Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actoraj [vliua Trotter 'u oecretary
Local attorney (via telephone)
Dr. Circle (via telephone)
Secretary of Hillgrove School (via telephone)
K ifitory Kir/j Trotter had been working on different taoky in
her office,
Abe tract iv'liyy Trotter had a memo that a woman from a local real
eatate office wanted Miyy Trotter to return her call. It turned
out to be a call from an attorney. After talking with the attor-
ney, Iviiyy Trotter chocked the pupil 'a record in her office. She
called Killgrove School for additional recordy and found they
v;ore at the high ochool. She then called Circle and informed
him of the situation. They decided to contact the school attor-
ney about the matter.
Number of units to bo coded (& total) 17.1, 17.2, 17.3# 17.^ (^O
Doscript ion
Misy Trotter's secretary reminded her that she
had a note to call a real estate office and gave her the name
of the woman she was to call. Miss Trotter asked her secre-
tary to secure the party on the telephone. Miss Trotter had
some difficulty in making the party on the phone understand
just why she had called. She explained, "I am Miss Trotter,
the Curriculum Director from Central Public Schools," It
turned out that she was not talking to a real estate office
but to a woman attorney. The attorney requested the psycho-
j'gport about a boy who had attended the Hillgrove
School and who had been in the Retarded Cla.ss, Miss Trotter
took dovm the name of the child involved and said, "I will call
the principal of Hillgrove and see what information might be
available
.
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Zr7._27 After Jianging up the phone, yhe called her oecre-
tary and asked to see what information they might have in that
office about xhe boy. The secretary brought an enrollment
card into her office which showed that the boy had been en-
rolled in the Hillgrove School the previous year. He was no
longer in school. He was 17 years old and had dropped out.
At this point Miss Trotter said to her secretary, "He is in
trouble." After looking at the registration card, Kiiss Trotter
began to recall some information about the child. She recalled,
"He is a little boy but I haven't seen him for quite a v.-hile."
she then called the Hillgrove School to see
v/hat records were in that office regarding this pupil. They
called back in a few minutes to tell her that the records for
this child had been sent to the high school. Miss Trotter
did not call the high school at this point.
Her next call was to Superintendent Circle's
office. She explained to Circle, "I have received a call
from an attorney who has requested a psychological report
on a boy who was enrolled in the Hillgrove School last year."
She asked Circle, "What procedure should I follow?" She
suggested to him, "Perhaps it would be a good idea to call
the school attorney." Circle apparently thought this was a
good idea because Miss Trotter indicated that she would con-
sult with the school's attorney concerning this matter.
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EPISODE 18
Central Actor iViisjs Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actorn The Foreign Language Council compriued ofi
Dr. Circle, Superintendent
James, Assistant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
^-arks, Administra ti'^e Intern in charge of
Building and Grounds and Special Projects
Taylor, Principal of the Peach Lane Elementary
School
The chairman of the secondary Foreign Language
Department
Tv/o woman members of the language department
History Thcx'o had been pressure in the community for about
five years to institute a program of instruction in French in
the elementary schools. Circle had privately expressed oppo-
sition to such a program. He felt that the parents were in
ques^t of "staxus," The pressure for the program had mounted
suff icient.l.y so that Circle was now ready to initiate it.
Abstract After more than tv/o hours of endless discussion
during which Circle and the Council could not come to an agree-
ment, Circle told them what he planned to recommend to the
board. He concluded by telling them to think about his recom-
mendation and that they need net make a decision.
Humber of units to be coded (& total) 18.1 ( 1
)
Desci^iption
/r8.J)7 council met for approximately two hours
v/ithout coming to any agreement. Circle made his position
subtly, but clear. He told the group of the tentative staff-
ing arrangements he had made and emphasized the need to de-
cide on a program in order to make a final decision regarding
staffing needs. Although avoiding voicing overt opposition
to him, the council, spearheaded by the foreign language
teachers, reverted to the argument that phase I (the junior
program) had not been comp3.eted and, therefore, they
were not ready to go to phase II (the introduction of a
foreign language in the elementary grades.)
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Dinnsftims approachod and ttiG Gntirs group ssonied Qui'ts
weary. It was; obvious that the sjituation was stalemated.
Circle paused and started to speak in a very deliberate manner
saying, "Now this is what I contend. I'm making an arbitrary
decision. I called you together this afternoon and 1 am
listening; but I also have more of a feel than anybody here,
I think, with the pulse of this community. At this point, I
would like to go to the board." (At this point, James tried
to inteiTupt and was abruptly quieted by Circle.) Circle
continued, "Presently with the possibility of one teacher to
teach languages, if we could find him or her for the sixth-
grade program following in general this recommendation, v/ith
reservations that this person would spend part of this time,
this first year, v;orking in the seventh-grade so that there
would be complete as possible articulation of the program;
and it v/ould be a lesser program, probably for that reason,
in the elementary, .. in the sixth-grade than it would after a
time, we would start an introductory kind of program •• this
next year." After a pause. Circle started to rise from his
chair, thereby signal3.ng that the discussiori was ended. In
doing so he said, "Think about it - I’m not going to ask you
for an answer."
This ended the meeting.
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EPISODE 19
rv'isEj Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Actprs I'nr , Jamefj, AsHiutant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
Mr. White, Principal of Elementary Summer School
Hintorv
^
A meeting had been scheduled so that the three actors
could discuss the elerrientary summer school program,
Abj^ract Various topics were discussed including budget, the
calendar, curriculum materials, staffing, medical examinations
and transportation.
Number cf units to be coded (& total) 19 . 1 ( 1
)
Description
/T9»T7 Miss Trotter asked Mr. White for the list of the
staff from last year's summ.er school. Mr. V/hite fumbled
through the stack of papers that he had brought with him, and
in about thirty seconds handed Miss Trotter the 15.st. They
went over the list name by name and Miss Trotter conjectured
as to whether each individual on the list would be willing to
teach summer school again that summer. As names were con-
sidered, comments were made about the individuals. For in-
stance, concerning one teacher, Mr, White wondered if Miss
Trotter knew that he had poison ivy.
When snother nanie was mentioned. Miss Trotter said, "Oh,
I knov/ for sure she won’t be teaching summer school. I cer-
tainly hope she enjoys the sumiiier. She needs a rest," When
another name v/as brought up, Miss Trotter said, "I think we
should put him in another school. He taught summer school
last summer in the school where he taught during the winter.
That isn't a good arrangement. It helps to have a change of
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{icene." [vjibu Trotter ueemed very anxiouu to eutablinh the
peroonnel roater for the aummer achool. Mr. White had not
yet contacted the teachera. Fifteen minutea were spent just
going over the list and making comments about the indivi-
duals ,
Miss Trotter then turned to Mr, James and said, "How
much money do we have for summer school?"
Mr. James had little to say up to this point in the
meeting. In response to Miss Trotter's question, he v/as
very noncomraital. He said, "The budget for summer school
is not just for the elementary part? the figure for elemen-
tary summer school was included in the total summer school
budget and I don't know what it is,"
Miss Trotter asked, "Can we add more classes?"
Mr, James replied, "I don't believe that is possible,"
Miss Trotter asked Mr, James about expending money for
supplies for summer school.
Trotter: I want to use SRA materials in the remedial
program
.
James: NDSA funds will not be available until
July or August? and if we buy them without
NDEA funds, we would, in effect, be throw-
ing away one half of our money.
He wondered if there weren't SRA materials in some of
the schools that they could use. They discussed it for a
few minutes.
White; There might be two sets that could be used
in the summer school,
Trotter: Securing the materials for summer school
will be my job, and I will see that it is
taken care of.
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The talk then turned to phyaical examinationa for atu-
denta attending the aummer achool. Kiaa Trotter turned to
role playing. She took the part of a parent and aaid, "You
aay ir.y Johnny haa to go to aummer achool. V/ho ia going to
pay for the phyaical that ia required?" Wiaa Trotter aaid, "I
don't aee why a child haa to have a piiyaical exam for summer
v.hen they had had one diiring t)ie achool year."
Kr. White suggested, "If this ia the rule, perhaps we
could get the achool doctor just to sign tlie form,"
Mr, James aaid, "I'm not sure that the achool doctor
y;ill be willing to do this because the phyaical exam v/aa
given earlier in the year,"
Mias Trotter indicated, "If we are going to require a
phyaical for children who are in the remedial summer achool
program, I think it is the school's responsibility to either
pai'- for the phyaical or to have the exams done by the achool
doctor." Miss Trotter told White that she thought the
aummer £Jchool forma for physicals should be ready to go out
the next week. She aaid, "Last year the forma didn't get
out soon enough and that decreased the aummer achool enroll-
ment. "
Again, Mias Trotter turned to role playing. She pre-
tended that she was the parent of a first-grader and that
she was calling the achool. "The form ia not clear about
whether a child who had completed the first grade ia eligible
for aummer achool attendance. Can my Sally go to aummer
achool?" Mias Trotter told Mr. ;Vhite that he would have to
improve t)iis part of the form because children who had just
completed the first grade could not attend aummer achool.
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Diocunoion changed to the summer school calendar. White
v;ondered, "How can we best work out a schedule so that the
25 days which are required by the state can be worked into a
suitable calendar."
r*iiss Trotter replied, "I don'x think we need 25 days
in order to abide by state regulations."
iMr, V/hite looked it up in the material that he had v/ith
him, "You’re right," he said, "We only need 24 days."
They deoideu to scart the summer school on July 26th and
run it through August ?th.
They discussed transportation for summer school very
briefly. lviis5? Trotter told I.ir. White, "You will have to
check on this. This is one of your jobs, I want you to
heve soriC answers concerning transportation when we meet
again,
"
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EPISODE 20
.Central Actor Miyy Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actoro Miss Flynn, teacher
Hiotory A decision had previously been made that the inter-
mediate grades were to bo departmentalized in the subject
areas of science and English.
Acs tract i'.'iiss Trotter and Miss Flynn discussed the various
science and English books which they had evaluated. They felt
that some of the books were too easy and some of the books did
not cover the specific subject thoroughly, Miss Trotter
jokingly suggested they should write the textbooks.
Ih.mber of units to be coded total) 20,1 ( 1
)
Description
/Fo,j7 Miay Trotter and Miss Flynn were in Miss Trotter'
office. They discussed the various English and science text-
books which they were considering for use in the departmen-
talized classes of the intermediate grades.
Miss Trotter asked, 'TMiss Flynn, have you had an oppor-
tunity to evaluate the textbooks?"
Miss Flynn replied, "Yes, I have looked at many of them,
I feel the English textbook we had considered is much too
easy,
"
Miss Trotter commented, "Yes, after I looked at it
again, I agree it is very easy. Let's take a cj-oser look
at the other English textbooks."
"That's a good idea," Miss Flynn replied.
Miss Trotter asked, "’//hat is your opinion about the
science books? Are there any good ones?"
"There are three series which have excellent sections,"
Miss Flynn stated, "but personally I don't care for any of
the tliree in their entirety. So, really, I haven’t made a
decision, I v/ioh we could recommend all three aeriea. Then
we would b? able to uae what I consider ia good in each of
the booka."
Miaa Trotter continued, "Well, when you get ten more
yeara teaching experience and I get ten more yeara experience
in thia job, we'll write a book which haa what we believe it
ahould have," They both laughed, "We will continue to
evaluate theae booka ao we can recommend what we feel ia the
beat."
Misa Flynn agreed with Miaa Trotter, They left Kiaa
Trotter 'a office together.
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EPISODE 21
Central Actor Miss Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actors James, Assistant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Candidate being interviewed for a teaching
position
History The candidate had an appointment to see Circle. She
had talked with Trotter and James briefly before the confer-
ence began.
Abstrac t An interview was conducted with the candidate re-
garding the poE'Sibility of her teaching in Central District.
Circle was interrupted several times and the interview con-
tinued without him.
Number of vinits to be coded (A total) 21.1 ( 1
)
Descripti on
Circle returned to his office with Kiss Trotter,
Director of Elementary Education, her assistant, Mr, James,
and a candidate for a teaching position.
Circle asked the candidate, "Kow did you hear about
us?"
She responded that a girl in her dormitory was from
Central and always spoke highly of it.
Circle questioned the candidate regarding her high
school activities (i.e., preferences, honors, etc,).
The girl fc^aid that she had not been in the honor society
in high school and Ci.rcle asked, "Kow did you get into Range-
land?" He then asked her about her experiences working with
children.
While the candidate was responding, Circle returned
to his desk to receive a phone call. He discussed what
ap-
peared to be personal business, his recruiting trip,
some
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church activ i.tiefj and aome achool board buaineya. The call
laated for about fiftaen minutea. Meanwhile, Trotter and
Jamea continued the interview and the converaatiori turned
to the topic of Ran^-^eland graduates who were teaching in
the Central District.
Circle rejoined the group stating, ’’That was one of
tlie three who led the revolution to Ejave me... a son of
liberty." Ke then turned to the candidate and Esaid, "You're
more important than the other people here teacherf^ make a
EJchool system click." He suggested she visit the Peach Lane
School.
Circle v/as again interrupted by a phone call. This
time it was a candidate from Towne College, He made an ap-
pointment and gave her traveling directions.
Circle once again returned to the group and, calling
the candidate by her first name, asked if she was consider-
ing other offers. He said, "V/e must leave it this way, let
us know after seeing the school whether you are definitely
interested and we'll let you know at school of our decision.
Miss Trotter suggested that they let her know by the
next Monday.
Circle responded, "We will let you know within a week
after hearing from you," He then complimented her for not
having asked about salary. He told her the starting salary
at the B.A. and M.A. levels and asked her if she planned to
do graduate work. She said she was conE^idering doing
graduate v/ork. Circle raiEjed the c5.ueE>tion about attending
Ellsworth College or Urban University, This began a dis-
400
couroe on mental health which led to Circle giving his philo-
sophic position on crime in the big city.
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EPISODE 22
Central Actor Iviiofj Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Other Actors The Superintendent ' a Council comprioed ofi
Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Jamea, Aaaiatant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
Ivlarka, Adminiatrative Intern in charge of
Special Projocta and Buildinga
Sampaon, High School Principal
Niehouae, Junior High School Principal
DeVoto, Adminiatrative Aaaiatant
Hj.atory Thia waa a regularly acheduled meeting of the Super-
intendent 'a Council. The follov/ing information providea aome
background to the deacription which followa.
Circle had been under attack by the Board for hia in-
formal atyle of adininiater ing the achoola, Aa a reault, he
had vowed tliat he would make an effort to be more buaineaa-
like in hia pi’ocedurea. The Board had expreaaed the feeling
that the Djatrict 4. dmi niatration ahould be houaed in a cen-
tral location apart frou any of the Building Admiriiatratora
,
All the membera of the Council, except for Trotter and Jamea,
wore houaed in varioua offices .in the junior-senior high
school. Trotter and <Tamea had their office in the Linco.ln
School which was in the heart of the village. Circle had op-
posed the Board on thia issue. He had r.tated that the advan-
tage of being houaed in the junior-senior high school building
waa that it .facilitated communication. He I’.ad frequently
stated that he just had to pick up the phone and only minutes
later the person was in his office.
It had become traditional for the District to have a
party at the end of the school year for all employees and
staff. The State auditors uncovered this during their routine
examination and told Circle to discontinue the practice,
T)icre had been much discussion on the Board and among
the administrators about the dedication of the Mount Pleasant
School. It had been decided that a plaque would be dedicated
in the memor.y of lirs, Miller, Mrs, i<liller had worked in the
District for many years and had become a revered individual.
Mrs, Monsante, a member of the Board, had been a student of
Miller's and was instrumental in the development of the pro-
A letter had been sent to Circle by the _ Teachers ' Asso-
ciation asking the Board to include the Association in policy
formulation (see attached letter). The previous evening the
Board had received the .Letter,
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Abstract Several announcements were made,
and items of business discussed.
reminders given
number of units to be coded (& total) 22,1 (1)
Description
Circle started by saying, "A couple of announce-
ments* Make sure that the evaluation of staff are filed with
PraiiKie vDe'/ooo) so that he can have someone place them in the
folder.
"
DeVoto interrupted by saying, "Ready have them."
Circle, somewhat surprised, asked, "Already done?"
DeVoto, in a somewhat self-assured manner responsed,
"All I've received are already done!"
Circle incredulously repeated, "Already done?" and looked
toward the other members of the group for con.firmation of
DeVoto 's statement*
Circle continued, "A reminder to all of you (At
this, James stopped writing and turned attentively to Circle.)
"V/hen you leave your posts, your desks, be sure to tell your
secretary where you are..." (By now James again had his
head buried and was writing away at his usual pace.) "Occa-
sionally I have trouble locating you in emergencies, so..."
(Marks nodded knowingly.) In a weaK-smiling fashion Circle
apologically continued, "I'm as guilty as any of you of this,
but on occasion I have tried to get a hold of you quickly
and I have trouble locating you,"
Contrary to his usual blasenoss, DeVoto appeared atten-
tive.
Circle then announced to the council that he had pre-
sented the Governor's proclamation to the Board of Education
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the previous night and they had reaffirmed it. This, he
said, was an overt approval by the Board of the observance
of Teacher Recognition Day,
He then said, "I wish v’e were able to have the total
personnel party we've had in the past but because of an
auditing problem,.,'' At this point he stopped and swept
his pointed finger about the group until he fixed it on
I>iarks. Then, speaking to ivlarks, he continued, "For anyone
who wasn’t here in those old days, the entire employee group,
custodians, cafeteria, secretaries, and the teaching person-
nel, were invited for a buffet supper... but this was frov/ned
upon by the state auditors..." (J.iarks responded by nodding
his head knowingly.) "It was a fine affair and a wonderful
contribution to morale but we can't, so we can't, but mean-
while we’ll issue a proclamation,"
Marks threv; his head and laughed. DeVoto continued to
register a look of boredom and throughout the exchange,
James seemed engrossed in some other v/ork.
Circle turned the meeting over to Trotter. She started
by saying that on May 18th all the pupils of Mount Pleasant
School would meet in the auditorium and that because of this
fact, very few parents would be invited. She planned to have
Mrs, Monsanto read the resolution and present the plaque to
the principal. Continuing, Trotter said, "Mr. Monroe will
bo present. I'd like him to speak a few words. If he's not
there. I'll ask Carol Parish. If she's unwilling. I'll say a
few words. Then I'll say that Mrs. Miller loved to hear
the
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811 wiing, 8nd "tl'ien f6w minuteu of Bileirt prayer with
heads bowed, and then we'll sing 'America the Beautiful.'"
As Trotter spoke, Niehouse thumbed through some papers
before him, }Ie then passed them to James who proceeded to
take notes from the papers. DeVoto, who registered an ex-
pression of complete boredom, appeared to be reading the paper
upside down. Only Karks and Circle seemed to be paying polite
attention to Trotter's sweet and motherly pronouncements.
Trotter concluded by stating that she had asked Taylor
(principal of Peack Lane) and his Parent Association presi-
dent if they v;anted to join the program. Her suggestion v/as
that they buy a flowering shrub and that after the meeting
in the auditorium, the group reassemble outside and dedicate
and plant the shrub.
Marks asked her what time the program was scheduled,
Trotter responded that she wasn't sure and then stated,
"After 9:15," Sampson asked what day it v^as and Trotter
answered, "Tuesday." Sampson made a note of it in his book.
As Trotter finished. Circle reached into the stack of
papers on the table to his left. From it he withdrew a single
sheet. Holding it in his left hand, he tapped it deliberately
with the back of a pencil and seriously said, "This letter
from the Teachers' Association," (Pausing he turned to
Sampson). "am I to disregard it? Was it an error?"
As Sampson took the paper from Circle, he put on his
glasses that had been on the table. While reading the letter,
he responded, "I don't know,"
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Upon hearing Circle mention the letter, Uiehoufjo
looked on attentively.
After scanning the letter, Sampfjon said to Circle,
"I'll ask La Count."
(La Count wass the head of the English Department and
also one of the Teachers* Association leaders.)
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f-ay 25, 19—
Dear Siryj
During previous difscuny iont; between your group and theTeachers' Asrsociation Professional Com'nitteo, you made it
clear that it v/as your desire to discuss with the committee
any matters of common interest.
There are, at this time, two matters v/hich we feel
need to be discussed. One of these matters is specific and
the other is more general.
The specific matter is this. V/e would like the Board
of Education, in its written policy, to make provision for
notifying staff members of administrative and teaching posi-
tions open in the district. Provision should also be made
for objective consideration of Central District applicants
for these positions.
The second matter we wish to discuss with you is of a
more general nature, vie would like to have written policy in
all areas of teacher service.
The Grievance P rocedure adopted by the Central District
Board of Education states in Article Ij
"It is hereby declared to be the purpose of thes>e pro-
cedures to provide a means for orderly settlement of differ-
ences, promptly and fairly as they arise and to assure equi-
table and proper treatment of employees pursuant to established
rules, regulations and policies of the District."
It seems appropriate for our district to develop 55uch
written policy in order to establish and maintain harmonious
and cooperative relationships between teachers, administra-
tors and the members of theBoard of Education. It is axio-
matic that such relationships would enhance the educational
program of Central District.
We will be happy to arrange with you mutually convenient
meeting times to discuss the above matters if you wish to pur-
sue them further.
Yours truly.
Robert i.icDonald
President
Central Teacher's Association
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EPISODS 23
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actoru Robert Blair, atudent
Hiatorv
Abstract Robert Blair, a student reporter for the Central
School newspaper, went to see Dr, Circle for the purpose of
obtaining i**!' orma.tion pertaining to the new eligibility pro-
gram. Dr. Circle explained why the program had been started
and w'ly a student would be ineligible for after-schcol ac-
tivities. Dr. Circle gave the student reporter other arti-
cles v/hic‘n he thought would be of interest to the readers.
Number of un i ts to be coded (& total) 23.1 (1)
Description
/23
.
1/ Robert Blair, student reporter for the Central
School newspaper, entered Dr. Circle's office.
Bobj Dr. Circle, I v/ould like to write an article in
our school paper on the new eligibility program.
Why has the program been started?
Circle! No, I, there has been a program. It has been
very general, considering citizenship and
satisfactory work in academics. There was a
great deal of discussion that our program was
not promoting these two views. The Board de-
cided to view T,he matter, Br. Samson and Mr,
Niehouse helped formulate the new policy.
This is a report (handing Bob a copy) wliich is
very similar to our previous policy.
3obi So, the program was always in effect.
Circle! Let me see if I can summarize it for you.
The teacher will discuss with the student
his deficiencies. After the conference, the
student will sign an affadavit that he had
this conference. He will then carry this to
his activity chairman, a copy sent to the
parent, and one on file. After the second
week, if the student is still _ deficient or if
he has two slips, he will be ineligible.
Bob! 'Till when?
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Circle! I think it'o for another week.
(Dr. Circle read the policy from the policyjstatement.
)
I want to emphasize that thio is not only
yporty, it pertains to all after-school ac-
tivities. I suggest you speak to Dr. Samson
v/hen he gets back. Any other assignments?
Bob: Nr, not for the moment.
Circle! four editor may be interested in knowing that
we have other things of interest to your read-
ers. Are you interested in other stories?
Bob ! Sure
.
Circle! Good. 1 don't think this study (handing him
a newspaper article) has been given enough
local publicity.
Bob: (After reading the heading) I didn't knov/ about
it 'till now.
Circle; I've got an article here that tells much more
in detail as to what the study is. (He walked
around the desk to show Bob the article.
)
After Bob looked at the article, Dr. Circle took it into
the business office to have it photocopied for Bob to take
along with him.
Dr. Circle explained that Bob's Dad was a graduate of
Central High and that he is now a very famous internist in
Hew York City. He said that there have been many good educa-
tional processes that have continued at Centra^. contrary to
what some people have indicated.
Bob! May I have this article for a while?
Circle: V/ell, I'll have a photo made because I want to
have the article in the office at all times,
^
Here's something you might be able to use. This
is a copy of the speech I gave to the faculty on
opening day. You are not forced to use any o.
this material, but if you wish to, feel free.
There are no restrictions on their use.
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You may not knov/ it, but my hobby iu bein^ a
prcfeooional orator. I npeak around the
country a little. .Vhen I gave thia opeech,
the uound cameras from the Urban University
<
were on me, and I wanted to get each v/ord cor-
rect, so I didn’t give it all of the enthusi-
asm I would have liked,
Bobi I've already thanked you, but I want to thank
you again.
Circlet Guess you didn't expect to be here this long.
It's good to see a student for a change. Come
in again if you have another assignment. Come
in anyway, anytime.
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EPIS0D3 24
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actorsj Mr, Eaton, representative of the Eaton Construc-
tion Company
Marks, Administrative Intern for Building and
Grounds and Special Projects
Hi story
Abstract Mr, Eaton took the proposed bills for paving the
parking loc at the Central High School to Dr, Circle, Mr.
Eaton asked Dr, Circle what procedure should be follov^ed in
order to present the proposed bills to the Board of Education.
Dr, Circle called the Director of Buildings and Grounds to
determine the exact procedure.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 24,1, 24,2 (2)
Description
Z2').j7 Mr, Eaton of the Eaton Construction Company en-
tered Dr. Circle's office.
Dr, Circle greeted Mr, Eaton, "Good morning, Mr. Eaton,
What can I do for you?"
Mr. Eaton replied, "I have the proposed bills for paving
the parking lot. What should be done now? Do I present them
to the Board, or do you?"
Dr. Circle commented, "As you know, our situation here
with buildings and g,rounds is rather fluid due to the nev/ man,
Mr. Eaton explained, "These are not definite bills.
The actual bills will come through later."
Dr. Circle stated, "Let me check with the buildings man
on the exact procedure."
^*4,_27 Dr. Circle (on phone), "Hello, This is Dr.
Circle, Mr, Eaton is here with the proposed bills
for paving
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the parking lot. How do we pay theoe? Do we have to make
out a purchase order? (Pause) Yes. (Pause) Okay.”
continue^ Dr. Circle explained to Mr. Eaton,
"We'll keep these bills and have them typed on our forms.
It's too late to present them to the Board at the next meeting,
so it will take a couple of weeks,"
Mr, Eaton replied, "That's all right. Thanks,"
Dr, Circle and Mr, Eaton shook hands and Mr, Eaton
left the office.
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EPISODE 25
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Wiy« Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
(via telephone)
History Dr, Circle had been working on different tanks in
his office.
Abstract Dr, Circle received ^call from iwiss Trotter asking
him for procedural guidance.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 25,1 ( 1 )
Descript j on
Zp 5 iJ!7 Dr. Circi 9 picked up his phone and Iv'iiss Trotter
identified herself. She explained to Dr. Circle, "I have re-
ceived a call from an attorney who has requested a psycho-
logical report on a boy who was enrolled in the Hillgrove
School last year." They discussed the matter and Miss
Trotter asked Dr. Circle, "IVhat procedure should I follow?"
She suggested, "Perhaps it would be a good idea to call the
school attorney." Circle agreed.
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EPISODE 26
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actyn'ii Richards, Building Consultant from the State
Department of Education
Grant, Vice President of the Board of Educa-
tion (via telephone)
iviarks, Administrative Intern for Building ana
Grounds and Special Projects (via
telephone
)
James, Assistant Director of Elementary Curri-
culum (via telephone)
History For some time the district had owned land on whiich
a nev/ school was to be constructed. They were in the pro-
cess of adding foui' classrooms to the high school by conver-
ting unused shop space. There had been much discussion by
the board about the type cf building (either high school or
junior hig’i) that was to be conr.tructed on the new site.
Richards had been asked to visit the district and provide
help in the building planning.
Abstract Dr. Circle phoned Grant and arranged a dinner meeting,
he v/orked with Richards in preparing financial figures in pre-
paration for the meeting and he told Richards about Grant and
the community in general
Number of units to be coded (& total) 26.1-26.4 (4)
Descrintion
Dr. Circle and Richards were in the Superintendent's
office, Richards thought having a dinner meeting with the
board was a fine idea,
/26.i7 Dr. Circle picked up the phone and called the
board vice-president. He told him that ivlr , Richards was in
}^ 1<5 office to consult with him about the building pi ogram
and said, "If you and any others would like to go to dinner
with ivir. Richards, at that time you can saturate him with
questions and pick his brains," There was some discussion
as to where to eat and the vlce-preaidont agreed to
call back.
The eatins place waa settled during the
aecond call which waa
made shortly after the first.
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Z^.J7 The following i« a sample of the dialogue be-
tween Dr. Circle and Richardm
Circle! .Ve have... I 'll give you the lateut enrollment.
,
Do you want that?
Richardfs: No, I want the number of clansrooms.
Girclei You want this for all the schools? Don't you...?
Richards; Yes, I would like it as a matter of checking
what, ah,,.T.'m sure our records are not up
to date.
Circle; That was an addition we built on Floatsville.
This is the new school.
Richards; Poach Lane is a .?0-room school according to
our records right now.
Circle; That's what we listed on the brochure.
Richards; Fourteen, four. Eighteen.
Circle; Do you. count the offices?
Richards; No...
Circle; That's right, I think that twenty is right.
Richards; That ought to be correct because this came
off of our record recently.
Circle; Right here is where I can get that, (pulling
out folder). This is my system of records,
September '62, Would that be it?
Richards; Well, we approved it in ' 63 , ho probably.
This is the way it was built also?
Circle; Yes, that's a classroom,
Richards; 'What do you mean? You took this out?
Circle; No, that removable, in an emergency that's a
classroom,
Richards; Well, let's not call it a classroom.
Both men continue to count rooms,
Richards; This is a play area...
Circle; There are later developments on that. We built
in two.
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Richardjji Two claoaroomu?
Oircle: Urn hum.
Richardn: Because we have ours recorded 20 and I think
that’s what we're paying state aid on.
The conversation continued in this way with two
interruptions to call Marks to get a count on the Mount
Pleasant Elementary School.
/2o,j£7 Marks v/as not in and he called Jack James and
explained, "I have a depart-nent representative in the building
planning and in his survey he is asking questions that or-
dinarily Bob v'ould give me. I'm calling you." He received
the information and ended the call.
continue^ During the conversation there v/as
some discussion of moving some of the pupils who attended the
Hillgrove School to another school. A minor integration prob-
lem existed at Jiillgrove. Circle said, "This town wouldn't
stand for it, vVe might as weli. close the thing down and make...
(pause ).. .but I hope we don't got tc that point. I don't
think v;e ought to dc it in our planning.
Dr. Circle then changed the subject to the Vice President
of the board and the community in general.
Circle: He (Grant) doesn't have much of a business,
but oh, compensation cases, one hundred dollars
a day, and this kind of stuff. I guess the
boys in the party laid out the rules and regu-
lations. Andy didn’t tell me this, I’m just
picking this up. Joe got in on it too, and you
see he's one of the bright lights of the future
in this end of the county and I guess Stollard,
too. But those two boys got their clue not from
the party but from the Honsignor. Ah, very in-
teresting, isn't it? I never play this kind cf
game you know, I don’t know anything about it.
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EPISODE 27
oentr^^^^ctor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Giiier_Actor« Other members of the County Superintendents'
Association
^ij^ory A notice of the meeting had been sent with a tenta-tive agenda for the meeting. The association met regularlvduring the school year. ^
— Dr, Circle attended a County Superintendents'
meeting at which various topics were discussed, (e.g., theCommunity College, special 3.O.C.S.3. program, pupil trans-
portation, income tax laws, the next meeting, surplus property,
school budgets, a "thinking period" and Dr. Circle's problems'
'
witn his board).
Number of units to be coded (a total) 27,1 (1)
Description
Z27sX^ On arrival at the Steak House v/here the meeting
was to be held, Dr, Circle remarked, "I will get a lot of
kidding." He said, "Among other things, they kid me a lot about
my feet. I wear a size l^-i shoe." Several members of the
County School Executives were seated around a table in one of
the private conference rooms. Ten school superintendents were
in attendance at this meeting. There was a lot of joking at the
Meeting, They referred to Dr. Circle as "the old philosopher".
Expressions of sentiment at the meeting indicated that those
in attendance v/ere long-time friends.
The meeting lasted from 11:00 until 3*00 p.m. Business
wa,s Conducted during the cocktail hour, as well as during a
luncheon. The first agenda item was a discussion as to v/hether
Community College should accept a $110,000 grant for technical
equipment. The reason for the discussion was that the
presi-
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dent oi" tiie college had indicated that thio equipment would
take up several clauuroomu, and the college wae already over-
crowded and there way a ahortage of general claoaroom apace.
The philoadphy of the preaident waa to develop a maater plan
in order to eatabllah what he perceived would be a model
community college. Dr, Circle and a majority of the achool
executivea believed that the immediate need ahould be met,
even if mobile claaarooma had to be uaed. It waa alao pro-
poaed that enrollm.ent of atudenta from other atatea ahould be
curtailed or eliminated ao that the college could meet the
needy of atudenta from the local county and atate. Dr, Circle
made a long apeech defending hla poaition regarding the junior
college. He atated that the college ahould meet ita immediate
needy and that ho thought a junior college ahould be for "the
common man" and ahould act ay a terminal college for certain
technical people, auch as "medical techniciany " , He aaid the
preaident v/aa in favor of eatabliahing the college aa a well-
known tranafer college. Dr. Circle explained the difference
of philoaophy between himaelf and the preaident of the junior
college. Dr. Circle believed that the junior college ahould
be for the common man, v/hile it waa the belief of the preaident
that the junior ollege ahould be a "little Amherat", Circle
aaid."*^
"^Dr.' Cirol~waa the only peraon at the meeting with any
authority aince he waa a truatee of the Community College.
The reat of the achool executivea could only make recom-
nendationa to the preaident of the junior college.
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Two other itemo covered on the agenda werei a opecial
program for children with significant hearing loss, a progra-n
sponsored by B.O.C.2 .S., and minimum and maximum distances that
students should be transported to school.
The county way near the state line and there was con-
siderable discussion as to v/hethcr certain districts should
continue to provide transportation for students who lived in
another state,
A lengthy discussion of personal Federal Income Tax took
place among tlie school executives. They all stated the various
methods that they had used to reduce their income taxes.
Several of the methods mentioned were: use of the home as an
office, placing monies in tax free annuities, and working out
a rather complicated procedure on giving gifts to children
for college education. The younger members of the group were
more knowledgeable in this area than the older members. Dr,
Circle thought it would be wise to call in an accountant to
help them with their personal income tax next year. It v/as
stated by the president that since most of them made $22,500
to $27,500, and since about 30/5 of their income in this case
would go for taxes, it would be well to work out tax savings
procedures which would be beneficial to the group.
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the
Christmas party and the details of the party were delegated
•to one of the members.
The next j tern on the agenda was salary schedule. Salary
schedules v/ere discussed extensively, not only teachers
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aalary acheduleo but alao adrniniatrative aalary achedulea,
and each adniniatrator related hia aalary to the exact dollar.
The next item on tne agenda waa a progreaa report on
a learning and cultural center which waa aJ-iiiniatered by
B.O.C.E.S.
The next item waa aurp3.ua property, autotnobilea
,
tools,
fencing, etc. The members agreed that they should keep in
closer touch with the surplus property board in Capitol City
anc keep their eyes open for "good buys" for the districts in
the county.
There was some discussion about state legislation and the
fact that everyone present should write a letter to their re-
spective legislators indicating the type of legislation that
school men supported.
The next item on the agenda was a lengthy discussion of
the school budgets for next year. This included the raise in
budgets and why the raises were necessary. Dr. Circle w'as
less knowledgeable in the area of finance than any member of
the group and he admitted it. He constantly said, "Well, I
don't understand all of this," and he certainly did not con-
sider finance one of his strong points. He stated his strong
points were public relations and instruction.
The final agenda item was a "thinking period". It was
Dr. Circle's prerogative to introduce a topic. The topic he
introduced was "Where do we get history and English teachers?".
It seemed that all of the superintendents in attendance wanted
teachers v/ho would teach social issues. One superintendent
«aicl that he had an Sngliah teacher who waa sonding
utudenta to
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interview him biweekly on topicu uuch ae "V/hat do you think
of unwed mothers?"
. A younger superintendent jokingly said,
"Does this teacher have tenure?" The superintendent replied,
"No, do you need a good English teacher? This one is going
to be needing a job,"
Just before the meeting adjourned. Dr, Circle asked
the other members of the school executive group what they would
do if they were in his position, referring to the fact his con-
tract had not been renewed. He said, "You know that the people
in the community are behind me. Do you think I should go for
a one-year, a three-year or should I g,o for a four-year contract
because 1 can retire in four years?" All of the members were
very venders tan ding. They hesitated to make a recommendation,
however, except to say they thought Dr, Circle v/as in the best
position to a.nalyse the struggle in the community, and that he
should make a decision regarding liis position as superintendent
in the district on the basis of the knowledge and the data that
he had on hand.
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oPISODS 28
C entral Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actors The Foreign Language Council comprised of:
Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Jarneu, Anointant Director of Elementary
Curriculum
Marky, Admini«trative Intern in charge of
Building and GroundfJ and Special Projectn
Taylor, Principal of the Peach Lane Elementary
School
The chairman of the secondary foreign language
department
Two women members of the foreign language
department
History There had been i^ressure in the community for about
five years to institute a program of instruction in French in
tne elementary schools. Circle had privately expressed oppo-
sition to such a program. He felt that the parents v/ere in
quest of "status," The pressure for the program had mounted
sufficiently so that Circle was now ready to initiate it.
Abstract After more than two hours of endless discussion during
which Circle and the Council could not come to an agreement,
Circle told them what he planned to recommend to the board. He
concluded by telling them to think about his recommendation and
that they need not make a decision.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 28,1 (1)
Descr ipt j on
ZF8J7 The council met for approximately two hours
without coming to any agreement. Circle made his position
subtly, but clear. He told the group of the tentative staffing
arrangements he had made and emphasized the need to decide on
a program in order to make a fjnal decision regarding sto.ffing
needs. Although avoiding voicing overt opposition to him, the
council, spearheaded by the foreign language teachers, reverted
to the argument that phase I (the junior high program) had not
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been completed, and, therefore, they were not ready to go to
phaye II (the introduction of a foreign language in the ele-
mentary grades
Dinnertime approached and the entire group seemed quite
weary. It vvafj obvious that the situation was stalemated.
Circle paused and started to speak in a very deliberate manner
Now tnis IS what I contend, I'm making an arbitrary
decision. I called you together this afternoon and I am lis-
tening; but I also have more of a feel than anybody here, I
think, v/ith the pulse of this community. At this ijoint, I
would like to go to the board.” (At this point James tried
to interrupt and was abruptly quieted by Circle.) Circle con-
tinued, "Presently, with the possibility of one teacher to
teach languages, if we could find him or her for the sixth-
grade program follov/ing in general this recommendation, v/ith
reservations that this person would spend part of this time
this first year working in the seventh grade so that there
would be complete as possible articulation of the program, and
it v/ould be a lesser program, probably for that reason, in the
elementary ... in the sixth grade than it would after a time, we
would start an introductory kind of program this next year."
After a pause Circle started to rise from his chair, thereby
signaling that the discussion was ended. In doing so he said,
"Think about it - I’m not going to ask you for an answer."
This ended the meeting.
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EPISODE 29
C entral Actoi^ Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Ac tore Dr, Circle's secretary
A sal e Sira n
History Circle had had a busy day. As he was ready to leave,
he was confronted by one last caller v/ho Circle believed might
be a resident of the community.
Abstract Circle was told of a cai.ler. He did not know the
man but said he v/ould "take care of it." He found out it was
a salesman and dismissed him. Ha was critical of the fact
that the secretary did not send the salesman on his way but he
iiept this to himself,
Number of units to be coded (& total) 29.1, 29.2 (2)
Description
/J9*27 5*15 Di'* Circle was finishing up his corre-
spondence so he could leave the office. It had been a busy
day. His secretary entered the office and reported, "There
is a iVlr. Sharp to see you."
Dr. Circle replied, "Sharp! I don't recall knowing
him.
"
The secretary asked, "Shall I take care of itr"
Dr, Circle replied, "No, I'll go see for myself.
Dr. Circle went to the reception area. He re-
turned in less than two minutes, saying to himself, A sales-
man! The girls in the office weren't too discriminating
with
that one." He returned to his work on correspondence.
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EPISODE 30
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actors ivir, Upton, School PuychologiBt
HI ntory In the paat, the clayaes sponsored by dOCSS (Board
of Cooperative Educational Servicea) had not been uaed for
the apecial education program of Central School Diatrict.
Rather, Central Diatrict had developed their own program.
Circle and Upton were diacuaaing thia program.
Aba tract Dr, Circle and Kr. Upton diacuaaed the fact that
many of the parenta of the mentally retarded children did not
v/ant to make any changea regarding the apecial education
claaaea. Circle aaked Upton to confer with the aaaiatant
principal in an effort to improve their preaent apecial educa-
tion program.
Number of unita to be coded {& total) 30«1 (1)
Deacr ipticn
/3b._i7 Dr, Circle and Mr, Uptcn, the school paycholo-
giat, diacuaaed the apecial education program. They were in
Dr, Circle's office.
Dr, Circle stated, "I'm not knowledgeable enough about
what we have done in tiie apecial education claaaea last year,
especially the claaaea for retarded children."
Mr. Upton replied, "The parenta of many of the retarded
children do not want any changea. Tiiey do not want the BOCES
Dr. Circle commented, "That's because they are happier
with ua,"
Mr. Upton stated, "V/e are not set up here for several
.kinds of special classes, we need more staff.
Dr. Circle stated, "Well, that is what BOCES is for,
so
why don't you try to implement some of the BOCES
program into
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our present special education program. Go talk to Mr. Niehouue
and see what the two of you can do to improve the present
special education program. Let me know what you decide."
Iv’r. Upton said, "O.K,, I’ll do that right now." He left
Dr. Circle's office to talk to Mr. Niehouse.
A26
EPISODE 31
Central Actor Dr, Circle Superintendent
Other Actor s Dr. Sampson, High School Principal
ivlary Long, proupective teacher
Hiatory Mary Long wae interviewed during the Chriatnaa
holidayy regarding a position in Central Diatrict. She de-
cided at that tine that ahe would rather teach in another
location but had eince changed her r,ind. Therefore, she had
trade anotiier appointr.enr. v/ith Circle.
Abu tract Sampsjon and the candidate entered Circle 'fs office.
Circle ayked the girl if she wan really intereyted in teaching
in Central Diatrlct. He told her the yalary yhe could expect.
The girl v/ay ytnt with Sampyon to yee the building and meet
some teachery. Meanwhile, Circle called to obtain a recommen-
dation, Circle and Sampyon discuyyed the candidate privately
upon returning from the tour. Circle offered the candidate a
job at one figure provided ahe received a good recommendation
or 4>200 3,eyy if yhe did not.
Number of unity to be coded (cr. i;otal) 31 •1-31 *6 (6)
Deycription
/p.JL? At about l!l5 Sampyon, xhe high ychool principal,
entered v/ith Mary Long, Circle began interviewing the candi-
date by ayking about here ycholaryhip, honors and schooling.
Sampson left the conference for a few minutes and went into
DeVoto's office to see what the District’s specific needs in
the area of mathematics would be for the coming year. Circle
a.sked the candiate what levels of mathematics she would be
willing to tea.ch, Circi-C' then said to her. What, is your
pleasure - eager or just looking?" The girl replied, "Eager."
Circle then asked Sampson, "Is Joe Niehouse back yet?" Then
he said, "Well, Mary, I'm in the mood to do business.
Are you?
He then suggested to Sampson, "Have her meet a few people,"
indicating that Sampson should take her on a tour of the school.
He indicated that she had a 2:00 o’clock
appointment in a
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neighboring cli^strict. Circle then uaid, "I've made up my
mind, lou have to click v/ith the department head and the
principaiy. Salary io «$5i500 but there ia a poaoibility that
we could pay you for your applied experience and aemi-
teaching experience," (The experience he v/aa referring to
waa that of being an undergraduate aaaiatant at the college
aho waa attending,
)
Z31iJ7 While the candidate waa out viaiting the mathe-
mstica teactiera, Circle called the auperintendent in the ad-
joining district where the girl had attended high school and
aakad him about the candidate. The auperintendent aaid that
he didn't remember her, that he would look up the information
and call Circle back,
Z51..J7 V.'hen Sampson returned with Mary Long, Circle
asked that they be excused. He and Sampson went into DeVoto'a
office,
^ijiy When they returned to Circle's office, they
told her that they were interested in hiring her and that
a.fter' she had her other interview, she should let them know
what her decision was between the two positions. Circle told
her that she would have a choice of two positions in Central
District, He also told her of the call that he had made to
her former superintendent. He said that if the report was
good he would offer her $5.?00t otherwise $5t500. However,
he cautioned her to decide on the peopl.e that she would work
with and not on the money. He then asked her as he had done with
other candidates, what the percentages were that she
would ac-
cept the Central District position.
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After Satnpaon and the girl left, Circle ressumed
the taak of reading hia mail, (Hia aecretary waa out thia
day,
)
ZJi.i7 The auperintendent whom he had called earlier
returned hia call and aaid that iviary Long v/aa a good leader
and that he would hire her, Ke aaid that ahe had been tenth
in a claaa of 180, He atated that ahe waa among the top
atudenta the high achool had produced the laat few yeara.
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EPISODE 32
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Actb r» Consul tanta hired to do a study for the board
History There had been controversy between the board and
the superintendent. A vote on the renev/al of the superintendent's
contract had at one point been six to one against renewal.
Since then. Circle had received a one-year contract by a five
to one vote with one abstaining vote. The board had hired a
business consultant firin to study the ad'ninistration and or-
ganization of the District, A conference betv/een Circle and
two consul1;ants had been in progress for about one hour. The
head of the consultant team did the talking for the team.
Abstract Circle explained some business procedures. He
closed the conference by telling the consultants what he
thought about the values of the study.
Number of units to be coded (Sc total) 32,1 (1)
Doscri.'ption
Circle indicated that DeVoto v/as "my first man
in budget but that I myself have the final say." He said,
vVe have a decentralized budget with decentralized budget and
control. Each individual building had its own budget and
keeps its own set of books in addition to the central books
in the central office."
The consultants then asked, "’fVhom do you look to for
administrative planning?"
Circle indicated that as he had stated before, his ad-
ministrative cabinet helped him, "In addition," he stated,
"we use administrative interns which the district might employ
and the different study groups who at various times work in
the
district from the various universities.
The consultant asked, "How far in advance do you
plan
new buildings?
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Circle recpondod, "V/e have enrollment projectiono through
1980 ."
The confvultant then aidced for a copy of the budget and
the format that went to the board. Circle left his desk,
went to DeVoto's office and returned with the item,
"Actually it goes into much more detail, the form,"
Circle said. He then produced work sheet forms which were
breakdov/ns for the board in budget development. Circle left
to get some additional work sheet forms and returned within
thirty seconds with these materials. He then excused himself,
saying, "I'm going to take some time off for a second," and
went to the toilet room off the superintendent's office.
Two other items were taken care of and in conclusion the
consultant said, "One last question. What do you want to come
out of this study?"
Circle said, "I'm alv/ays ready to learn. Your study v/as
promoted by the board. They want you to recommend an assistant
superintendent in business management. That's not a valid way
to do a study."
The consultant responded, "They didn't tell me this."
To this Circle said, "[r]aybe I've done them a.n injustice."
Circle indicated that he would like to see certain suggestions
as to how they might improve the business management and other
areas of organizational procedure. He frankly stated, "I did
not feel the need for this study as much as the board. I have
been somewhat apprehensive about your study because of your
being a business consultant firm."
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The con£3ultant augured Circle that he had done many
studies of Gchoolu and collegess and would be a>t>le to under-
atand achool protalema.
Circle reaponded, "Good - I've been aomewhat apprehenaive
,
Concluding the two-hour-and-ten-mirmte aeaaion, the
consultant aaid, "'.Veil, you'll be aeeing a lot more of ua."
Circle shook hands with the men and they left.
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EPISODE 33
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Acxors Candidate being interviewed for a teaching
position
Hiatory A teacher procurement drive was underway in Central
District. A candidate had called and made an appointment to
see Circle about a position.
Abstract Circle interviewed candidate. He asked for can-
^date's credentials. The candidate handed Circle a hand-
written resume v;hich he said he did not have time to type.
He said he v/as not registered with a placement office. Circle
questioned the candidate about his references, his real estate
holdings, and his present job. He told the candidate he would
call the principal where the candidate was teaching. This
terminated the conversation.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 33.1 ( 1
)
Description
The secretery came into the office and reported
that a teacher from a neighboring state was there for an in-
terview for a high school math position. The teacher had
taught four years and had been offered tenure in the district
where he was now teaching. He stated, however, that he would
like to take a new position to "improve himself". Dr.
Circle shook hands with the candidate and asked him to sit
down. Dr. Circle’s first question was, "May I see your resume?"
The candid;-.te stated, "I have never signed up with a
placement office, but I have prepared a resume in longhand.
I d.ld not have time to type this resume.
Dr, Circle looked at the resume, apologized for reading
while interviewing, but said it is the only way he knew to
get some background information. His next
question was, "Do
you own a house?"
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The candidate responded, "Yes, I own a house."
Dr. Circle read further and asked, "What is a Thunder-
bird Club?"
The candidate responded, "That is a service club.
However, we could not find anything to service so the Thun-
derbird Clv^b was discontinued."
Dr. Circle asked, "What courses have you taken in the
last three years?"
The candidate replied, "I have attended the N.S.F. In-
stitute at various colleges in the last three years. I
took calculus and other advanced math courses."
Dr. Circle again asked, "Do you have a placement folder
on file?"
The candidate restated, "No, I have never used a place-
ment service since the job I now have is the only job that I
have held to date,"
To this Dr, Circle stated, "Well, I will need some
references to find out what kind of teacher you are,"
The candidate replied, "I will try to get them for you."
Dr. Circle said, "Well, let's not do that just yet."
Dr. Circle's next question was, "Are you happy where you are?"
The candidate answered, "It‘s all right, but I was
assigned some general math atid I do not like to teach general
math. I am interested in teaching more advanced courses. I
would especially like to teach a calculus class in order to
impr ov e myself."
it v/as almost time for the interview to end and the
candidate asked, "Will I be hearing from you?"
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Dr. Circle replied, "I will have to call your principal."
(The principal where the candidate wao teaching wau a former
teacher in the Central Diatrict,
)
to obaerver; not to be codeH? After the candi-
date left, Dr. Circle atated that thia principal waa very
articulate and very nice looking but he waa a phony when it
came to working with children and that, "He ia a cold fiah."
He aaid, "You notice that I didn’t even call in the aaaiatant
principal and the principal which I uaually do to make aure
I am right or v/rong." He aaid, "I do not want thia boy. He
ia a phony alao, juat like the principal that he v/orka for.
I’ve had one 3t. Petera teacher before who waa a phony and
thia teacher waa alao a phony. Nov/, it may be terrible to be
biaaed like thia but you know how you are. Did you notice
hoW' negative he waa about the fact that he waa aaaigned cer-
tain ciaaaea. He ahould know that after teaching four yeara
that you have acheduling and other problema. I may call
thia principal but I will not check into thia boy 'a recom-
mendationa aince I have many other interviev/eea . I like a
warm peraon, v/ith no veneer, one who doean't try to cover up
v/ho they really are, one who can really work, identify and
love children,"
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EPISODE 34
Cer i tral Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actoru Grant, Board of Education Vice-Preuident
,
chairing the meeting in absence of the
President
DeVoto, Dr. Circle's Administrative Assistant
Sam, a local resident who owned a clothing store
in Urban City. From the sun-tanned condi-
tion of Sam's bald head in the early spring,
it appeared that Sam v/as prosperous enough
to afford a spring vacation. This assump-
tion was verified by Dr. Circle,
woman visitor to meeting
other Board members
general audience
History The board had scheduled several hearings on the
budget which was to bo voted on for the following year. A
simplified budget had been mailed to all residents. A topic
of some interest in the community was the District's parti-
cipation in the federally funded Neighborhood Youth Corps.
The program provided funds to hire pupils from needy families
to do work in the District whicii the District could not afford
to have done. There was also some community concern about the
cost of the vocational education programs. The meeting des-
cribed below was a combined regular board meeting and budget
hearing. It was the Board's policy to allow questions from
the floor.
Abstract Budget items were presented and questions fielded.
Number of units to be coded (& total) Jk.l ( 1 )
Description
An item-by-itern presentation of the proposed budget was
in progress.
A woman in the audience asked if it was possible
to extend the elementary physical education program. She
felt her children were not getting enough of this activity.
Grant, who was conducting the meeting, addressed Circle by
hiu first name and asked him to respond to the question,
"Now you've put your finger on an area we need to wake
a look at,” Circle oaid. He indicated that
a recent State De-
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partment ‘Jurvey of the Diutrict had uhowi that the phyoical
education v/a« not "up to the level they wanted. We're going
to look into thia next year."
"I've got a couple more queationa," the woman indi-
cated, "v/liy don’t v/e have any manual arta in the elementary
achoola?" She briefly apelled out why ahe thought thia waa
important ana aaid a}ie wondered if money could be placed in
the budget to fund aucli a program.
Again at the requeat of the '/ice-Preaident
,
Circle
responded, "rte have been hoping to do aomething in that area
at the elementary level. Preaently there ia nothing below
the junior high level and I agree, it would be good, but
there ia nothing in the present budget ao v/e won't be able to
do anything thia next year,"
The aame woman continued her questioning by asking why
it waa necessary to atop the formal music program at the
tenth grade. "I think it's too bad that fne children who want
more music just can't get it," she said in reinforcement of
the question.
For the third time Grant requested Circle to respond to
the question, "Actually, we end the formal program at the
eighth grade," he said, "However, music is continued through-
out the junior and senior high school on an elective basis.
These activities include such things as band, orchestra and
chorus. All who want to have plenty of opportunity to take
more music. I don't have the figures in front of me now, but
I'd guess, just a top-of-the-head guess, that about 80:^5 of
the students participate in the music program,"
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The woman indicated, that nhe had no other quoutionu and
the meeting continued.
The next item presented was the vocational education
program. Dr. Circle turned to Vice-President Grant and
asked, "i'-.ay I make a speech?"
Gi'ant replied, "If it's short."
Circle began, "This may be one of my next professional
speeches that I make around the country." He went on to make
an eight-minute talk in which he stressed the need to "upgrade
the idea of honest work with one's hands," and pointed out
that "neither educators nor parents seem to feel that honest
work is really honorable." He stressed that "too many stu-
dents arc pushed into white collar and professional jobs
who, perhaps, are no'c fitted for them." Circle concluded,
"It's a noble course. It's noble to work with your hands.
I knov;, I've done it."
Vice-President Grant then presented the next itemi the
debt service located on page six of the budget. He indicated
that he wanted to go over this item very carefully so that he
would be sure that everyone understood it. He said, "These
people are regular customers. They'll be here next year. I've
looked the place over." This brought a chuckle from the
audience. There were very few questions in this area, however,
and it appeared that the meeting was about to conclude.
Sam asked, "Are you done with the whole budget now?"
Sam verbalized an em.barrassment which his general atti-
tude did not indicate. "I've been asking all the
questions
I
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but I'm not noceouarily againut the budget." He went on
to indicate that he had carefully noted the increaoeu in
all the itemo and what percentage tneue increauea represented
over the last year's budget. He said the cost of supervision
was "up 30/^t guidance up ^'O/o, health programs and services up
18%. " He said that "the increase in pupil population was only
10% and, these then seem pretty high."
Vice-President Grant responded that perhaps this was
true, but most of the increase was due to increase in instruc-
tional programs and asked Circle to explain this.
Circle explained that there were two more nurses, one
new Vice-Principal for the high school and a new counselor
included in the budget. In addition, he said, "Tv/enty-five
new teachers will be hired next year." He said that the Dis-
trict had gone further than they should have in years before
in trying to "hold the line with regard to budget. It's
a breaking of the bubble," "V/e hold the pressure and then
the bubble breaks. Then you see it in one year's budget,"
Circle went on to say that in addition to this, it was neces-
sary that they supply nurses for the parochial schools and
the enrollment in these schools was up.
A woman who had previously commented or. the state refund
for parochial transportation again commented, "That returns in
state aid, doesn't it?"
Circle responded, "Yes."
One or two other comments were made in this area and
then Vice-President Grant said, "Sam, did you have something
else?
Sam responded, "i\o! Apparently you're getting pretty
well Set to increase efficiency later on."
The board backed off at that comment, saying perhaps
budgets in later years would not be down but perhaps continue
to go up,
Sam responded, "You can't have it both v/ays." He
reminded the board that they had just said that this year's
budget V/8S higher because they could not indicate the
money begin returned from the state and that it would be
reflected in next year's budget. He said, "You should
have a better budget next year. By better, I mean more
economical.
"
The meeting was nearing its conclusion when Sam inter-
vened to prevent it from closing. "If there are no other
questions, I'd like to have you discuss a question not di-
rectly related to the budget," he said. "I v/ould like to again
voice my objections to the Economic Opportunity Act," He
continued by saying he had just heard of a boy who was par-
ticipating in the program who "was far from needy," He went
on to say that he did not think such persons should be par-
ticipating in the program and taking Federal Funds which
v;ere intended for needy persons. He said that he had been
against the program from the beginning and didn't feel that
it served any good purpose. He went on to indicate that he
believed that the program was "demeaning of character" and
that children learned to take from the government rather
than look for a job." He indicated that plenty of jobs were
available if children really wanted them and he
said, "I
A40
wonder if ao they (the children) do whatevery they do, they
don't laugh to theme elveu ,
"
Circle attempted to defend the program. Freddy, the
bueineea manager for the achool, attempted to defend what wae
being done by the Diotrict, Circle eaid, "You may be right
in one caee, Sam, but in general I think thiu ia a good pro-
gram and aervea a good purpoae,"
In apite of Circle 'a attempt, the audience aeemed to
agree with Sam, They indicated agreement by shaking their
heada and making aide comments while Sam was speaking such
as: "That's right," and "I agree." It appeared that the
ma,iority of those present were not in favor of the program.
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EPISODE 35
Centra l Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Cti i er Actora Dr, Sairpson, High Scliool Principal
i'lr , Niehouno, Junior High School Principal
Hia t
o
ry No specific department in the school was officially
responsible for teaching health. Sampson and Niehouse were
in Sampson’s office discussing the health curriculum and
possible changes for the coming year. Dr. Circle was walking
down the hall past Sampson's office.
Abstract The three actors discussed the health program.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 35.1 ( 1
)
Description
Niehouse and Sampson v/ere discussing the health program,
Sampson: We should decide who is going to teach health
next year. V/hat is your opinion? Do you be-
lieve the teaching of health should be the
duty of the physical education teachers, or do
you believe the school nurses should teach
health?
Niehouse: When I was a coach teaching physical educa-
tion, I felt there was a close relationship
between the two subjects, I always combined
health teaching with the physical education
program,
Sampson: There is a close relationship between physical
education and health. However, perhaps the
nurses would be more familiar with certain spe-
cific phases of the health program.
^^,_l7 Just then Sampson spotted Dr. Circle in the hall
and asked, him to come into the office. Sampson asked Dr,
Circle his opinion regarding the matter.
Circle: I feel the physical education teachers should
be better qualified to teach health than the
school nurses.
At this point there was agreement by Sampson, Circle and
Niehouse that the teaching of health should be in conjunction
with the physical education program..
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iiPISODii 36
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Actors wike, High School senior
President Tate, President of Small College
in a neighboring state
Tony '/ento. Head Football Coach and Athletic
Director
History i-J.ke, a senior at Central, had made all-county
football halfback as a .-junior. He had been elected captain
for his senior year but an injury put him out of all sports
for the full jear. In spite of this and his somewhat small
size (165 lbs,;, i.iike has been considered for an athletic
grant-in-aid at holy hame, losing out at the last cutting of
names. I'nike had his heart set on playing for Holy I'^ame and
became very depressed. He had not applied to any other schools
Finally, he applied to another "big name" football school.
It was thought that he v/ould be accepted but there was no
grant-in-aid or interest on the part of the football coach.
Abstract Circle counseled Mike and got him to agree to visit
the campus of Small College, He called President Tate of
Small College ana asked if *^iike could be admitted. Me then
talked to coach Vento to be sure the coach wasn't pressuring
in a different direction and got Vento to agree to take Mike
to see 'ihe campus,
ivumber of units to be coded (& total) 36 # 1 - 3 6 ,
5
( 5 )
Description
/3f)
. 1/ Mike entered Dr. Circle's office and sat down.
The doors to the office remained open. Circle began to coun-
sel the student. He explained that Mike might not be able to
make the team at the "big time" school.
Circles I think I know you well enough to know that
you have to play football in college, a small
school might be better.
Mikes Well, I ^^ort of thought I'd go to a big school,
but now I don't know.
Circles You know you have to get in some school, that's
the major problem. Now I know_ President Tate
of Small College. I'd be willing to call
but I'd have to know you were really
intereoted
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iv.ikG Gtill did not ueem interested and Circle pushed him.
Circle I lu it because others in your family went toSmall College? I think you ought to at leastdrive up and look at the campus.
Mike I That would be OK, if I can get the car. Iprobably can't make it this weekend though.
Circles I think Coach Vento would drive you ud if
you wanted. Now I'll call the president if
you think you're interested.
Mike continued to say he x'eally didn't think he was interested.
Circles You go up with the Coach though, won't you?
You are not committing yourself, just looking.
Mikes OK. That's all right.
Circles Fine. I'll call the president then. I think
we can get you accepted.
This ended the conference. Circle made a few notes on the con-
ference he had just completed,
Z35J7 He then picked up the telephone and placed a
long distance call to the president of Small College.
Circles Guess you've heard of my being fired?
He continued by giving a brief run-down on his job situation.
He then ei:ibarked on the topic of admission for Mike. Circle
provided information about Mike's grades, college board
scores and extra-curricular activities, including the Holy
Name episode. Circle then ended the fifteen-minute conversa-
tion by telling the president of his new grandson.
/3^. 57 Circle completed two items concerning teacher
recruitment,
7JZ).jT7 In the midst of the desk work. Coach Vento en-
tered the office. Dr. Circle and Vento discussed Circle's
recent conference with Mike as well as the phone call to Presi-
dent Tate of Small College.
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Ventos I've talked to kike already. He ahould be
atraightened out by now.
Circle
i
'//hat do you think, Tony? Should kike go to
a big time achool? ^Vhat do you want him to
do?
'/ entc s I juat want him to get in aome achool.
Circle s You're aure you aren't diaappointed he ian't
going to Holy Name? la that a diaappointment
to you? la it poaaible i/.ike feela thia?
V ento t I juat want him to get in aome achooD.
,
any
achool.
Circles That'B the important thing, Tony. A'ould you
'/ ento I
be willing to drive him up to Small College?
Sure, I'll go any place v/ith him. I juat want
him to get in a achool.
Thia ended the converaation
.
Z56.37 I’he following day Circle received a telephone
call informing him kike would be accepted at Small College,
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EPISODE 37
Cer.tra.L Actor Dr, Circle, Super j.ntendent
Other Aotoru A pi'osjpective teacher
jLijitory The candidate had talked with the principal of the
Peach Lane Elementary School. Circle had ueen the candidate 'a
credantiala and just prior to the interview had talked to the
Peach Lane principal about the candidate.
Abatrao b Circle interviewed the candidate and diacuaaed cri-
teria ior determining whether ahe would accept the poaition,
her huaband'a job, textbooka, payment of tranaportation
,
and
hia peraonal board problema.
Number of uni. ta to be coded total) 37.1 ( 1
)
Deacription
/37.J7 Circle entered hia office and started talking
with the candidate aa he seated himself opposite her at the
board tabic. He asked her, "Would you be interested in a job
here?"
The candidate indicated that she would be interested.
Circle then asked, "Are you interviewing elsewhere?"
The candidate said that she had an interview scheduled
at another school district.
Circle then discussed the housing situation and indi-
cated that he might be able to help her obtain ^louae in the
Central District or an apartment as he had for his secretary.
Circle asked, ".Vhat are the factors in making your de-
She answered that the grade level she would teach,
facilities at the school, and the faculty at the school
important considerations. She then asked, "W'hat
is the
ing salary?"
the
were
start
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Circle indicated that the otarting salary wau
-55,500,00,
He then atjked here what her future huuband wao going to be
doing and where he would be working.
She yaid her husband would work with his father who was
an automobile salesman in Central District, She then asked
when school started.
Dr, Cii-cle gave her the dates and the teacher orientation
dates. Circle asked the candidate about her knowledge of
phonetics and what she had done in this area.
She replied that she had some knowledge of phonetics.
This initiated a long discussion about phonetics, and the age
of children in Central School District,
Dr, Circle indicated that the interview was not follow-
ing the normal procedure. He said, "X do not want to propa-
gandize you," Dr, Circle told the candidate that, "You will
have a job offered anywhere you go," He offered her 4>5t500*00
and said that sometimes extra money was offered for experience
but that he was reluctant to do this. He explained the merit
program in the district and said, "I have a feeling that you
will come here," He stressed the Peach Lane School and the
excellence of the staff in that particular school as well as in
the total school district. He then asked the candidate, "Do
you think that you will make up your mind?"
She answered, "Tomorrow," explaining that she was getting
.married the 19th of June and that she wanted to make the deci-
sion right av/ay.
The discussion turned to textbooks and the candidate
•«nted to know what toxtbooka were being
ueed and whether or
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not thay would be available for her to une. Dr. Circle in-
dicated that he did not know the nameu of the textbooks but
he would uee that uhe got this information.
• Circle told the candidate about hio being fired by
the board and explained the uituation to her. Also, he dio-
cuused the Urban University project and quoted from a letter
from the University. He closed the interviev/ by referring to
the candidate’s future father-in-law, and left the room to
get the contract.
Circle returned and gave the contract and materials about
the school system xo the candidate. The contract indicated
that the candidate would teach at the first grade level at
Peach Lane School. They then discussed some of the procedures
for obtaining textbooks and the matter of payment for the can-
didate's transportation to Central District. Circle asked
what had been agreed upon and the candidate said that there
had been no formal agreement but that a letter from Dr. Circle
had indicated that transportation would be paid. Circle
pointed out that since this was not the only interview the
candidate was having, that it would be unfair for the district
to pay for the transportation unless she were going to sign
with Central District. Dr. Circle got a form for submitting
the transportation expenses and asked the candidate hov/ much
her transportation expenses liad been. She indicated that she
had paid .9G for a one-way ticket from Chicago, Circle
asked if the figure of $86.00 for transportation would be
satisfactory for reimbursement and she indicated that it v/as
fine. Dr. Circle said that this was a way
of giving the can-
didate some extra benefits because
she was such a good appli”
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cant. The candidate read the reimbursement form before sign-
ing and asked a question concerning the form. Circle answered
her questions and she signed the form.
The candidate said that she would like to call her pro-
spective mother-in-law to come and pick her up. She went to
the phone on Dr. Circle's desk and placed the call.
Circle told her that she could wait in his office until
her mother-in-law arrived. Dr. Circle left the office.
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EPISODE 38
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Ac-toru [.ir, .Niehouue, Junior High School Principal
i.isis Gratic, employee of State Department of
Education (via telephone)
History A teacher who had a nervous breakdown two years before
had not responded favorably to medical treatment. She had con-
tinued to teach in the Central School District. Hov/ever, re-
cently it had become apparent to the administration that she
could no longer be allowed to teach.
Abstract Dr. Circle and ;lr, Miehouse discussed the psychia-
trist's report regarding a teacher who was mentally ill. Dr.
Circle called the State Department of Education to check on
disability compensation for the teacher v/ho was to be dismissed.
Dr, Circle told ..vr, i-iiohouse of the meeting he had with the
teacher who was to be retired.
Humber of units to be coded (ft total) 38«1~38.4' (4)
Description
Dr. Circle and Wiehouse were in Dr, Circle's
office. Dr. Circle told ivir. Niehouse about a letter from a
local psychiatrist. The letter indicated that the teacher
had been having hallucinations. The teacher felt that she had
super-sensory perception. She claimed that she had been re-
ceiving messages through television and radio. She had stated
that there was only one Japanese television station from which
she had not received a message,
f^r , Hiehouse asked,. "V/hat does the psychiatrist recom-
mend?"
Dr. Circle replied, "He recommends that she be retired
from teaching in order that she might receive more extensive
medical treatment."
,..r. Miehouse asked, "v/hen are you going to
tell the
teacher she is being dismissed?"
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Dr. Circle replied, "Today. I had better call ..liua
Trotter to nake aure what time I am to meet with the teacher."
Dr. Circle called i.iioa Trotter to verify the
time of the meeting.
Dr. Circle called the State Department of Edu-
cation. "crood moiTiing, I*d like to talk to aomeone about dis-
ability retirement. Thank you. (After waiting a moment.)
With whom am I speaking? Miss or lirs.? Misjs Gratic, I have
a lady who had a nervous breakdown two years ago. She now has
about 15 years of service. ,Vhat is the procedure for dis-
ability retireraent? Is she qualified?.
. .Must have two
psychiatrists? ... Will they be local or will she have to go
to Coptail City? It's a toughy. Two years ago we got her
help and we've kept her on, but she is getting worse. Do you
think we can get this for her?"
Dr, Circle then read the psychiatrist's letter to Miss
Gratic. "From this do you think we can help her make a deci-
sion? (Pause) I'll check her years of service here.
Another question. Did the thirty-year bill go through? You
haven't lieard a thing? (Pause) No, I don't. Do you want
me to get that for you?"
Dr. Circle went into the business office to get the
teacher’s retire ^ent nunber. He returned and gave it to Miss
Gratic. "See if she has I5 years in, that's the important
.thing. (Pause) Yes, I think she taught in Pennsylvania for
a year. Yes, that’s what I thought. Thank you very much and
have a good day.
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/jB.l continu£^ Dr. Circle atated to ..;r. i:iehouae,
She raade it, that v/ill help. Do you think v/e may have to
g,et legal help?"
Kr. iiiehouae replied, "Yea, we will probably have to
get ao-ae type of legal information."
Circle aaked hiehouae, "'vVhile I go over to Peach
Lane School would you take care of any of the remaining de-
taila for tlie luncheon today?"
i.ir. ;:iehouae replied, "Yea, I will," and left Dr.
Circle 'a office.
The meeting with the teacher waa acheduled for lit 30
o'clock. At lit 10 Dr, Circle left hia office for the meet-
ing at Peach Lane School.
ZJS .Jf7 At 11 t40 Dr, Circle returned. He aaked ..ir.
Niehouae to come into hia office.
Dr. Circle told .Ir. Hiehouae, "It v/aa a tough one, I
arn going to have a cup of coffee." He went into the buaineaa
office and returned to hia deak v/ith a cup of coffee,
Ar, niehouae aaked, "V/hat waa her reaction?"
Dr, Circle replied, "I told her that ahe muat reaign,
and that I wanted her to write a letter of reaignation to the
..oard of Education, I told her ahe ahould atate the reaaon
for her reaignation waa due to poor health. She aeemed to be
in a ahell, and ahe cried. She may fight ua on it. I am
concerned about taking legal action againat her. In fact,
the entire matter upaeta ine."
i»;r. I'liehouae commented, "You did what had to be done, chi
waa not a anap deciaion."
Dr. Circle and .ir, Niehouae left Dr, Circle a office to
attend a luncheon.
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EPISODE 39
Central Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Ac tore; Kuth Leeter, projjpoctive epeech teacher whoTi
Dr. Circle wae ready to hire
Ruth'e father (present at the meeting but
interacted very little)
Hie tor.
V
Ruth Leeter liad applied fer a poaition. She had been
interviewed previously by Dr. Circle and had been sent to see
some of the schools in the district. At the time of this in-
terview, Dr. Circle had already made a decision to hire her.
Abstract Ruth and Dr, Circle discussed her placement, the
salary sc}\odulc3, professional associations, administrative
details and working with classroom teachers.
Number of units to he coded (a total) 39.1 ( 1
)
Descrioti on
Ruth returned to Dr, Circle's office. He asked
her about her tovir of the District. He explained that he was
busy and in a hurry. The following is some of the dialogue.
Circle: This afternoon v/e have a professional advisement
committee that meets here so I've got to push.
Ruth, do you want a job with us?
Ruth: Yes,
Circle: Are you ready to sign today?
Ruth: I think so.
Circle: All right. Let's make it real fast. We have
had a lot of build-up. W'e sort of got ac-
quainted with each other in the correspondence,
telephone calls. Do you have any more than
the [..aster's degree, any more hours in the
i.iaster's degree?
Ruth: I think it is ^i'5 hours and I had 65 .
Circle: You had 65 in graduate hours?
Ruth: You see, under the board in Ohio State, you take
your hours, I just have a master's, I don't
have a Ph.D., but I can use those hours toward
my Ph.D,
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Circle
i
riiin ir. i’lportant in tenu of inoney to you.
Kuoh: I have to check and eee exactly how T'anyhoury, I have around 6o. I don't know how
’Tiany it iy.
The converyation continued concerning the number of
graduate houry and Ruth'y placem.ont folder. Circle finally
decided, "OK. Then you will be 4>6900, I may need to borrow
money from you."
Ruth then asked queutiony about professional organizations
and' the requirements for membership. Circle told her they
liked teachers to join but he didn't exert pressure. He said
other teachers would ask her to join. "All along there will
be someone saying, come on toots, aren't you going to join
this year , '•
Circle i Any other questions?
Ruth: i'es, about transportation expenses. Does this
go on my regular pay, or do I keep track of my
transportation expenses or do I get a certain
allotment for travel.
Circle: You get eight cents a mile between schools.
You keep a record and just bill us monthly, I
think, j.iiss Trotter can tell you that.
Ruth: Also, I want to ask about records. Are these
kept in each school?
Circle: You'd have to work that out with Kiss Trotter.
\fnatever seems to be the best for you and for
the children. If they need to be there when you're
not there, there ought to be duplicates. If
they are not too heavy and v/e save a few bucks
to have you using them by taking them^around,
then take them around v;ith you, V/e will work
out those things. In fact, the first month or
two there will be a lot of these questions an-
sv/ered day by day. As you work with us, we'll
work v/ith you. We haven't a set pattern here
so I don't want to take the time,.,3y the way,
when do you have to catch a bus?
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Kuth; There are iifty-one leaving everyday, oo v/e ohould
catch one oometiTO
,
I don't think it hao any...
I
don't think wo will have any probler.ij. I don't
like to take up too much of your time.
Circle 1 Well, I am puohed for time, unfortunately. I
don't like to interview thio way. I have a
very important...
Ruth« I will not be doing anything at the high ochool
then. There are five or six uchoolw?
Circle: Six.
Ruth: I don't know if thei^e are trivial queutiony or
not, but they are certainly important to me. Ab
far au the program is concerned, Ijow iy thio up
to me? Do you have a certain yet program, that
you have ay far ay dayy and houry are concerned?
Circle: You work thiy all out with I.ir. Joney and .."liyy
Smith, I know v/hat I way going to Bay now,
one of the cautiony that I feel.
Circle then warned Ruth that regular teachery "...Borne-
timey at a bad moment they v/ill yeem ay if they didn't want
you to have their children. Have you come acroyy thiy? Our
relationyhipy are pretty high bo you won't have much trouble
adapting to it. You know. Give them a little time, they'll
come around," Ruth agreey to thiy!
Circle then gave Ruth miaterialy concerning the dietrict,
told her about the ychool calendar for 1065-66, told her about
the fact that uhe would be paid every two weekB and diycuBoed
houuing with her.
Next Circle diycuBBed v/ith Ruth the fact that Bhe did not
have the proper ytate certificatioii and gave her the formu to
fill out. "You can take it with you. That might be a yummer
project for you bo you can apply for the certificate."
Circle concluded the converBation by
fact that Ruth had not ayked about yalary.
lar phobia on people who want to knov;
their
yaying he liked the
"I have a particu-
yalary," he yaid.
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Circle told Ruth he v/a« £lad to have her in Central Diotrict
and told her goodbye.
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EPISODE 40
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Act^^rJi The Superintendent ' u Council comprioed of»
Trotter, Director of Elementar/ Curriculum
Ja’iiesj, Aafiiutant Director of Elenentary
Curriculum
riarka, Ad-iiniatrative Intern in charge of Special
Projecta and Buildinga
Sampaon, High School Principal
DeVoto, Adniniatrative Aaaiatant
History Thia waa a regularly acheduL ed meeting of the Super-
intendent' a Council, The following information providea aome
background to the deacription which followa.
Circle had been under attack by the .card for hia in-
formal atyle of ad -iniater ing the achoola. Aa a reault, he
had vowed that he would m.ake an effort to be more buaineaa-
like in hia procedurea. The joard had expreaaed the feeling
that the Diatrict Adminiatration ahould be houaed in a central
location apart from any of the Building Adminiatratora
, All
the membera of the Council, except for Trotter and Jamea, were
houaed in varj.oua officea in the junior-aenior high achool.
Trotter and Jamea had their office in the Lincoln School which
waa in the heart of the village. Circle had oppoaed the Board
on thia iaaue. He had atated that the advantage of being houaed
in the junior-aenior high achool building waa that it facilitated
communication. He had frequently atated that he juat had to
pick up the phone and only minutea later the peraon waa in hia
office.
It had become traditional for the Diatrict to have a
party at the end of the achool year for all employeea and ataff.
The atate auditora uncovered thia during their routine examina-
tion and told Circle to diacontinue the practice.
There had been much diacuaaion on the Board and among the
adminiatratora about the dedication of the hount Pleaaant School.
It had been decided that a plaque would be dedicated in the
memory of ..;ra. Hiller. Hra. i/.iller had vyorked in the Diatrict
for many yeara and had become a revered indiviaual. ..:ra.
i.lonaante, a raember of the 'Board, had been a atudent of filler 'a
and waa inatr'umental in the development of the program.
A letter had been aent to Circle by the Teachera' Aaao-
ciation aaking the Board to include the Aaaociation in policy
formulation (aee attached letter). The previoua evening the
Board had received the letter..
Aba tract Several announcementa were made, remindera given
and itema of buaineaa diacuaaed.
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iimP-bor of unittj to bo coded (.v; total J 40 , 1 ( 1
)
Doucr j.r->tion
^f0iX7 Circle started by uayin:^, "A couple of announce-
ments i Lake sure that the evaluation of staff are filed with
Frankie (DeVoto) so that he can have someone place then in the
folder.
DeVoto interrupted by saying, "Ready have them."
Circle, somewhat surprised, asked, "Already done?"
DeVoto, in a somewhat self-assured manner responded, "All
I*ve received are already done!"
Circle increduously repeated, "Already done?" and looked
toward the other members of the group for confirmation of
DeVoto 's statement.
Circle continued. "A reminder to all
of you.,.." (At this, James stopped writing and turned atten-
tively to Circle.) "When you leave your posts, your desks, be
sure to tell your secretary where you are..." (By now James
again had his head buried and was writing away at his usual
pace.) "Occasionally, I have trouble locating you in emergen-
cies, so..." (i'lurks nodded knowingly.) In a weak-smiling
fasion Circle apologetically continued, "I'm as guilty as any
C'f you of this, but on oc.casion I have tried to get a hold of
you quickly and I have trouble locating you."
Contrary to his usual blaseness, DeVoto appeared atten-
tive.
Circle then announced to. the council that he had pre-
sented the 'governor's proclamation to the Board of Education
the previous night and they had reaffirmed it. This, he
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yaid, waa an overt approval by the Board of the obuervance
of Teacher Recognition Day.
He then aaid, "I wioh we were able to have the total
personnel party we've had in the past but because of an audit-
ing problem..." At this point he stopped and swept his pointed
finger about the group until he fixed it on ..larks. Then,
speaking to narks he continued, "For anyone who v/asn't here in
those old days, the entire employees group, custodians, cafe-
teria, secretaries, and the teaching personnel, were invited
for a buffet supper,,.but this was frov/ned upon by the state
auditoxo..." (ka.rks responded by nodding his head knowingly.)
"It was a fine affair and a wonderful contribution to morale
but we can't, so we can't, but meanwhile we'll issue a procla-
mation. "
i.iarks threw his head back and laughed. De'/oto continued
to register a look of boredom and throughout the exchange, Jame
seemed eng,roused in some other work.
Circle turned the meeting over to Trotter. She started
by saying that on kay 18th all the pupils of i-Iount Pleasant
School v/ould meet in the auditorium and that because of this
fact, very few parents would be invited. She planned to have
i«,rs , kons'ante read the resolution and present the plaa^ue to
the principal. Continuing, Trotter said, "mr. ..onroe will be
present. I'd like him to speak a few words. If he's not
.there. I'll ask Carol Parish. If she's unwilling. I'll say a
few words. Then I'll say that krs. killer loved to hear the
children sing, and then a few minutes of silent prayer v/ith
head!, bowed, and then we’ll nine •America, the
Beautiful.'"
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Ajj Trotter opoke,
..iehouue thumbed through aor.e paperu
before hi.n. He then paused them to Ja tea who proceeded to
take notea from the papera. DeVoto, who re:iatered an ex-
preaaion of coraplete boredom, appeared to be reading the paper
upaide down. Only warka and Circle aeemed to be paying polite
attention to Trotter ’a aweet and motherly pronounce aenta
.
Trotter concluded by abating that ahe had aaked Taylor
(principal of Peach Lane) and hia Parent Aaaociation preaident
if they v/anted to join in the program. Her auggeation waa
that they buy a flowering ahrub and that after the meeting in
the auditorium, the group reaaaerable outaide and dedicate and
plant the ahrub.
i'larka aaked her what time the program waa scheduled,
Trotter responded that ahe wasn't sure and then stated, "After
9«15«" Sampson aaked what day it waa and Trotter answered,
"Tuesday." Sampson made a note of it in hia book.
As Trotter finished. Circle reached into the stack of
papers on the table to his left. From it he withdrew a single
sheet. .’lolding it in his left hand, he tapped it deliberately
with the back of a pencil and seriously said, "This letter
from the Teachers' Association. (Pausing he turned to
Sampson) "Am I to disregard it? Was it in error?"
As Sampson took the paper from Circle, he put on his
glasses that had been on the table. While reading the letter,
he responded, "I don't know,"
Upon hearing Circle mention the letter, Niehouse looked
on attentively.
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auk
one
After sjcanning the letter, Sampaon oaid to Circle, "I'll
LaCount.
"
(LaCount waa the head of the j?ne.li‘ah Depart'nent and aloo
of the teachera' aaaociation leadera.)
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r-'.ay 25, 19—
Dear SirL'j
During, previous discussions; between your group and the
Teachers' Asisocia tion Professional Committee, you made it
clear that it v/as your desire to discuss with the committee
any matters of common interest.
There are, at this time, two matters which we feel
need to be discussed. One of thesse matters is specific and
the other is more general.
The specific matter is this, V/e v/ould like the jloard
of Education, in its; written policy, to make provision for
notifying staff members; of adminisjtrative and teaching posi-
tions open in the district. Provision should also be made
for objective consideration of Central District applicants
for these positions.
The second matter we wish to discuss v/ith you is of a
more general nature. V/e would like to have written policy in
all areas of teacher service.
The Grievance Procedure adopted by the Central District
Board of Education states in Article Is
"It is hereby declared to be the purpose of these pro-
cedures to provide a means for orderly settlement of differ-
ences, promptly and fairly as they arise and to assure equi-
table and proper treatment of employees pursuant to established
rules, regulations and policies of the District."
It seems appropriate for our district to develop fsuch
written policy in order to establish and maintain harmonious
and cooperative relationships between teachers, administra-
tors and the members of theSoard of Education, It is; axio-
matic that such relationships would enhance the educational
program of Central District,
V/e will be happy to arrange with you mutually convenient
meeting times to discuss the above matters if you wish to pur-
sue them further.
Yours truly,
Robert l-icDonald
President
Central Teacher's Association
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EPISODE 41
Central Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Aetorfj v/ood, new Hi^h School Aouiotant Principal
Hilltop Wood'n appointiaent an aooicjtant principal had been
approved by the ooard. The Soard had not appointed the firot
candidate Circle had proponed to then. Circle had told Wood
earlier in the morning that hin contract wan ready and he
wanted W'ood to pick it up. Circle v^an buny when Wood came and
naid, "., 0
,
I'll not give it to you now. Thin in a big ntep
i want to bSj-K to you about it." Later the name rnornin*^
V/ood returned in order to got the contract.
4^1iiracjt Circle handed V/ood the contract and told him the
important tbingn he nhould remember. He warned him to remem-
ber hin change in ntatun and how it might affect other
teachern. He concluded, by tolling V/ood to go to hin nuperiorn
if he had any gripen and that he hoped Wood had "faith" in
Circle.
Number of unitn to be coded (& total) 4l . 1 ( 1
)
Denerj-ption
Wood nat down in the chair which wan on the other
side of Circle' n denk, facing Circle who wan neated at hin denk.
Circle handed V/ood hin conti-act an newly appointed annintant
principal in Central High School, He naid to Wood, "fou are
now entering the inner circle. The important thingn to remem-
ber are honenty, ethicn, loyalty and the team approach."
Circle went on to nay that V/ood nhould anticipate nome different
typo of interactiorn, both from teachern and adminintration, due
to hin new role. During the entire time Circle talked. Wood
only lintened.
Circle concluded by naying, "I've neglected you. I
winh I could have given you more. I pledged the board I'd
make the ntep more formal, I know I do ncrewy thingn, I ank
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for your underotardins. Remember, don’t let thinga feater.
UTien you are unhappy with what your auperiora do, talk them
out. ifou may not underatand everything I do but you muat
have faith until I have a chance to explain or until I can
figure out what haa happened."
iVood aaaured Circle he would have auch faith, thanked
him and left the office with hia new contract.
A64
EPISODE
Circle, Superintendent,
0JcQ-?^r,_Ar_L‘-2rii Trotter, Director of Elementary Curriculum
Jameo
,
Auuiatant Director of Eleraentary CurricuJ.um
Candidate being interviewed
pi^Jito':.-/ The candidate had an appointment to ace Circle, She
had talked with Trotter and Samea briefly before the conference
oegan.
Abstract An interview was conducted with the candidate re-
garding the ponaieiJ ity of her teacninr in Central Diotrict.
Circle was interrue tea .-jcveral times and the interviev; cor.-
t inued w i thou t him
.
number of units to b e cocisd total) 42,1 - 42,3 (3)
Descrin tioti
^2»\y Circle returned to his office with Kiss Trotter,
Director of Elementary Education, her assistant, Mr, James
and a candidate for a teaching position.
Circle asked the candidate
,
"How did you hear about us?"
She responded that a girl in her dormitory was from
Ge.mrcl and alv/ays spoke highly of it.
Circle questioned the candidate regarding her hig,h school
activities (i,e, preferences, honors, etc.).
The girl said that she had not been in the honor society
in high •chocl and Circle asked, "How did you get into Range-
land?" Ke t,/ er asked her aboir: her experiences working with
children.
^2,27 v/hile the candidate was responding, Circle re-
turned to his desk to receive a phone call. He discussed
what appeared to ce piersonal business, his recruiting trip,
some church activities and some school board business. The
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csll lauted lor about fifteen minuteu,
..leanwhile, Trotter
and Jameu continued the interview and the conversation turned
to the topic ot Kanj-jCland raraduates /ho were teaching in the
Central District*
^2,1 continue^ Circle rejoined the .^roup stating,
"That was one of the three who led the revolution to save me
••.a son of liberty," He then turned to the candidate and
said, "fou're more important than the other people here -
teachers make 2 srhool system, click," He suggested she visit
the Peach Lane School,
Circle v/as again interrupted by a phone call.
This time it w.as a candidate from Towne College, He m*ade an
appointment arid gave her traveling directions,
^2,1 continued^ Circle once again returned to the
group and, tailing the candidate by her first name, asked if
she was considering other offers. He said, "We must leave it
this v.’ay, let us know after seeing the school whether you are
definitely interested and we'll let you know at school of our
decision," Miss Trotter suggested that they let her know by
the next Monday, Circle responded, "We will let you know
within a week after hearing from you," He then complimented
her for not having asked about salary. He told her the starting
salary at the I;,A. and M.A, levels and asked her if she planned
to do graduate work. She said she was considering doing
graduate work. Circle raised the question about a.ttending
Ellsworth College or Urban University, This began a discourse
on mental health which led to Circle giving his philosophic
nooition on crim.e in the big city.
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iPISODd 4-3
C entral Actor Dr* Circle, Superintendent
Other Actors; De'/oto, Ad "iniutrative Asisuutant
(<ood, Hi^h School A'JSiintant Principal
Niehouue, Junior High School Principal
Hi Si tor V The board, in sspite of resiisjtance from Circle and nosit
of the profeusiional utaff, had employed a buuinesisj consiultant
fira to Situdy the disitrict. The study was; in pro^;,reys at the
tine of the behavior.
Abstrac t .Oe;oto en'i'ered Circle's office where Circle v/as
talking to uiehouse md .*ood. He co .plained about the work
in getting material prepared for the consultant firm. Circle
just commented, "To hell v.'ith thf>'," but then told DeVoto to
siend them cne m-a.Terial he had prepared.
Hu Tiber of units: to be coded (d total; 4-3.1 ( 1
)
Description
^3*i7* DeVoto entered Circle's; office where Hiehousie
and V/ood were conversing with Circle. Circle commented, "Are
you keeping the store while we "re having so much fun?"
De'/oto asked Circle about the management study and com-
plained, "I have so much to do petting material for them I'm
getting v/ay behind in my regular work."
"To hell v/ith them," said Circle but added, "V/ait, I'm
being uncooperative again. Send them a letter of transmittal
telling them what's included and what's missing and why."
De/oto left the office to prepare the materials and a
letter
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SPISODE 44
Actor Dr, Circle, Superintendent
Other Ac-torn Sampsjorj, Ki.’h School Principal
iur, //eifjc, ..anager of the local plant of a
nationally knov/n cereal called
"U.S. Oatu"
The ucholarohip co'''nittoe
Faculty and ytudentu of Central High School
in aaoem.bly
Hiutory loginning ao a omall local faiily owned nill, the
U.S. us.t;'j CoiTipany had grown to a lar^e national conpany. For
ijone ti-.e the company had given a sjcholarohip to the local
student vvho selected by thej company's scholarship commit-
tee . The selection for the ensuing school year had been
made, and tne comnittee v/as cc announce the name of the v/inner
before a school-wide assei,.bly at Central High School.
Abstrac t The scnolarship committee assembled in Circle's of-
fice, Circle and .Veiss disagreed on the "worth" of the U.S.
Oats scholarship. The group moved to the high school audi-
torium where Sampson and Circle spoke briefly. Veiss presented
the nace ox the scholarship v/inner. The winner and his parents
v/ere presented on the stage. They received congratulations and
pictures were taken.
NumO'er of un its to be coded (& total) 44,1, 44,2 (2)
Description
^^,l7 Circle entered his office from the outer corridor.
He w'as accompanied by the scholarship committee and ..x. V/eiss,
manager of the local U.S. Oats plant. They waited in the of-
fice until the assembly began.
Circle told Weiss, "I’m in an argumentative mood." He
continued by saying that he thought, "The U.S. Oats scholar-
ship is no longer among the top in the country because of the
limit it places on the aid to the recipient." Circle claimed
other scholarships were better,
Weiss was on the defensive and said, "I think it’s
a
pretty good scholarship."
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To thiLi circle replied that there way yome queytion if
thiy year’y winner would accept the ycholaruhip ay he had
alyo been offered a "yubytantial ycholaryhip from
Sampyon entered the office at thiy point to yay the ayyenbly
way ready to begin.
The group moved fro i the office to the audi-
torium, lieisii, Circle and Sampyon took yeaty on the ytage,
and the reyt of the committee took yeaty in the front rovi
of the auditorium. The ayyembly pledged allegiance to the
flag and yang the national anthem.
Sampyon addreyyed the ayyembly briefly, noting that he
v;ay "soiry not to have been able to attend more of the ayyem-
bliea during the year to speak to the pupils," He then intro-
duced Circle who also expressed his regret that this was his
first chance to talk to the students. Circle then introduced
kV'eiyy
,
.>'lr, Weiss began by telling the students, "Lou (Circle)
and I often engage in friendly arguments at the Rotary meet-
ings." Weiss then went through a suspenseful build-up which
ended in announcing the name of the winner of the scholarship.
The assembly burst into applause and the boy and his parents
were ushered onto the stage. The boy and his parents were con-
gratulated by Weiss, Circle and Sampson amid a hubbub of pic-
ture taking, Sampson dismissed the assembly and the £,roup re-
tired to Circle's office for more hand shaking and picture
taking.
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EPISODE 45
Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actorn De/oto, Adrninintrative Aayiatant
Urban City teacher (via telephone)
Hio tor f Central DiSitrict wan involved in a teacher recruitinff
pro^ra.Ti. Circle had handled four calln either from applicantn
or aoout applicants during hin morning office hours,
tract
^
Circle received a call from a teacher who wan teach-
Uroan City, Circle wan cool to the caller, De'/oto
walked through Circle's office while the call was in progress.
Circle ended the call and as De/oto returned through Circle's
office, Circle commented on the way the local comrr.unitv s com-
position interacted, as Circle saw it, with the recruitment
program.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 45,1, 45.2 (2)
Description
At 12:12 Circle received his fifth call of the
morning concerning teacher procurement. The call was from a
teacher, presently teaching in Urban City, who was interested
in teaching in Central District. Circle, who had commented on
positions still vacant earlier in the day, told the caller,
"ixo, I don't know of anything you could fill! Yes, you can
send in an application but at the moment we have nothing you
could fill, I'm sorry! Goodbye!"
During the conversation De/oto walked through Circle's
office to the business m.achines' office. (This was the usual
v/ay of getting between De/oto 's office and the business
machines’ office.)
On his return trip through Circle's office back
to his own office, Circle commented to De/oto, "v/e certainly
have had a surge of applicants from Urban City teachers, I
don't know how many of these city people we can
absorb in thit
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country atmosphere, i'rankly, most of them are Jev/ioh and I
have to consider the make-up of the community and try to
keep some balance. V/e're looking for good teachers wherever
we can find them, however."
De'/oto signified his general agreement and returned
to his office.
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2PI:iODE 46
C entral Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actors De/oto, Administrative Assistant
•Vood, High School Assistant Principal
Taylor, Elementary School Principal
unidentified caller
History A series of budget meetings had been held by the
Soard, For the most part they were poorly attended. There
was some fear that the vote would be light because it ap-
peared that no one was opposing it.
Abstract De'/oto came into Circle's office and gave him a
list of the people who registered over the weekend. Circle
examined the list. Later -vood, who was in charge of getting
out the teacher vote, picked up the registered voter list
from Circle. After returning fro'i a Rotary meeting. Circle
prepared materials about the budget for a teachers’ meeting
which was to be held later in the v/eek.
Number of units to be coded (& total) 46.1-46,8 (8)
Descrintior.
/46.J;7 Dr. Circle was working at his desk when DeVoto
entered the office, "Here's the list of those v;ho registered
over the weekend. Boss," said DeVoto.
"How does it look?" asked Circle as he looked over the
names. As he finished he commented, "So;:ie good people here!"
and put the list aside, DeVoto left the office.
Circle called a placement person to request a
personnel folder.
Then he called a teacher who was to work in the
election. "The lists are all ready for you," Circle said, "You
can pick them up this afternoon. Remember, we have a couple
hundred votes on the staff,"
^46,47 Wood entered the office to pick up a copy
of
the voter lists.
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Or, Circle left the office for a "make-up"
Rotary meeting.
^-r6._47 Upon returning from the meeting, he apent the
reat of the afternoon in hia office going over the budget
and making notea for a teacher's meeting to be held later
in the week. He was interrupted by two calla concerned with
the up-coming vote.
/46j_2/ Circle waa working at hia deak. The phone
rang and he answered it. The caller waa unidentified. Circle
said, "I don't think we will be doing anything about a
general mailing. Such notices gc out to people who aren't
registered and when they come to vote they can't. This
creates confusion. They don't understand and get mad at ua."
No sooner had he hung up than the plione rang
again. This time it waa Taylor, the principal at Peach Lane
Elementary School, Taylor asked if a mailing waa to be sent
to all persona on the voter registration lists.
Circle responded, "No, I don't think so. We'll use
the telephone and we can contact selected voters. We have
to be careliil because we really don't want everyone to come
out," This ended the call.
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EPISODE 4?
Actor Dr. Circle, Superintendent
Other Actoru DeVoto, Ad'^iniHtrative Auyiutant
Sampijon, High School Principal
r.iarku, AdminiJitrative Intern in charge of
Special Projectu and Suildinga
lioard Clerk
We’nbera of the Hoard of Education
General audience
i,lr, ivicuonala, i-'reaident of Central Teachera’
Aaaociation (via letter)
Hip tory
^
The follov/ing background infor^nation oertaina to
the topica centered on in the following deacriotion : De'/oto
had arranged that bida on bread and paper be obtained on a
cooperative bid baaia for Central Diatrict and aeveral other
neighooring diatricta. Specificationa were prepared and bida
obtained. The lov/ biddera had been determined.
There had been a h)atory of trouble in the Diatrict in
the area of ouildinga and grounda. Circle attributed the be-
ginning of hia contract problema to a problem in thia area
between the board preaident and tliC aaaiatant auperintendent
.
The aaaiatant auperintendent left the Diatrict becauae of the
problema. i.iarka, an intern, had been in charge of the affaira
in thia area aince that time. There had been a diacuaaion at
aeveral board meetinga on two projecta that required the aer-
vicea of an architect. The board had refuaed to appoint an
arohitext but h?d "authorized" one to atart work, payment to
be agreed upon at a later date.
Loard membera had expreaaed doubt about government funded
programa at previoua meetinga. The Headatart Program had been
approved by the government and i.arka had given the board a
brief outline of the propoaal. Several itema on the agenda of
the board meeting had been diapoaed of.
The cuatodian of one of the elementary achoola had re-
cently died. Temporary arrangement had been made by >..arka to
take care of the work, i/iarka waa giving a building and
grounda report,
Repreaentativea of the Teachers' Aaaociation had met
with the 3oard and had been invited in a general way to dia-
cuaa "anything" with the Hoard, The Hoard meeting had con-
cluded and an executive aeaaion waa about to atart.
Aba trap t Various itema of business were transacted. The
Headstart; I'rogram discussed, consideration given to the death
Of one of tilt' non-profeaaional staff and passing attention
given to a request for a policy change by the Teachers Aaao-
ciation.
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teber of unit.^i to bo coded U total ) 4?.l, 4?. 2 (2)
Description
Circle started to introduce an item of infor-
nation which had been set aside during the last Board meeting
concerning fire safety equipment,
De/oto interrupted, "I have some other bids. Do you
want them now?"
Circle told hira to go ahead,
DeVoto presented the names of two companies, indicating
that one was a low bidder on bread and the other was a low
bidder on paper. Ke explained, "These were joint bids with
nine other nearby school diisti'icts, vVe have found out that
we can save money if we pool our needs and get bids on the whole
works .
"
Circle added, "Wore and more districts are doing this
on certain items to save money."
A Board member asked if proper arrangements for delivery
were made and DeVoto assured him that they had. A motion was
made to purchase the bread and paper from the lov/ bidders.
"Ah, nol" exclaimed DeVoto, "V/e can't move to buy this
because it's a joint bid. I just want approval of these as
low bidders."
A new motion was made and unanimously approved by the
Board,
The next item on the agenda concerned the acquisition
of the services of an architect for one of the schools building
projects. Circle asked, "Wr. Marks' will you present the
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agreement you have worked out with the architect?"
Marks, who was sitting directly behind Circle where
viaitory sat, rose and reported from that position. Circle
moved away from the table so that he and the board members
could see Marks. Marks presented the plan in his usually
quiet tone. He indicated the plan included a 10% of cost
fee for the architect. He said, "I have checked this with
the attorney and he reports the fee is in line with usual
practice.
Circle then commented on a possible alternative plan for
remodeling the shop into classrooms that had been suggested
by the architect. }ie indicated, "t4r, Sampson has been close
to our planning for these new high school rooms. Do you want
to comment?"
Sampson, who was in the audience, made a brief comment
about the plan.
Circle continued, "//e are delayed in getting started
because we must wait for board approval. The time is growing
so short. I*d like to ask you to appoint a committee to work
with us so we can move on this without waiting for board
approval of plans as we develop them..
The board approved this in a motion and the vice-presi-
dent appointed Carlyle and Cox (the board member-elect who was
at this meeting) to a two-man committee.
Board member Brown noticed that Marks had his hand
rai.sed and asked Vice-President Grant to recognize him.
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iviarks said, "I would like to ask you to make a formal
motion approving the architects fee and contract so he can
get on with his work,"
Grant immediately objected, "I don't see why we need
that. We've said we want him to go ahead and I v/ant some
further comment from the attorney before I've approved the
contract with him,*'
There was further comment during which Marks said that
in addition to the shop conversion there were "two other
projects which are being held up because we have no authority
to go ahead and the money in this budget. We must take action
soon if we are to use that money,"
Grant again said he could not see why the architect
could not go ahead without a formal motion.
After some discussion, a motion was approved "appointing"
the architect to proceed with the projects but not approving
the fee.
The board clerk said, "That motion won't take care of it
because it says nothing about employment,"
Brov/n then moved that the architect be hired at a ten
percent of cost fee to do the three jobs. After a short dis-
cussion the motion passed unanimously.
At 9s 55 Circle introduced an item concerning the Head-
start Program,
Circles We have formal approval from the Federal Govern-
ment for the summer project,
Mr. Marks was called on to make a presentation concerning
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the item.
Granti Give us a rundown on the costs.
Circle noted that this was a different program than the
Neighborhood Youth Program,
Marks I We need a signature to Sergeant Shriver indi-
cating our approval of the Project. (He went on to describe
the local elementary schools in which the program would take
place and the fact that there would be an orientation program
in New York City for the teachers who v;ould work in the Program,
)
Granti Why those three schools only?
Marks answei-ed that children from the other schools v/ould
attend the program at these centers, Marks indicated the
program included hot lunch, mid-morning snack, transportation,
physical examination, dental examination, shots, and eye glasses
if necessary. He said, "The Federal Government was generous,
almost to a fault in certain areas,"
Circle emphasized that the program was only submitted
for board approval and although it already was funded by the
government, it had to be approved by the board,
Granti V/hat is the pleasure of the board?
Several members of the board objected to Grant’s question
and said they still had questions.
Mrs, Monsantei I have had inquiries, I have had two
medical doctors come to me asking for information. They are
interested and they want to help. Of course, my answer has
been, call the school ... I feel kind of stupid not knowing
anything ...
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Marks defended himself saying, "I passed out a copy of
the description of the proposal to you at the last meeting.”
Mpnsante continued to push for an answer as to whether
volunteers could work in the program,
Marks, however, said nothing could be done without board
approval,
Monsanto responded, "Let’s assume we have the program
operating. Will there be a place in this program for that?"
Marks responded, "Yes, It was our thought, ,, that it
would be the school doctor. This was our intent," Marks said
that if other M,D, 's volunteered their services, they could be
used, however.
Monsanto then asked who v/ould direct the project,
Marks said, "We have not come to that yet,"
Monsante then asked if women who volunteered from the
community would be used,
Marks answered, "This is one of the key aspects of the
program," He said he had asked certain people to supply
volunteers,*
Monsante requested that various organizations be con-
tacted for volunteers.
Circle cautioned, "I think we have to go a little
slowly,,. We haven’t been able to do a thing until approval
here at this table ...If in the first year you had too many
*The request from churches resulted in four nuns who
participated in clerical garb in the program.
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people in it you would be loot..." Circle suggested that
Miss Trotter would have to formulate the program,
Monsanto further questioned the transportation area of
the program. She then said she was through and, "I most
heartily recommend it,"
Carlyle then asked about the types of children who
would be admitted to the program. He was concerned that only
lower-class children would be permitted to enroll, "This will
be open to all pre-kindergarten children hoping to enter in
the fall or not,” he asked,
Marks fumbled for words and attempted to evade,
Carlyle pinned him do-.vn, "All children though?"
Marks answered "Yes," He fumbled for words and said,
I’d like to qualify that,,,"
He dcsoi-ibed the interview part of the "intake program"
as important. He said they should "try to enroll as many
needy children as possible, ,, but we are not committed to a
100^ or an ratio,,, We are also interested in having a
number of children we would consider not deprived. Unless we
have this mixture, v/e are perpetuating a social situation v;e
want to avoid," Marks went on to describe the method of re-
cruiting children for the program.
Circle commented that they might have to come "back to
you to help us guide this thing,"
Carlyle further expressed his fear that some children
v.'ould be excluded and Brown said, "After all, this program is
primarily aimed at a certain type of child,"
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There wasj further diocuuaion by board membera, Carlyle
said, "The economic reaourcea of the parents should not be a
guide here,"
Marks continued to fumble saying there was a lot they
would have to learn from the first summer's operation,
A visitor to the meeting broke in to comment on the
program and the need to "mix middle class with the deprived kids,"
Circle took the lead and complimented Marks for the way
he "put together the proposal," He recommended that the Dis-
trict "buy his services" when he left the school district so
he could write proposals, "I just wanted to give the nod to
Marks for the work he’s done on these two or three things,"
Grant asked, "Hov; does the hoard feel?"
A motion to approve Headstart passed unanimously and
Brown and the board thanked Marks for his work on the proposal.
The Board called upon Mr, Marks to give the building
and grounds report.
In very subdued tones and with his head lowered Marks
began his report,
Marks: Mr, President, ladies and gentlemen, I regret
to inform you one of our custodians, Mr, Reno, has passed
away. The funeral is tomorrow morning at 10, It came to
all of us as a shock.
Circle interrupted to indicate the building in which the
custodian had worked and the fact that he had v/orked nights.
Grant! Should the board send some note of condolances
or something?
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Circle* We'll send something. Some of us will attend
too.
There was a pause and Marks continued,
Marks* I thought we'd wait a week and consider a
replacement.
Grant* Right,
Marks paused for fifteen seconds before continuing his
report on other matters.
As the meeting adjourned. Dr. Circle called to
the board members who were milling about the room prior to the
executive session which was about to start.
"Oh, yes, here's a memo (see letter attached dated May 25)
from the teachers' Association they want you to have," said
Circle, "It requires no action now. Just wanted you to see
it," Circle placed the letter on the table on top of each
board member's folder. The board room emptied of guests
and the executive session opened. There was no discussion of
the letter in the session.
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r-‘ay 25, 19—
Dear Sirtii
During previous} difjcusjs ionr. between your group and theleachery Asjuociation Prof esisiional Corniiittoe
,
you made it
clear that it way your dessire to diycuau with the committee
any matters of common interest.
There are, at this} time, two m.atters which we feel
need to be discussed. One of these matters} is specific and
the other is more general.
The specific matter is this. We would like the Board
of Education, in itsj v/ritten policy, to make provi'sion for
notifying staff members} of administrative and teaching posi-
tions open in the district. Provision should also be made
for objective consideration of Central District applicants
for these pos}itions}.
The second matter we v/ish to discuss with you is of a
more general nature. We would like to have v/ritten policy in
all areeis of teacher service.
The Grievance Procedur e adopted by the Central District
Board of Education states in Article Ii
"It is hereby declared to be the purpose of these pro-
cedures to provide a means} for orderly settlement of differ-
ences, prcm.ptly and fairly as they arise and to assure equi-
table and proper treatment of employees pursuant to established
rules, regulations and policies of the District."
It seems appropriate for our district to develop such
written policy in order to establish and maintain harmonious
and cooperati.ve relationships between teachers, administra-
tors and the members of theloard of Education, It is axio-
matic that such relationships would enhance the educational
program of Central District.
V/e will be happy to arrange with you mutually convenient
meeting times to discuss the above matters if you wish to pur-
sue them further.
Yours truly,
Robert r.icDonald
President
Central Teacher's Association


